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INTRODUCTION 

The :Famine lnquiry Commission was appointed under Ordinance No. 
XXVIII of 1944, with the following terms of reference:-

To investigate and report to the Central Government upon the causes of 
the food shortage and subsequent epidemics in India, and in particular in 
Bengal, in the year 1943, and to make recommendations as to the prevention 
-of their recurrence, with special reference to-

(a) the possibility of improving the diet of the people and the quality ar.d 
yield of food crops, and 

(b) the possibility of improving the system of administration in resrect ot 
the supply and distribution of food, the provision of'.eniergent medical relief and 
the emergent arrangements for the control of epidemics in famine conditions in 
those areas and in those aspects in which the nreserrt svstem mav be found to 
have been unsatisfactory. 

Section 4(1) of the Ordinance, in pursuance of which this report is sub
mitted, provides that "the Commission shall, in the first instance, direct its 
attention to the Province of Bengal, and ...... shall make a report and formulate 
recommendations in relation to that Province in advance of the final report .....• " 

We met for the first time on July 18th, 1944, in New Delhi. After spending 
some weeks in Delhi, where numerous official witnesses were heard. we went" 
to Bengal on August 11th, and remained there for about 6 weeks. During this 
period we heard 130 witnesses in Calcutta, 45 official and 85 non-offi,'ial. We 
took the opportunity, when in Bengal, of visiting various districts to observe 
the situation as it existed at that ·"time and to obtain further evidence from 
witnesses. Chittagong, Tipperah, Dacca, Khulna, and l\Iidnapore were visited 
by different members of the Commission and 33 official and 55 Mn-official 
witnesses were beard in .rural Bengal. 

A wealth of information about the causes of the famine and other questions 
included in our terms of reference was obtained in Bengal. But in order to 
view the past and present situation in Bengal in its proper perspectire we felt 
it necessary to make inquiries in other parts of India. We" wished to study 
procurement, r.:ttioning, and food administration in various-provinces and states. 
Further, we are concerned with broad developments in food and agricultural 
rolicy in the country as a whole in connection with the prevention of famir,e 
5n the future. Accordingly, on leaving Bengal on September 26th, we visited 
in succession Bombay City, Walchandnagar, Bijapur (where famine occurred 
in 1942-3). Madras City, Calicut, Cochin, 'l'ravancore, Tanjore, Eezwada and 
Nagpur. In all these places we interviewed numerous official and non-official 
witnesses, studied the existing food situation and food administration, and made 
inquiries about immediate and long t-erm prospects of producing more food and 
improving the diet of the people. We returned to Delhi on November 2nd to 
prepare our report. 

At the beginning of the inquiry we decided to hear witnesses i;1 camera. 
The reasons for this decision were given as follows by the Chairman at a press 
conference on July 31st, 1944:-

"As you know, our terms of reference are wide and I .think you will agree 
v.•itb us that our inquiry is of first class importance to the welfare of the people 
of this country. We have a definite and responsi"!Jle task to perform and we 
feel that nothing must be allowed to prejudice its success. You would wish GS, . 

·therefore, to obtain the best possible evidence of what occurred and why it 
-occurred, so th;lt we may be able to apply our minds to cause and effect and 
io make rt>commendaHons for the prevention of those events which were such 
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an uHbappy fe~ture of the year 1943. It is to that task that we are dedicated. 
We must be allowed to undertake it in tbe'best possible conditions for/success. 
Above all, we must be able to bear, weigh and judge the evidence in a calm 
and dispassionate atmosphere. I need not remind you of the strong feelings 
which have been aroused by past events. There bas, perhaps unavoidably. 
been acute controversy and indeed bitterness and recrimination. We want those 
who give evidence before us to be free to speak tbe~r minds fully and without 
any reserve. It would be most unfortunate if evidence given before us should, 
lead to an atmosphere of controversy, prejudicial to our work and to the manner
in which other witnesses give their evidence before us. It would, indeed. be
disastrous if the day to day labours of the Commission were to give rise to poli
tical or communal controversy or disturb the co-operation of all the different 
units in carrying out the all-India food plan. 

·It would be equally unfortunate if things were said and written which would 
have the effect of retarding the growth of public confidence. In short, our aim· 
and object must be to do our work in a manner best calculated to ensure. a 
report of the highest practical value in the short-est possible time. It is for: 
these reasons that, a£ter careful consideration, I and my colleagues have un-: 
animously decided that our proceedings should be in camera. We are confiden~: 
that the Press will appreciate these reasons and the spirit in which we are:. 
npproaching our task and assist us by their support and confidence." 

We feel that our decision to sit in camera was fully justified by results.! 
Witnesses expressed themselves, both in giving oral e>idence and in the memo-· 
randa prepared for our perusal, with ~ freedom that might have been restricted 
had our proceedings been open to the press. Our witnesses included officials,. 
experts in various fields, and representatives of political pat:ties and :relief 
organizations. A great variety of views were put forward about the causes of 
the famine and the prevention of famine in the future. 'Ve are grateful to the 
many witnesses, official and non-official, who assisted us in our efforts to arrive; 
at the truth. 

This report is concerned largel~ with the past, with the story of the BeDgal 
famine and the Gauses of that famine. We have also considered the imme· 
diate future and made certain immediate recommendations. ·we propose tc 
deal in a later report with the second part of our t-erms of reference~the de>e
lopment of agriculture and the raising of standards of nutrition so as to make 
recurrence of famine impossible. But in order to lay p!ans for the future .il 
is necessary to understand the past, and hence we feel that our analysis of tLE 
causes of the famine should not be regarded solely as a "post-mortem" 
Numerous lessons which should be of value in the future can be drawn from tht: 
sequence of events which led to the tragedy of 1943. 

We are grateful to the Governments of the provinces and states visited bJ 
us for hospitality, and we wish to thank these and other governments for thE: · 
readiness with which they have supplied us with information on the wide rang£ 
of subjects covered by our inquiry. 

Acknowledgement to the staff of the Commission may suit~bly be madt 
when our work is over. We feel, howe>er, that we cannot submit the presen: 
report without e-xpressing our appreciation of the services of our Secretary 
Mr. R. A. Gopalaswami, O.B.E., I.C.S. Throughout our inquiry and in thd 
preparation of the report he has worked untiringly at enry stage and has given 
us invaluable assistance. 



PART I 

FAMINE IN BENGAL 
Cffi\PTER I.-THE FAMINE 

1. The Bengal famine of 1943 stands out as a great calamity even iu au 
P.ge ull too familiar with human suffering and death on a tragic scale. Between 

.oQne and two million people died as a result of the famine and the outbreaks 
<>f epidemic disease associated with it. Many more who escaped death went 
hungry for inany months, fell sick of disease, and suffered in other ways from 
the disintegration of normal life which the famine occasioned. Famine has, 
·of course, been a common event in the ancient and modern history of India. 
As far as history stretches back, the country ·.has been a prey to rMun·ent 
famines and during the nineteenth century a. number of serious famines 
oeZ.urred. The terrible famine of 1769-70. in which it was estimated that 10 
millions died out of a population of 30 millions, seriously affected -the whole o~ 
13engal, except the districts of Bakarganj and Chittagong in the south-eastern 
-corner, but. during the nineteenth century and the twenti6th century up to 
-1943, Bengal was almost entirely free from famine.l The Famine Commission 
uf 1880 included the eastern districts of the province, which suffered so severely 
in 194::l, among the parts of the_ country which "enjoy so ample and regular a 
tainfall and such nbundant·river inundation as to ensure the saJety of the crops 
in the driest .vP.ars ". The western districts are liable to scarcity but the only 
mea which has been prone to· famine from time to time is the district of Bankura 
•r:n j.he western boundary of the prqvince. 

2. The most recent . famines a~companied by high mortality took place in 
1896-7 and 1899-1900. Thus1 for over 40 years previous to 1943, India had been 
freP from great famines. Tlie relatively small famines of the last few decades 
occurred for the most part in rural areas remote from cities,- were controlled 
by effective measures. and hence did not attract much public notice. Famine 

·on a catastrophic scale had indeed faded from memory and was· regarded by 
many as a thing of the past. In 1943 an enemy generally thought to have been 
-finally vanquished reappeared in full strength and its victims thronged in their 
thousands the streets of the greatest city in India, Calcutta. The horrors of 
.famine at its worst were clearly exposed to lhe public view. All this came 
Rs a great shock to the publ~c in India. 

3. The famine affected only t.he province of Bengal and, to ~ much .less 
serious ~xfent, lhe neighbouring province of Orissa. Its general course was as 
iollows: during the early months of 1943, there were reports . of distress from 
various parts in Bengal and apprehension on the part of District Officers thati 
·famine was immi:nent. In May and June i~ became clearly evidenti in lhe 
·nistricts of Chitta gong and Noakhali. situafed on ·the eastern border of t-he 
province, nnd a steep rise in mortality occurred in These districts. By July 
mm:t of rural Bengal was involved, the death rate in almost all districts being in 
-exce!;s of the normal. From this point onwards the number of dea~hs rose rapidly 
and the penk was reached in December, 1943. ,Wi~h the reaping of the aman 
crop in Decem bel' and the arrival and distribution of supplies from outside· the 
province during tbe closing months of the year, The famine was relieved, buti 
the death rflt.e remained high throughou'£ the greater part of 1944. Severe 
epidf>mics of mnlnriR, smnll-pox imcl Clholera accompanied the famine. Of thr>!;e 
.(!isem;es. malarin caused t.he ~eafesl; number of dealbs. 

1'\e refer here to Rengel according to its prA!'!E~nt boundariE~s. 
1 
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4. In 1943 the mortality rate in certain districta in which starvat:on was.
most acute and widespread was higher than in the rest of Bengal, hut nearlY, 
all parts of the province were affected in greater or lesser degree. While there 
were variations in the extent of local scarcity, the phenomenal rise in the price 
of rice which placed it beyond the means of the poor occurred everywhere in 
Bengal and the poor were nowhere immune from starvation .. During the first. 
half of 1944 there was little difference between various parts .of Bengal in res· 
pect of disease and mortality. Disease assoc:iated with the famine became 
prevalent throughout the province. The famine therefore affected the whole of 
Bengal and was not confined to certain districts. 

5. Dnly on~ section of the community suffered from starvation ..... the IJOorer 
classes in the rural areas. Well-to-do people, and industrial workers in Greater 
Calcutta and els0where did not go short of food in 1943. We have egtimated 
in d'Ur report that perhaps one-tenth of the population-6 million people-were 
&t·nously affech:d by the famine. · As the price of rice rose during the first half 
of 1943, the poor in the villages without sufficient stocks of grain in their 
l'nssession found themselves unable to buy food. After an interval d11ring 
\\·bich they attempted to live on their. scanty reserves of food, or to outain 
money to buy rice at steadily rising prices by selling their scanty possessions, 
they starved. The majority remained in their homes and of these many died. 
Others. wandered away from their villages in search of food, and the mass 
migration of starving and sick destitute people was one of the mos~ distressing 
features of the famine. Thousands flocked into towns and cities;· the number 
in Calcutta in October 1943 was estimated to be at least 100,000. The migra
tion of disorganized masses often occurred in the great famines of bygone ages, 
but during more recent famines it, has been prevented or g-reatly limited. Its 
appearance during a famine shows that the famine is out of ;!ontrol. 

6. The wandering 'famine victims readily fell a prey to disease and spre!ld 
disease in their wanderings. Families were broken up and moral sense lost. 
In their distress they often sank to sub-human levels and became helpless anCI 
hopeless automata guided only by an instinctive" craving for food. We shall 
refer in our report to the problems to which the large scale migration of dP3ti: 
~ntes gave rise.l Here we are simply outlining the general featurt'S _of the 
famine and• it is sufficient to say that, by deg-rees, after the height of the· 
famine was passed, the destitutes throughout the province returned to their 
villages and homes. By the end of November 1943 Calcutta was more or less 
free from famished wanderers. A residne of homeless and indig"ent famine 
victims remair.ed . to be cared for in relief institutions in Calcutta ::~n,~ +l1e· 
districts. . 

7. The .turning point of the famine was reached in the closing months of 1943. 
·In November His Excellency the Viceroy, Lord Wavell, brought in the Army to 
the rescue of the province and in December a bumper crop was harwsted. 
During 1944 recovery took place slowly. But so serious a famine must neces
Parily have it" after-effects on the life of the community, Even when food 
became availablP much remained, and still remains. to be done to heal the 
wounds which it inflicted on Bengal. 

8. Sueh, hrieflv ann harelv describPd. is the trag"Pdv which \\"e are called 
upon to investigate. ·we shall fill in the details of the picture in· our report 
and give our views as to the causes of the famine. It is as re!!ards the latter 
that our responsibilities differ from those of previous Famine Commissions in 
India, . which had the comparatively simple task of rerorting on famines due 
to drought with consequent failure of crops m·er wide areas. ann th~> strnight
forward measures necessary to relieve such famines. The causes of the Bengal 

1 ThE> word "destitute" was goenerallv used in Bengal as a noun to describe famine 
'"ictiml'l. However objectionable as English, the word is convPnient and--its use ras not been 
avoided in this report. · 
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famine, and the measures taken to relieve it, have given l'ise to much bit~er 
controversy, centering round the question whether responsibility for the 
calamity should be ascribed to God .or man. \Ve have had to unravel a ctJm
plicated story, to give due weight to a multiplicity of causes and apportion 
blame where blame is due. 

9. Scope of the report.-Our report is desigued, as follows : first, to provide. a. 
back!ITound, a brief account is given of the geography, population, a.ud social 
orgaclzation of Bengal. Next, the supply and distribution of rice in Bengal, 
and the supply position in recent years inclu"aing 1943, are co~sidered. Since 
the all-India food situation obviously inlluenced the situation in Bengal, we 
describe, in Chapter IV, the development of the former from the· outbreak of 
war uo to the end of Hl42. Tn the following 3 chapt.ers an objective account 
is giv;n of the course of events in Bengal leading up to and culminating in the 
famine. A chapter on relief follows: here we describe the effect of the fa.rr1ine 
on the life of the people and the measures takeJ;J. to relieve distress in Calcutta 
and the distriets. 

l 0. In the followmg cnapter ·· Lookmg l:Sack' · we review, iu a critical ,vein 
f·he hi.:;tory of the famine anrl point out the mistakes made by the governments 
concerned. The chapter includes section!: on ·"high prices and failure of ~istri
bution", "control measures during 1942". "the people and the govemment", 
.. the situation in January. 1943'.'. ''the .Situation in 'l\Iarch 1943'', "external 
assistance", .. free traoe". "d~stribution of supplies" and "famine relief". All 
these subjects are critically discussed. In a final chapter we state and SUJ!l up 
0ur conclusions on the course and causes of the famine. 

11. Part II deals with the health aspects of' the famine. _ An .estimate of 
to_tal excess mortality during 1:.J;oo famine is made. ~~e subjects considered 
are ''r;.,ortality", "causes of disease and mortality", !'medical relief and public 
health work", "the failure to prevent high mortality" and "health in oth<:r 
parts of India". Certain recommendations about the health services in Bengal 
are made. The h~alth chapters are for the most part written in nou-technical 
language for the benefit of the general reader and certain medical aspects of 
the famine of interest to the medical profession, notably the treatment of disease 
<J>80<·i:lted with famine, have -not been fully dealt with. \Ve considet· it 
important that all useful medical and public health experience guined during 
the famine should be placed on record to add to existing knowledge about the 
relation between nutrition and disease. - At an early stage we drew the atten-· 
tion of the Government of India to this point, and at our request a medical 
officer with experience of medical relief work during the famine was given the 
task of preparing a technical report on certain of its medical aspects. 

12. In Part III we consider the immediate future. Procurement, rehabilita~ 
t.ion 11nd the supply of protective ann supplementary foods are discussed nncl a 
rmmber of recommendl:l-tions are made on matters of immediate importance to 
Bt>n!!al. Fina1ly thP.re are a numher nf appendices which· explain and expancl 
f·ertnin pnssages in the main '!1odv of the report. These include· R.nalyses of 
nrnrlurtion nnn consnmption in Hl4~ R.nn nrf'ceclin!? years. a chronologicnl arconnt 
of f-Vf'nts ominc- 1943. !'mpnlieCI bv thp n-overnmt>nt of BEmgal, and a list. of 
witnessec:; appt>aring- before tht> Commission. 

1 ~- While we have sumrnnrized o11t' general Mnclnsiom; nn the famine a£ 
the enrl of Part I, we have not prepared a summary of the report chapter by 
chrnter. The detailed ~;torv which has to be told· and our critical reviews do 
11otlend themselves readilv' to summarization. ·we mav add that matter wl1ich 
is not e~sential to ·the. irui.in theme of the report has.· been as fa·r as possible 



CHAPTER H.-GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BENGAL. 

• 1. Area and Population.-Bengal is pre-eminent among the provinces of India 
m two respects; it has the largest number of mouths to feed and produces 
the largest amount of cereals. The area of the province' is 77,442 square miles, 
rather more than the a.rea of England, Wales, and one-half of Scotland. The 
population is a little over 60 millions, which is well in excess of that of toe 
United Kingdom, and not much less than the aggregate population of Franre, 
Belgium, Holland, and Denmark. · 

2. Natural. Divisions.-The province naturally divides itself into four purts, 
namely, North, West, Central, and East Bengal. North Bengal extends from 

·the Himalayas to the Ganges and, witli the exception of the Darieelim· 
district and an elevated tract on the south-west, consists of a large ~rea of 
alluvi_al land which has been subject to great fluvial action. West Bengal falls 
into two zones, of which the eastern is a low alluvial tract, while the western 
~one is higher and rocky and becomes more and more undulating the nearer 
it approaches the uplands of Chota Nagpur. Central Bengal was formerly the 
Ganges delta; in this area new ,anP. formation has almost entirely ceased and 

· the greater part is no longer subject to inundation. It is a land of dead :~.nJ 
dying rivers;. a land which no longer receives the fertilizing silt from the large 
rivers which formerly flowed through it. East Bengal is the present delta. of 
the Ganges as well as the Brahmaputra, and it is here that land formation 
is still proceeding. This is a country of innumerable rivers, large and small, the 
waters of which overflow the_ country-side during the rainy season and enrit?h 
ihe soil with their fertilizing silt. 

3. Soils and Rainfall.-The soils of Bengal are almost entirely of allmria1 
o0rigin and fall into two well defined types. The more important is known a,: 
the ~·new alluvium" and this is generally easily cultivable. The other type, 
the "older alluvium", occurs mainly in the west and consists of laterite forma
l-ions of varying grades of sand and clay, with nodules of haematite. Cultiva
tion of this "older alluvium" .in a dry state presents -great difficulty; for t,he 
most part, therefore, crops are sown on it only during the summer rains, 
whereas on the "new alluvium", crops are also grown during the winter. The 
province receives its rainfall from the south west monsoon current and by far 
the greater part of it falls between the months of June and October. 
Rainfall ranges from 50 to 60 inches westward of Calcutta and from 60 
to 120 inches further east and north. 

4. Com.munities.-According to the Census Report of 1941, over 54 per cent. 
of the people of Bengal are Muslims, about 42 .P~r cent. Hi?dt~s, a._nd approxi
mately 4 per cent. members of other commumties. The distribution of the 
-population by communities in the four natural divisions of Bengal is shown 
below: 

North Bengal 
East Bengal • · 

Muslims Hindus 
32•1 
26•2 

Others 
6·6 
1•9 

Central Bengal 44•6 53•7 1•7 
West Bengal 13·9 79·0 '!'1 

5. Rural and Urban Population.-Accor-ding to the census figures. the popnla
tion of the province increased from 42·1 millions in 1901 to 60·3 mlllions in 1041. 
'\\?hile the population of India incrPrtsed by ~7 per cent betwe~n the :venrs 1001 
11-nd 1941, that of Bengal increased by 43 per cent. Nine-tenths of th., pt>op1e 
.c:>f B'em.ral live in about 84,000 villages. Of these ne!'rr1v 70.000 are small 

4 
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vil~ages, with less than a thousand inhabitants. The urban population number.; 
about G millions. About two-thirds· of this number live in Greater Calcutta 
'A·hich includes Calcutta, Howrah, and the industrial ·areas to the north a1id 
south of these cities along the banks of the river Hooghly. Greater Calcutta. 
moreover, is one of ·the most important industrial areas in India and includes 
within its boundaries a very large proportion of Incya's war factories. Except 
for Greater Calcutta and the area covered by the coal-fields in the •west, the 
proyince is predominantly-indeed almost entirely-agricultural; . and the 
vast majority of its enormous population are dependent upon agriculture for 
their livelihood. In spite of the expansion of industry in the province, the 
PPl'f'Pnta!!e of tClt::~l ropulAtiCln i!P.pending on industrial Pmpl_0yment for it~ 
livelihood is decreasing. 

6. ·Area under different crops.-The total extent of the cultivated land in 
Bengal is nearly 29 million acres. Some of this ie cropped :~p.ore than once, und 
t.he total area sown under various crops is normally 35 million acresl. The 
rrincipal crop is rice which accounts for a little 1ess than 26 million acres2~ 
In fact, Bengal may be described as a land of rice growers and l"ice eaters. 
The area under other staple foodgrains is small; that under wheat, for instance, 
is less than 200,000 acres, and the total area under food crops of all kinds other 
than rice is somewhat over 4 million acres. This includes land devoted to the 
~ultivation of fruits and vegetables. The most importanil non-food crop is 
Jute, which accounts normally for between 2 million and 2·5 million acres. 

7. The Permanent Settlemenf.3 • ......,The land revenue payable in respect of the 
greater part of the land in Bengal was fixed in perpetuity in 1793 and hence 
the tern::!. "Perma.nent Settlement". The. settlement was concluded not with 
the cultivators but with the zami11:iars, through whom the State;s share of the 
produce of the land was collected. It fixed the revenue sd: ten-elevenths of the 
n!lsets, i.e., annual. gross. rental, and left to the zamzndar the remaining one
eleventh. In addition, the zamindars were given the benefit of any future increas9 
in the assets of their estates resulting from the extension of cultivation or other 
causes, and the State promised not to make any demand "for the augmentation 
of the public assessment in consequence of the improvement o! their respect,ive 
estates". The zamindars were declared to be the proprietors of their est~tes 
subject to the prescriptive or customary rights of the tenants. These right~ 
were not defined in the Regulation but the State reserved the right to legislate 
for the benefit arid protection of the tenants. Finally, the estates became 
liable to be sold for arrears of revenue if the revenue was not paid by sunset 
of the latest date fixed for payment; and no excuses, such as drought or famine, 
were to be accepted for non-pf~yment. 

The fixation of the revenue in perpetuity, followed as it was by an increase 
ia the zamindar's profits, encouraged sub:infeudation and brought into. existonce 
a large bOdy of tenure holders. In some estates the number of such inter
mediate interests is extraordinarily large· and in some districts 15 to 20 grades 
of tenure holders are not uncommon. The report of the Simon Commission 
pointed out that in some cases _as many as 50 or more intermediate interests 
tave been cr8ated between the zamindar at the top and the actual cultivator 
at the bottom. The number of rent· receivers eontinues to increase and of 
recent years there has been a furtr.rer process of sub-infeudation below the 
statutory ryo~. 

Under the tenure holders are the ryots. Formerly the ryots were the actual 
cultivators but owi!lg to sub-letting and the right of ~ra:nsfer the actual cultivators 
are fo an increasing extenli men who are either paying a cash rent correspond
ing ~ a full economic ren1l, or are cultivating under the barga system and 

1Report of the Bengal Land Revenue Commission, 1940, Vol. II p. 88. 
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paying a_s rent o!le half of the produc~. The ryots to-day possess a large measure 
\.•f .proprietary nghts; the provisions of successive tenancy acts have endowed 
them with the practical ownership of their land. Under the ryots are the 
under-ryots, that is, the persons to whom ryots have sub-let. Under-ryots are 
not tenants at will and are protected by tenancy legislatiob. 

T_he nu~ber of ba:gada~ is increasing rapidly and in consequence a large 
and mcreasmg proportwn of the a~tual cultivators possess no security of ten~. 

8. Cultivation and their holdings.-The cultivator in Bengal is a ~mall 
producer. This- fact is well known, but it is so important for the purposes of 
our inquiry that it is necessary to have some idea of the number of famili-:ls 
which depend mainly on agriculture for their livelihood but either do not ho~d 
an~· land at all or hold only very small areas. Precise informatio!1 o~ this 
point, however, is somewhat difficult to obtain. In 1939, at the instance of 
the Land Revenue Commission, Bengal, the Settlement Department investi
gated the economic position of nearly 20,000 families in typical villaaes of each 
district of the province. After studying the results of these inv~stigations, 
together with certain further information ·subsequently collected during the .1941 
census, we have arrived at the following estimatesl :-

(i) The number of families in Bengal wholly or· mainly dependent upon--the 
cultivation of land for their livelihood is approximately 7 ·5 millions. 

(ii) Less than 2 million families hold more than 5 acres each; about a thi:·1 
of this number hold more than 10 acres each, 

(iii) .About 2 million families hold b_etween 2 and 5 acres each. 

(iv) All the others, constituting about one half of all the families depending 
wholly or mainly on the cultivation of land, either hold less than 2 acres each 
or are landless. 

(v) The Cl+ltivating famili;s of Bengal i.nclu~e roughly ab~:mt one million 
families lhing mainl)· ot entuely as bargadars, i.e., crop sharmg tenants. 

(vi) The number of families living mainly' or entirely on agricultural wa~es. 
is approximately 2 millions. 

9. Poverty.-These estimates are important, for they afford a clear picture o£ 
the classes of cultivators who live, even in normal times, on the margin of sc1b
sistence, as ·well as the probable numbers of these classes. The general 
'cQnsensus of upinion among witnesses who appeared before the Land Revenue 
Commission, Bengal, was that "5 acres would be the minimum area required to 
keep the averag(, family in reasonable comfort; .but if the land is capable ~f 
growing nothing but aman paddy, the area required would be about S acres . 
The Commission considered these figures to be substantially correct. 

The Land Revenue Commission. also observed that "about half of 
the holdings in Bengal are barely sufficient for the .maintenance of the families 
which own them". This, we have no doubt, apphes to all those whose lnld
ings are less than 2 acres, but the same would also apply to some HID•~n~g 
the 2 million families.. which cultivate between 2 and 5 acres each. As the Land 
Revenue Commission more .than once observed in their report, "there is not 
enough land (in Bengal) to go round". We endor;:;e this view. 

In later chapters we shall deal with the immediate causes of the famine. 
It is necE>ssary; however, to oraw attention at the outset to the condition of 
the people in normal times. The standard of living was in gener::l 1ow. 
Population was growing rapidly, leading to increased pressure on available land 
suitable for cultivation. How far agricultural 11rodnction was l::eepin~ race with 
t.he increase in the numbE>r of mouths to he fed, it is difficult -to s11v. ~-\t •bE' 

lAppt~ndix I. 
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best' of times, however, ~ sec~ion of the poorer classes, both in villages and 
!owns, did not get enough !o eat and their diet, largely composed of rice, 
:was of poor nutritive quality. Sir John Megaw, Director General, Indian 
Medical Service, carried ou~ in 1933 an inquiry into the physical condition of 
villagers in different parts of India, by means of questionnaires sent to local 
doctors. Dispensary doctors in Bengal reported that only 22 per cent. of the 
population were well nourished, while 31 ·per cent. were very badly nourished. 
The corresponding figures for India as a whole were 39 and 26 per cent. res
pectively. Since the assessment of the state of nutrition depended on the sub
jective impressions of doctors in different provinces, it is difficult. to accepi! 
~ese figures as ·showing conclusively that nutritional conditions in Bengal-were 
worse than· elsewhere in India. Nevertheless, the results of the investiaation 
ma;y be quoted as indicating in a general way the"unsatisfactory state of nu~·ition 
of the people of rural Bengal 10 years previous. to. the fa~inP 

Poverty and malnutrition left a section of the population with few reserves, 
material or physical, to ~meet superimposed ·Calamity. For them there was no 
"margin of safety" and little possibility of "tightening the heW'. The fact 
that such conditions are common to most other provinces of India, which 
escaped the famine, does nob detract from their fundamental importance. They 
provide a background against which the events which led to widespread starva
tion in 194.3 must be viewed. 

LO. The Administrative Organization in the Districts of Bengal.-We have 
IJetu t;truck by the weakness of the administrative organization in the distrids 
of Bengal owing to the absence of a. subordinate revenue establishment compar
able ,vith that maintained in those provinces in which the _land revenue has 
been temporarily settled-not petrbanently settled as in Bengal-and in l>arti· 
cular in those provinces in which the ryotwari system of land revenue prevails. 
In the ryotu:ari areas the land revenue, which is liable to periodic resettlement, 
is paid by the peasa1;1t proprietor and not, as in Bengal, by the proprietor of an 
estate. In these areas it is, therefore, necessary for Government ·to 
maintain detailed village records showing in.ter alia the land held and the 
revenue payable by each ryot, all ?h~nges in possess.ion and o_wnership nnd 
tlie crops grov>n in each :field. Th1s mvolves the mamtenance m such areas 
of a re>enue staff irr every large village or group of small villages, as well 
as an adequate subordinate revenue establishment to supervise and control the 
work of the village establishments. In Bombay, for inst~nce, each sub-division 
of a district is divided into talukas, the number dependmg upon the area and 
population of the sub-division and each talul.:a is divided into circles consisting 
of 30 ro 50 villages. The talukas are in. charge of officers called mamlatdars 
and a Circle Inspector is attached to each C1rcle. Finally, each village has a 
J'atel, nn accountwnt (the accountant is sometimes for a group of villages) lind 
a number of 'Village servants who work under them. Although t.he primary 
object of this organization is the assessment and collection of revenue. it is 
;~>nilable, and is in fact used, for assisting almost all branches of tbe distrir>t 
administration in rural areas. In Bengal, as we have indicated, there is no such 
organization effectively linking th~ District Officer and the Sub-divisional Officer 
·to the villages in their charge. The only functionary in the Bengal village is the 
~~llage clwwhhlar who ·carries out poli~e duties. He is poorl:v. paid, usually iUi-
tcrAte, and in no way comparnble with the village officers of thf' ryotwari an•n<; 
"·bo are persons of established standing with considerable local influencP.. It is 
tme that there are Circle OfficPrs in Beng-al each in .charge of an area of ah0ut 
400 sqllare miles. i.e .. two o:r three to a sub-division. These officers, who were 
:lf'rointed primarily for the purpose of assisting and supervising Union Boards-

·rhp srnalleRt unit of local self-government in the provinC'e-ce:rtainly form a 
1ink J-.Ptween the District and Sub-divisional OffiC'ers and the villages. The 
Rl"Pil 0f tbPi:r juri~dietion i~. however. large, and they lwve not the assistance 
of offiC'PT!'l C'orres-ponding- to the Circle Impectors, pate7s, and accounta~1ts in 
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Bumbay. We have drawn attention in some detail to this difference betw':len., 
the subordinate revenue establishment in Bengal and -elsewhere for three 
reasons. :First, an organization such as exists in the ryotwari are;.ts keer,,; 
the Collector of the district in almost day to day contact with life in the
villages; secondly, it provides machinery for the collect1on of reasonably accurate 
and recent information about crop conditions," and the conditions in the villages 
generally, and thirdly, it provides a foundation on which to build and expand in 
an emergency. The existence of such an organization would have been of the 
greatest value to the Government of Bengal in dealing with the !Htuation as it 
developed in 1943. 

11. Union Boards.-Union Boards, the smallest unit of local sel£-governme.nt 
in the Province, came into existence on the passing of the Bengal Village Self
Government Act of 1919 and combine the functions of the- Chowkidari Panchayats 
under the Village Chowkidari Net of 1870 and the Union Committees under the 
Local Self-Government Act of 1885. At the end of 1939-40 there were 5,120 
Union Boards with a gross annual income of Rs. 1·16 crores and an expenditure 
of Rs. 1·03 crores. 

The number of members of a Union Board is normally nine, of whom six are 
elected and the remainder nominated by the District Magistrate. The duties 
of a Board are generally speaking, first, the control of daffadars and chowkidars 
(village police servants) of the Union, secondly, the carrying m:t of measures 
for the sanitation and conservancy of the Union and the improvement of public 
health within the Unio~, and thirdly, the construction and maintenance of local 
roa.ds and water-ways. A Board can also undertake other duties, such as the 
provision of a water supply, the management of pounds under the Cattle 
Tresspass Act, the registration of births and deaths, the development of cottage 
industries, etc. The income of the Boards is derived :from rates imposed on 
owners and_occupiers of build~ngs and from grants made by District Boards anrl 
the Government. 

Two or more members of a Union Board may be appointed to be a Union 
Bench or a Union Court for the trial of eertain classes of criminal cases and 
civil suits respectively. Such Benches and Courts have been established in· 
many Unions. 

The administration of a Union Board is subject to the superintendence of 
the District Board, except in matters relating to daffadars and chowkidar.~. In 
regard to the latter, control is- exercised by the District Magistrate through the 
Superint.Pndent of :J;>olice or the Sub-Divisional Magistrate. Union Boards are 
Ol'g:mized in circles and each circle is in charge of a Sub-Deputy Magistrat~ 
and Collector. This Officer, known as the Circle Officer, is charged with the 
duty of supervising and assisting the Union Boards in the discharge of thei1: 
functions. He forms the connecting link between the Boards on the one hand 
and the District Magistrate and the Sub-Divisional Magistrate on the other. · 

12. Oommunications.-Our description of Bengal would De incomplete 
without reference to one other factor which distinguishes it from most parts
of India. 'Ve refer to transport and communication in the province. The out
standing features of the transport system are the important countr,v bi)flt- traffic 
Oil its Water-ways and the meagreness of roaa communications. The nature of 
t'he terrain is such that the making and maintenance of roads _are extremely 
difficult. Throughout the greater patt of the province roads have to be raised 
above flood level, :frequently to the height of several feet, and have 
to be provided with a large number of bridges over the smaller rivers 
an<l khals. Moreover, the larger rivers present an "insurmountable obstacle· 

·to an,v system of.. through communication by road; the largest of them nre 
too wide to be bridged and others are unbridgeable except at a prohibitive 
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Thi::; i~ particularly the case in the southern districts which consist of a vas# 
network of rivers and khals. Another difficulty is that throughout nearly 
the whole of the province ,road metal is not available locally. It has to be 
transported long distances and this makes the construction and maintenance of 
metalled roads e5pecially expensive. The province is, therefore, ill provided 
with roads, and in many parts the transport of goods to and from railway and: 
ste&mer head is by country· boats, a slow but cheap means of communication. 
Bengal. while it lacks roads, is rich in wafer-ways. 



.CHAPTER !H.-SUPPLY A:KD DISTRIBUTION'OF RICE IN BE~GAL 

A.-THE PROCESS OF SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION DESCRIBED 

- 1. In Bengal, as elsewhere in India, about 80 to 90 per cent of the food of 
-the people consists of cereals. The staple cereal of Bengal is rice. Some wheat 
is also consumed, particularly by the population of Greater Calcutta, but in the 
province as a whole, wheat accounts for less than 4 per cent of the total cereal 
consumption. Only a portion of this wheat is grown within the province, the 
greater part being import.ed, from other provinces or from overseas. The pro
duction and consumption of millets are negligible. 

2. Bengal, we are told, used to be called the "granary of India.". This 
picturesque description, though misleading in some respects~ is certainly justified 
by the size of the Bengal rice crop. It is believed that the production of rice 
:in India is almost equal to the aggregate production o£ all other countries in 
-the world, excluding China, and Bengal produces about one-third of the Indian 
nee supply.1 During the course of the year; three rice crops are grown in 
Bengal. 'Winter rice, which is known as the aman crop, is by far the most 
'important. It consists mainly d'f lowland rices which are sown in May and June, 
:and mature in November and December. The autumn crop, which is known as 
-the aus crop, ranks next in importance. It comprises highland t.ypes sown in 
April or thereabouts, and harvested in August and September. Another crop 
-of minor importance is also grown between the aman and the aus. This is 
called the boro and is sown in November and harvestad in February or :Match. 
As in other areas with a relatively high rainfall, irrigation plays a small part 
in the agriculture of Bengal. Only about 7 per cent. of the total area under 
-rice is irrigated; the remainder is dependent entirely on rain. 

3. The supply of rice in the province at the beginning of _a calendar year 
-consists of almost the whole of the aman crop reaped at the end of the preceding 
year and "old rice", that is, the balance of earlier grown and imported rice 
.carried over from the previous year. During the year this initial supply is 
augmented by the boro and aus crops and imports. Apart from the small por
tion used as seed, the greater part of the year's supply is consumed by the 
people, and what remains is carried forward as "old rice" to the following year. 
The proportion of aman rice. consumed within the year in which it is harvested 
is normally negligible. ·In exceptionally bad years, however, it is consumed to 
&oJrte extent. Thus, -the annual rice supply position of the province may be 
vi~ualized .in the f0rm of a balance-sheet as shown below . 

• 
1. Balance of "old rice" carried over from I I. Seed. 

the previous year. 
·2. Yield of the aman crop. 2. Export9. 
3. Yield of the boro and aus crops. 3. Consumption. 
-4. Imports. 4. Balance of "old rice " carried forward 

to the succeeding year. 

4. Consumers of rice may be broadly divided into three classes. First, there 
are those who buy their supplies from the market all the year round. This 
class comprises practically the whole of the non-agricultural population, both in 
urban and rural areas, as well as a l~rge proportion oi the agricultural labourers. 
In Bengal, labour is generally hired on a cash pa;yment basis. The ~econd 
class consists of all those who do not buy any supphes from the market, that 
is, that section of the agricultural population whose holdings are large enough 
to provide their annual rice requirements itt ap.dition . to seed ancl a m~rgin 

tReport on the :\{arketing of Rice in India and Burma (1941)• pa~e 4-:'?. · 
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.for meeting the expenses of cultivation, the payment of rent, and other essential 
cash needs. Lastly, there are groups who buy their supplies irom the market 
only during certain parts of the year and not at others. These include numerous 
small holders who do not grow sufficient rice for their own needs as well as 
agricultural_ l<J.bourers who receive '\\.-ages in kind. 

5. How much of the rice crop is retained by the grower and how much comes 
on the market depends upon various factors and varies from district to district, 
from village to village, from one holding to anoth-er, and from year to year. 
Primarily, it depends upon bow much the cultivator retains for his domestic 
consumption and seed, and it may be taken as a general rule that the propor: 
tion retained varies inversely with the size of the holding. Small growers, 
however, often sell a proportion of their crop immediately after the harvest for 
the payment of rent, repayment of debt, and for meeting other E.ressing cash 
obli_gations even though the produce in their possession may not he sufficient for 
th~Ir _needs throughout the year. Again, in those districts in which jute is the 
prmc1pal cash crop, the proportion retained is high-er·than in districts where rice 
1~ the main crtsh crop. Taking the province as a whole, it has been .:stimated 
that ;normally 54 p~r cent. of the total rice crop is retained by the producer; 
t~at 1s, the proportion which come!) on the market is 46 per cent.l 

6. The season of marketing is dl:ltermined by ! the· time of harvest. In 
Bengal, as we have seen, the aman crop, which is the most important, is 
harvested by the end of December. An indication of the rate at which paddy 
and rice move into the markets of _Bengal during different months of the year 
is given by the following .account of movements into the Calcutta market:
.. F:fty per ceut of the total a·nnual an-ivals of paddy as well as rice were 
received in the fom months, Jart.tiary to April. Incomings of paddy were 
ilea,·iest in January and February, amounting to 28 per cent of the annual total 
arrivals in the market, while receipts of rice were highest in February and 
March, being also 28 per cent. of the total yearly imports. After. March, 
~rrivals diminish-gradually, the months of least activity being July and August 
m the case of pnddy, and from September to November in respect of rice" .2 

7. Paddy, after it is harvested, has to be de-husked before it can be con
sumed. Roughly one hal~ of the market supply is de-hus~ed b:f ma~~al 
labour in the villages, wh1le the other half passes through nee mills. .1he 
high proportion of the • market supply which ~s de-husked. by village~s and· 
prufessional de-huskers as a. cottage in~ustry I_s ·of _so~e rmporta_?ce m. the 
rm.tal economy of the .Province. _The number of nee ~ulls m Bengall.S _relat1ve~y 
!:mall in comparison with the size of the crop and with the 1mmbers m certam· 
other provinces, particularly in 1\Iadras, Bombay, th~ Punjab, and Sind. The 
cultivator crenerally sells his paddy and hand-pounded rice to village merchants 
or to itine~ant traders known as paikars, beparis, and farias,. These sales 
sometimes take place in· the villages themselves, but more often in the rural 
markets of which there are nearly 7,000 in Bengal. This represents the fir~1j 
stage of the movement of paddy and rice into the market. Part of the gram 
thus collected passes into distribution locally through retail shops, a_nd a part, 
probablv the !!l'eat.er part, pusses to the larger markets where it is sold to the 
bif!ger ~1ercha~ts, knbwn as aratdars, or to local rice mills. Cultivators, parti
cularlv the larger cultivators, also bring their grain for sale to these markets. 
This i~ the sec;nd stacre in the marketing process .. Once more, part of the grain 
·assembled at this stage passes ~nto local consumption. In fact, the whole of 
it mav be absorbed locallv ir the market is situated in or near to an 'lirban or 
deficit rural nrea. The ~ext stage in the marketing of the grain is reached 
when the paddy and rice mm-e from these assembling centres. Part is des
p tc hed to consuming cenfres in different parts of the province, and paril 

lRPpe>rt on the 'Marketing of Rice in India and Burma (1941), pages 27.and 4!12. 
I Ibi.J. 
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travels to the final wholesale market m and around Calcutta, where a lar()"e
amount of paddy is converted into rice. That is a brief, and in many respects. 
an over-simplified, account o£ the extremely comglicated process by which 
food in Bengal is collected in small lots from millions of growers, transported 
stored, de-husked, transported and stored again, and finally distributed through 
tens of thousands of retail shops to millions of households. The number of 
persons engaged in this business, so vitally important to the life of the com
munity, must run into several hundreds of thousands. 

B.-',J..'H.& SUl'PLY A:-iD DISTRIBUTION ASPECTS OF FOOD SHORTAGE 

8. In norm<tl times, the intricate processes of supply and distribution,. 
described in the last section, took place of their own accord. Householders 
who did not produce their own food went to the shops to which they were 
a,ccustomed to go and bought the supplies they needed. The shopkeepers, in 
their turn, bought their supplies from larger traders, and so on back to the 
growers in the villages: It was no one's responsibility, either in the trade or 
outside, to ensure that the supplies necessary for every one were actually 
produced and distributed. The free activities of producers, traders, and con
sumers, largely sufficed to secure this result. In the main, the necessary 
supplies were always available; and. the bulk of the population found that they 
bad either the food, or the money necessary to buy the food, which they needed. 
Even in . normal times, however, considerable numbers among the por.rer 
classes live on the margin of subsistence because they do not grow enough food, 
and do not earn enough money to buy the amount of food which they need. 
Food shortage in this sense may, and does, exist even when crops !tre go<)d 
~tnd prices low, and stocks are abundant, and are exported.. It is the result, 
not of a shortage in the total supply of food, hut of lack of purchasing powl'I" 
in the hands of the poorer classes, that is, of their poverty. 

9 ... Food shortage" of this kind becomes more pronounced in years in which 
.seasonal conditions are unfavourable and the yield of crops is seriously dimi
nished in consequence. The immediate effects of a total or partial failure of 
crops in any area are twofold: on the' one hand, it reduces the supply which 
would have been otherwise available, and,. on the other, it increases the number 
of people who are without enough food of their own, and. who have to buy theil" 
requirements from the market, and lack the purchasiflg power necessnry fol" 
that purpose. It is in such circumstances that relief measures are undertaken 
by Government. The essential feature of these measures is, not the directi 
provision of supplies, but the provision of purchasing power to the affed,od. 
population, mainly in the form of wages paid to labourers employed on relief 
works, and to a lesser extent in the form of loans and gratuitous payments. 
If is assumed that, once the purchasing power has been provided, the necessar.v 
supplies will become available for_ purchase. According to experience; in Bengal. 
as well as in other parts of India, throughout this century, this expectation 
has been fulfilled, and the normal operations of the trade have sufficed to bring 
the necessary supplies to the markets. This is possible because the total supply 
available for consumpt.ion, in any area during any particular year, does not 
consist merely of the yield of crops during that year; it include" thP stocks 
carried over from the previous year .and the net imports into that area. When 
the yield of crops is reduced, the price rises and this helps. first, in bringing
local stocks into the market more quickly nnd in larger quantities tl1an nf:unl; 
t::econdly, in making it. more profitable to import larger quantities tlum usual 
from outside the area; thirdly, in making i£ less profitable to export; and lastly, 
the rise in price leads to a reduction of consumption which in the a?g-regat"l. is 
b.v no means inconsiderable. The rise of prices thus fmtomRfiically anjm:ts 
t.hP nm·mRl traoe machinerv to the Ahnormal situation. And enables if to maintain 
lhe distribution of supplies. Inevitably, the rise of priees makes it difficult 
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;ior the Jistr~sseu classes to buy thtir food, renderillg relief measures all the.
Juore necessary; but it is not the cause of distress occassioned by crop failure. 
The provision of purchasing power through relief measures is useless, unle~s 
-supplies are available for purchase, and the rise of prices helps to ensare th::·ir 
.availablity. 

10. It is th&efore clear that sufficiency of food for everyone can be ensw·ed 
only when total supplies are sUfficient 1p m~et requiremP.nts and purchasiug 
power is adequate in relation. to the prevailing level of prices. Two aspects of 
iood shortage may thus be . distinguished, one of which may be r>alled the 

:supply aspect, and the other the distribution aspect. Food shortage of the 
most serious degree-famine--occurred in Bengal in 1943, and it is essentin.i to 

-<>ur inquiry to study the famine from both these ang1es. -
::lome estimate of the supply position in 1943 is therefore necessary. \Ve shall 

.attempt this in the next section. Here we may draw attention to certain facts 
relating to food shortage in past years which are reievant and important. It has 
already been J20inted out that in normal years ~ section of the population suffers 
from insufficiency of food, and it has been suggested· that this is due to lack ot 
_purchasing power rather than an over-all shortage of supplies. In the course 
of the 15 years preceding 1943, there were 3 years (1928, 1936 and 1941) iD 

;which the supply obtained from the am(ln crop reaped in the previous year, was 
.seriously short because of the p~tia.l failure of that crop from natural causes. 
During these years, distress prevailed in many parts of the province and relief 
.measures on a considerable scale had to be organized. When, however, pur
-chasing power was provided by these measures,· the necessary suEplies became 
.available for purchase, and no deaths from starvation occurred.. This sugge,.t:; 
that in these years sources of supply other than the aman crop were important, 
that there was little or no overall P,eficiency in supplies in relation to require
ments, and that the· distress whicli occw·red, not very serious in degree, was 
·due primarily to lack of purchasing power. In 1943, the shortage in the p~Yi
·Ously reaped ama1~ crop was comparable to that which occurred in the 3 years 
.referred to above. Actually, it was less serious than in 1941. A phenomenal 
-rise in the price of rice, however, occurred which was of a very different order 
'from the small rise which took place in the earlier years of shortage. This 
suggests at first sight that the famine of 1943 was due to a breakdown in dis· 
·tribution rather than to insufficiency of supplies. In order, however, to reach 
·a satisfactory conclusion on this question, we must att-empt to compare in 
greater detail the supply position in 1943 and in previous years. This is one 
·of the most difficult parts of our inquiry because the available information is 
:both incomplefe and defective. 

C.-REVIEW OF' SUPPLY IN RELATION TO REQUIREMENTS 

11. The sources of rice supplies in any given .year have been described ill 
paragraph 8 of this Chapter. To assess the supply position, some estimate 
musti be made of the yield of the different crops from y~ar to year, the quanti
t.ies imported and exported, the amounts required for seed and for consumption; 
and information about the amount of stocks carried over from year to year is 
also necessary. The defects in the relevant statistics are familiar. They have 
been -eomment-ea upon by various Commissions and Committees from time t<J 
·time and need not be recapitulated here. We must, however, make l:,he bes1 
U!'e we can of available information and attempt to reach conclusions which 
arpro:rimat-e to the truth. We append fo this Report a note con~inin.r! an 
:mnlysis of supply and requirements during 1943 as well as during fifreen prece
din!! :VNtrs. The conclusions given below are based on this note.t 
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1.2. Current supply (1928 to 1937).-\Ve u::.~ the term t:urreut supply, in. 
relation to a calendar year, to mealY the y1elJ of the aman crop reapeu a,t tha 
end of the previous year, the yield of the buro and ails crops reaped dw'ina the 
year, plus imports into, and mirws exports out of, the province during the ;ear. 

Oil the aver~ge of the ten years 19:28 to 1937, the yield of t4e anw11 cro1• 
was sufficient, after meeting seed requirements, to provide the rice. required 
for about 42 weeks in the year. The yield of the boro and aus crops was sutli
cient for about 12 ·weeks. Thu's, the yield o£ crops in the proYince was more 
than sufficient for requirements. The balance of imports and exports was 
negligible; in the first half of the ten year period, net exports umounted to
less than one week's requirements per annum,- and, in the secouJ halt, net 
impoi1;s were of the same order. 

The current supply varied from one ;year to another, mninJy .. beeause of 
1'ariations in the principal source of supply, namely the yield of the aman crop. 
In eight years out of ten, current supply was equal to or in excess of annual 
requil'ements. In two years nqmely 19:28 and Hl36, it was materially short. 
In these years, current supply was sufficient· for the requirements of about 4i> 
and 44 weeks r~spectively. 

13. Current supply (1938 ·to 1942).-0n the average of the 5 years 1938 to 
1942, the yield of the aman crop was sufficient for about 38 week:;, as again.st 
42 weeks in the previous decade. The yield of the boro and aus crops was 
_sufficient for about 10 weeks as against 12 weeks in the previous dec:1de.. The· 
supply derived from external sources, namely the balance o£ imports over 
exports, provided over one week's supply, as against nil in the previous decade. 
Thus, the current supply was, on the average, sufficient for only 49 weeks in 
the year as against 54 in the former period. 

The supply position had deteriorated for two reasons. First, population 
was increasing faster than the acreage under rice. ~econdly, seasonal cocdi
tio11s were less favourable in the later period than oin the earlier period. This 
is borne out by the figures in the following table:-

Average Percentage Average rate 
acreage under increase from. ofyield (in 

Period rice (millions one quinquen- tons) 
of nium -to per 

acres) another acre 

-
1928 to 1932 . 23·71 ... 0•39 

1933 to 1937 . 24•53 3•5% 0•40 

J938 to 1942 . . 25•53 4•1% 0•37 

• 
\Vhile, on the average, current su.pply WJs short of annual requirements 

by 3 weeks, it was sufficient or more than sufficient in two years out oi the fiYe~ 
In one year, 1941, it was seriously short, as it amounted only to about 39 
weeks' requirements. 

14: Current supply (1943).-The yield of the aman crop reaped at ffie end 
o£ 1942, which came into supply during 1943. was· sufficient for about 29 weeks. 
The yield of the boro and aus crops was sufficient for nearly 13 weeks. External 
supply provided rather more than one week's reC{uirements. Thu!':, currenfi 
supply was sufficiept for about 43 weeks. As compared with the awr::tge of 
the previous quinquennium, c:1rrent snpply wus short by an -amount eq~1ivalenf 
to 6 weeks' requirGments. 

-
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The vear 1943 was, therefore, comparable as regards current supply with 
tlle tim~~ lea11 years in the preceding 15 years, as shown in the following 
taUe:-

Year 

1943 • 
1941 • 
1936 • 
1928 • 

Current supply . 
(in terms of weekly requirements) 

about 43 
" 39 
" 44 
.. 45 

15. carry-over and total supply.-It is very unlikely that the stock of :Lll 
rice physically in existence in the province on the first day of any ·yea! is 
smaller than the yield of the aman crop reaped at the end of the prev1ous. 
year. We use the term "carry-over" to mean the difference between the two. 
The supply available for meeting the requirements of any year consists of the 
carn·-over and the current supply; the two toaether may be called "tota~ 
supply". An absolute deficiency of supply in relation to requirements exists 
only when total supply is less than sufficient for the requirements of the year. 
\Ye have no information about the actual size of the carry-over in any year, 
apart from such indicn.tions as are afforded by the difference between current 
supply and requirements from year to year. It is thus inevitable that coq· 
elusions reached about the carry-over (and, consequently also, total supply) 
must. be subject to rome uncertainty than those put forward about the sources 
of supply in the previous paragraphs. With this proviso, we believe that th~, 
following conclusions are consistent with the available evidence :-

(i) In relation to the requirements of the year, the carry-over .was larges~ 
in 1936, and considerable in 1941. It was probably not so large in 1928, a.nd 
still'smaller in 1943. 

I .• 

(ii) It is probable that total supply was appreciably in excess of annual re .. 
quirements, both in 1936 and 1941. It is unlikely to have been much in excess 
of annual requirements in 1928 and was probably not sufficient for such require. 
ments in 1943. 

(iii) The carry-over at the beginning of 1943 was probably ;,;ufficient for 
about 6 weeks' requirements .. As the current supply was sufficient for 43 
weeks, total supply during the year was probably sufficient for 49 weeks. Thus, 
during 1943, there was an absolute deficiency of supply in relation to require. 
meats, of the order of about 3 weeks' requirements. 

16. I£ these conclusions are accepted, it follows that the total supply posi. 
tion was worse in 1943 than in 1941, 1936, _and 1928. Under anv circumst!lnces 
there would have been distress in 1943 and relief measures o:ri a -considerable 
scale would have been necessary. The supply position was not, however, such 
as to make starvation on a wide scale inevitable, provided the traae WJS 

capable of maintaining the distribution of available supplies subject only to a 
moderate rise in the price level. Towards the end of 1!H2, however, a situa• 
tion, developed, not only in Bengal but also in other parts of India, in which 

·the normal trade machinery began to fall to maintain and distribute supplies at 
moderate prices. 

One of us; Mr. ·M. Afzal Husain, holds that the shortage o£. supply in ~e 
beginning of 1943 was even larger than is indicated i11 the foregoing paragraph:~ 
His views on the sub]ec£ are contained in a sepArate minute. 



<CHAPTER IV.-DEVELOPMENT OF THE FOOD SITUATION IN l~DIA 

1\.-THE SITUATION IN 1942 

1. When the war broke out, the supply and distribution of foodgrains o>er 
the whole of India depended entirely on the normal trade machinery. The 

·nature of this machinery was much the same as· we have described in the last 
Dhapter as operating in Bengal. Today, this is no longer the case. Through
'OUt India the grain trade is under· government control of varying degrees of 
intensity. No grain moves from within the boundary of one province or state 
·to another except in accordance with a plan framed by the Government of India. 
Within every province JJ.nd most of the states, the movement of grain from 
·surplus areas to deficit ·areas is similarly planned by the Provincial and State 
·Governments. In large sections of the wholesale trade government agency has 
l'eplaced private traders and other sections operate under close control and 
supervision. It is n9t merely the trader who comes under such control. The 

,consumer in all· the cities and most of the larger towns, and also in extensive 
·areas of the country-side, is rationed. In many parts of the country the pro
·ducer is no longer free to retain his surplus grain at his cliscret.ion. In such 
areas the surplus of each cultivator is regularly assessed, and millions are 

.required to sell the quantities prescribed to Government at a fixed price. 

·2. This is a tremendous change in the life of the country and in its economic 
·and administrative organization, which took time to come about. The change 
'began early in 1942 and is still proceeding. A critical and potentially most 
dangerous stage in the process of transition occurred in the summer of 1942, 
·with the springing up all over the country of "barriers" preventing the mo>e
ment of grain from on~ province to another and often from one district to 
another, except und_er the specific permission of local a11thorities. 

·3. ·There is one view which attributes the disaster that befell Bengal in 1943 
·to these barriers as a primary cause. An exponent . of this vie" bas 
f'xpressed it before us in these terms: "Until Japan declared war, India 
·,had no serious food problem beyond the fundamental truth that two-thirds of 
its. population normally existed at a level little above the starvation line, and, 
bv western standards, well below it. That in itself is an important fact, the 
effect of"which ie to be fully grasped before the true significance of the situation 
which ultimately developed can be understood. Its effect was that a slight 
.disturbance of the ec6nomic practices of .the country, and a small diminution of 
the over-all available supply, had consequences altogether o_ut of proportion to 
their intrinsic gravity. So delicate was the balance between actual starvation 
·and bare subsistence, that the slight~st tilting of the scale in the >alue and 
·-supply of food was enough to put it out of the reach of"many and to bring large 
classes within the range of famine ... : . On the 29tl;t November, 1941, 
)immediately before the beginning of the war with Japan, the Central Govern
·ment gave the provinces concurrent powers under the Defence of India Rules 
to exercise the power of prohibition of movement, and of requisition, O>er food
grains and other goods. . . . . It was a mistake ' Practically e>ery 
province and every state placed a fence round itself . . . A death blow was 
~iven to the traditional conception of India, and in particular, the Eastern 
Region, as .one economic entity for food. without rest.riction on flow and mo•~;>
ment. built up to form the delicat.e mnchine which thP people understood and 
by which they lived. Even districts followed snit. It was each one for it~plf. 

16 
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Every province, every district, every taluk in the east of India. h'ltl 
become a food republic unto itself. The trade machinery for the distribution of 
food throughout the east of India was slowly strangled, and by the spring of 
1943 was dead". 

4. We shall point out elsewhere that the erection of inter-provincial and 
inter-district barriers was a necessary step in the assumption by government 
of control over the trade. It was a mistake only in so far as it preceded the 
planned and controlled movement of supplies across such barriers. \vnat is 
important is to note that conditions had arisen by the summer of 1942 which 
imperatively dictated the adoption by almost all Provincial and-State Govern
ments and their officers of a whole series of- measures in restraint of the normal 
operation of the machinery of trade. These were adopted independently and 
largely without reference to one another, as a result of local initiative in dealing 
with local emergencies which had arisen more or less s\multaneously in wide!~ 
separated areas. There was a scramble for supplies. which occurred simultane
ously in many parts of the country. Unusual quantities were being purchased at 
unusual prices and being moved out of areas which needed them. The price level 
was rising too rapidly and tending to pass beyond the limit at which large classes 
of the population could afford to buy their food. We now proceed to describe 
the course of events which led to this situation and the nature of the mea• 
sures followed in the attempt to bring it under control. 

B.-TREND OF SUPPLIES 

5. 1{ice is the cereal most widely consumed in India and wheat and millets 
come next in importance. As we have already mentioned India produces about 
as much rice as all the other countries-•of the world excluding China. Though the 
Indian production of wheat is considerably less than that of rice it is larger 
than that of Australia or the Argentine.l The average figures of production 
o£ rice and wheat have during recent years :fluctuated round 25 million tons and 
10 million tons respectively. That of the two most important millets, jowar 
and bajra, is approximately 10 million tons. 

6. The trend of production, imports, and exports of rice during the 10 years 
ending 1942-3 can be seen from the figures in Table 1 of Appendix ill. 
One fact which clearly emerges is that seasonal conditions were less favour
able for rice cultivation during the five years ending 1942-3 than in the 
preceding quinquennium. The average production for the five years ending 
1037-8 was 25-84 million tons, whereas that for the succeeding period of five 
years ending 19-!2-3 was only 24-42 milUon tons. 

7. The harvest of the year 1940-1, was a very poor one. We nave seen 
already how the winter rice crop of 1940 in Bengal, that is, the crop which came 
into supply during 1941, was the worst in 15 years. There was also a short. 
age, though less serious, in Bihar, the United Provinces and the Central 
Provinces. 1\Iadras alone among the more important rice producing areas 
bad a normal crop. By this time the decline in imports had also commenced 
ns a result of a shortage of shipping towards the end of tbe year 1940-1. 
There can be little doubt that stock!; were heavily drawn upon during 1941. 

8. The yield in 1941-2, although much better than in the previous year, w-u 
less than the average for the five years ending 1937-8 and only slightly largar 
than the average for the 10 years ending 1942-3. Bengal had an outstandingly 
good crop bu£ Bihar which had suffered during the previous year had a sub
normal crop this year also; while in the United Province9 and the Central Pro
vinces crops were poorer even than those of the previous year. Imports also 
were shrinking rapidly; the net imports during 1941-2 were less than 0·75 
million tons, as against an average of 1-72 million 'tons during the quinquennium 
ending 1037-8. 

1 Page 77 or tt-e RPport on the Marketing or Wheat in India, 1937. 
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9. The rice crop of 1942-3 was not as good as that of the previous year and 
was about one million tons less than the average for the quinquennium ending 
1937-8. Bengal had another bad. crop and the hantest in Madras was below 
the average. Bihar, on the other hand, had a good crop and so also the Central 
Provinces. But this year imports ceased altogether while exports continued at 
about the same level as in previous years. The amount available for consump
tion was less than the average during the 5 years ending 1937-8 by 3 million 
tons.. Stocks must once again have ~een drawn on to a considerable extent. 

10. There is a striking difference between the average amount available for 
consumption (production plus net imports) during the five years ending 1937-8 
(27 ·56 million tons) and the immediately succeeding period of 5 years ending 
1942-~ (25·41 million tons). It is impossible to estimate consumption with 
accuracy, but" bearing in .mind that the population was increasing rapidly, there 
can, we think, be little doubt that,_ during the 5 years ending 1942-3, stocks were 
heavily depleted and that towards· the close of that period the market was being 
subjected to considerable strain .. 

11. The figures for wheat are given in Table II of Appendir III. Tn contrast; 
with that ·of rice, the average production of wheat during the 5 ·years ending 
1942-3, was higher than during the 5 years ending 1937-8, the average production 
during the former period being 10·37 million tons as against an average of 
9·81 million tons during the latter. Production, however, was not evenly 
distributed and the increase in the average production during the five 
years ending 1942-3 was largely due to the good crop in 1939-40, which ~arne 
mto consumption in 1940, and a super-abundant crop in 1942-3, which came 
into consumption in 1943. .On the other hand, the crops of the years 1940-1 
'and 1941-2 were not much larger than the average crop reaped during the quin
quennium ending with the year 1937-8. In the meantime population had in
creased, and having regard to the amount available for consumption in these 
years, that is, production less net exports, it is reasonable to assume that in the 
years 1941 and 1~42 consumption slightly exceeded current supply. 

12. There was also another factor affecting the wheat situation, namely, 
the increased purchases for the Army. In 1940-1, these purchases amounted 
to ss,oqo tons; they had increased by 1941-2 to 238,000 tons, and by 
1942-3 to 312,000 tons. It is true that a large proportion of" these purchases 
did not represent a net addition to consumption; for the Indian soldier 
would eat foodgrains even if he remained in his village. They did however, 
constitute an additional demand on market supply, and it is the pressure 
of demand on such supply which· affects price levels. Army purchases of 
ri<'e were much less imporlant, as the following figures show:-

1940-1 
1941-2 
1942-3 

Purchases 
for the Army 

('000 tons.) 
22 
47 

115 

C. THE MovEMENT oF PRICES i.Nn PrucE CONTROL. 

H.. With the outbreak of war in September 1939, there was an immediate 
rir-P in the prices of many commodities throughout India. We have included in 
A.pTlend!x III a table showing the index numbers of average monthly wholesale 
prices of rice and wheat. from September 1939 onwards at quarterly intervals. 
For purposes of comparison, the index numbers showing the movement in price 
of all JJrimary commodities, all manufactured articles, as well as of cotton manu
f'<~dures. have also hPeri included. The base period for these index numbers is 
the week ending 19th :A.ugusll, 1939. 
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14. By December Hll.S\:J prices had risen considerably and the position in 
that month was as follows:.:_ 

Commoditiea Inde:~: number 

VVheat 166 
nice • • • • 11' 
All Dl&llufaotlll'tld articles • 1U·o 
Cotton manufactures • ~ 126 
All primary commoditios • 135 • 9 

The rise was $udden and led to public agitation agai.J:!st profiteering and a 
demand for action · by the Government. On the 8th Septe_!Dber ·1939, 
the Central Government delegated to the Provincial Governments powers 
under .the Defence of India Rules to control the prices of certain necessaries of 
life. These powers were· actually exercised in some areas and remained. ~s. a 
threat in the back!lround in others. The general result was to check the lDltlal 
paniC .and to slow "down, if not stop altogether, the ns~ in prices. The Govern· 
ment of India were, at that stage, not convinced of t:b.e necessity for price con
trol. It wa.s expected that prices would soon stabilize themselves at a reason
able level as supply and communications were normal. They were, however, 
impressed by the views expressed by various Provincial Governments that the 
powers delegated under the Defence of India Rules were necessary in order to 
keep under control a situation which might otherwise lead to disturbances of 
the public peace. But the results o~ experience in the use of these powers had 
to be reviewed and future policy settled; and for this purpose the Government 
of India summoned 11 conference of the representatives of the Provincial and 
State Governments. This was the first of a series of six Price Control Conier
~nces which met at different times during the next three years to discuss the 
prices of foodgrains and other cornJ;l\odities. 

15. The consensus of opinion at the two Price Qontrol Conferences held in 
October 1939 and January 1940 was clear in respect of foodgrains. It was 
opposed to any interference with the course of foodgrain prices; the rise in 
prices was welcomed. It was recognised that the agricultural classes had 
suffered from unremunerative :rrices over a long period preceding the outbreak 
of war. The sharp fall in pri~s which had occurred in the early thirties as a 
result of the world economic depression had greatly diminished agricultural 
incomes, increased. the burden of debt, and generally weakened the economic 
condition of the agriculturists. This in tum led to the contractiou of revenues 
with a consequent restriction of the resources available for economic develop
ment o.nd social services. Some recovery had indeed taken place and agricul
tural prices had Yisen during the years immediately preceding the war. But 
the recovery was not complete. The rise in prices which took place after the 
outbreak of war was, up to a point, calcuJated to produce entirely beneficial 
results. -

16. The price,of wbeali rose rap1a1y (turmg tne three months following the 
outbreak of war but by January 1940, when the Second Price Control Confer
ence met, the rise had been checked and the price was falling. While the level 
actually reached was not disturbing, the rate or increase caused ~-:ome uneasines:: 
and the possibility of its reaching an unduly high level could not be disrecrarded. 
This led to a discussion of the functions which would have to be assu~ed by 
the Central and Provincial Governments if and when price control became 
n~cf\ssary .. The concl~sion reached was that the contr~l of primary wholesale 
p~ces and the regulat10n of the primary wholesale markets should vest in the 
Celltral Government, and that the control of the retail markets should. vest in. 
the Provincial and. State Governments. It was also agreed that in exercisin., 
control in the wholesale markets, the Central Governmenii should consul£ ~h: 
Governments of the provinces and the states mainly concerned with ~he com
modity to be contro11ed. 
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.J.7. Th~ course _oi prices during l\J40 was not unsatisfactory and the posi· 
tion in September 1940, after the first year of war, is illustrated by the following 
figw·es:-

Commodities Index number 
Wheat 133 
Rice • • • • 133 
All manufactured articles • Ill · 6 
Cotton manufactures • 110 
All primary commodities • 110 · 3 

18. The situation changed in 1941. There was a sharp upward trend 
between June and September. At this time the war was taking a grave turn. 
On the 22nd .• Tune Germany invaded Russia; on the 25th July the Japanese 
assets in the British Enipire were frozen; on the 28th July the Japanese landed 
in Indo-China: and on the 25th September· the Germans were in the Crimea. 
The war was coming nearer to India. The scale of the war effort in the country 
was increasing. We have referred already to the increase in the Army pur· 
cbases of wheat which was at the same time an index of the increase in recruit
ing. The sharp increase by nearly _50 points in the index numbers for the 
prices of wheat and cotton goods, which took place between June and Septem
ber, was the reaction of the markets not so much to any existing shortage as 
to anticipation of coming events and an inevitable increase in the pressure 
of demand on available supply. Thus, the end of the second year of _war mark
ed t!Je beginning of the "food situation" in India. The following figures indi
cate the position reached in September 1941:-

Commodities 
Wheat 
Rice 
AU manufactured articles 
Cotton manufactures 

Index number 
193 
169 
166•3 
190 

All primary commodities 138•3 

19. When the Third Price Control Conference- met on the 16th and 17th 
October 1941, the attitude of satisfaction with price levels in general had 
disappeared. The attention of the Conference was mainly directed to the 
steep rise which· had occurred in the price of yam and cloth, but there was also 
a good deal of concern about the trend of wheat prices. The need for distin
guishing between the interests of the wheat producer .and those of the specula
tor was strongly emphasized at this Conference. The representative from. the 
United ProviJ1c·P.s pointed out that normally the price of wheat rose only in 
January or February and never i11 July or August. But in 1941 the price of 
wheat in the Hapur market had risen by about 11 annas per maund in the 
m?nth ?f July. The reason, he said, was that "speculators were forcing up 
:pri<~es smce producers had disposed of 80 to 90 per cent of their produce and 
durmg July and August no exports from the province were observed". The 
~?presentative of the Punja.b, the most important wheat exporting province, 

saw no reason why profiteE!ring on. the part of the middlemen should not be 
st?ppe~", and agreed to control being instituted after the grower had parted 
With_ his produce to the dealer. The result of the deliberations of the Confer
ence was recorded as follows:-

"On the whole there does not seem to be very grave apprehension at tha 
moment regarding the rise in the price of agricultural prpducfs, but the ques• 
tion or whent prices has to be carefully watched. It may be possible, or it 
might even be necessary, for the Central Government to intervene at any stage 
if there is a tendency for_ a rise in the price of wheat'~. This sfage was 
reached within a few weeks aft~r the Conference. 
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20. \V e have already seen that the riee harvest reaped in the winter of 
1940-1, in many provinces was a poor one. Nevertheless, the price of rice had 
not risen to the same extent as that of wheat. · This was due, in part, probably 
to the smaller demands made on the market by the Defence Services but mainly 
to the fact that imports from Burma, although on .a reduced scale, were stiJl 
uvailabk. Dil'cussion about rice at the Third Price Control Conference was, 
therefor~. mainly concerned with the conversations then proceeding between 
the Government of India and the Government of Burma in 1·egard to the export 
of rice from Burma and the endeavours which were being, made, with· some 
success, to &ecure sufficient shipping for importing that rice. Nevertheless, 
references were made at this Conference to the occurrence, here and there, of 
those difficulties in the internal distribution of supplies of the kind which subse
quently became so serious in the summer of 1942. The representative of tbe 
Central Provinces referred to the "scramble for supplies" occurring in that pro
>ince. The representative of Assam suggested that steps should be taken not 
mf-rely to control prices. but "a.lso for regulating the movement of rice to the 
competmg consuming provinces". The conclusions reached at the Conference 
were that although rice prices haa risen, they had not reached such a high level 
as to cause serious concern, and that, ·subject to a satisfactory solution of the 
questio!l of imports of rice from Burma, rice, generally speaking, was a problem 
for which a solution would have to be found by the provincial authorities: 

21. Towards the end of November 1941, the price of wheat was more than 
twice tl1e pre-war leYel. The Government of India, therefore, decided that 
intervention was necessary and, after a preliminary warning, issued an 
Order on the 5th December fixing the maximum wholesale price of wheat at 
lls. 4/6/- a maundl in the markets pf Lyallpur in the Punjab and Hapur in the 
United Provinces, and authorising tli"e Provincial Governments to determine the 
n;a:xir~mm prices in other markets having_ regard to the normal parities. This 
was tn& first ster taken by the Central Government towards the assumption of 
eontl'Ol over the cperation of the normal trade machinery and it provoked an 
immediate reaction in the wheat markets. This reaction and the conseauences 
are important and must be described in detail. 

D.-CONTROL OF SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION 

<J'J. Statutory control of wheat prices was notified by the Central Govem
me1;-'t~n the 5th December 1941. From about the middle of January 1942, acuf.e 
local scarcity was suddenly and simultane~usly experienced in many import~t 
wheat consuming areas. T~e pl_a.ces. speCially, affected. were urban and parti
cularly industrial centres of maJor Importance,_ such El'S Bomba~, Calcutta,_ 
Cawnpore, and Delhi. Shortage was .ac~te even m Lahore an~ Amr1tsar. There 
can be no doubt that this was an artrfic1al shortage and the drrect result of the 
refusal o£ the trade to operate within t~e limits of the ~axim_u~ price pres
cribed. Evidence of the causal connectiOn between the rmpos1hon of control 
and the disappearance of supplies fro~ the markets, is afforded by obse.rvations 
made by th~ representative of the PunJab Government ~t th~, Fourth Pnce Con
trol Conference, held early in February 1942. He said: If there had been 
no control there would not have arisen any difficulties. The only result of this 
control has been to drive all the stocks of wheat underground. You lift the 
coutrol and tomorrow Jou will have any amount of wheat from so many corners 
o: the Punjab and from other parts of India also. I do not think ~here is really 
such a ehortage of wheat as is indicated at present, but th1s control has 
brought about many difficulties in its train". . . 

23. The disappearance of supplies from the prmcipal urb~n centres of. the 
Punjab immediately affected the poorer classes of the population and the Pun
jab Govel'l)ment, in order to conserve supplies, placed an embargo on the ex
port of wheat, except under permit. This further aggravated the difficulties in 
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r.onsuming centres outside the province. The position, as the Punjab Govern
ment saw it at the timel, was described by their representative in the following 
terms: ''We have beenplacing an embargo on th~export of wheat off and on, 
and each time that we have tried to impose a ban on the export of wheat we 
have been asked to lift it and we had to lift it ........ ,After all, the :first care of a 
Provincial Government is the supply of food to those who live within its 
jurisdiction. What we are prepared to do is, that anything that is needed for 
consumption in the province itself may be left with us, and the rest we are 
prepared to place at the disposal of the Government of India. The Government 
of India may take what steps they like to distribute the surplus produce pf the 
Punjab. At present we are supplying about 1,500 tons a day to the Army 
alone. And there are at least three more months to go before the next harvest 
produce comes in ......... After the Army, comes the claim of the provinces which 
adjoin the Punjab, for example, Delhi ......... Then our neighbour, the North-West 
Frontier Province, depends practically entirely on such surplus as it can get 
from the Punjab. After having met the demands of the Army, the North
West Frontier Province, and Delhi, I think we also receivoe a large number of 
demands from the United Provinces and Bengal.. .... We have certainly received 
-yery insistent demands from Bengal. Therefore, it is a practical impossibility 
to meet all these demands and, at the same time, to feed our own population. 
The oest exporting districts in the Punjab are Lyallpur, Montgomery, and 
Ferozepore; and yet within the last two or three days we have been receiving 
very alarming reports as to the depletion of stocks in those districts. In view 
of these alarming reports, I am afraid it would be necessary to impose some 
sort of a ban on free exports to _every part of India." 

24. It was thus evident that some authority had to determine the quantity 
of wheat which could be taken off the Punjab market from time to time and how 
it saould be distributed between the Army and the various consuming areas. 
This was, however, not the only problem. There. was the further question as 
to how the exportable surplus was to be secured if traders and cultivators 
refused to sell except at ever-increasing prices. The steps taken by the Gov
ernment :>f India towards solving these problems were as follows: At the end 
of December 1941 a Wheat Commissioner for India was appointed, whose 
functions, generally speaking, were to advise the Provincial Price Control 
authorities, to regulate the distribution of wheat, and to acquire wheat, if 
necessary, for sale through provincial agencies. But before the Wheat Com
missioner could prepare the ground for the introduction of central control over 
distribution, he was faced with the acute local shortages which we have already 
described, and his energies were fully occupied in securing ad hoc supplies :to 
relieve the situation. It was not till the end of April 1942, that the Wheat 
Control Order was issued regulating the rail-borne movement of wheat from 
producing pr~vinces to consuming areas. On the basis of this Order, an all
India distribution plan was prepared and put into operation through a system 
of permits issued by the Wheat Commissioner. At the beginning of March 
1042, the stocks of wheat pledged with the banks in Northern India were requi
sitioMd. The results of this expedient were ~eagre, but it helped to secure 
BOllle stocks which were urgently needed. In the same month the Government 
of India raised the max.imum wholesale price of wheat to Rs. 5 per maund. 
Some improvement followed, and during May and June, the price of wheat 
remained, for the most part, below the new maximum. By August, however, 
it had reached and passed it and a :flourishing black market had come into exisii
ence. The distribution of. supplies steadily deteriorated, and towards the end 
of the year 1942, shortages in the large industrial centres had again become 
acute. As we shall see later, the shortage of wheat in Calcutta towards th& 
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end of this year, &nd the early months of the following year, was one of the 
links in tho chain of events which ended in famine. 

25. By the beginning of 1942, the wu in the East had taken a dangerous 
turn for India. War with Japan had broken out on the 8th December 1941. 
The first air raids on Rangoon took place on the 23rd January 1942. On the 
15th February Singapore fell. On the 7th March Rangoon was evacuated. 
On the 23rd of that month the Japanese occupied the Andamans, and on the 
5th and 6th April the first enemy bombs fell in Ceylon and on the east coast of 
India. The military situation was transformed overnight with profound re
percussions ou civil life. Among the most important was the effect on railway 
transport. 

26. Before the entry of Japan into the war, Indian railways had been called 
upon to provide engines and rolling stock for operational theatres in the Middle 
East and Indian Engineer Companies for op&rating, building and maintaining 
railways overseas, had been raised from amongSt Indian railwaymen. The 
railways had also provided track and other equipmeii~ .. 'These demands .had been 
met out of th~ir own resources and by the diSmantling of uneconoiDlc branch 
lines. fBy the end of 1941, the railways were working with depleted stock and 
personnel. In view of the shortage of shipping, a. large volume of essential heavy 
materials such as coal, which had previously moved by sea, was being carried 
by rail. The Japanese war enormously. increased the· strain on the railways. 
The direction of army operations completely changed and railway traffic 
which had hitherto centred on India's western outlets had to be oriented 
to meet the new situation. Rigid control of goods traffic had to be introduced. 
None but essential traffic could move, and even if supply conditions had not 
deteriorated, the transporfi situation alone necessitated rigid control over the 
movement of foodgrains. 

27. But supply conditions could not, and did not, remain unaffected~ There 
was an imminent possibility of invasion and air raids, and a general feelincr of 
uncertainty about supplies prevailed over large areas. In many parts otthe 
country, cultivators were becoming cautious in parting with tbeir produce, and 
the supplies arriving in the markets were dwindling. At the same time, the 
pressure of demand on the market supply was increasing; larger and largar 
numbers were being employed in industry and on constructional projects, and 
consumers anxious to ensure their supplies were increasing their purchases. 

28. Conditions in the rice markets bad remained on the whole healthier 
than in the wheat markets, in spite of growing difficulties of supply, as loner as 
the possibility of imports from Burma existed. With the fall of Burma, 

0 
the 

situation in the rice markets also deteriorated. Provincial Governments in 
most of the important rice producing areas were faced with problems 
similar to those which had developed in the Punjab earlier in the year. 
namely, a scramble for supplies, rising prices, competitive buying, reluctance 
to sell, and speculation. In the ~ntral Provinces, which is normally a sur
plus province but which had had a succession of poor crops, the scramble ap
pears to have occurred earlier than elsewhere, and in March 1942, in. order t~" 
!Onserve the resources of the province, the Provincial Government prohibited 
;he export by rail of foodgrains to places outside the province except under 
?ermit. 

29. Madras differed from the Central Provinces in two respects. It was a 
le~cit provinc~: but it had had two fairly normal crops in succession. Here, 
lurmg the hot weather of 1942, merchants from · Travancore and Cevlon 
•ought rice for e~:port and competitive buying led to a steep rise" in 
mces. Merchants were biddincr a(Tainst one another and buyincr not only in 
urpius but also in deficit distrkts,

0 

thereby creating local scarcihles. A series 
f measures were taken in order to deal with the situation. In Ma:v the Pro
inci&l Government introduced a scheme for the distribution of rice throuO'h the 
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aliocation-·of supplies :from specified surplus areas to specified deficit areas, and 
also for export, determining the quantities to be moved and the railway routes 
to be followed. On the 1st June 1942, expoRts of paddy and rice to plac_es out
t:dds the province .were prohibited except under permit, and in September 1942 
an official purc~asing ·agency was set up to undertake all buying for expor-t. 

30. The Government of Bihar had, in the course of two years, developed un 
organized system of price control, assisted by a Market Intelligence Service. 
This control sufficed to maintain internal prices in parity with ·prices 
prevailing in the principal rice markets outside the province, particularly 
Calcutta, hut as long as mter-provincial movements ·were free, it could not 
prevent prices within the province followipg upward movements of prices out
side its boundaries. In the beginning of 1942, prices of rice began to rise in 
Calcutta and, as we shall see later, the Government of Bengal decided to fix 
maximum prices with effect from the 1st July Hl42. The Bihar Government 
accepted those prices and decided to adjust their own maximum prices in 
parity.with them. Prices,. however, suddenly rose in the United Provinces and 
unusually large quantities of rice began to be exported from Bihar to that pro
vince. This upset the markets of North Bihar and prices rose. Bihar is nor
mally a deficit province and these abnormal exports to the United Provinces 
C~~used alarm. Again, the high prices in the United Provinces made it impos
:n?le for the Bihar Government to_ maintain prices throughout Bihar in parity 
w1th those fixed in Bengal. The Bihar Government therefore decided to 
:)~ohibit the exports of rice to any market outside the province by rail, road or 
nver, except ·under permit. This prohibition took effect from the 1st July 1942. 

51. in the.same month, the Orissa Government also imposed an embargo 
on the movement of foodgrains to places outside the province. They were 
3ompelled to do so because of a shortage in the Orissa market, attributed mainly 
;o an increase in the exports to .. Bengal, and also because of difficulties in the 
movement of foodgrains in the coastal areas arising out of the "Denial Policy" 
to which we shall refer later. At about the same time, the Government of 
Bengal aiso took similar action as regards exports from Bengal. 

32 .. we· have now; described the sequence of events leading to the sttuation 
'\vhich ~e · described in paragraph 4 of this chapter. The transition 
from a system. of supply and distribution of foodgrains through normal trade 
ehannels to a system supervised, controlled, and in part, operated by agencies 
tdnblished by Government, had begun. We have described the first stap taken 
in this transition as a critical and potentially dangerous stage in the 
p::ocess. Tho possibilities 'lf danger were twofold. First, it was essential 
.that, once the process had begun, the machinery of control should get into 
working order as quickly as possible; otherwise, with the normal machinery of 
trade temporarily paralysed, and with nothing to take its place, any serious or 
Sltt1den deterioration in internal supply, arising out o£ natural causes, was liable 
to lead to disaster. Secondly,· the provinces and states of India are not F~lf
sufficient economic entities. It was, therefore, not enough that a system cf 
controlled supply and distribution should be instituted within each province; it 
was necessary that a machinery should be created, capable of ensuring that 
tl1e necessary flow of supplies, from surplus provinces and stat~s to deficit pro· 

·vinces and states, was maintained. 



CHAPTER V.7 EVENTS IN BENGAL DURING 1942. 

L-THE THR.EAT OF INVASION 

1. The outstanding feature of ~he situation in Bengal in the early months 
of 1942, was ~he rapid approach of the enemy to the borders of the province, and 
the universal expectation of an invasion of the province itself. One of the 
witnesses who appeared before us gave the followin~ vivid account of the pre
vailing atmosphere: 

"There was a feeling of tenseness and expe~ncy.in Calcutta. Ualcutta was 
largp]y empty. Houses were vacant. Shopkeepers had v_e_ry largely moved 
off and a oreat deal of the population had gone out.. The families of Government 
i>ervants ~-ere ordered out of the coastal and ex·posed districts. . . Valuable 
records were removed from the southern districts of the province to safer districts 
in the north. In general, the impression was that riobody knew whether by the 
next cold weather Calcutta would be in the possession of the Japanese .. , There 
was little panic in the districts, but there was a great deal of confusion. Trans
Jiort was unpunctual and very crowded and the districts of Chittagong, Noakha.li, 
and. Tipperah were just like an active theatre of war behind the front .· . . A 
continuous stream of refugees was arriving from Burma. They were · finding 
their way through Assam, after the initial influx into Chittagong, and were 
moving into the country. They were arriving. diseased, bringing in a virulent 
t:}pe of malaria, and bringing hair-raismg stories of atrocities and sufferings. 
The natural effect of all that on the people of Bengal was to make them feel 
that the {imes wetje extremely umcertain and that terrible thin~ might 
happen." 

By about August, however, Calcutta returned to a feeling of security. The 
uionsoon had set in, rendering Japanese movement by sea. unlikely. Troops had 
'been arriving and there was a la~ge number visible in Calcutta. 

2. The danger of a Japanese· invasion compelle{l the military authorities· to 
put into operation early in 1942, a "denial" policy involving two important 
measures. One was the removal from the coastal districts of Midnapore, Bakar
ganj, and Khulna of the rice and paddy estimated to be in excess of local require
ments until the end of the crop year, and the other was the removal of all boats, 
capable of carrying 10 passengers or more, from those parts of the delta consi-
dered vulnerable to invasion. · 

3. Denial o1 Rice.-The preliminary arrangements for the purchase a;td 
removal of stocks of rice and paddy were completed by the middle of April 
19·12, and· the agents appointed by Government commenced their purchases. 
Initia!l;v the maximum price to be paid was fixed at the market price then 
preva1lmg plus 10 per cent, but subsequently, early in May, the ceiling price 
~·ns fixed definitely at Rs. 6 a maund for rice; later on, it was raised toRs. 6f'4f-. 
~Inrket prices were, however, rising and. by the' end of May were above the 
~eiling prices, with the result that large scale purchases practically ceased by the 
~nil of that month. Purchases on a small Reale continued for some time lon~er 
md final!y ceased in July when dirf'ctions to tbir, effect were issued. Thr 
1uantity bought was not large-it did not exceed 40,000 tons__:and even allow
ng for errors in the estimated surplus formed a relatively small proportion 
>f the surplus supplies available in the districts concerned . 

• -1. It is difficult to estimate the effect of these· p~rchases on prices, but in 
:Jew of the relatively ~mall amount bought it was probably not great. Bull 
he purchases syncbromsed with a sharp upward movement in the price level 
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and a general disturbance in market conditions which was occurring ai abo~ 
~he same time in other parts of India. We shall refer to this rise in prices 
later. There is no evidence to show that the pur<\hases led anywhere !<> 
physical scarcity. But, on the other hand, they brought home to the people, 
in the most emphatic manner, the danger of invasion; they increased 1ocal 
nervousness and probably encouraged cultivators to hold on to their grain as 

. an insurance against invasion and isolation. 

5. Denial of Boats.-The area to which the "Boat Denial" policy should be 
applied was the subject of discussions betwE>en the Bengal Government and the 
:Military Authorities, and it was agreed that it should be limited to the area 
Jying south of a line running from Chandpur on the east, through Barisal, 
K.hulna, Basir Hat, al!d Dia.mond Harbour, to Kharagpur on the west. A consi
derably larger area had originally been proposed by the Military Authorities. 
Orders were accordingly issued on the 1st May H 12 for the removal from the 
arP.a, of boats capable of carrying more than 10 passengers. U was always recog
nized that the removal of a large number of boats from the delta, in which com
munications are almost entirely by river and not by rail and road, would cause 
considerable hardship and inconvenience. Relaxations of the measure were 
accordingly introduced, .as circumstances allowed, from time to time. In June 
1942 the line was adjusted so as not to interfere with the free movement of boats 
from East Bengal to Calcutta by the "inner boat route". Instructions wer-3 
also issued at about this time for the issue of temporary permits for boats 
entering the area for the specific purpose of trade or distant cultivation. Again, 
it was decided that it would be necessary to leave large boats permanently 
nmong the chars in the Bakarganj district, roughly on the scale of one boati 
per mile of the river bank for the purpose of cultivation. Further, in November 
1942, special sanction was given for an increase in the number of boats in the 
area during the reaping of the rice harvest. 

In January 1943, an additional relaxation was introduced. This gave practi
cally unrestricted ·passage, subject to passes being obtained and renewed, to rent 
collectors. rice traders who agreed not to purchase rice at prices exceeding those 

. fixed by Government for their purchasing agents, and other traders. Finally, 
in June 1943 all restrictions were removed. 

6. The following figures show the effect of the boat denial policy at the end 
()f November 1942:-

(a) Total number of boots capable of carrying 10 or more people 
registered within the denial area. 

(b) Total number:-

(i) requieit:oned !or military use • 
(ii) destroyed 

(iii) sunk but recoverable 
(iv) taken to" reception" stations. 
(v) left the area to find work elsewhere • 

(vi) remaining in the area 

66,563 

1,613 
3,373 
4,143 

17,546 
19,471 
20,417 

66,563 

(NoTE.-Owners of boats were free either to take them into reception areas or to remov& 
them to a place north of the " d~nial " line. Those deprived of their boats were granted 
compensation). 

7. The measures were necessarily unpopular. From the reports of local 
oflicers it appears unlikely that the area under cultivation was reduced. As 
regards the extent to which the movement of rice was impeded, it is impossible-
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to frame an estimate. Obviously, the removal of so large a number of boa.ts
th ... re were still 16,655 boats in the "reception" areas on the 1st April 1943-
must have had a. considerable restricting effect on the movements of foodgrajns. 
from the denial Bl'ea. 

The !Bengal Government have informed us that it was not a practical: 
proposition to maintain in repair the thousands· of boats brought to the
reception sta.tions. We are, however, not convinced that it. was no1J· 
possible to make better arrangements. In the area to which the "denial". 
policy was applied boats form the chief means of communication, nod if the
boats taken to the :reception stations in 1942 had been. maintained in a. 
serviceaole condition they would have been available for the movemenii 
of ~oodgrains from the denial area during the difficult times of 1943' •. 
Aga.m, the fishermen who had been deprived of_ their boats suffered severely· 
du!'lng the famine.· If it had been· possible to provide them with boats from· 
.the reception stations they would have been less· affected by the famine and; 
the number of .deaths amongst them would have "been smaller . 

. fl. Considerable areas of land were requisitioned for military purposes
during 1942, and 1943. We have not complete particulars of the number of 
p(;rsons affected but from the information available, it appears that more than· 
30,000 families were required to evacuate their homes and land. C01ppensation: 
was ol course paid but there is little doubt that th~ members of many of these
families became famine victims in 1943. 

B. THE RISE OF PRICES AND PRICE CONTROL. 

I • .. 
9. We have seen already how, with the loss of Burma, unusual demands were· 

made on the rice supplies in the principal rice growing provinces of India.. 
Bengal was the most important of these provinces and nearest to the advancing. 
enemy; and it is therefore not surprising that the rice markets in the province 
were also disturbed. Prices began to rise even while the crop reaped in the 
winter of 1941-2 was moving into the markets and reached an unprecedented
level by the end of the year. 

10. The rise . which took place in 1943 was so much more spectacular· 
thnn that in 1942, that the unprecedented rise in the former year is apt to be 
overlooked. The Bengal Government have furnished us with a chartl which 
shows the movement of the wholesale price of coarse rice in Calcutta at quarterl;y; 
iutf)rvals from Aprill931 to January 1943. The price was lowest between October 
1932 and April1933, when it reached-Rs. 3 per maund, a. level which it touched. 
agnin in January 1934. It then rose gradually and was as high as Rs. 4/8/0 per 
maund during 1936, which, it will be recalled, was a year of poor harvesY. in 
Bencral. After this it fell and touched Rs. 3/4/0 per maund in April 1938. 
Dur~g the next two years it moved slowly upwards. A sharp rise took place 
after April 1941, and the price was somewhat above Rs. 7 per maund in July 
o£ that year. This, however, was not surprising, for the winter rice crop of 
1940-1 was the smallest in Bengal during the 15 years preceding 1943. The· 
peak was reached shortly before the arrival of the aus crop, after which the price 
fell. 

11. The aman crop at the e_nd of 1941 was an excellen£ one, promising 
adequate supplies for 1942, and there was, thexefo_re, every reason to expec17 
that the price would remain well below the level of the previous year. By April 
1942, however, the price had reached the same level as in April 1941. A sharp 
rise occurred towards the end of May and in July the price was Rs. s: Between 
July and September the market was very unsettled, l;mu by the middle of 
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September the price had steadied itself and in October stood at Rs. BJBJO. The 
middle of November was, however, marked by anothe~ violent movement which 
catTied the price to Rs. 12/8/0 a maund early in January 1943. The level thus 
reached was without precedent. It had not been so high even during the boom 
period after the end of the last war. · 

12. The unusual character of the rise in price from May 1942 onwards w&s 
not a phenomenon peculiar to Bengal, but was a feature of the markets in 
other important rice producing areas of the country. Burma had fallen a11d 
it was to be expected that a keen and pressing demand should arise from places 
·like Ceylon and Western India, which were dependent to a large extent on 
supplies from Burma. There can be no doubt that purchases were being made 
in order to meet these demands in a market where the progress of the war mnde 
·sellers who could afford to wait reluctant fo sell. An officer of the Government 
-of India who was in close touch with the rice markets· in Ben,.al at this time 
described the situation in these terms: "Cultivators on the "'one l1and wPre 
'becoming very cautious and unwilling sellers, and speculators on the other ha11d, 
were operating on ·a larger scale than in normal times and circumstances. w:th 
·only one consequence, a steady rise in prices". 

lS. We give below figures of imports and exports of rice into and from 
Ber:;:ral during the first seven months of the years 1941 and lg-42. 

Month 

------
anua.ry .J 

F 

M 

A. 

M 

J 

J 

ebrua.ry 

arch 

pril 

ay • 

une·. 

uly • 

. . 

. 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

. . 

1941 

Imports Exports 

. 42 15 

62 22 

60 31 

66 22 

~ 
51 20 

. 83 15 

. 68 11 

432 136 

(in thousands of tons) 

1942 
Net Net 

imports+ imports+ 
Net Net 

exports- Imports Exports exports-

---- -
+27 29 45 -16 

+40 28 60 -32 

+29 41 61 -20 

+44 8 66 -58 

+31 12 32 -20 

+68 9 30 -21 

+57 8 26 -18 

-------
+296 135 320 -185 

It will be noticed that while imports during the first seven months of 1942 were 
Jess than during ··the corresponding period of 1941 by nearly 300,000 tons, expor1s 
during the same period increased from 136,000 tons in 1941 to 319,000 tons in 
1942. The result of this decrease in imports and increase in exports was that 
a net import figure of 296,000 tons in 1941 was changed into a net export figure 
of 185,000 tons in 1942. 

During the last five months of the year 1942, exports decreased and were 
only 30,000 tons. It will be recalled that exports, except under permit, were 
prohibited by the Bengal Government in July, the exact date being the 16th 
July 1942. Imports during these months were also small, amounting to 27,000 
ions. 
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The increase in the exports during the first seven months of ).942, as com
pared with the corresponding period of 1941, affords a clue to the increase in the 
price of rice which took place in Bengal in April-June, 1942. This was no. doubt 
due to the increased demand from those areas which had suffered more severely 
than Bengal by the loss of the imports of rice from Burma. It is tru.e tha~ t,he 
imports into Bengal during the first seven months of 1941 were htgher than 
normal owing to the poor aman crop reaped in December 1940. But even if 
allowance is made for this it seems clear that external demand had increased 
EIS compared with available supply, and it was this increase in the e:xPorft 
:lcruand which caused prices to rise in Bengal. 

14. The markets were in this condition when, in June, the Governmen~ 0.1 

Bengal decided to intervene and issued an order fixing, with effect from 1st 
July, maximum prices for medium and coarse rice in the Calcutta market. The 
wholesale price of coarse rice was fixed at Rs. 5/12/- per maund. This had 
been agreed upon as a suitable price in the cour.tse of discussions which had 
taken place several weeks earlier, but prices had: risen rapidly, particul~rly 
.)etween l\fay and J mie, witli the effect that the. rates fixed under the oJrder 
proved to be well below the market prices prevailing on the 1st July. The 
immediate effect of the price control order was that supplies disappeared from 
the Calcutta market. A similar position srose in the districts. It. was re
ported that, in Howrah, the effect had been to drive underground all the available 
stocks of the controlled qualities and that food riots were apprehended. The 
District Magistrate had been compelled to seize stocks which were not beifig 
sold. Again, it was reported from the IBurdwan Division that price control had 
completely broken down. The Divisional Commissioners protested against th~ 
system, and the rates, and pressed for the stoppage of uncontrolled exports 
from Bengal to areas outside the ,IU'ovince. On the 16th July the Govern
ment prohibited all exports of rice 'and paddy from the province except under 
permit. As we have noticed, a similar step was taken in other provinces at 
ab()ut the same time. On the 21st July, the Government of Bengal revised the 
price control order and "increased the statutory maximum prices by one rupee. 
It will be recalled that in March 1942 the Government of India, faced witii 
similar difficulties, had raised the statutory maximum price of wheat. In 
Bengal the increase in the statutory maximum price produced no result except 
that the price actually prevailing in the ·province "advanced by almost exactly 
a rupee". 

15. At this point the stocks of "denial" rice proved most useful. A portion 
of these stocks was moved into Calcutta and distributed, partly through -:Jon
trolled shops to the general public, partly through issues to employers of 
industrial labour who had organized their own purchasing schemes, and partly 
through the Calcutta Corporation. To some extent this eased the situation, 
but the.result was not suffi::!ient to make the maximum statutory price effective. 
The Government then considered the abrogation of price control. Opinion, how
ever, differed and i'l.1e final decision was that, although it would be inadvisable 
to withdraw the notification by which statutory maximum prices had been fixed, 
District Officers should be instructed not to enforce the control prices except in 
cases of gross profiteering. This decision was made known to the trade in
formal]:\-. The flow of supplies recommenced and prices steadied themselves. 
Four factors helped towards this temporary improvement : First, a large 
decrease in exports as a result of the embargo; secondly, the judicious use of 
rleuial stocks; thirdly, good. rain in September and October which promised, 
deceptively as it tnrned out, that the aman crop would be good; and, fourt.hly. 
tl1P. decision not to enforce price control. Supplies and prices appeared to have 
again reached something like a state of equilibrium. 

16. We shall describe later how this equilibrium was again upset in the last 
few weeks of 194! and the stage was set for the -tragedy of 1943. \Ve now-
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proceed to give a brief account of certain other developments which were taking 
;place at this time in Calcutta and which had a. hearin2 on the course of events 
.during 1943. 

C.-DISTRIBUTIVB ORGANIZATIONS IN CALCUTTA. 

17. Early in the year 1942, when th~ war position in the Far Eas"t had 
.deteriorated, an exodus from Calcutta took place. Among the people who left 
were a large number of dealers engaged in the wholesale and retail supply of 
ioodstuffs. The disappearance of these shopkeepers and the consequent diffi
-culty in buying supplies added to the nervousness of labour in the city and the 
-surrounding industrial area. It was important that the morale of the labour 
force should be maintained and regula.r attendance at the factories ensured. 
~rhe Provincial Government, therefore, advised large industrialists to undertake 
-the supply of foodstuffs for their own employees. It was in this way that 
•employers' grain shops came into existence. In July and August 1942, when 
'l"ice was in short supply in Calcutta, it was apparent that something more was 
'Ilecessary than a chain of employers· grain shops, each purchasing its cwn 
-requirements in a highly competitive and speculative market. At this -;;tage 
·•'the Bengal Chamber of Commerce Foodstuffs Scheme'' was brought into being 
·with the approval of the Government of Bengal. Though the scheme was admi
•JJistered by the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, its purpose was, and still is, 
-the supply of essential items of food to the grain shops of industrial concerns 
·which are members of or connected with the Chamber. In August 1942 tbe 
·scheme catered for approximately 500,000 employees, exclusive of dependants, 
-while by December 1942 the number had risen to 620,000, and the t9tal number 
·of persons served, including dependants, to approximately one million. 

18. In August 1942, in a letter addressed to the Chamber, the Government 
of .Bengal described their attitude to the scheme in the following terms: 

'"Government agree that the maintenance of essential food supplies to the 
industrial area of Calcutta must be ranked on a very high priority among their 
war-time obligations, and welcome the decision of the Chamber to set up its 
own organization for the purchase and distribution of essential supplies for the 
industrial labour of its constituents. Government, for its part, will do all in 
their power to create the conditions under which essential supplies may be 
obtainable in adequate quantities and at reasonable prices. Direct provision 
of stocks from Government sources must, however, be regarded as an abnormal 
procedure, and the extent to which Government may be able to make such 
provision must depend upon circumstances". The letter also stat-ed that the 
Indian Chamber of Commerce and the Bengal National Chamber of Commerce 
'had been informed that comparable facilities would be afforded to them. 

19. Towards the end of 1942, organized industry was faced with the problem 
·Of how the steadily increasing cost of living of workers should be met-whether 
·by increasing dearness allowances or by the subsidized provision of foodstuffs. 
'Employers connected with the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, in consultation 
with the Government of Bengal, came to the conclusion that it was in the 
interests of their employees, and in conformity with Government's price control 
and anti-iv:flationary policy, to compensate for further increases in the cos£ of 
·living by supplying at least a portion of the essential food requirements of their 
employees at subsidized rates, rather than to give progressively larger dearness 
allowances. This policy was adopted. The Chamber and the Industrial Asso
ciations recommended that employers should, as far as possible, keep er.sh 
dearness allowances at tbe then existing levels, that compensation for further 
rises in prices ehould be in the form of the sale of foodstuffs at the control1ed 
·ret.Qil prices of August 1942, and that employers should meet the difference 
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between these controlled prices and the actual cost. This policy has been con· 
tinued ever since and is still in operation. 

20. This was the process by which an organization came into being for tlle 
purpose of protecting a considerable proportion o!. the population of Greater 
Calcutta from the effects of high prices . ~nd the short supply of food. The 
price of food consumed by this section of the population of Greater Calcutta 
was henceforth subsidized. 

21. An arrangement on somewhat .similar lines to that of the Benga(Cham
l:>er of Commerce was also subsequently· undertaken. jointly by the Beng?ol 
National Chamber, the Marwari Chamber, the Indian Chamber. and the Muslim 
Chamber of Commerce. The labour force provided for was about ·170,000 .. 'I':Pe 
Central and Provincial Govemmeiits, the Railways, the Port Trust, the Calcutta 
Corporation, and other employers of labour also arranged for' the provision of 
1,mpplies, at subsidized prices, to their employees:. These numbered about 
300,000. 

22. The nucleus of ·another type of distributive organization also made its 
appearance during this year. We have described already how during August
September, 1942, when supplies disappeared from the market in Calcutta, stocks 
of "denial" rice were moved in and distributed. It was at this time that tho 
first "controlled shops'• were started. These were shops approved by Govern
ment and through which stocks held by Government were issued to the general 
public in limited quantities, at controlled prices. · One hundred such · shops 
were opened, but with the improvement in supply towards the end of 
'September and the beginning of October, the demand on these shops was 
not heavy, and it was not found necessary at tha~ time ~o increase their number. 
Earlier in the year a scheme had alsct been prepared for the distribution of food 
in the event of an emergency caused by air-raids. This scheme provided for the 
utilization of certain selected shopR in the main markets, descrjbed as· "approverl 
markets", for the sale of foodgrains from Government stocks, and was put into 
operation early In 1943.· 

D.-SHORTAGE OF WHEAT 

23. The population of Greater Calcutta. and &ther industrial areas in Bengal 
is not composed entirely of persons whose staple diet is rice. A considerable 
proportion of the industrial population consists of people drawn from other 
provinces whose staple foodgrain is wheat. Bengal produces very little wheat, 
and during the five years ending 1941-2, imported from outside the province on 
un average 21,000 tons a month. Of this, about 18,000 tons were required to 
meet the needs of Greater Calcutta. During the closing months of 1942, the 
supply steadily decreased, and this continued during the early months of 194~. 
The following table shows the quantities of wheat imported into Bengal from 
other provinces and from overseas during the last five mon~hs of 1942 and the 
first six months of 1943:-

Month Tonl!l 
August, 1942 . • 13,259 
·september ,. • • • 14,9ll 
October 11,814 
November ,. 7,996 
December , 9,397 
January 1!!43 . 2,584 
February .. 1,620 
'March 21,376 

April 20,735 
'Yay 

" 
8,842 

June .. 8,177 
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The (rovetlimeht ·t)f Bengal made repeated representations to the Government 
of India as re"'ards the supplies of wheat, and in November 1942, the Wheat 
Commissioner ~as informed that, if supplies could not be secured, the Govern
ment of Bengal could not a,ccept responsibility for any conseque~ce to the 
industrial areas of Calcutta and any damage to the war effort that might ensue. 
As we have already seen, difficulties had arisen in the principal wheat markets 
of Northern India, and adequate supplies were not forthcoming. Statutory price 
control had failed and purchases could not be made e~cept in violation of the 
law. The significance of this shortage of wheat in Greater Calcutta was that 
it increased the consumption of rice at a time when it was becoming clear that 
the o;man crop had failed and an acute shortage of rice was imminent. It also 
undoubtedly increased the general feeling of uncertainty as. regards food 
supplies. 

E.-THE FAILURE OF THE AMAN CROP 

24. The season of the aman crop of 1942, that is the crop which would prcr 
vide the main supply of rice for the year 1943, did not open propitiously. In 
June ·rain was needed in most parts of the province, the -monsoon having 
been late in establishing itself; and, although rain was niore plentiful in July, · 
still more was needed. Cultivation had been delayed and the aman seedlings 
were suffering from drought in many places. The prospects, however, improved 
in. August, and in September rain benefited the crops throughout the province. 
Taking the season a's a whole. the weather was not favourable, particularly in 
West Bengal-the most important rice producing area in the province. 

25. It was at this stagn that West Bengal was visited by a great natural 
calamity, a calamity which took a heavy toli of life and bro~ght. acute distt·ess 
to thousands of homes. On the morning of October 16, 1942, a cyclone of f;reat 
intensity accompanied by torrential rains, and followed later in the day by 
three tidal waves, struck the western districts of the province. The tidal waYes 
laid waste a strip of land about 7 miles wide along the coast in the districts of 
Midnapore, and the 24-Parganas, and· caused similar damage to an area 3 
miles '\vide along the bank3 of the Hooghly, the Rupnarayan, the Haldi, and tba 
Ra~ulpur rivers. Another effect of the tidal waves, reinforced by heavy rain. 
was to push up the water level in the northern reaches of the rivers, thereby 
causing extensive floods .. The effects of the cyclone itself and the torrential 
rains which accompanied it were felt over a very wide area though in different 
degrees of intensity. The s~verest loss of .life and damage to property occurred 
in the southern parts of the two districts already mentioned, that is, in thQ 
areas nearest to the sea. In areas more distant from the coast, there was little
or no loss of life but crops and property were damaged and communications 
interrupted. ·It is estimated that the total area affected was 3,200 square milP.s, 
of which 450 square miles wete swept by the tidal waves, ·and 400 square miles 
affected by floods. 1'hroughout this large area the standing aman crop, which 
was then :flowering, ~as in large measure damaged. In the worst affected areas 
it was not only the stanqing crops which were destroved; reserve stocks of the 
previous crop in the hands ()f cultivators, consumers, fmd dealers were also lost. 

26. After the cyclone came crop disease. We have been told. by several 
witnesses about the damage caused by fungus and "root-rot". The Go,ernment 
of Benga.l have stated that their effects "·ere even more serious to the outturn 
than the damage caused by the cyclone. The aman crop reaped at the end of 
1942 was tht1s seriously short. As we haw seen in an earlier chapter -the 
crop was sufficient, on an average of the five years preceding 1943, to provida 
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about 38 weeks' supply for the provinne._ During this year the crop was 
sufficient for only about 29 weeks. 

F.-MARKET CONDITIONS AT THE END OF 1942 · 

27. Shortly aft-er the occurrence of the cyclone became known to the public, 
tb~ trade in Bengal realized that a short crop was certain. The immediate result 
w~s a resumption of the upward movement in prices which, starting in February, 
1942, had gained momQntum in ~lay, and had been temporarily arrestea 
during Septeinber and October. A report written at the time describes 
this rise in the following terms: "The price of rice and paddy rose 
abruptly throughout Central and Western Bengal (except for Contai sub
division, Midnapore) and to a lesser extent in the districts of Southern Bengal, 
and was between Rs. 12 and Rs. 16 per maund according to quality, with isolated 
transactions at higher rates. The rise appears to have been due principally to 
heavy buying, entirely unco-ordinate~ and to a large extent manifestly specu
lative, which began about the middle of November, and seems to have reached 
its peak in the first week of this month (December 1942)". A fortnight later,· 
the following was reported: "Prices of agricultural produce appear to have 
declined in· the Burdwan and Presidency Divisions, though they are still very 
high. They have reached alarming figures in Rajashahi, Dacca and Chittugong 
divisions. The gravity of the situation is emphasized m Commissi~ners' report<>, 
and it is pointed out that, unless some improvement takes place, there is a 
danger of resort to violence as a result of shortage and high prices". Tb<'l 
swiftness with which the rise .of prices was taking place may be seen from the 
following table which shows tbe course of prices m one of the markets of the 
13urdwan district:-

18th November 1942 
25th ~. , 
2nd December 

" 1th ·" " 
.. 

Market price 
per maund of 
medium rice 

Rs. A. P, 

7 8 0 
10 8 0 
11 8 0 
u 0 0 • 

28. A review of the conditions prevailing in the markets of Bengal early in 
December 1942 is contained in a note prepared at that time by the Civil Supplio:Js 
D!"partment of the Government of Bengal, which runs as follows:-

"Present situation.-High prices are running from Howrah to places acr.:n~s 
Western Bengal, with local high spots at places like Dinajpur which have easy 
means of transport to Calcutta and so can be quickly drawn upon. 

There are higli priced areas in one or two districts where high prices ar13 
probably due to poor crop. 

Causes-!. Psychological.-(i) Depressing reports regarding crop forecast. 
"(ii) Fears as to the result of the 1\fidnapore cyclone and exaggerated statements 
as to its effects on the supply position of the province as a whole. (iii) Pl·o
paganda, sometimes perhaps interested, in certain trade circles, makin()' O'Jt 

that the coming crop was going to be 'worst for the last 20 years' (iv) E;agg"' 
rated reports of exports from Bengal. (v) Fear of Food!n'ains Control Orcl~·r 

.1..u. ouppty po.sHzon.-ti) .ttestnction on expol'tl trom Midnapore. (ii) Obstruc. 
tion to transport in the Kulti Canal. (iii) Comparative difficulty of transpvrt 
from south of Calcutta and comparative ease of transport from north of Calcutt'!.. 
(iv) Late transplantation and consequen·t late arrival of new crop in Western 
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In the result, both rural population generally in smplu& areas and largtt" 
sections of the population j.n urban areas were being supplied from their 
existing stocks, e.g., labour of industrial· area, employees of commercial firm& 
and khas holders who had bought stocks previously.~ The actual ruling prices 
were therefore chiefly affecting that portion of the population which had to buy 
from hand to mouth but they were suffering great hardships. This was pro
bably the reason why despite higher prices there was by no means universal 
distress'". 

29. The evidence pres~nted by these contemporary documents leaves noo 
room for doubt that the upheaval in the Bengal markets towards the end cf 
1942, .was due to the fact that in November and December of that year, that 
is, before the bulk of the aman crop had been reaped, unusual purchases were· 
being made by persons who were convinced, quite correctly, that the yield o_f 
tha a man crop would· be so short and stocks in hand so low, that a crisis in 
BUpply was inevitable and was fast approaching. There is also evidence 
that such purchases were not confined to Bengal, but extended to the 
s.djoining areas of Bihar and Orissa. Reports received at the. time by the Bihar 
Government showed that a large number of buyers from Bengal were advancing 
tthmey or, standing crops at the end of November in the bordering districts of 
Bihar, and officers in these districts reported great uneasiness and impending 
trouble in consequence. In a letter . addressed to the Government of India 
shortly after these events, the Government of Bihar reported that "there wns 
a rush to corner supplies and withhold them from the provincial markets 1n 
order to smuggle them, in defiance of the provincial embargo, to the more 
attractive markets across the border." The Government of Orissa have told 
us that this. was happening at the same tim~ in. Orissa also. 

30. It was at this stage, when all the elements of the crisis which finally 
overwhelmed Bengal had gathered, that the enemy took a hand. The first air
raid on Calcutta took place on the 20th December and was followed by raids 
on the 22nd, 23rd, 24th and 28th. There were further raids in January. The 
military value of the raids proved to be negligible. Their effect on civilhm 
morale was not considerable and proved to be temporary. But one of the im
portant effects of the air-raids was the closing down of a lar~e number of food
grain shops. On, the 27th December,•the Government of Bengal, in order to 
maintain the distribution of supplies in Calcutta, WPre reluctantly compelled 
to requisition stocks from wholesale dealers and from that moment the ordinary 
trade ma~hinery could not be relied upon fo feed Calcutta. The crisis had 
be~un. 



CHAPTER YI.-THE DEVELOPMENT OF AHE CRIS:IS IN BENGAL 

A.-N.~TURE OF TBB CRISIS 

1 It is llt:ct:lisary beiote proceeding .further wi~h ~ur narrative to t<.~.ke .stock 
of the situation prevailing in Bengal at the begmnmg of J.-9-!?. Thd primary 
element in that situntion was the failure of the aman crop. This, however, was 
n.ot necessarily in itself an unmanageable problem. An .even more serio~ failure 
had occurred only two years before in 1941, and had led. to notbmg mor~ 
serious than a st.ate of scarcity which was successfully alleVIated by the usual. 
relief measures. The necessary flow of supplies to the areas affected by the·. 
shortage was maintained, and supplies were available at price~ w?ich the bulk.: 
of the poorest classes of the population could afford to. pay. This did not happe_m· 
in 1943.. Wherein lay the difference between .1941 and 1943? . The ans'!er lS;:.. 

twofold: first, a serious diminution occurred in the sources from which a.. 
shortage in production was normally met; and secondly, the normal machinery· 
for the dis~ribution of supplies was out of order. · 

2. It was not only the yield of the aman crop which was short; the carry.· 
over was also short. Thus, the st<>ck of all rice in Bengal at the beginning: 
of 1943, was considerably smaller than in 1941. This was primarily thS"· 
consequence of the heavy drain on stocks during 1941, and to some ext.ent also-• 
to a decrease of imports and an increase of exports which occurred during 1942: .. 
It was, therefore. clear that, from the supply a~pect alone, 1943, promised tO' 
be a more difficult year than 1941. •.tn an earlier chapt€r we came to t.he eon~ 
elusion that the total supply of rice in ;Bengal during 1943, was probably 
Eufficient for about 49 weeks, which meant an absolute deficiency of supply of 
about three weeks' requirements. A deficiency of this order involves a more 
serious difficulty i.n_ distribution than appears at first sight. Broadly speaking •. 
there are three classes of consumers. First, the non-producers; secondly, the 
producers whll do not grow sufficient for their own needs; and, thirdly, the 
producers who grow· quantities which are more than sufficient for their own 
needs. The third class of consumers would not themselves go short because 
e'\'en in a year of shortage they would retain sufficient for their own needs 
throughout the year an~ probably in addition a reserve which. they are 
accustomed to keep. In these circumstances an· over-all shortage does noli 
correctly indicate the degree of shortage in the supply available to the firs\ 
two categories. A hypothetical example will illustrate this point~ Suppose 
50 per cent. of the population consists of producer-consumers who are self
sufficient in rice, and that the remaining 50 per cent. are non-producer-con
sumers. Also suppose that the .weekly consumption of tha entire population is 
l", tons and the total supply available for the year is 49.x Y tons instead of 
52 x Y, tons. If the producer-consumers retain an amount equal to their 
consumption for 52 weeks the amount available for the non-producer-consumers 
is 49 x Y tons minus 52 x{-tons, that is 46 X i tons. The supply therefore 
available for non-producer-consumers is sufficient for 46 weeks and not for 
52 weeks, that is, a shortage of 6 weeks' supply. :Moreover, the short-age would 
be greater than this if the producer-consumer, who grows more rice than he 
needs for his own consumption, kept a reserve. Thus, it follows thali even 
if all producers sold their entire stocks without refaming a reservE;! for con
sumption after the next harvest and even if stocks so placed on the . markef 
"ere evenly distributed to all consumers, the latter would not have secured 
their normal ~equirements in full. 

35 
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3. The sta.tJe of supply- was such that, even if market conditions were 
normal, prices were bound to rise and difficulties were bound to be exper:enced 
in maintaining an adequate flow of supplies tp the «Onsumer. Market condi
tions were, however, not normal. The most obvious symptom of the unhealthy 
conditions which had arisen was the movement of prices during 1942, and the 
level reached at the end of that year. ln January 194!, the wholesale price 
of coarse rice at Calcutta was Rs. 5/8/- per-maund, and it rose to Rs. 7/1/
by July 1941. In January 1942, the price was Rs. 5f10/- per maund, and 
it rose to Rs. 8 per maund by July 1942, even though there was no question 
~t that time of the province being short of rice. In January 1943, the price 
twas Rs. 12/8/- per maund. Wha~ wouJ~ i~ b~ !n July 1943? 

4. This was not a problem to be solved by any simple rule of three. It ~as 
:a question of the psychology of millions of producers, traders, and consumers. 
-~he life of the community depended on the producer, who had a surplus, placing 
-on the market, more quickly than in. normal times, all his produce in excess 
.of what he required for seed and the maintenance of his family, without retain
ing for himself even the- usual carry-over beyond the next harvest. But w;th 
conditions as they were, his natural instinct was to assure h:s own safety by re
taining an e~en larger carry-over than usual. And what was safe was also likely 
to prove profitable, for prices were rising. He had sold his surplus at the usual 
time in the previous year and had found that the trader who bought from him, 
had made a larger profit than usual. which he could have secured for himself 
.if he had waited. He probably argued that he would not make the same mistake 
again. The traders no doubt argued likewise. The petty merchant was tempted 
to wait for a better price from the big merch::(nt, and the big merchant 
-from the bigger merchant. The fact that prices had risen abnormally and were 
still rising was sufficient to diminish both the volume and the rate of flow of 
-supplies_ through the market. In such a situation, prices must rise even more 
liiharply than before in orJer to overcome these ".resistances". 

5. It was imperative that the flow of supplies from the pl'oducer to the 
_ ·consumer should be maintained; and it was equally imperative that prices 

should not be allowed to rise much further. Failure in either respect would 
-entail widespread starvation. A situation bad already arisen in which it seemed 
~ertain that the normal operation o£ the trade machinery would fail to secure 
'ODe or other of these results, if not both. Hence the crisis. 

B.--CONTROLLED PROCCREME~T 

6. The abnormal rise in prices in the latter half o~ November and Dec-ember 
caused conce;_·u and the Bengal Government de~1de~ that steps must be 
taken to reduce the price level. The key to the s1tuatl~n was the Calcutta 
'market, because prices in· that market govern . prwes thro~ghout the 
province. They, theref~re, vi~ualized. the remedy m .~?e fi:st mstance, s& 
onE» of checking speculatwn and rest?rmg he~:lthy ~ond1,1ons m the Calcut:.a 
market. The process was later descnbed as breakmg the Calcutta market . 
The auestion was the method by which this was to _be brought about. Statutory 
price-control had been tried _and had f~iled. A ~mple order to t~~ tra~e not 
to buy or to sell above a prescribed pnce, would only make cond1ho:r:~ m .th.~ 
market worse, but e.xperience had shown that the use of the demal 
stocks had helped to check the rise in prices. The Government procee~ed to 
build on the results of th~s experience. They therefore undertook the1r first 
procurement scheme. 

7. The area selected for the procurement opera-tions was the Rajsh?hi 
Division in Northern Ben"'al--an area which was norma1ly surplus and wh1eh 
had not been affect-ed by the cyclone. Export-s of rice and padd,v from the Divi
sion were prohibited except under permit, with effect from the 22nd Decemher, 
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and District Officers were directed to commence buying operations through local 
traders. The total quantity to be purchased was fixed at 2 lakhs of maunds 
(about 7,400 tons) and each district W!ls given a quota out of this a:m,ount. 
Ceiling prices were fixed within .which purchases should .be made and Distr:cfl 
Officers were informed that, if necessary, requisitioning was to be resorted to 
till the quota fixed for th€ district had been procured. The scope of the scheme 
was naturally limited by the purpose for which it was framed. District 
Officers were told that the operations ·were not intended to. enable them to 
b~ild stocks for their own districts, and they would not be permitted to immo
blliz~ stocks for local purposes, except with previous Ranction. All rice and paddy 
acqmred were to be sent to Calcutta, with the exception of a limited quantif3 
intended for Darjeeling. This scheme was abandoned on the 9th January, 
because the situation following the air-raids on Calcutta demanded a more com
prehensive measure. By that time District Officers had purchased about 2 800 
tons against the target of 7,400 t.ons. ' 

8. Air-raids on Calcutta took piace on the ~Oth, 22nd; '23rd,· 24th, and 
28th December 1942. The first raid had comparatively little disturbing effect, 
but e·vacuation-began on a small scale on the 22nd and increased in volume 
until the 24th and 25th, a"fter which there was little further exodus. The mosb 
important effect, howe\'er, of 1he raids wns the closing down of a considerable 
number of foodgrain shops and the consequent interruption to the city's food 
supplies. At first immediate needs were met from air-raid reserves. . The 
opening of closed shops in the markets was. also tried, but th:s yielded little 
result as the shopkeepers had either removed or sold their stocks before leaving. 
Finally, on the 27th December, it was decided to requ:sition stocks in the city 
and to distribute them through controlled shops ard "Approved" markets. 

9. Having been compelled to •.• requisition stocks in Calcutta, the Bengal 
Government came to the conclusion that urgent steps would have to be taken 
to maintain supplies; and they therefore proceeded to undertake procurement 
operations on a more extensive scale than had been contemplated in December. 
The second scheme caine into operation on the 9th January, and the monthly; 
requirements were assessed at 3 lakh maunds of rice (11,021 tons) and 4·5 lakh 
maunds of paddy (16,532 tons). Purchases on this scale, the Bengal Government 
thought, could not be made by District Officers. They therefore selected seven 
agents from the trade and allotted to them areas in which to make their pur· 
chases. The maximum prices at which purchases were to be made werE 
prescribed &nd District Officers were directed to warn all dealers in .the buyin~ 
areas that their licences would be ~ancelled and their stocks requisitioned iJ 
they bought above the Government buying rates. This direction, it may be 
incidentally noted, was inconsistent with the 'policy already adopted, namely 
that a legally prescribed maximum was not to be enforced on the transactions 
of private trade. A dealer who could not buy above the maximum ra:es fixed 
for Government purchases, except at the risk of the cancellaticn of his licenr.e 
and the requisitioning of his stocks, was just as effective!y subject to price 
control as if he h&d been liable to prosecution for a breach of a statutory order 
fixing maximum prices. But this inconsistency was unavoidable. As a letter 
sent out to District Officers on the 9th January said, the agents appointed by 
Government· were unlikely to ob~ain the ·quantities of grain which Government 
required, unless competitive buying was prevented as far as possible. It was 
soon found that the warning did not suffice to protect the agents against comreti
tive buying. Embargoes were, therefore, placed round the buying areas, prohi
biting export except under permit. Similar embargoes were also placed round 
the non-buying areas in order to protect these areas against· speculative buying. 
All these measures proved of no avail. The agents were not successful in 
purchasing the quantities required and the system was abandoned on the 17th 
February. The quantity purchased between the lOth January and the 17th 
February was only about 2.200. tons. 
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10. Early in January the Bengal Government appointed a Foodgrains Pur
chasing Officer. His functions generally were to supervise and control the 
activities of the buJ'ing agents aud regulate the issue of export permits from, 
districts from which exports were restricted. O.n the abandonment of the 
system of buying through trade agents, the procurement system consisted 
solely of the. Foodgrains Purchasing Officer taking offers direct from the trade. 
The embargoes round the buying areas were maintained so as . to enable the 
Purchasing Officer to combat competitive buying by control over exports from 
these areas. The non-buying areas also continued to be protected by locally 
administered embargoes on exports. The pace of purchases by the Foodgra.ins 
Purchasing Officer was, however, too slow. He bought only about. 3,000 tons 
between the 18th February and the 11th March. 

C.-"DE-CONTROL'' 

.11. The failure of successive scheme,s' of procurement was accompanied 'by 
a steady rise in the price of rice, a diminution, week by week, in visible st.)cks,· 
and signs of increasing panic in Calcutta. On the 4th January 1943, the price 
of coarse rice had dropped to Rs. 11 f 4/- a rna und following sales by_ shopkeepers 
who left the city after the air-raids. On the 20th January, the price had moved 
up to Rs. 12f8f-, on the 3rd February to Rs. 13J2J-, on the 17th February to 
l1s. 13f12;-, and it reached Rs. 15 .per maund on the 3rd March. 

12. We have i:nade a detailed study of the relevant trade statistics and the 
information supplied by -the Government of Bengal about the movement -of 
supplies throughout 1943 into Bengal from outside the province as well as in 
and out of Calcutta. We append to this report a note sh-owing the results of 
our an3Jysis.l These show that the net receipts into Calcutta during January 
and February 1943 were approximately 7,000 tons in each of these two months. 
This was only a fraction of the normal monthly requirements. \Yheat also 
wasin short supply and this added to the demand for rice. There is no doubt 
that the stocks in Calcutta at the beginning of the year were much smaller 
than in previous years, and that these were being consumed far more rapidly 
than they were being replaced. By the beginning of March, stocks were down 
to such a low level that it looked as if the city must !?tarve within a fortnight, 
unless large supplies arrived quickly. Th.us by early ~Iarch the crisis had 
become acute in Calcutta. 

13.' As we have explained, it was imperative, at the beginning of 1943, that. 
the flow of supplies to the consumer should be maintained and that pricE.s 
should not be allowed to rise still further. Up to this point the Bengal Gov
ernment were attempting to achieve both these objects. But they had failed. 
A breakdown in the supplies fbr Calcutta appeared imminent. A vital decision 
on policy had to be reached, and reached quiekly. Was it practicable to hold 
prices and to maintain the flow of supplies? If it were not,-and the state of 
Calcu~ppeared to show that it was not-what was to be done? Two courses 
were open. One was to intensify the policy of controll_ed procurement, hold 
prices rigidly, and pass over from reliance on voluntary sales to coercion, to 
whatever extent was necessary, to secure supplies at a price det-ermined by 
Government. This meant seeking out stocks wherever they- were held whether 
by traders or producers,. and requisitioning those stocks not sold voluntarily. 
The other course was to allow prices to rise and to -secure stocks by pur
chase in the market and by imports from other provinces, in the hope that 
it would be possible by the use of such stocks to moderate prices as had 
been done by the use of the "denial" stocks in the previous year. The Bengal 
Government carefully considered the pros and cons of both- these courses. 
Risks were inherent in both. The former involved widespread and highly orga
nized coercion. Were· the administrative resources of the Government equal to 

1Appendix V. 
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~e task? II coercion failed, it would· drive stocks even deeper underground, 
lead to disorders in the districts, and a complete break-down in Calcutta. On 
.the other hand, the latter, viz., de-control, particularly if it were not possible to 
.acquire stocks sufficient to enable a moderating effect to be produced on prices, 
might result in prices rising to a level at which widef?pread famine would be 
inevitable._ The probable consequences of both courses were recognized. 
Before a conclusion was reac4ed, Commissioners and District Officers were 
.consulted on the issue of coercion. 'Vith one exception, they were of opinion 
that measures which would probably involve the use of force were not practica.bl~ 
-and would not produce sufficient supplies 

14. The Government of Bengal then made their choice. The decision wag 
:taken to abrogate any vestige of price control, and ib was announced publicly 
.on the 11th March in the following terms:-

• 'No Price Control ill Wholesale Rice and. Paddy Markets" 
. ~'To clear up misapprehensions which are still impeding _the flo~ of paddy 

:and rice into the markets, the Bengal Government· declare categoncally that 
there is and will be no statutory maximum price for wholesale transactions 
.in paady and rice. Both cultivators and traders are free to bring their grain to 
the market without fear of having it taken from them at a price to which they 
.do not agree. No tr11der who has declared his stock under the Foodgrains 
.Control Order will bP. compelled to part with it, below the prevailing market 
;price. 

"{ii) The Bengal Government, in full accord with the Government of India, 
-adhere to the· policy of buying as much rice and paddy as possible_ by free 
market operations in order to secure the best use of the resources of the pro· 
vince and their most equitable distri.~tion. 

''(iii) The clear abrogation of any vestige of price control in the primary 
wholesale market does not imply unrestricted profiteering. Government's own 
-operations as buyer and seller coupled with the removal of the black market 
are in their opi.tiion most likely to be successful in moderating prices at a reason· 
-able level; but to prevent buying at reckless prices by wealthy are.as the 
-embarg,oes prohibiting the movement of paddy and rice from one a.rea in the. 
province to another will remain in force. The Government itself takes the 
Tesponsibility for the movement of paddy or rice to deficit areas." 

15. Earlier in the year, the Central Governmep.t maqe a.simil"ar decision as 
Tegards the control of wheat prices. Arrangements had been made for the 
shipment of substantial quantities of wheat to India and at the end of January 
1943, the statutory maximum prices for wheat which had !>een imposed in 
December 1941, were withdrawn. At this time the Government of India were 
of the opinion that prices should not be regulated by statutory control but by 
·other methods. The decision reached by the Government of Bengal was, there~ 
fore, in accord with the policy _of the Government of India at the time, and 
was indeed taken with their approval. 

16. Simultaneously with the announeement of de-control, District Officers 
were directed to explain the policy to grain d~alers in their districts and inform 
them that Government's object was to buy c;onsiderable quantities of rice and 
paddy. District Officers were also told to purchase without limit of price any 
rice nnd paddy offered to them in the first three days, up to a limit of 20.000 
maunds; and after that, to report all offers to the Foodgrains Purchasing Offioer 
for his orders. They were further directed tQ explain the measures which 
Government. were h1king to the public .at large, through influential persons 
-throughout the districfs. 

17. The immerlint~ effect of de-control was an increase in the volume of 
·snpplies purehased hv Government. Between the 12th nnd the 31st March, the 
!fotal purchases made by the Foodgrains. Purchasing Officer, d'rect or through 
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·District Officers, exceeded 17,000 tons. This was much more than what had beeD 
purchased between the 22nd December 1942 and the 17tii February 1943 under 
three different systems of procurement. The effect was, however, temporary, 
and the rate of purchase subsequently slowed dovm: Purchases made from 1st 
April to the end of August amounted to only about 18,000 tons. 

18. Prices, as had been expected, rose sharply. The following table shows 
how the price of coarse rice rose in Calcutta from ~s. 15 on the 3rd Ma.rch te> 
Rs. 30,110/- on the 17th May:-

Date 

.3rd March 
17th 

" 22nd .. 
29th •• 
5th April 
12th " 19th .. 
26th .. 
3rd May 

1943 
, .. .. 
, 
.. 
•• .. .. 

Price 
>er maund 
15 0 0 
19 6 o. 
21 4 0 
22 0 0 
21 3 0 
20 7 0 
19 5 0 
21 0 0 
21 1 0 

lOth ;, •• 25 0 0 

17th " " 30 10 0 

Prices in all the markets in B~ngal were risi,ng similarly. The following table
gives the minimum price per maund o_f rice ruiTing in. the last week d each 
month in five districts: 

anuary J 

F 

M 

A 

:t.l 

ebruary 

arch. 

pril . 
ay 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Month 

1 

1943 

. . 

. . . 

Khulna Burdwan 

2 3 ---- ----
Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p • 

10 6 0 11 12 0. 

12 8 0 13 8 0 

18 12 0 20 6 0 

22 8-0 23 8 () 

30 0 0 29 12 0 

Rajshahi Faridpur 
Tipperah 

(Brahm 
haria) 

4 5 6 ---- ---- ---
. R'l. a. p. Rs. a P· Rs. a. p. 

13 4 0 12 4 0 9 8 Oo 

13 8 0 13 2 0 12 0 () 

18 0 0 25 0 0 20 0 0. 

20 0 0 24 0 0 31 0 ()o 

26. 5 0 31 0 0 25 0 () 

19. The prices mentioned in the foregoing table are the m1mmum ruling 
prices. Actual prices were often higher and supplies were not always available 
for purchase even at these high prices. The effects of the high prices were 
felt throughout Bengal. On the 13th of l\Iay, the Commissioner of Burdwa:::1 
Division reported: "Economic conditions approaching a crisis. Rice out of reach 
of the poor. Rice should be imported if the people are not to starve". A 
picture of the conditions deveW>ping in the Chittagong Division is given by th~ 
report from local officers, some of which we extract· below. 

11th May 1943.-Price of rice rose to Rs. 43 per maund in Noakhali buj 
bas come down again. Famine conditions prevailing among certain percentage
of the population in Chittagong district. High prices keeping people on on& 
rneal. 
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29th May 1943.-Many people starving in Chitta,gong district owing to high 
prices. First gruel kitchen started in Chittagong. 

11th June 1943.-No fall or" prices in Chittagong or Noakhali. Definite cases 
of deaths from starvation throughout Chittagong and number of living skele· 
tons increasing. Soup kitchens have already been started in acute starvation. 
areas. 15 kitchens are feeding 1,500 persons daily. Scarcity should be declared •. 
Gruel kitchens start working in Noakhali. 

28th June 1943.-Number of destitute:> in town increased. ..I!IJeven aeatns. 
in streets. 

· Thus, towards u•e end of the second quarter of 1943, famine had- begun in
parts of Bengal. 



CHAPTEE VII-SUPPLIES FROM OUTSJDE BENGAL 

A .-NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 

1. Bengal, always a net importer of wheat, was in the course of the 
-decade preceding 194b, also becoming a net importer of rice. During the 
-closing months of 1942 and in January and February 1943, arrivals of whea,~ into_ 
Bengal were much below requirements and were causing great anxiety. The 

·consumers of wheat are largely concentrated -in Greater Calcutta wbera the 
.shortage of rice became acute early in March 1943. There was therefore, urgent 
11eed for imports of both rice and wheat. They were needed not- merely for 
-making good the shortage which had arisen. What was even more important, 
they we_re urgently needed in order to increase the stocks under the cont!'ol of 
the Bengal Government, without w11ich they were unable to•check the dangerous 
·rise of prices occurring in Bengal. 

2. Imports Irom outside .India had, however, ceased and the movement 
·of supplies ~ithin India across the frontiers· of provinces and states had been 
interrupted. We have described in Chapter IV the sequence of events which 
1ed to that .situation. We saw that conditions had arisen in which the move
ment of supplies by the trade in accordance with effective market demand 
bad become disorganized. The need for planning these movements had arisen. 
"The capacity of sur1·lus areas to export and the need of deficit areas to import 
'had to be carefully assessed. The technique and organization required for 
this purpose were being evolved, in so far as the movement of supplies acrosg 
provincial and state frontiers was concerned, by the Central Government:;. 
'But their arrangements were not complete by March, 1943, when the need 
for imports became acute in Bengal. We must, ·therefore, describe briefly 
the nature of the problem with which the Government of India were faced and 
the arrangements they were making for solving the problem. 

3. The following table shows the figures of net exports of rice from, a,nd ne~ 
"imports of rice into, different areas in India on an average of 5 years ending 
1941-42:- . 

RICE 

In tens of thousM.ds of tons 

Net exports 

Orissa (and Certain Eastern States) 
&Central Provinces (and Certain Eastern 

States) 
'Sind • 
.Assam 
:Eunjab (and States) 

Net imports 

18 Madras (and Travancore.and Cochin) 
Bombay (and States). 

15 Bihar 
17 United Provinces 
2 Bengal 
1 Hyderabad 

Mysore 
Rajputana States 
Central India States 

: 

North-West Frontier Province 
Delhi 

53 

42 

50 
44 
19 
17 
u 

6 

• 
3 
1 
1 

-1 

160 
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The figures in this bble are not complete because they take no account of 
the movements by road and country-boat across provincial and state frontiers, 
and they also exclude imports from Nepal and by sea through certain maritime 
States. But they are adequate for our present purpose, which is to indicate the 
areas which were normally surplus and those which were normally deficit in 
rice, and the approximate magnitude of those surpluses and deficits. 

4. The experience of the previous five years suggested that the quantity of 
nee available from the surplus areas was between 500,000 and 600,000 tons, 
while the quantities required by the deficit areas amounted to 1·6 million tons. 
There was thus a gap of more than one million tons, which was normally covered 
by net imports but could not be so covered during 1943. Purchases on behalf of 
the Defence Services were increasing. During 1942-3 they exceeded 100,000 
tons and in 1943-4 were nearly 200,000 tons. To that extent, the pressure of 
the demand on supplies available for export wa.s increasing. A' . system of 
planned movement of supplies, therefore, first of all involved a decision .1s t.o 
how much should be exported from each area, and '!?.ow the total of the export· 
able supplies was to be' allocii.tea between·· deficit areas and the Defence 
Services. ·Decisions on these points were not a matter of mere arithmetic, 
because the outt.urn of crops varied from season to season:; the carry-over was 
a significant factor moderating the effects of seasonal variations in production 
and this factor also varied; and Jastly, the proportion of the supplies arriving 
in the markets had become uncertain owing to abnormal disturbances in 
marketing conditions. Under these conditions it was extremely difficult · to 
reach agreed decit!kms. 

5. The following tnble furnishes, in respect of wheat, figures corresponding 
to those for rice : --

Net exports 

Punjab and States 

.Sind 

~entral India States • 

United Provinces 

Central Provinces 

WHEAT 

68 

• 15 

10 

8 

2 

• 
103 

In tens of thousands of tons 

Bengal. 

Bombay (and States) 

Madras (and States) 

Rajputana States • 

Bihar • 
Delhi • 

Net imports 

North-Wes~ Fron£ier Province. 
Mysore 
Assam • 
Orissa • 
Jiyderabad • 

25 

22 

8 

8 

·'1 
4 
2 
2 

2 
1 
1 

82 -

On the basis of the experience of the five ye-ars preceding 1942-3, the surplus 
areas were able to provide one million tons, while the deficit areas req_uirei 
820,000 tons. The demand of the Defence Services was, however, greater for 
wheat than for rice. This had risen to 300,000 tons during 1942-3 aJ?d nearly 

. 400,000 tons in 1943-4. 
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6. Though the production and consumption of millets in India are about 
the same as thosE; of wheat, they do not enter into the long distance trade <Jf 
India to anything like t.he same extent, as will be seen from the following table:-

Net exports 

Central India States 
United Provinces 
Sind • 
Punjab (and States) 
Hyderabad 
Mysore .• 

MILLETS 
In tens of thousands of tons 

6 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Bombay (and States) 
Rajputana States 
Madras • 
Delhi 
Bihar 

Net impOrts 

8 
3 
1 
1 
1 

15 14 

It was necessary, however, that the flow of these supplies should be main
tained and, in view of the rice shortage, increased as much as possible. 

7. The determination of the quantities to be exported frol.ll surplus a.reaa 
and their allocation to .deficit areas and to ~he Defence Services was only ibe 
first step 'towards a planned movement of supp:ies. AITangements had to bt:~ 
made for these g,.ua!lti ties to be purchased and distributed. The functions to 
be undertaken by the Central Government and by the Governments of the 
importing and exporting areas had to be agreed upon. The agencies to be 
employed and the mode of their operation had to be settled. It was 1;1ot until 
these agencies were established and were in proper working order that the 
movement of supplies could proceed according to plan. We shall now describe 
the successive stages in the evolution of the system of planned movement of 
supplies and the position reached by March 1943. 

B.-THE EVOLUTION OF THE BASIC PLAN 

8. At the end of December 1941, a Wheat Commissioner for India WAS 

appointed, and on the 30th April 1942, the Wheat Control Order was notified. 
In July 1942, a Civil Supplies Commissioner for rice and other comm~dities 
was appointed. Before these officers could proceed to plan, their energies 
were occupied in making ad hoo arrangements for meeting- the. immediate 
pressing difficulties of deficit areas. The first scheme for centralized purchase 
of foodgrains emerged in September 1942, and was considered at the Sixth 
Price Control Conference which met in that month. The plan of action 
approved by this Cc;nff:lrence was as follows :-

" (i) That ill ordo· to eliminate competitive buying, exports of wheat from 
the surplus provinces and states should be prohibited except by c&. Central 
Government organization which shou1d purchase the requirements of the 
military, labour,_ and the deficit provinces and states up. to a pre-determined 
figure for each surplus province or state in consultation with the Pro,incial 
or the State Government concerned and arrange for transport; 

"(ii) That th~ C<=nLral organization should make its purchases in· the qurplus 
provinces or states through agencies selected in consultation with the Provin
cial or the State Gc.vernments concerned; 

"(iii) Tha't the Central organization should conduct its purchase operations 
in close collaboration with the price control authorities in the surplus provinres 
and states and that the latter authorities should give the Central organization 
all possible assistan1•u in obtaining supplies at controlled rates; 

"(iv) That in nllocating the supplies available for civil distribution, the 
Central organisation, in consultation with the Provincial Governments and 
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States should give f:i.ority to the requirements of fair price shops, consumers 
co-operative societies, industrial aTeas, big {!ities, public utilities, and places 
where large military works are under construction;1 · 

.. (v) That the supplies ·all0cated to a deficit province or state should be 
despatched only to con&ignees approved by the Director of Civil Supplies or 
the Director himself in that province or state; 

"(Yi) That in calculating the expart quotas from the producing areas und 
~he import quotas for the consuming areas, the prinriple of 'equality of. sacri
fice' should be borne iu mind; in other words, the consumption in each area 
as revealed by the av~ilable data regarding normal production, receipts, anl 
despatches, should tienerally be subjected to the same percentage reduction 
(subject to variations in the case of particular are~s in view of changes . in 
population and other special circumstances) as that which the consumption in 
the country as a whole is likely to sufier owing to -,inadequacy of supplies ..... '' 

9. The system ihUI~ described, it will be noticed, applied specifically to 
wheat. The Conie;rc.nce. also recommended the adoption of a similar scheme 
for the "staple competitive foodgrains, namely, rice, jowar, bajra, ragi, barley, 
gram, and maize:·. But whereas m the -case of wheat the whole of India 
was regarded as one unit, and the responsibility was la.id on the Centre for 
purchasing sup1--liis from surplus and allocating them to deficit areas "and to 
the Defence ServiceE, the Conference favoured the division of ·India into differ
ent regions, and the treatment of each region as a unit for the control of inter! 
provincial movement.-. of staple foodgrains other than wheat. It was proposPd 
that the "primary c~sponsibility for distribution within each region" shoulJ be 
vested in the Regional Price and Supply Board, operating ~'either through its 
own machinery or through the macb.ipery of the Provincial Governments subject 
to the general direction o£ the Cenhial Government". It was, however, realis· 
ed that it would be necessary to make purchases within one region for export 
to another, and the Conference recommended that such pu:·chase;; should be 
made by the Central Government, or by the Provincial Government acting on 
behalf ol the Central Government. Jhese Regional Prices and Supply Bo.ml~; 
had been constitut .. d only ~shortly before; and, though they performed some 
useful co-ordinating f•mctions, they did not in fact undertake the "primary 
responsibility" for inter-provincial movements within the region ·as Visualized 
at this Conferenc~. 

10. On the 7th October 1942, the Government of India addressed a let~er 
to the provinces outlining a scheme of co-ordinated purchases of foodgrains in 
surplus provinces in Grder to meet the requirements of the Defence Servi~es 
and deficit provinces. The scheme followed, with certain modifications, th(' 
general outline of the recommendations of the Sixth Price Control Conferen5!e 

11. On the 21st November the Government of India informed the Provincial 
Governments that they had decid~d to initiate a scheme whereby wheat would 
be purchased by a Central organization through selected agents, and the pro· 
dnce assigned to importing centres. The grain would be consigned to the 
Provincial Dire"tor of Civil- Supplies or his nominee. The Provincial Govern
ments were told th~t they should keep the Wheat Commissioner informed_ of 
their requirements, and he would meet their demands to the extent tha£ supp~y 
was available. -

12. A separate Food Department w~s established at the Centre on the 
2nd December 1942, and on the 14th of that mooth the first Food Conference 
met. The first item on its agenda was "to frame agreed estimates of the food
grain requirements rmd resources of the main administrative areas of th~ 
country, and to draw up a programme for the utilization of such stocks as may 
be a-railable on the lines best calculated to meet the most essential needs of 
the country;. h! other worcls~ to frame a quofa programme· for supplyi.ug the 
deficit areas". · 
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13. When the Conf~>rence met, the winter rice crop was being harvested 
in some province;:; ~ud was still on the ground in others. The wheat crop h&d 
only recently been sown, and nothing could yet be prooicted about its outturn. 
A rough calculation of the requirements of deficit areas and the surpluses of sur
plus areas was made, and the result, which was as follows, caused some dismay= 
"The shortage in rice alone is 19 lakhs of tons, assuming that Bengal gets n<J 
rice from outside. It Bengal has to get rice, the deficit is increased by the 
quantity that Bengal requires. The shortage in wheat is 4 lakhs of tons. But. 
that only covers the uext five mont~s. This is_ the position based on the state
ments that have b~en made this morning". 

14. The reference to the possibility of Bengal requiring imports of nee, it. 
will be noticed, was couched in terms which indicated uncertainty. From 
what we have said about conditions in Bengal, this might appear surprising. 
but it correctly rt:.£c.cted the assessment which those present at the Conferevce, 
including the representatives of Bengal, made of the relative urgeJ?.cy of the 
need for imports of the several deficit areas. This fact is so important that we 
must explain the situation- at the time in provinces other than Bengal. 

15. Bombay produced on the average of the five years ending 1941-~. 
76Q,OOO tons of rice and consumed 1·05 million tons. If it received nJ imports, 
it would have to manage with, less than three-fourths of its normal supply. 
The dependence of Travancore and Cochin ·on imports was even greater. 
Madras was no lt--'S deficit than Bengal and had had a poor rice crop 1\t the 
end of 1942. ;Ben5al had experienced poor crops before and yet had imported 
relatively small quantities. Could it not manage this time without 3ny 
imports? That was the general attitude. 

16. The case of Bengal .for imports of wheat was quite clear; not so the 
need for import~ of rice, in a situation which was apparently so much more 
serious for other deficit areas. The representative~; of Bengal pressed i.Jheir 
claim for wheat, made it clear that. exports of rice were out of the question, 
and left open the possibility of the province requiring imports o{ rice to a 
lat.er date. The Director of Civil Supplies, Bengal,· said, "We do not require 
rice in the next few months, but statistically we are heavily in deficit for the 
coming year". 'Vhen a doubt was expressed about the correctness of the 
crop forecast, he added, "I should say at once that this is the first forecast, 
and the indications are that the final forecast is likely to be worse. "1 

17. The Conference also discussed the question whether purchases - . for 
export and for the Defence Services should be made in the provinces by an 
organization under Central control or by agencies set up by Hie Provincial 
Governments. Divergent views were expressed, and a conclusion was not 
reached' on this important point. On the 2nd January 1943, the Provincial 
Governments were addressed by the Government of India on the subject. 
Pending a decision as to whetber the buying organization should-be Central or 
Provincial, the pro,inres were directed to prohibit, except under permit, the 
export of all major foodgrains and to limit permits to purchases made by, or 
on behalf of, importing Governments. 

18. On the 27th January, the Government of India informed the Provincial 
Governments that t.!JE:y had decided that purchases for export should be madP 
by Provincial Governments and not by a Central organization, and the Pro
vinces were reque.,tcd to set up procurement machinery immediate1y, so that 

lin the liP"ht of subsequent events, the attitude of the representatives of the Government 
of Bengal at this Conference evoked considerable public interest and has been the subject of 
much misunderstanding. Our attention has been drawn to the following passage occurring in a 
publication entitled "Food Rationing and Supply, 1943-44 issued in 1944 by t.he Office of the 
Lea!ffie of Nations, Geneva: "BenP"al alone among the principal Provincial Governments. 
con£dent that it could manage to subsist on its own rice crop, declined to join in the collective 
scheme drawn up at the December 1942 Food Confererice, when the main anxiety was about 
·wheat." This is not a correct description of the attitude-of the Government of Bengal. 
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purchase operati01s c.ould begin in advance of the settlement of tu~:~ ~ii.Ct"t:~ 
ligures for surplus and deficits. No target figures were given in this letter. 
A formula for ~he ·fi.x:lt.ion of target figures was sent to the· Provincial Govern
ments on the 16th February. The Second F_ood Conference· met in the t.nird 
week of February. Agreement was reached between the Provinces and t,he 
Centre on the operabve details forming part of the general scheme of the 
Basic Plan arrangements, but the question of the quantities to be suonlied 
by surplus t.o deficit areas was left undecided. 

19. ·The conclusions reached at' the Second Food Conference were announced: 
by the Government of India to the provinces and the states· in a letter dated 
the 12th March which indicated the action required on the part of local adminis
trations and stressed the urgency of setting up purchasing organizations. This 
was followed about a month later by a letter giving preliminary figures under
the plan. This letter also recalled that over three months had been spent 
in reaching the greatest common measure of agreement in ·respect of th& 
plan and tLe methods to be adopted, and reminded the provinces ·and state& 
that the figures put forward were "targetS" at which all Governments must 
aim. Early in May, a monthly movement plan was forwarded, showing the 
quantities to be despatched month by month with sources and destinations. 

20. The total quantity of foodgrains which it was planned to distribute was 
over 4 million tons, including 1·5 million tons of wheat, 1·1 million tons of rice, 
the same quantity of millets, and nearly 400,000 tons of gram. The figures for
rice and millets represented the quantities to be moved between the ls~ 
December 1942 and t.l:le 30th Nc:>vember 1943, while the corresponding period 
for wheat and gram was th~· 1st April 1943 to the 31st March 1944. The total 
quota allotted to Bengal was 350,000 tons of rice, 224,000 tons of wheat, 
200,000 tons of mille!R, and 19,00Q.•tons of gram. The sources from which 
these supplies wt:re tJ be moved were as follows : 

Tons 
RICE-

ABBam '63,00) 
Orissa 37,0()0 
Eastern States 50,000 
Bihar . l85,000 
United Provinces . 15,000' 

350,000 

WHEAT-
Punjab 160,000 
United Provinces • 20,000 
Bihar 24,000 
Overseas 20,000 

224,000 

MILLETS-
United Provinces . 195,000 
Punjab 5,000 

200,000 

C. Tn:E "REsCUE" PLAN AND FREE '!'BADE. 

21. We have described at the end of Chapter VI the emergency which arose 
in Calcutta early in March 1943, when the Government of Bengal decided on 
"de-control,. in oruer to increase the flow of supplies within Bengal. 'l'he 
position was serious, and the Government of India decided that an emergency 
mobilization of supplies should be made from the areas adjoining ;Bengal in lhe 
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Eastern Region, ~ order to assist tM Bengal Governmen~ in chec~n(J' fne rise 
-in prices. 'fhe subject was discussed at a meeting held in Calcutta on the 
lOth March 1943 and subsequent days, attended by ~he :~;epresenta~v~s of 
.Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, Assam, and the Eastern States. The specific measure 
of assistance which it was proposed to give to Bengal, was _the impply of 
6fi,.OOO tons of rice within a period of from three weeks to a month. It waa 

-hoped that, if this quantity were obtained in a short period, it would be possible 
j;o "break" the ~alcutta market, start supplies moving again, and cause price~ 

-to fail to more rea-sonable levels. It was proposed that this quantity of 60,000 
tons should be obtained in equal proportions from the provinces of Orissa, 

.Bihar, and Assam, and from the East-em States. 
22. The plan failed because, with the exception of supplies from Orissa, 

j;he quotas were not forthcoming. The Bihar Government maintained tha11 
market conditions in Bihar had rapidly deteriorated since the beginning of 
:March, and that., until confidence had been restored in the province, it would 
·be impossible to IDl•ke pUl'cpases even for their own deficit areas, let alone for 
;Bengal. Their .tillai crncluswn was that, provided they were able to satisfy t.he 
monthly demand of 8,000 tons for the industrial areas in their own prov;nce, 
they would allow the . export to Bengal of two tons for every one ton they were 
able to supply to their own deficit areas. Eventually Bihar provided some
thing less than 1,000 bns to the Darjeeling district in BengaL Orissa agreed 
}o help and supplied about 25,000 tons. The Eastern States had a large 
surplus but no i"Urchasing organization was in existence and communicatioPs 
were difficult; A :[:llrchasing agency was appointed, but the quantity pro
~ured was small-less than 5,000 tons. Assam promised assistance but the 
quantity supplied at tl1e time was only 2,350 tons of paddy. 

23. We have seet; that the immediate effect of de-control was an improve
ment -in the flow of supplies within the province. This, together with arrival::> 
from Orissa, eased the position in Calcutta but the supplies were not suffic_ient· 
to achieve the :primary object of "breaking" the Calcutta market. Prices 
kept on rising. lhe Provincial Oovernment despatched some of the stocks 
which they had acquired, to deficit districts, and this effected a temporary im
provement. The situation in Chittagong was described as easier. The arrival 
of larger supplies oi "'he.a_t also helped, and there was a marked decline in the 
prices of wheat ana vrheat~products. But the improvement was only tempo
rary. By the end of April, stocks of rice in Calcutta were again running low, 
and there was reason to fear that, by the middle of May when the supplies 
from Orissa wou!rl cease, Calcutta would be back again in th~ame state M 

:it was in March. Meanwhile, reports fJ.·om the districts clearly indicated tbe 
·approach of famine. The crisis had not been overcome. 

24. By the beginning of April the Bengal Government were reaching the 
conclusion that the B•1!?ic Plan could not help them. In a letter addressed to 
~he Central Government early in April 1943, the Provincial Government, while 
expressing their ~r<;Jt appreciation of the measures taken by the Government 
of India to enable thrm to meet the situation which had developed in Bengal, 
felt it their duty to inform the Central Government that "the attempt to treat 
the provinces of Assam, Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa as separate units for th2 
procurement of, and movement of trade in, rice and pad~y was fast leading 
to disaster. If no~ quickly abandoned, it will re,sult not only in frustt:Q.licn 
of the Government of India's purchase p1l;ln, starvation in deficit areas, and 
disorder, but o.lso b :::rave shortage of the future crop owing to interruption in 
the flow of seed supplies". The Government of Bengal did not challenge the 
merits of the Basic Plan in regard to whea£. The argument was that as wheat 
bad to be moved long distances by rail to deficit provinces, a Govel'll: 
menli agency could canalize the trade as effectively as a private agency. 
But the case of ric~ in the Eastern Region, they argued, wag different. 
:.~Obstructions 'to the mov_ement of paJ.dy and paddy products, in an area so 
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clv.sely interlinked as the north-eastern region, are fraught with the grav.:st 
cflnsequences. They are grave in. t?e case of rice; they are more grave in ~he 
case of paddy sir:ce i.hey not only mterrup.t the supply of paddy to the m1lll'\ 
but also interrupt; the hundreds of cross streams o~ paddy · flo\\ing by' mult.i
farious channels acrose. the provincial boundaries from the producing rural "lll"eas 
to other rural areaJ> "<\·here paddy can be hand milled and distributed". · Tne 
Be~<gal Government realized that the fact .that events h~d compelled them to 
Imp?se an emba~go T:.J~md the province as well as round certain districts within 
tht:. province was inconsistent with their contention. The answer to this 
apparent inconsistwcy, they said, was "that the Bengal Government was try
ing to achieve '>·•mt• ll1easure of internal price and supply equilibrium befurH 
completely breaking down these barriers; but il the desired equilibrium cannot 
soon be obtained, the barriers will have to be broken despite the risk from the 
pent up forces that "ill thus be let loose. They are- of opinion that the Iogie of 
events will compel the Central Government to adopt the same cour;;e in 
respect of this region'!. 

25. Towards the end of April 1943, the Gove:rnment of India, were also 
beginning to doubt whether the Basic Plan would solve the Bengal problem. 
The Plan had ~orne ir4t> operation from the middle of April and from that 
date surplus provincf-!'. were to begin deliveries in accordance with the pr·)
gramme prepared t:y ~l!e Government of India. "But the "target" figures had 
caused dismay among the provinces. The Goverilment of Bihar, which had 
been assessed to supply 200,000 tons of rice Rnd 50,000 tons of wheat, lost 
"lO time in · pointinb out that Bihar was a deficit and not a surplus province 
'nd that they could not undertake the responsibility for the disastrous effect? 
..,.hich would, in their considered opinion, follow from the attempt .t0 give 
effect to the Central Government's proposals. Again, procurement machinery 
had not been estabt:sly;d in the mdj'ority of provinces and until such machiner:v. 
was in operation deliveries according to the programme could not begin. The 
emer<-ency arrangements made in 1\faJ.'th had failed. Something had to be ~one 
tc get m0re supplies into Bengal. 

26. The situation was, discussed during the last few days of April in 
Calcutta at a ffiPPti'lg between the representatives of the Government of lndi~ 
and the Bengal G.wunment. The attitude of the Government of Bengal was 
that if the Gov.:l'r'm£nt of India could not give a guarantee that the entire 
supply of rice provided for in the Basic Plan would be delivered within the 
next few months, they must press for the immediate abolition of the trade 
barriers between the 1•rovinces of the Eastern Region. ·After careful considert'· 
tion the Government of India came to the r>.onclusion thllt the arrangemt>nt8 
for p·rocurement were so far behind in the provinces of the Eastern Region, that 
tb_f supplies to Ben.;reJ under the Basic Plan would not be forthcoming in 
time. It was J.lsu iDrpossible to make good the deficiency by draining C)ther 
areas; the urg-ent needs of Bombay, Travancore, and Cochin had to be met 
from those areas. An attempt to maintain the Basic Plan in- the Eastern 
P.ed m nnd divert to Bengal supplies of rice from outf;ide the Eastern R'eginn 
w-as, therefore, li.kel v to destro:v the all-India Basic Plan. 

27. Two proposais were co~sidered. o·ne was unrestricted free trade Hn'l 
the other was a scheme described as "modified free trade". Both the proposa[s 
in,·oh-t>.-l the withdrf\wal of powers from the provincial Go>ernment3, but 
"mo(lifi,~o fret:' tmde" in>olved the retention of powers of control and theit· 
exer~"io;e lw a !'>ingle authority, the Regional Food Commissioner. Inter-prmjn
cial exrorts were to be "Ontrolled by a system o£ lic~nces to pri>ate trac1e'rs, 
issue.l on the recommendation of the importin~ Government, and it was ron
templat<?d thflt those recommendations would be made on the basis of f 11~h 
trader undertaldn~ to bring the imporfs fo a specific point for sal·~ a£ thn~ 
roint. To th:1t extent tbe Bengal GovPrnmenf would be in a position to 
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control the· distribution of -supplies. I.t was also the intention that the licences 
gTanted in any ;month should conform to the figures of the ;Basic Plan as 
1·egards the quantity to be moved into Bengal. By this means the arrange
...nents already mad3 for raHway movements would. be maintained and the 
._cctiracy of the Basic Plan figures would be given-a reasonable test. It was 
~rguecl that the system,· being under full Central control, could if necessary 
.t>e developed into complete free-trade, or, if the necessary organization ui 
~he provinces coulrl be rapidly established on an efficient basis, reversion to 
the Basic Plan c.c.uld follow. In a letter dated the 6th May the Governmem 
<>f India communicated to the Provincial Governments of the Eastern· ,Ht:'gion 
their decision to introduce "modified free trade" on this basis, and fixed the 
.. oth May at Calcutta for consultations on administrative and operationlll 
.Ietails. It was al.;o explained that the gravity of the emergency had made it 
im~ossible to consult the Provincial Governments concerned. 

28. This scheme never came into effect. During the further discussi·.ms 
between the repreH•ntatives of the Government of India and the Bengal •i·JV· 
ernment, the Provincial Government maintained thElir preference for unrestricted 
free trade. At the n•eet.ing held on the lOth May with the representatives of 
other Provinces uf the Eastern Region the two scomes were discussed. 
()pinion was .(lot una1~imous. The Assam representative preferred "modified 
free trade" while the Orissa representative preferred complete free trade on 
the assumption Lho.t it would enable Orissa to obtain supplies from the ad
joining States. l'he Bihar representative considered both equally objectiona1J1c. 
He pointed out "that a probable result o~ free trade would be that the scramble 
for supplies by Bengal buyers, with the resulting movement of enormous stocks 
from Bihar to Bengal, would make it impossible for the Bihar Government to 
guarantee food for its own ·labouring population at a reasonable price". 
The Government of India decided that some form of free trade was· essential, 
and in view of tbe insistence of Bengal on unrestricted free trade aban<kned 
their initial preference for modified free bade. Once again, the urgent need for 
a decision did not allow of the provinces being consulted. The representati\es 
<>I the provinces who attended the conference on the lOth May, had no opp•r
tunity of consulting their Governments as regards the relative merits of un
restricted free trade and modified free trade. 

29. The introduction of free trade led immediately to the invasion of thP
provinces of Bihar, Orissa, and Assam by a large army of purchasers fl"•lm 
Bengal; in fact, it began a week before. The Bihar Government have described 
the position as follows :-

"The new policy resulted in large scale incursion of speculators, agents of 
big business, hoard~,;rs and small buyers from Bengal into all the markets ..... . 
Prices flared up almost immediately, Merchants, who _had previously sold tl}eir 
liltocks to Government tried to evade delivery by any means in their power because 
they received higher offers from Bengal buyers. The Bengal merchants or 
their agents went into the interior ''illagee and offered fantastic prices, f!s a 
result of which the arrivals of supplies in local markets were extremely poor. 
Prices fluctuated almost from hour to hour due to wild speculation, and owner
ship of goods passed through various hands before they actually moved". 

But it was not only private dealers who were buying. The Provincial Gov-
. nnmen'ts were also in the market. The Bengal Government through tbeir a.£"ent 
were making extensive purchases. Directly free trade was established, ·the 
Go.vernment of Bihar ordered their Trade Adviser and District Officers to buy all 
available foodgru.ins; stouks in the mills were also bought or requisitioned. 
Purchases. however, had ceased by the end of June, as bv that time 
prices in Bihar were above the maximum. limits laid down by the Provin,.ial 
(}.,vemmen'ti. 'rhe Government of Orissa improvised purchasing agencies in 
every district. In nddition they obtained stocks by the rigorous enforcement 
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of the Foodgrains Centrol Order. Merchants from outside Orissa who, withou' 
obtainin"' licenct:o fro.n tb,e Orissa Government, had made purchases were 
,pro8ecut~d and their ~tocks requisiti?ned. By these means and b~ a_ctive pur
.chases in the weal m:Jrkets the Onssa Government were able w1th1n a. fort.
night to acquire several thousand tons of rice at reasonable prices. 

In Bihar,· the food situation deteriorated rapidly on tne introduction of free 
trade, and in order to prevent widesp~ead distress and panic, the Provincial 
Government opened departmental shops for the supply of food~rains a_t conces
i>ional rates to low-paid Government servants and the essential serv1ces, · and 
"poor" shops for relief to the poorer sections of the community. The Gov
ernment of Orissa have described the effect of free trade as follows :-"It was 
'Undoubtedly the greatest factor in Cf\Using high prices, hoarding, and the un
availability of food grains to consumers in the latter part _of 1943 .... It caused 
-the disappearance of rice from the local markets and led "to serious mal-distri
'bution and economic maladjustments -

30. Free trade led to serious disputes between. the Bengal Government, 
;their agent, and other· Bengal traders on the one hahd and the Governn;tents 
of Bihar and Orissa on the other. Bengal traders were loud in their com
-plaints of the treatment they were receiving both in Bihar and Orissa, and the 
:agent of the Bengal Government complained that his staff was subject to many 
'forms of obstruction in both the provinces. It was asserted that in Orissa. 
-stocks had been requisitioned in order to prevent them leaving the province. 
"The Bengal Gov·~rrJment joined in these complaints and asserted that othe.r 
Provincial ·Governments were doing their best· to prevent rice leaving their 

-provinces. In short, the allegations were that free trade was not being allowed 
to operate. These did not go unchallenged. The Bihar Government in, a 
letter to the Central Government da\eP. the 4th June 1943, denied emphatically 
that they had placed any obstruction·'whatsoever in the way of free trade; nor 
were they aware of an_v obstruction on the part of their officers. They added 
that should, any P}JMific case of obstruction be brought to their notice they 
would of course take necessary action and rectify the mistake, and in conclusicn 
drew the attention of the Government of India to "tb~ proba.bilitv of such 
-charges being made by merchants and speculators from outside the province 
who, in collusion wi~h the sellers whose stocks had· already been bought by 
the Provincial Governrmmt's purchasing organization, are anxious to get cont.rol 
of such stocks by &.ll_v means". The Orissa Government maintained that the 
requisitioning undertaken in the province was confined to stocks bought· by 
unlicPnsed dealers. Fortunately the dispute between the Government of Ben~Rl 
-and the Orissa Gcvernment in regard to requisitioning was settled amicably in 
September 1943. 

D.-RESTORATION OF THE BASIC PLAN 

31. The free trade p<1l.icy succeeded in procuring some supplies for Bengal. 
This apparent initial success and the· continued slowness of deliveries under 
thP Basic Plnn to other deficjt areas, which was causing concern, led the 
Government of India to a further change of policy. Thev decided to introduce 
with effect from the 15th June free trading conditions throughout India with 
the exception of the region comprising the Punjab and Sind, and certain other 
areas in North-West India. This decision, which was also taken withonfi 
('.Ousultation with the provinces and states, aroused immediatelv a stnrm 
of protest from the deficit as well as from the surplus areas. ··In view of 
the "trpng-th and unanimity of the opposition the Government of Inrlia postpon.--•d 
the introrluction of free trade in· other parts of India and ' called the 
Thirr1 All-India Food Conference. Tha"f conference met on the 7th Julv, 
emphatically reiec£ed free trade, and recommended that the Basic Plan should 
be eClntinw"n with such arljustments of quotas as might be nPC'essary Th9 
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Government of India accepted its views and rejected free trade ''as a policy 
which was not to be considered except as an obiective for the return t.o 
normal conditions". At the same time, a Food Grains Policy Committee Wa3 

set up, consisting of non-officials, and officials representing the Central Govern~ 
rueut as well a,;, Provincial and State Governments. The rewmmendations 
of this Committee, which covered the whole range o£ the problems of supply 
and distribution of foodgrains, were accepted almost in entirety by all tha
-oovernments concerned. The fundamental principles of policy and administra
tion were firmly laid down and the country as a whole proceeded to build 
up the system of food administration which is functoining today. 

32. Free trade in the Eastern Region continued a little longer. On tha-
9th July 1943, the Government of India issued instructions to the effect tha~ 
first, Bengal ·should "'l.Ot be isolated by the: re-imposition of provincial barriers 
until the revised Basic Plan based on the reassessed figures had been drawn up 
and had come into effective operation, and, secondly, the Governments of the 
Eastern Region must be prepared for the continuance of the existing condi· 
tions, that is free trade, until the Government of India decided that ;upplies to 
Bengal had begun to move in accordance ·with the programme laid down in the 
Tevised Basic Plan. On the 15th July these instructions were modified" nnd it was 
laid down that first; free trade contracts for export from one province to anotber 
would be valid provided the date of such contracts was not later than the 8th 
July 1943, and secondly, no free trade contracts requiring export from one pro
vince to another, which had been executed between the 9th July and 31st 
July, would be valid unless-approved by the appropriate ·authority in th~ 
province in which the purchase had been made .. The Government of Bengal 
protested strongly against these modifications, and urged that their effect would 
be to deprive Bengal of all supplies from the other provinces in the Region 
with effect ~rom _the 9th July, although the allotments under the revised Basic 
Plnn had not begun to move. 

!33. Although, as a result of an agreement with the Bihar Government i'l 
regard to the movement of foodgrains contracted for export during the free trada
period, the embargo round Bihar was re-imposed with effect from the 31st July 
1943, formal orders restoring to the Governments of Assam, Bengal, Bihnr, and 
iliissa, powers under sub-rule 2 of rule 81 of the Defence of India Rules 
were not issued till August. The restoration took effect from the 16th of thafi 
month and from that date free trade in the Eastern Region formally came to an 
end. In practice, it _had ceased to operate from the· middle of July. ln 
restoring the powers under the Defence of India Rules to the Provincial Gov
ernments the Government of India laid it down that valid contracts for export 
from one unit to another made under free trade conditions should be fully 
honoured, with no attempt to avoid them in any way, and that the movement 
of foodgrains in t.he fulfilment of these contracts shou1i not be hampered 

34. The net effect of free trade on supplies and prices of rice can now be 
aescribed. . 

(iJ It has been estimated that puring the free trade period 91,000 tons of 
(oodgrains moved into Bengal from other parts of the Eastern Region. Of thes~ 
38,000 tons represented despatches out of purchases made by the Government 
of Bengal through their agent. 

(ii) The effect on prices in Bengal ~as negligible. The price of coarse rice 
in Calcutta had risen from Rs. 21/1/- per maund on 3rd ~fa~·19J3 foR". 30/1.0,-
per maund on the 17th of that month-the day before the introduction 
of free trade. A considerable drop in prices on lhe first day of free trade ;vas 
reported but it proved to be momentary. The follo"·ing table shows that, 8l}:::rt 

from a slight drop in the week !mmediately after the introduction of froo t..'l"!l.de, 
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the price continued to remain above Rs. 80 a maund throughout the free trade 
period: 

Date Price 
Rs. A. :P, 

24th May 1943 29 2 0 
:31st 

" .. ... 30 6 0 
7th June 1943 31 8 0 
14th .. .. 31 10 0 
21st .. •• 31 0 0 

28th " .. 31 0 0 
7th July 1943 30 8 0 
14th .. " 30 8 0 
21st .. .. 30 11 0 
28th" " . 31 3 0 
2nd August 1943 . 31 5 0 

Prices in some of the districts of Bengal were higher than in Calcutta and 
in a few cases touched Rs. 40 a maund. 

(iii) While prices m Bengal did not fall, prices in the other provinces of the 
Eastern Region rose steeply. For instance, the price of ·rice in Bihar 
during the week ending 12th May varied between Rs. 8J12/- to Rs. 9/4/- a 
maund, whereas during the week ending July 12th, it rose toRs. 23 and Rs. 25 
a maund. 

Again, in Orissa, in the Balasore District, the pnce rose to Rs. 24 a maund 
within a few weeks of the introductioq pf free trade. · 

35. The Third All-India Food Conference had recommended that the Basio 
Plan should continue with such adjustments of quotas as might be ilecessary. 
The revised Plan was announced by the Government of India on the 27th 
July 1943. The origib.al. Plan provided for the delivery of the following 
quantities of rice to Bengal between July 1943 and November 1943:-

July. 
August • 
September 
October. 
November 

Tons 
43,300 
43,200 
39,300 
44,200 
46,900 

Total 216,900 

In place of this t<>tal of 216,900 tons, the revised .Basic Plan gave Bengal 
15,000 tons of rice. In addition, Bengal was given 340,000 tons of wheat and 
wheat products, 46,000 tons of gram, and 40,000 tons of millets. The reaction 
in Bengal to this meagre allotment of rice was one of utter co':lsternatfon. 
But, as the Government of India pointed out, the total surplus of rice declared 
by the ad.tninistrations of the surplus areas was only 79,000 tons, and of this, 
Bengal had been given 15,000 tons. Tlfis allotment was, h9wever, considerably 
exceeded by the end of the year. 

36. The result of aU the measures taken during the course of the year 
1943 was as follows:-

(a) The total quantity of rice despatched during 1943, on private as WPll 
as on Government account from other parts of India was· 294,000 t<>~s. 
Despatches from Orissa amounted to nearly 110,000 tons, from Bihar 52,000 
tons, from the Punjab 39,000 tons, from the Eastern States 32,000 tons, from 
Sind 24,000 tons, from the Central Provinces 17,000 tons, from Assam 12,000 
tom. rmr'l tl1P h:=!lnnc>P w:1~ mnr'IP. 1m of smaller Quantities from other areas. 
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(b) The Bengal Government have told us that the des-patches durin"' 194~ 
from outside Bengal according to railway receipts held by them amounted t.o 
177,000 tons. This includes purchases made during. the free trade period by 
their agent but does not, of course, include arrivals in Bengal on private
account. 

(c) According to "trade'' statistics the total arrivals of rice in BengJl during 
1943, exclusive of rice in transit through Bengal, amounted to 264,000 tons.t 
The net arrivals during each of the four quarters of the yea~ are shown s~pa
rately in the table below. 

1st quarter 
2nd , 

' 3rd 
4th 

, 
, 

• 

(In· thousands of tons) 
17 
7S 

69 
100 

Total 264 

.37. (i) The total quantit.y of wheat and wheat products despatched to 
Bengal during the year 1943 amounted to 373,000 tons, of which 222,000 tons 
were sent from the Punjab, 35,000 tons from the_ United Provinces, and 10,00() 
tons from Sind. The imports from overseas amounted to 93,000 tons. · 

(ii) The total arrivals in Bengal during the year amounted to 339,000 tons., 
thu~-

1st quarter 
2nd , 

3rd " 
4th , 

(In thousands of tons) 
26 
38 
99 

176 

Total 339 

(iii) In addition to wheat, about 55,000 tons of millets were received frnm 
other provinces during the year. The greater parlj came from the United 
Provinces. 

t Figures co.mpiled by the Department of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics. 
The amount of net arriva.ls is smaller than that mentioned in Sub-para. (a). The difference u 
presumably due to goods in transit. 



CHAPTER VIII-SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUT.ION IN ~BENGAL 

A.-THE "FOOD DRIVE" 

1. We have seen that on the 11th March, the Government of Bengal, having 
dl'cided on de-control, made a public announcement declaring ·'that there 
is und will be no statutory maximum price for wholesale transactions in paddy 
and rice. Both cultivators and traders are free ~o bring their. grain to the 
market withou~ fear of having it taken from therp at a price to which they 
do not agree. No trader who has declared his stock under the Foodgrains 
Control Order will be compelled to part with it below the prevailing markei 
price''. It is clear .that if the cultivator or the. trader were free to bring hill 
grain to the market, he was also free to withhold it from the market; in other 
words, hoarding was permissible. If grain was \yithheld from the ;market tu 
any appreciable extent, prices were bound to go up, and it would be legitimat~ 
for the cultivator or the tratler who had withheld his stocks to get the benefit 
of the higher price; in other words, he could profiteer. The ~overnment of 
Bengal feared that this might happen, but they did not intend that it shoul1, 
and hence they announced that "the clear abrogation of any vestige of price 
control in the primary wholesale market does not imply unrestricted profiteer· 
ing. Government's own operations as buyer and seller coupled with the 
removal of the blackmarket are, in their opinion, most likely to be successfal 
in moderating prices at a reasonable level; but "to prevent buying at reckless 
prices by wealthy areas, the embargoes prohibiting the movement of paddy and 
rice from one area in the provin~e to another will remai~ in force." Again, 
early in April, District Officers were instructed to impress upon stockrwiilerf;, 
cultivators, and the public generally that peace-time stocks cannot be main
tained under the stress of war, and that "the maintenance of what might ordi
narily be regarded as a normal· peace-time stock will not necessarily absolve
the mdividual from the offence of hoarding." Most of the embargoes referred 
to in the announcement of the 11th March were removed within· a few weeks 
and experience proved that the operations of Government as buyer and seller 
were on too limited a scale to reduce prices to a teasonable l.eve]. The firsti 
major attempt to "break" the Calcutta market by imports from other .provinces 
had also failed. Prices had risen; the ·price of rice was higher than what the 
poorer sections of the population could afford to pay and they ·were 
beginning fo starve. 

2. This was the situation when, at the end of April nnd early in l\Iay, the 
representatives of the Government of India and the Government of Bengal 
conferred in Calcutta and the decision was taken to introduce free trade in 
the Eastern Region. Another decision taken during these· consultaUons was 
to launch a propaganda drive for the purpose of convincing the people th.lt 
the supply position did not justify the high prices prevailing .. It was hoped that· 
this propaganda, coinciding with the arrival of imports, would induce a treer flow 
of s·tocks into the market and bring down prices. These objects were not 
achieved, and the propaganda failed. 

3. In the firs~ week of June, 1943 the Government of Bengal launched a 
province-wide "''food drive" the objects of which were defined as follows:~ 

"To ascertain the actual statistical position, to locate hoards, to stimulaL 
the flow of grain from agriculturists to the markets, and to organise distribu
tion of local surpluses as loans or by sales to those who were in need of food
grains." 

55 
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In Marrh 1943 something of a. similar nature had been considered as an 
alternative to de-control. It was not undertaken at the time, partly because 
it was be~ieved that rural opinion would have regaz:.ded it essentially as a.n 
operation to drive food out of the rural areas into Calcutta and the towns, at 
a. time when there was strong and in many cases violent opposition to the 
·movement of grain from local areas. In June it was considered that conditions 
were more propitious because of the introduction of free trade in the Eastern 
Region. The feeling of isolation had lessened, Calcutta was in a position to 
draw on external markets, and a large aus crop was on the ground. The 
problem in the villages was the effective distribution of local resources, and f?r 
this purpose it was expected that the co-operation of influential villagers could 
be relied upon. 

In carrying out tbe drive the entire province, with the exception of 
Galcutta and. tbe municipalities of Howrah and Bally, was divided into 
units consisting of two unions in the case of rural areas and a municipal 
ward or bl9ck comprising 3,500 or 4,000 houses in the case of urban areas. 
Each unit was further ~?Ub-divided . into sub-units consisting- of a village or a 
group of villages. In urban areas a sub-unit consisted approximately of 100 
houses. Each unit was put in charge of a squad consisting of one officer, 4 

official subordinates, and 4 non-officials. They were given instructions to 
organize sub-unit committees, each committee to consist of 12 members who 
.were elerJed, as far as possible, by the residents in the sub-unit concerned. 
Uwler the supervision of the squad in charge, the committee of each sub-unit was 
made responsible for undertaking a systematic house to house inquiry to 
discover the quantities of rice, paddy, and other foodgrains held by each family, 
as well as the requirements of that family, according to a prescribed scale, 
for the period from the 16th June to the 31st December 1943. The intention 
was that· a complete balance sheet for each sub-unit should be prepared sho\\;ing 
the food stocks in hand, the amounts likely to be received from the au~ 
harvest, the actual requirements of each family, and the balance avgil
able on the 16th June. The committees were then to use their influence to 
prevail upon persons holding surplus stocks to sell or lend, directly or throngh 
the committee, to those who either had nothing or dfd not have enough. 

4. It was also laid down that the stocks of traders who had not taken 
out licences under the Foodgrains Control Order, or who had not declared, or 
had mis-declared, their stocks were to be requisitioned. Further, traders who 
had declared their stocks correctly but were either withholding them from the 
markefi, or refraining from importing stocks into deficit areas, with the inten
tion of keeping local prices high, were to be severely warned that if they did 
not release substantial quantities for sale at reasonable intervals, or persisted 
in refraining from importing supplies in reasonable quantities, their licences 
would be cancelled, and their stocks requisitioned. Again, 25 per .cenfi 
of all stocks in excess of 300 maunds found with any individual owner. whether 
a trader or agriculturist, was to be requisitioned. Further, District Officers were 
given discretion to requisition from agricultural stocks whatever quant'ties 
they considered necessary, provided the unit was left se1f-sufficient in -~'ood. 
The stocks obtained by requisitioning were 23,000 tons of rice and 18,000 tqns 
of paddy. 

5. The Government of Bengal have informed us that t.be real value of the 
drive was that it succeeded in securing a considerable dissemination of local 
resources, in demonstrating that the sum total of aU stocks that rould be 
traeed was insu:ffi.rient to keep, the province going without larc:;e SC<lle help from 
other parts of India and in rutting the administration into touch \Yith villnge 
f'OrtliDitf.eeS. Jt WaS hoped that this confart WOlllcl enab}p thP nomini.;;tJ";ltion to 
secure the help of vi1lage leaders in matfers relating to "food. 
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6. The statistical results of the food drive · show that the enquiries 
·covered stocks held by nearly 10 million families consisting of 56 million 
members. The stocks held by them were estimated at one million 
tons. But there was a consensus of opinion that stocks had been under-esti
mated and that this under-estimation was partly due to concealment. The 
-extent of the under-estimation cannot be reliably ascertained. The Bengal 
Government assumed that it was about, 25 per cent. If this assUII).ption ·, is 
correct, the stocks on the 16th June 1943, together with the estimated yield of 
th~ aus crop then on the ground, fell short of the requirements of the popu
lation up to the end of the year, by about one million tons. It may be that 
the stocks which were under-stated or concealed were larger than 25 per cent. 
of the asce~ained stocks; but unless they were considerably larger than the 
sscertained stocks it is evident that there must have been some deficiency. 
We are inclined therefore to regard the results of the food drive as consistent 
generally with the opinion we have ·formed about· the supply pt>sition during 
1943. 

7. A feature of the drive which evoked considerable criticism at the time 
was the exclusion of Calcutta and Howrah. The substance of the criticism 
was that, as ample warning had of necessity to be given of the drive, larg~ 
stocks were transferred to Calcutta from the districts and that the Government 
bad thereby played into the hands of, and extended protection to; big hoarders 
and profiteers. The Bengal Government have explajned that the exclusion of 
Calcutta and Howrah was due to the fact that the administrative resources 
of the province were inadeqUate to cope with simultan_eous operations in the 
districts as well as ~ Calcutta and Howrah. The suggestion that large stocks 
were removed from the districts to Calcutta is not supported by the record 
of quantities of rice which arrived •}n Calcutta by rail or river steamer from 
Bengal districts during the months March to July, 1943 .. The figures are as 
follows:-

~!ON'u1 ToNs 

Xarch 13,383 

April 13,824 

May 14,267 

June 13,483 

July 7,914 

These figures do not, of course, include imports into Calcutta by country 
boat but in view of the difficulties which were experienced: in boat transport, 
it is hardly likely t?at large quantities were despatched i~ that way. 

8. In the first week of :July it was decided_ that a food drive in Calcutta 
and Howrah should be undertaken. The scope of the operations in these two 
cities was somewhat different from that of the rural food drive and was more 
in the nature of a food census. The object was to ascertain the actual statis
tical position and, incidentally, to locate any hoards or stocks held. in contr~
vention of the Foodgrains Control Order. It was no part of this plan to 
stimulatt:~ distribution. For the purpose of the Cflnsus, the population was 
divided into three main catecrories, namely, (i) big merqhants and traders with 
stocks known or likely to b; over 2,000 maunds; (ii) medium merchants <trfd 
traders with stoeks between 200 and 2,000 mannds; (iii) all others, including 
bouse-holders, small retailers, and shops, with stocks generally expecterl to 
be under 200 maunds. In the case of the third category, the census was 
carried out through the agency of a staff of about 2,000, recruited partly from 
non-officials and partly from officers drawn from Government Departme~ts. 
Enquiries in respect of the second category were made by the !o_?al poh~e, 
and- in the case of the first by the intelligence staff of the Civil Supplies 
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Department. The result of the census showed that the total stocks held in 
Calcutta and Howrah were :-

Rice 
Paddy 

• TONS 

30,226 
2,980 

Wheat 8,678 
Dhal • • 18,650 

_ With regard to this result the Bengal Government stated that "as anticip:1ted, 
there was no large-scale hoarding by consumers and that the stocks held by 
traders are1 in close accord with the figures they had declared". 

B. RESTORATION OF CONTROLS AND THE PROCUREMENT OF THE Aus CHOP. 

9. On the 11th March 1943, the crisis had. dev,eloped so fa.r that it forced 
the Bengal Government to decide on de-control. This meant a withdrawal 
from the course which _Bengal, in common with many other areas in the 
country, h~d been followmg from about the middle of 1942. De-control, within 
Ben~al, £aile~ to resolve the crisis and this led to free trade in the Eastern 
~egwn. This was another step away f:rom control. Free trade also did not 
r~solve the crisis in Bengal and caused prices to rise steeply over wider areas. 
Fmally, the original policy was restored, and the country as a whole moved 
~orward to the system of .controlled supply and distribution which is function
mg today. 

10. In Bengal the food drive in June, providing as it did for the requisi
tioning of stocks in excess of 300 maunds, was th~ first step towards thEt 
reversal of the policy of de-control. The next step was taken in August. In 
that month the Bengal Government announced their decision to fix statutory 
maximum prices for rice and paddy on a descending scale. The rates fixed 
were Rs. 30 a maund for rice and Rs. 15 a maund for paddy between thEt 
28th August and 9th September; Rs. 24 a maund for rice and Rs. 12/8/- a 
maund for paddy between the lOth September and 20th September; and Rs. _ 20 
a maund for rice and Rs. 10 a maund for paddy with effect from the 25th 
September onwards.l At the same time, the Government. -announced their 
decision to buy all rice and paddy offered to them by agriculturists or traders 
at local market rates or at the stlatutory maximum prices, whichever were 
lower. In addition Government decided to embark on active purchasing 
operations with a view to procuring as much as possible of the stocks coming 
on t_he market. For this purpose nine purchasing agents were selected :from 
among the rice traders in Calcutta and each agent was allotted one or more 
of· the 20 districts selected for the purchase operations. Exports were per
mitted from six of these districts, purchases in the remaining 14 districts 
being reserved principally for the relief of deficit pockets within those districts. 
The aim was to purchase about 213,000 tons in the six surplus districts, and 
to export 174,000 tons out of this amount to defici~ districts. 

11. The scheme was not a guccess, the total amount procur~.d being only 
23,900 .tons of rice and about 38,600 tons of paddy. Prices did not come down 
appreciably and black-markets prevailed. The Uovernment of Bengal attributed 
the failure principally to three causes. The most serious was the widespread 
reluctance on the part of agriculturists to place their stocks on the market, 
coupled with the disinclination of the trade to operate under control. Another 
reason was the unexpected delay of about a week in putting the scheme into 
operation, at a time when every day counted, pending the conclusion of financial 
arrangements with the Imperial Bank. This meant that the agents who should 

\ 

1Tbe generous marjlin between the prit'e or paddy and rice was intended to put a pre
- mium on rice. A.us paddy is difficult to handle, its outtum is low and it was considered that 

there was advantage in encouraging the production and sale or hand-pounded rice. 
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have l~t::~u operating in the districts on the 2t:!th August when the statutory price 
~rst came into force, did not reach the districts till the 8th of September, that 
1s, only two days before the drop in the statutory price of rice from Rs. 30 to 
~\s. 24 a_ maund, and of paddy from Rs. 15 toRs. 12/8/- a maund. Large quantl
b~s of nee and paddy changed hands du?n_g the interval preceding this fall in. 
pnce and Government's agents could only collect a fraction of the crop which 
haJ already been sold. Finally, there were delays in the districts in keeping 
the agents supplied with funds. 

·c. DrsTRIBUTION oF SuPPLIEs 

1:.?. In :::iectiou C of Chapter V we described "the growth of the arrangements
in Greater Calcutta for the distribution of supplies through private employers' 
shops to a large section of the population ·at subsidized rates, and how similar
arraugcments bad been made by the Central and Provincial Governments, Rail
ways, etc. \Ve also referred to the emergence .of "controlled shops'' through· 
which supplies purchased by Government were distributed at controlled prices. 
in limited quantities to the general population. A.t first there were 50 of these-· 
shops; they were later increased to 100. Early in Ja~uary 1943, after the air 
raids, a scheme for the distribution of supplies through "approved markets ·• 
was brought into operation."' At the outset their number was 25. It was 
later increased to 37 and the number ot shops in these markets selected for
the distribution of Government supplies was ultimately 257. The difference 
between shops in approved markets and controlled shops-the latter were out
side the markets-was that the limit of individual sales was 5 seers in 11le 
case of the former and 2 seers,· in the case of the latter.l Both classes of 
shops were under an obligation to sell at retail prices fixed by Government. 
Anybody could purchase from a controlled shop if he was prepared to stand 
in a queue and wait, perhaps fot·' hours.. Great. difficulty was experienced m 
supervisinO' these shops and controlling the queues, which grew longer and 
longer, an~ towards the end of June 1943 iil was decided that all articles, the 
supplv of which was under Government control, should be distributed through 
centr~s directly controlled by Government, and not through private shops. 'l'his 
decision, however, did not come into effect as progress in opening these centref\ 
wns slow, and by the beginning of September only 25 had been started. 

13. Tbe retail price of rice sold from controlled shops wa·s originally fixed 
at 6 annas per seer but was raised to 8 annas towards the end of August 1943. 
As rega-rds supplies of rice for distribution through employers' shops, iu April 
1943 the price charged to the employer was fixed at Rs. 20 a maund. After 
the introduction of free trade, the price charged was the price at which the 
Government agent was buying in the Calcutta market. This was again changed 
in August, when statutory maximum prices were fixed, in relation to the statu
tory maximum wholesale price in force on the day of transfer. As regards 
wheat, the procedvre was different. Wheat }Vas sold outright to the mills which 
wet·e under an obligation not to dispose of flour and atta except to persons 
approved by Government. The prices at which the mills sold their products 
were fixed on the basis of the price charged by Government for the wheat, and 
retail prices were determined with reference to the ex-mill prices. 

14. During 1943 the population of Calcutta drew its supplies from three 
categories of f'hops, first the ordinary retail shops, secondly. the "controllen 
shops", including in this category the shops in the "approved markets" 
and Government nistribution centres, and th'irdly, the . shops· maintained by 
the employers of those large sections of the population of Greater Calcutta 
which came to be l11own as the ''essential services and industrial priorities", 
or for short, "the.priority classes". The ordinary shopkeepers purchased their 
supplies in the open market and sold their stocks nt the market prices p1·e
vailing from time to time. They were· uncontrolled and received no suppli£>s 
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from Government. The "controlled shops" rece1veu weu supp11es rrou.1 
Government, and the supplies for the employers' shops were obtained in part 
by purchases in the open market and in part from_ Goverrunent. Government 

··obtained their supplies partly by purchases within the province, partly from 
.outside Bengal under the Rescue and Basic Plan arrangements and througli 
their purchasing agent during the free trade period, and to a small extent 

·by purchases from the trade in Calcutta. A certain amount was also obtained 
'hy requisitioning. The .supplies ·which passed through the hands of Govem
·ment in Calcutta were distributed in .three ways: by despatches to deficit 
·-districts, by deliveries to controlled shops, and by issue to employers' organiza-
-tions. · 

15. There is no reliable information about the quantities of rice :J'Jd 
']>addy · held in stock in Calcutta. at the beginning of the year 1943. 
"The Foodgrains Control Order had been brought into force on the 15th Decem
'ber 1942, but it was not efficiently enforced. We know. however, from the 
-statistics ·o£ rail-borne and sea-borne trade that the net imports into the Cal-
-cutta Trade Block were 3Q4,000 tons during 1941, and only 115,000 tons durin~ 
·1942. The area served by supplies received into the .Calcutta Trade Block 
~oes not correspond exactly with the area of Greater Calcutta which is aow 
under rationing. -It is not, therefore, possible to estimate accurately the 
R'~nual rice requirements of the area served by the imports into the Calcutta 
"Trade Block, but it may be safely assumed that they are befween 200.000 and 
"250.000. tons. On this assumption the net imports into the Calcutta Trade Block 
during 1942 were much below actual requirements. The stocks helcl on the 
~st Jannarv 1943 must therefore have been considerablv smaller th::m those ~e1d 
-on the 1st" January 1942. • 

16. The following table shows the net imports into the Calcutta Trade Block 
·from outside Bengal, imports from Bengal districts, exports to Bengal-districts 
-.and the net quantities retained in Calcutta of rice and paddy in terms of rice 
<during 1943:-

(Thousands of tons) 

I Net retention 
Net imports Imports Export to in the 

Period from outside from Bengal Bengal Calcutta 
Bengal districts_ districts Trade 

Block 

1st quarter . 7 32 7 32 

2nd , . . . 51 47 9 89 

3rd , 52 22 13 61 

lith , . . 86 21 15 :}2 

196 122 44 274 

The figures for the first quarter clearly indicate the severity of the crisis 
·through which Calcutta was passing during the first three months of 194?. 
N.et arrivals during the two months of January and February amount~d lll 

.all only to about 14,000 tons and those for the whole quarter were eqmv~leut 
only to about six weeks' supply. During this period stocks were. ~eing c?n
sumed and not replaced. Hence the pressure on the supply pos1t10n which 
led to the decision to de-control prices of rice early in March. In the .second 
quaF-ter supplies improved considerably .. 'rhis was due to the a:ssistance. given 
by Orissa, the increase in the flow of supplies from Bengal Its: I£ owm~. to 
de-control, Rncl the introcludi0n of free tr~de in the Ea,:.tern T:e~wn. Dnnng 
the third quarter, supplies clecreaseLl in comparison with the previous quarter; 
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this was due to smaller supplies from the districts of Benaal. The increa:;e
in the last quarter is accounted for by the larger supplies 

0 

reaching Bengal.: 
under the Basic Plan. 

17. Th~ following figures show the arrivals on Government account of rice 
in Calcutta and the manner in which the Provincial Government disposed ·o.· 
the3t: supplies:-

(Thousands of tons) 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
quarter quarter quarter quarter 

Arrivals on Government account 23 50 36 87 --
Despatches to the districtsl 2 15 19 28 

Deliveries to employers' organiza-
tions and for essential services 17 36 18 20 

Deliveries to controlled shops and 
approved markets . 7 18 14 11 

Total despatches and deliveries • 26 69 51 59 

During the first three quarters, the total amount distributed by Government.. 
exceeded the total arrivals on Gover.nment account. The difference was made
up of private stocks which were either requisitioned or purchased .. It was Clly 
in the fourth quarter· that arrivals exceeded the amoun~s distributed. 

18. Paragraph 1t5' _of Appendix V shows the quantiti.es of rice, wheat, wheat
products, and millets despatched to the different districts from Government 
stocks in Calcutta. In addition •.to these supplies the districts also received 
consignments of rice direct from other provinces, and District Officers supple
mented their resources by local purchases and requisitioning.· It will he
recalled that 41,000 tons of rice and paddy were obtained by requisitioning 
during the 'food drive'. We calculate that about 60,000 ·to 70,000 tons of rice 
were received in the districts direct from other provinces but we do not ~now· 
what proportion of this quantity was received on Government account. The
stocks which passed through the hands of the District Officers were used ro 
meet the requirements of the essential services, and for distribution to the 
general public. Distribution to the general public was done partly by wholesale
and retail dealers who sold' at prices fixed by Government, and partly_ through 
cheap grain shops, of which a large number 'vas opened for the sale of grain 
at subsidized rates to the public. 

19. From August onwards, large supplies of grain, despatch€d on Govern
ment account from outside the province, began to arrive in Calcutta. During 
the last quarter of the year, the quantity of rice received was more. than twice 
that received during the preceding quarter, and during the same period 176,000 
tons of wheat arrived, a quantity approximately equivalent to total arrivals 
during the preceding 9 months. In addition, considerable quantities of millets 
were despatched to Calcutta. The arrivals of these supplies found the Bengal 
Government completely unprepared as regards the supervisory staff, transport 
vehicles, and storage accommodation necessary for the reception of the ~ain 
anr1 ito; despatch to places wliere it was neerled. Towards the end of the year, 

- g-rain was stocked in the open, covered by tarpaulins, in· the Royai Botanical 
Garr1em o~ing to lack of more satisfactory arrangements. In some districts 
th"r" was ::1 similar failure in orzanization. A number of witnesses refe:!7Ad 
to stocks of nus paddy which lay for a long time undistributed -in Jessore. The 

1TleEe figures are r:ot comrarab!e with the fgures under column 4 of the statement in. 
para. 17 al:ove, for reawns mentioned in paragraph 13 of Apperdix V. · 
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~engal Government have provided us with accounts oi the storage of graiu in 
the Uoyal Botanical Gardens and J essore, of which resumes will be found m 
mnexures II and III respectively to Ap_Eendix V. Extr~cts from a report ot 
;he Bengal Governm!3nt regarding storage and distribution generally, ar~ given 
n Annexure I to Appendix V. ln a later section of tne report, we have our
;elves commented critically on storage and transport arrangements during the 
'amine. 

D. THE ARMY COMES TO THE AID OF THE CIVIL AUTHORITIES 

20. The general course of the famine and the mortality rate have betll 
described in other sections of our report. During the months August to October • 
. _the number of deaths was 100 per cent. or more in excess of the avt:rage . 
. Kum~rous dea,ths from starvation occurred and epidemic diseases were 11id~;y 
_prevalent. Famine victims left their villages in thousands ancf wandercll iuto 
towns 'and cities, l:>articularly into Caicutta. Relief measures failed to suvply 
.and distribute food and prevent starvation, and the medical and public health 
"situation was out of hand. 

His Excellency the Viceroy, Lord Wavell, visited Bengal at the end of 
•October 1943, when the fami:p.e was at its height, and as a result of i:tis visit, 
:military a,ssistance was given to the civil authorities in Bengal. The he!p pro
·vided by the Army was in three forms: first, officers were loaned to assist 
-'the_ headquarters staff of the Department of Civil Supplies in organizing and 
·controlling the movement of foodstuffs from Calcutta to distribution points 
·within the province; secondly, troops were allotted to assist the civil authorities 
·in moving and distributing supplies in the districts; thirdly, military medical 
··officers were seconded to organize medical and public health relief, and military 
'hospital units and mobile medicat units were placed at the disposal of the pro
·vince and located where the need was greatest. The co-operation of the _\rmv 
'in medical and public health work will be described in Part II. • 

21. Advance parties of the troops reached the famine areas by 11th Nowm
lber and the main bodies-their strength amounted to several thous.mds-aniv
·ed between the 19th and 27th of that month. The arrival of the troops effected 
-an immediate improvement. By the third week of November, 8,000 tons harl 
'been distributed with military assistance and bv the middle of December 24 ()()() 
'tons had been handled by the troops. The ~ain tasks on which the ;nilitary 
units were employed were the provision of motor tram;port 'vehicles for the 
carriage of bulk supplies· to district distribution centres and the transport of 
supplies from those centres to the village!'!, the loading and unloading of foocl-

_,stuffs at transhipment and distribution points, the provision of personnel 
-to as!'.ist the civil authorities at .. distribution points, the escort of con>ovs, 
-and the guarding of dump!'! of foodstuffs. One of the first tasks under-
-taken by the Army on arrival was to· assist the civil authoritie9 .in Calcutta in 
--t4e distribution of food. The troops willingly turned themselves into temporary 
coolies for the loading and unloading of thousands of maunds of rice. Militarv 

-guards and escorts were placed on trains. and river steamers in order to help th~ 
·Director of Movement!'! in ascertaining where delays and "bottlenecks" were 
occurring. In districts best served by water-ways, travelling shops were placed 
on boats, and ~:;upplies thus taken to villa!!'es situated far from the usual" routes. 
·unarmed patrols were also organized to visit distant. villages and to report unon 
thPir economic <>ondition, so that adequate measures could he taken to nwet 
their requirements. The extent of the work carried out bv the milita~ nnits 
rAn hE:' g:n1gef! bv thE' fRet thAt the total onRntit.v of foodgrRins hRndled bPhYPen 
thE:' Rrrival of the troons in November Hl43 an(l their withdrawal in 1\farrh
An~il 1944 Rmotmtecl tc ovo .. '7n Mn f0ns and the mileAge !.'overed by mntor 
frnn~:;mrt. to RM.OOu mile~:;. 
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22. The Army also carried out demonstrations with the object of popularising 
:alternative foods to rice. Small parties of troops were despatched to the dis
tricts to show_ the people the correct way to prepare millets for consumption, and 
in certain areas soii).e success was achieved in the populari:?ation of bajra as a. 
:food. The Royal Engineers improved communications for motor trans~ort by 
-the construction of pile bridges, the reconstruction of ferries, the improvement 
of river crossings, and the streilgthening of existing bridges and culverts. Again, 
salvage operations were undertaken for the recovery and repair of boats col
lected at reception centres under the Denial Scheme of 1942. Over 2,000 
boats were re-conditioned and made available for the distribution of foodgrains. · 
"With the onset of the cold weather many among the poorer sections of the 
-population were in dire need of blankets and warm clothing. This w~s also a 
matter in which the Army rendered great assistance. By the middle of Decem
ber 600 tons of warm clothing had been despatched to the worst affected areas. 
()ut of this total, 100 tons were flown to East Bengal by the United States 
'Army Air Force. · 

E. CALCUTTA RATIONING 

23. From the description we have given of the arrangements in force for 
the distribution of supplies in Calcutta, it will be obvious that the city -was 
not rationed. The ordinary retail shops were entirely uncontrolled. The 
supplies available for distribution through the controlled shops were limited 
and attempts to supervise the working of these shops were not successful. The 
provision of supplies by Government to employers' organizations and by the 
latter to individual concerns· was regulated in ~he manner which we now proceed 
to describe. 

24. In the earlier stages of the ~engal Chamber of Commerce Foodstuffs 
Scheme, the requirements of each" participating employer were assessed by 
the employer himself and supplies were made by the Chamber· accordingly. 
This continued till early in 1943, when, because of the increasing difficulty 
in obtaining supplies, a greater degree of uniformity wae brought about. The 
arrangement finally adopted was to supply employers' grain shops with 5 ·seers 
of rice per week per head of the average daily labour force. An exception was 
made i~ the case ot engineering works, including dockyards, and public utility 
concerns, where the su?ply was asseesed at the rate of 7 seers per week per 
employee. This was considered necessary as the employers concerned were 
·bound by an arrangement whereby each employee should be given, at controlled 
rrices, the estimated requirements of each adult worker, one adult dependant 
and two children; and it was thought undesirable, in the interests of industrial 
-peace, to reduce this below 7 seers except under conditions of extreme neces
sity. A further factor which justified the additional quantity was that the 
concerns which were supplied at the rate 4bf 5 seers per week per employee, 
:included in their labour force a percentage of women entitled to draw their 
Tations from the employers' shops. When thie rice ration was decided upon 
no atta was available and it was not until early in May. 1943 that atta became 
available in sufficient quantity to allow a cut of 50 per cent in the rice ration. 
·There were also manv occasions when, owing to the shortage of atta and rice, 
reduced issues had to be made by the Chamber to the participating employers' 
shops, and by the latter to their employees with consequent discont-ent Rnd 
hRrdship. . · 

25. During- 1943 the total of all foodstuffs, excluding purchases ·by the indi
Tidual nrms, htmdled by the Chamber amounted to. abou£ 129,000 tons at a 
<>ost of approximately Rf;. 7 croreR. Out. of this, rice amounted to ·about 55,000 
tonf; And ~·heAt and .wheat products to approximately 47,000 tons. Of the 
tobl of 1)5,000 tons of rice, roughly one half wag purchased from the Food
grains Fmcha~;ing Officer of the Bengal Government. and the other hnlf in the 
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open market. }'rom January t:> .May 1913 the total stocks of rice held by the 
Chamber and the employers' organizations connected with the Ch~mber exceed
~d two w~eks' supply only once and that was in the month of March. During 
the remamder of the year, the stocks were at a hioher level but thev never-
exceeded more than six weeks' supply. .o • 

26. We have described in some detail the Bengal Chamber of Commeree 
Sc?eme bec~use it catered for the largest number of employees. But as we 
~01nted out m paragrap4 20 of Chapter Y, similar arrangements were in opera
tiOn for the benefit of employees of other Chambers of Commerce, the Central 
and Provi_nc~al Governments, .Railways, etc: \Vhile the ration scales adopted 
by the pnor1ty employers vaned and were m some cases on the high side, the 
actual supplies from Government stocks were insufficient to allow them t~ 
implement the adopted scales. The scale adopted by the Directorate of 
Ch·il Supplies was 3! seers of grain a week for each adult employee, and. 

'the objective was to make supplies at this level available on the :>ne hand 
to the priority employers for their employees, and on the other to controlled 
shops and approved markets for the rest of t.he population. 

27. We shall explain later in the report our view that, if effective prepara
tions had been made in 1943 for the introduction of rationing in Calcutta, the 
crisis would not have begun as early as it did, nor would it then have developed. 
as quickly as it did. The failure to introduce rationing at any time during_ 
1943 added greatly to the. difficulties encountered by the Government in. 
coping with the emergency throughout that year. We now proceed to give 
an account of the endeavours to introduce rationing during 1943. 

28. In October 1942 the Central Government addressed a letter to 
Provincial Governments and asked them to examine the practicability of work
ing a system of individual rationing in respect of rice. By the beginning of 
the year 1943, however, the general food position had deteriorated and the 
need for rationing of all important £oodgrains (not only rice) in the larger cities.
and towns was becoming more and more obvious. -The Government of India, 
thereupon again addressed the Provincial Governments advising them to pre
pare for the rationing of all the main foodgrains in important urban areas. At 
that time, although most of the provinces were examining the matter, little. 
actual progress had been made except in Bombay, where, in -view of the pre
carious position of the. food. supply for Bombay city and other towns, the Gov-

. emment had already taken preparatory steps towards the introduction of urbar. 
rationing. Full rationing was introduced in Bombay city early in May 1943. 

29. At the beginning of February 1943, the Government of Beng-al placed 
an officer on special d~ty to prepare a scheme for the organization of food and
fuel distribution in Calcutta and its adjoining industrial area. The draft scheme. 
the report on .yhich was completed by the middle of i\Iarqh, provided for thfr 
full rationing in Calcutta and the surrounding industrial area, of fooclgrains. 
p~1lses. sugar. kerosene oil, salt, and mustard oil, on the basis of ration cards. 
issued to individual messing units. - In April and :\la."' a considerable amount of 
preparatory work was accomplished. The Beng:1l Food and Fuel Distribution 
Inquiries Order, the Bengal Food and Fuel Retail Trade Returns Order and the 
Bengal Residential and Catering Establishments Food and Fuel Inquiry Order, 
were passed. The Controller and the Food Executive Officers were appointed 
and th~ enumeration of messing units was completed by the end of l\Iay. 

30. At this stage further administrative preparations were interrupted by a 
change of plan. The scheme under preparation provided for over-all ra.tioni~g 
irrespective of income. Towards the end of Jnne, however, it ~·as dec1ded m 
regard to rice to adopt what may be described ::ts a low. income preferential 

·scheme.· Under this scheme, instead of over-all rationing. the rice ration wa9 
limited to the supply of one seer cf rice per he.:td per ~·eek 8.t subsidized rateS· 
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to persons with an income of Rs. 20 or less a month. We have been informed 
that the reason for this change was that the Government were D.ilt in a position 
to ensure that supplies for over-all rationing would be available. At the same 
time it was decided that the distribution of all articles the supply of which was 
controlled by Government should be through Government distribution centres and 
not through private shops. Progress in the opening of these centres was, how
ever, slow and by 3rd September only 25 had been started. Another change in 
policy was made. in the middle of Auguet. On the recommendation of the 
Rationing Adviser to the Government of India, it was decided to abandon the 
••preferential" rationing scheme and to introduce, as quickly as possible, a, com
prehensive scheme for the rationing" of Greater Calcutta on the basis of ration 
cards for individuals as opposed to messing unite. It was not, however, until 
the 31st January 1944, that rationing came into force in the city of Calcutta and 
certain neighbouring municipalities, and not until the 1st May _1944 that it was 
extended to the whole of Greater Calcutta. 

One of the reasons for this delay was the insistence of the Bengal Govern
ment on the exclusion of the ordinary retail trader from the distrioution arrange
ments. On the 21st December 1943, the Governmenj) of India directed -the 
Bengal Government, under Section 126-A of the Government of India Act, 
that the number of retail shops under the direct control and management of 
the Provincial Govemmen£ should be not more than 450, and thal! the remainder 
should be licensed retail shops, owned and managed by selected private traders. 

The Government of Bengal were also direc.£ed thafi there shall be set up 
and operating no£ later than the 31st January 1944 a·fi least 1.000 retail centres 
for the distril:iution of rationed foodstuffs in addition to shops operated by 
industrial concerns for their empl~yees. 



CHAPTER IX.-RELIEF 
1. In this chapter we propose to consider the impact of the. famine on the 

life of the population of Bengal and the relief measures taken to reduce its 
violence. 1\Iedical relief will be uescribed in Part II. There is, however. 
llO clear-cut line of distinction between medical and non-medical relief. 
In a famine such as that which afflicted Bengal, any steps taken to provide 
food or the means to purchase food, or to restore social and economic life to 
normal, affect the health situation, and, on the other hand, health mr~asures 
are equally necessary to mitigate the effet:ts of famine and hasten social and 
economic recove~y. The present chapter and the chapters dealing with health 
me[tSures should, therefore, be regarded as complementary. 

A.-THE CYCLOl\""E 

2. The Midnapore cyclone, which took place some 8 months previous to 
the famine, produced severe distress in the affected areas, ,vhich had not 
recovered from the first disaster when stricken by the second. In this part of 
the province .famine conditions and economic disorganization preceded their 
appearance elsewhere.. Relief measures had to be taken in Midnapore from the 
time of the cyclone omvards, and these merged into the broader measures of 
famine relief initiated at a later stage. The Midnapore cyclone and its 
effects were an integral part of the general calamity and it is unnecess!lry for 
present purposes to draw a distinction between cyclone relief and famine relief. 

3. The cyclone did very serious damage, which has been referred to in 
another section of· our report. Some 14,500 people and 100,000 cattle were 
killed and dwellings, food-stores, and crops destroyed over a wide area. Corpses 
and ruins littered the countryside. Military units in the area, who them~elves 
suffered some loss of life, took the initiative in the clearance of debris and the 
removal o£ the dead. Immediate measures to succour the survivors were called 
for. Relief parties bringing food, water, ·and medical supplies were r1espatched 
from Calcutta and a special· medical staff was appointed under the Director of 
Public Health. On November 11th the Revenue Secretary was appointed as 
Additional Commissioner of the Division concerned, to direct and co-ordinate 
rdie£. 

4. Between November 1942 and the end of .!\lay HJ43, over two crores of 
l'Upees (Rs. 2,00,00,000) were spent on relief in the affected areas. About one::
quarter of this sum was distributed as gratuitous relief while the remainder was · 
used in the granting of agricultural loans, and in test relie£.1 Expenditur::. on 
re1ief was increased in the subsequent period when the effects o£ the general 
famine reinforced those of the cvclone. Homes for children and inf,mh were 
op8ned. Fishermen in the coastal areas were helped with free grants of money 
for boats, nets, etc., and with ·loans the total amount of which amom;_ted to 
Rs. 1,29,000. Officers in the Departments of Irrigation, Agriculture, and Edu
cation visited the devastated areas to report on the damage caused and the 
meanures needed for reconstruction. 

5. The 1\Iidnapore cyclone was in fact a very serious catastrpphe, if over
shadowed bv the greater one which followed. While the measures undertaken 
afforded ·co~siderable relief. recovery was hr from complete by the middle of 
Hl.t3. Operations in the affected areas provided some experience of famin~ relief 

lTe~t'!rellef me:tn~ relief in the form of p&yment f'lr work. The distinction maintained 
in E'Om9 other provincas between Tes~ \Vorks &'ld Famine Relief "Vorki ianot observed in 
prac1ice in Bengal. 
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:r.nd its difficulties, but there is little evidence that this was made use of at a 
Jater stage. Reports of voluntary workers on the cyclone-damaged areas contain 
many complaints of confusion, I~ck <:>f co-ordination., and unnecessary delays i!l 
relief work, of a very similar nature to those made during the major famine. 

6. One point must be emphasized in connection with the Midnapore cyclone 
.and the wicle;;pread destruction which resulted. An additional burden of worry 
.and rPI'ponsibility was thrown on the administration by a natural calamit·y at a 
time when all its energies were needed to deal with the darkening food situation 
:throuhhout the province. 

B.-CoNDITIO~S PRODUCED BY THE FAMINE 

7. We must now turn to the great famine of 1943. In previous chapters we 
ha,·e described the shortage of rice supplies and the rise in prices whi0h pre
·vented a considerable section o£ the population from obtaining its- staple food. 
Be1on discussing relief measures it is necessar.v to' give the reader some idea of 
the effel't of famine on the life of the community and the extent of the task ~o 
.be faf'EG in the provision of relief and the subsequent rehabilitation of the 
.affected population. 

R. lu chapter II a brief account has been given of the economy of rul,'al 
J1engal in which it is shown that about bali the families in the tural areas, 
.._lelJenJing wholly or mainly on the cultivation of land, hold less than 2 acres 
-or are landless. Of these, some 2 million families_:_about 10 million people
Hre dependent mainly or entirely on agricultural wages. In addition, there are 
artisans such as potters, carpenters, basket-ma~ers, weavers, etc., who devend 
mainly upon their trade for their livelihood and generally spealdng are not 
t hem;elves producers of food. Anq h\stly. there are in each village indigent 
people 'vho, for various reasons, \iepend wholly or partially on charity. A 
<~onsiderable proportion of the rural population lives mv tbe margin of subsist
-ence, with few or no reserves of grain, money or other assets. As prices rose in 
the early part of H143, non-producers were the first to suffer. Villc1ge charity, 
'Customarily in the form of gifts of rice, dried up· not only because rice wa.s in short 
t'upply but also because it llfld become such 9n expensive commodit,y. 'fhose 
·dependent on charity were thus soon reduced to starvation. Village labourers 
and artisans, at a somewhat higher economic level, sold their domestic utensils, 
<Jrnaments, parts of their dwellings such as doors, windows and corrugated iron 
sheetR, trade im,Plements, clothes and domestic animals if they had any-sold 
lnde£c anything on which money could be raised-to more fortunate neighbours 
at cut-throat prices. They reduced their food intake by degrees to make their 
d"·indling reserves of money and food last as long 'flS possible. As the famine 
develuped, numerouR small holders were reduced to the same straits. With the 
rise of prices early in the year, many were tempted to sell their stocks at prices 
which-seemed at the time prodigious, but were in fact low in comparison with 
p1·ices prevailing in subsequent months. They hoped to •re-purchas.e rice latet 
fnr their mm needs at lower prices, but actually prices soon soared far oeyond theit 
re:tc:h. Faced with starvation, many sold their land and other possessions to 
obtain money to bu:v rice, but with continually rising prices the proceeds of the 
s;11e could ward off hunger for only a brief period. 

0. Larger landholders . benefited from the situation, since they eould sell 
most of their rice at an enormous profit and keep sufficient for themselves and 
tl1Pir families. But tl1e -cultivator of a holding below & certain size was not in 
this happy position .. It has b~en said tliat small hoiaers .,ho possessed less 
thnn !) bigha.q of land (1·7 acre's) were vulnerable and usually forced to sell 
kmse and land and look for food elsewhere. This we consider to be on o'Ver 
statement. but there can be no doubt that many small holders w~re compelled to 
seU their land. 
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10. The fa~ine thus principally affected one section of the community-the 
poorer classe~ m rural areas. It is impossible to estimate the percentae1e of the 
r.';lral pop"?lat10n that suffered; possibly it was about one-tenth. The a~oun~ ot 
d1stres~ differed, of course, from distr_ict to district. Well-to-do people in country 
~reas ~ere not s~ort of food and riCe dealers and merchants prospered. The 
mdustnal pop_ulation of G~eater Calcutta was assured of its food supply through
out the famme, and while some of the urban lower middle classes found it 
difficult to obtain an adequate diet, there was no starvation amongst them. It
should be clearly understood that the greater part of the population of Ben!!al 
did not suffer from lack of food in 1943. 

0 

11. Those who found themselves Ullable to buy food reacted to the situation 
in various ways. Some remained in their villages and starved there. J\fany 
men left home in search of work, particularly on military projects leavine1 their· 
families behind. As things worsened·, many thousands of pedple left their 
h0mes and wandered across the countrvside in tha direction of towns or cities 
where they hoped to obtain food. Th~ existence in various urban centres of 
controlled food shops, at which rice was available at lower prices, and later of 
rdief kitchens providing free food encouraged the migration. The greatest flow 
wns towards Calcutta. The Calcutta destitutes came mainly from the 24-Parganas. 
while nearly all the rest belonged to Midnapore and other districts not far 
removed from the capital. Many travelled by train without tickets and stations 
on railway lines south of Calcutta Wtlre thronged oy starving crowds waiting 
for transport. Some destitute& living in villages near Calcutta came daily by 
train to the city to obtain food at relief kitchens and returned home by night. 
Migration o£ destitute~ towards other centres in Bengal also occurred, though 
on a smaller scale. No figures ·are available as to what proportion of the 
population affected left home. While many thousands migrated, it is probable 
that the majority o£ famine victims remained in their villages. 

12. Famine and migration led to much family 1 disintegra1;10n. .nusoanul.7 
dPserted wives and wives husbands; elderly dependants were left behind in the 
'"illages; babies and young children were sometimes abandoned. According to a 
sample survey carried ou:li in Calcutta. during the latter hal£ of 1943, some 
breaking up of the· family had occurred in about half the destitute population 
~hich reached the city 

I . 

13. The famine stricken population made little attempt to loot food shops 
and stores, and there was no organized rioting. The lack of violence can be 
explained in various ways. In general, famine victims belonged to the poorer 
classes and were accustomed to accept misfortune passively. The migrating 
crowds came from different villages and there was no corporate spirit amongst 
them to initiate any concerted move to obtain food bv violent means. Lastly. 
and most important, •the famine victims were soon reduced to a state of debility 
·which prevented vigorous action. There was a very serious rise in the number 
cf dacoities reported in Bengal in 1943. Thefts of rice, particularly from b?ats, 
were verv common and in certain areas its transport was attended by consider
able risk: It appears, however, that th~ dacoits were not in gene_r~l fa:J?ine 
vi:>tims, but usually ordinary thieves takmg ad':antage _of the pr~vailm~ Situa
liioP. Rice had become a very valuable commoditv, sellmg at a h:1gh price, and 
hence well worth stealing. Violence and looting on the part o£ f<l_mine >ictims 
was thus not one of the problems with which the authorities had to deal. 

14. The situ~tion was further complicated by the fact tha£ famir:e victims 
rapidly became physically weak_ and a prey to epidemic and other _dtsease. by 
the difficulty of obtaining and transportmg the necessary }ood supplies, and bv 
~he lack~£ sufficient and satisfactory staff !or employment on relief work. 
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15. During the early part of 1943 the bulk of relief expenditure was de.vo~ed 
"o relief in the cyclone-affected areas, which was further extended later in the 
sear. Reports of growing distress were received from Commissioners and Collec
~ors in many parts of the province during the first 6 months pf 1943. Relief 
.operations, however, were undertaken only on a limited scale. l:Iow distress 
grew during the period, and how widespread it was, can be seen from the 
summary of reports from Commissioners and Collectors given in Appendix VI. 
At the beginning of June a confidential circular was. issued :to Collectors indicai
ing that famine might have to be declared and requesting them to report to 
Government on the position in ~heir districts. 1'his was followed towards the 
end of the month by a letter in which Collectors were asked to forward detailed 
demands for funds for relief. The object of these enquiries was to obtain 
mformation on which the relief polic:y of Government could be based. Replies, 
received about the middle o£ July, showed the sitUa.tion to be grave. 

In the same month District Officers in Chittagong and Noakhali, where tlle 
famine had already started, were ·authorised to employ whatev'3r relief staff was 
necessary and an allotment for gratuitous relief was sanctioned. Food-kitchens 
were opened in these districts at about this time. In June 1943, the Govern
ment of Indi'a were approached for financial help to meet the obligations of 
!·elief. In February 1944, the Government o£ India gave the Government of 
Bengal Hs. 3,00,00,000 for "Famine and Rehabilitation".! 

16. During the first quarter of the year relief was given mainly in the form oi 
.agricultural loans. Expenditure under this head during the second quarter, in 
districts other than the cyclone-affe<)ted districts, was quadrupled and a consi
derable sum was spent on test rellef. Gratuitous relief was on a small 
scale at this stage._ During July the amount of money allotted for relief in 
£eneral was reduced, since it was reported that the agricultllral operations were 
proceeding on a large seale in all parts of the province and that the demand for 
labour had increased. .From August onwards, however, large allotments were 
made for all forms of relief, with the emphasis on gratuitous relief. The total 
sum sanctioned for the latter during the second half of the year was in the 
neighbourhood of Rs. 1,80,00,000. 

17. In August it became abundantly clear that Bengal was in the grip of a 
great famine and that relief on a very wide scale was necessary. Commissioners 
and Collectors were called to a conference in Calcutta on August 14th, 15th and 
16th, and were given instructions by the Government. On August 18th Gov
ernment issued a memorandum on the relief o£ distress in which the necessity for 
'!speedy and resolute action" was emphasized. District Officers were "instructed 
to £::et up food kitchens at once and funds were mad~ available for this purpose. 
It was pointed out th.at "relief work was of such paramount importance that 
it must take precedence over the ordinary duties of the admini~trati?n". ~ 
circular issued by the Revenue Department on August 20th descnbed .m deta1l 
the relief measures to be taken and the administrative procedure to be adopted. 
Relief could be given in any of the following ways:-

(a) Gratuitous relief in the form of gruel, uncooked foodgrains and cash. 
(b) Wages for test relief in kind or cash. 
(c) Agricultural loans for-

(i) maintenance-in kind or cash. 
(ii) purchase of cattle-in cash. 
(iii) agricultural operations in kind or cash. 

(d) Sale of foodgrains at cheap rates to the poor.· 

1This has been since increased to half the direct cost of the famine, subject to a maximUDI 
<>f Rs. 10,00.00,000. 
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Union relief committees were to be established, the unit of relief being th~ 
Union. Collectors were instructed to forward requisition lists for food and other 
essentials, but they were urged to use local resources as far as possible. As 
reg2rcls staff, the circular pointed out that the Government could not urranO'e 
for the deputation of extra staff for relief work and that District Officers would 
consequently ha':e to find the necessary workers from amongst the staff emploved 
in their.. respective districts. The duties of those employed on relief .;ork 
were -defined in detail. The circular also laid down the prices to be charged by 
the Civil Supplies Department for rice and oth~r food sent to districts. In 
practice, ho~vever, the issue •of these instmdions was not accompanied by the 
adequate provision of food and funds, with the result that the relief measure;; 
taken failed to prevent distress and death on a large scale. 

18. At the end of September a senior I.C.S. officer was appoint
ed Helie£ Commissioner. He was not given the plennry powers of a Famine 
Commissioner but was an inspecting and reporting officer only, rankin~ as an 
additional membel· of the Boa:t:d of Revenue. In practice the Relief Commis
sioner had to issue local orders in mnch the· same way as prescribed in the 
Fami11e Code in the case of a Famine Commissioner. He had, however. no 
control over food supplies, which was vested in the Civil Supplies Department. 
In January 1944 he was given the po>vers of a Secretary to Government. 

From October 1942 to 1\farcll 1944, Us. 7,42,00,000 was allotted for v:1riou& 
forms of relief. Of this about Rs .. 2,94,00,000 was used for agricultural loan&, 
Rs. 3,03,00,000 for gratuitous relief and Rs. 1,45,00,000 for test relief. 

II. Food Kitchens: 
19. The provision of cooked food to starving people was the most imporbnti 

reliei measure during the acute stages of the famine. In November 1943 the 
total number of food kitchens reached 6,625. Of these, 531 were financed and rttn 
by private relief orgnnizations, 4,469 by Government, while the rernaindPr were 
subsidized by government but run by other agenl:ies. Most of the kitchens 
were opened after the issue in August of the circulars giving instructions abouti 
relief measures. From December 1943 omvards the food kitchens were gr;1dually 
closed dpwn and homeless and indigent people were housPcl and fed in work
houses, destitute homes, and orphanages. 

III. CLoth,i.ng: 

20. Some of the destitutes were clothed in rags. Others had no clothes ;,t 
all. The majority of destitute children were naked. During the sultry months 
of summer and autumn, this state of affairs did not rerhaps occasion much 
additional suffering. It was clear, however; that supplies of clothes nnll cowr
ings were needed not only for protection ~gainst the colder weather which 
begins in November, but also to restore decency and self-res~ct. Clothes 
~otalling 1,600,000 pieces and some 600,000 blankets \Yere flistriDuted by Gov
ernment thron~h official and non-official relief agencies. The latter were snpplit-<i 
with clothes or blankets free or at hal£ price. · 

IV. Relief in Calcutta: 
21. Calcutta presented a special problem of relief. The migration of desti

tutes to the Capital, from July and August onwards, has already been described. 
It was reckoned that in the middle of October the number in Calcutta rose to 
nearly 100,000. In the early weeks of the famine, there was some indiYi,lual 
distribution of food by the charitable. Destitutes in Calcutta begged for food 
and sought for scrap§ even in refuse bins. They flocked round military and 
hotel kitchens to O'et such food as they could. They Ia~· on pavements e>en 
in the busiest parts of the city, and corpses b:cf!~e a famili~~ sight. C_?m- _ 
plaints of delay and inefficiency were made ngamst the .authonhes respons1ble 
for the removal and disposal of corpses. It was at th1s stage that most of 
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the gruesome photographs of famine victims were taken, which, when published 
Ill the "Statesman" and subsequently in newspapers and journals in England 
and America, familiarised the world with the horrors of the Bengal famine. In 
publishing such photographs for the first time the "Statesman", we consider, 
rendered a valuable public service. 

22. The opening of free kitchens, and famine hospitals and wards, had 
some visible effect on the situation. In September a small daily ration of 
cooked food became available to all destitutes for the asking. l\Ieals were given 
at the same time of the day in all kitchens, to prevent destitutes from getting 
more than one meal. The destitutes tended to gather in the neighbourhood of 
kitciens, sitting or lying on the pavements throughout most of the day and 
night. The influx of famine victims created a serious sanitary problem in the 
c:ty. 

23. The relief authorities were i~pressed by the. necessity of getting the desti
tutes out of Calcutta and back to their villages. A special officer was placed in 
charge of relief work in Calcutta (the Relief Co-ordination Officer) and plans were 
formulated along the following lines. The first necessary step was to collect desti
tutes from the streets and put them in poor-houses or destitute homes i~-- the 
city, those requiring medical attention being sent to hospitals. This involved 
the establishment of suitable homes and the development of hospital services. 
Next, it was proposed to create a ring of famine camps round Calcutta to wnich 
destitutes could be Rent in the first stage of their homeward journey; these -would 
also serve the purpose of divei'ting fresh swarms of destitutes en route to the 
~ity. Since people could not be sent back to their villages unless food was 
nnlilable for them there, the scheme included the provision. of poor-houses and 
kitchens in the ri1ral areas concerne[t, to prevent the starvation of the people on 
return to their villages. '•.· 

~4. ln practic,e the scheme did not work altogether smoothly. The_re was at 
first difficulty in finding suitable accommodation in Calcutta, which was partially 
solved when a bustee area capable 0f accommodating several thousand people 
was placed at the disposal of the relief authorities by the Calcutta Improvement 
Truc;t. Camps constructed for evacuation in the event of air raids were available 
outside Calcutta, but these lay mostly to the north, whereas the great majority 
of destitutes came from the south. New camps had, therefore, to be established 
a11d the usual obstacles imposed by lack of transport- and shortage of materials 
circ·umvented. Operations in Calcutta were hindered by the weak and diseased 
state of the famine-stricken population and their reluctance to enter Govern
ment institutions. 1\Ialicious rumours were spread about the motives of Gov
ernment in. colleding the destitutes. Further, the destitutes had acquired a 
"wandering habit" and resented confinement in camps. :Many, placed under 
control, absconded if opportunity occurred. The peculiar mental condition 
inclucetl by lack of food, to which reference is made in Chapter II of Part II, 
reduced their amenability to restraint. The following passage from the evidence 
of a witness concerned in famine relie.f.. illustrates some of the difficulties 
em·ountered in dealing with the destitute population: 

"Sickness of the population very much complicated the arrangements. There 
was mental demoralization which followed and it made our problem very difficult. 
The Tranclering habit amongst the children was difficult to stop. Famine 
orphanage" bad to have prison rooms. Children-skin and bone-had got into 
the hahit of feeding like dogs. You tried to give them a decent meal but they 
would lireak awav and start wandering about and eat filth. You had to lock 
them up in n special room. They would come to normal after thE~y had been 
fed and kept for a fortnight in a decent manner. They would not wander then. 
The,v de\eloped the mentality of wandering." 

Some force was used in collecting destitutes from the streets and unpleasant 
scene8 occurred. In the early stages the task of removal was entrusted to 
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the police and the arrival of a police lorry in a street crowded with · destitutes 
would be a signal for their rapid and noisy dispersal. Towards the middle of 
October, some 15 lorries were made available to the relief authorities, and res
ponsible Government officers, accompanied whenever possible by non-official 
~olunteers, toured the streets and .collected destitutes by more persuasive and 
gentle means. 

25. Reference has already been made to the disruption of family ties which 
occurred when the destitutes left their homes and wandered into towns and 
cities. In the -confusion prevailing in the Capital, further family separati~ns took 
plnce. When people 'Yere picked up on the streets and taken to hospitPJs and 
homes, members of the family left behind would usually have no idea where to 
look for them and the latter would be equally at a loss. A special officer was 
appointed to undertake the re-uniting of separated families. The nature of his 
task, and the steps taken, are illustrated in the following account given by a 
witness: 

"In Calcutta people were very often picked up from the food kitchen centres 
and brought to the poor-houses. There some woman would complain that she 
had lost her child and that her husband had gone away. When we picked up 
people under compulsion it very often .happened that some persons were separ
ated from their relations. What we did in the end was to set apart one poor
f,ouse in Calcutta to which we sent all the people who were separated from their 
relatives. Such persons were sent to that J>articular poor house and when they 
were there picked out their lost relatives. Besides i£ anybody in the street said 
that his daughter or wife was lost he was told to go to that particular poor-house 
and find her." 

26. By'the end of November 1943, the majority of destitutes had left CaJcutta 
and had returned to their villages.· It was estimated that during the relief 
operations, over 55,000 people were received in destitute homes and camps. Tl-e 
relief organization employed a paid staff of nearly 1,500. Actually a very con
siderable proportion of the destitute population did not leave the city tJia the 
Government organization. When it became known that a good ama.n crop was 
on the ground numerous destitutes found their way home on their own account. 
A few thousands remained in relief institutions in Calcutta and throughout 1944 
there was a steady influx of small numbers of vagrants and beggars, including 
people reduced to penury by the famine, who required institutional relief. But 
in general Calcutta bad returned to normal by December 1943. 

v. Relief in the districts: 
27. I~ is not easy to give a general account of famine relief work in rural 

Bengal, since the urgency of the fronine situation, and the extent. and efficiency 
of relief measures, differed from district to district. The availability of supplies, 
the size of the district, the personality of the District Magistrate-all these 
affected in various ways the provisiOn of relief and the degree of success attained. 
Comprehensive relief measures were first undertaken in the Cbittagong district, 
in which a serious situation was reported as early as January 1943. Distress 
first became evident in the town o£ Chittagong and was temporarily relieved, 
during the early months of the year, by requisitioning supplies of rice from 
big cultivators in the southern parts of the district. Some 15,000 to 20,000 
maunds were requisitioned .. In April a scheme for supplying a ration of rice to 
the poor in Chittagong town was instituted. 

In .rural Cbittagong famine became imminent in February and 1\larch. Test 
relief works· were opened in April ann were attended by large numbers of 
women. Thousands of men left their families to work on military projects. Iti 

- beC'ame evident, however, that work and wages alone could not prevent famine. 
Food was required. Free kitchens were opened in Chittagong in May, the firsti 
in Bengal. Credit for initiating this system of relief, later to be extended 
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1o most of the province, is due to the Circle Officer of Rouzan. Supplies of 
:food for relief of various kinds were obtained with great difficulty. Some were 
·secured by local purchase and requisitioning and in July, during the free trade 
period, 50,000 maunds were purchased in Assam. During the later months of 
-thE' year supplies received through the Department of Civil Supplies relieved 
-the situation. It has been estimated that about 100,000 people, out of a popula-
tion of 2 millions, received a small ration of cooked food at"the free kitchens. 

28. Mortality in Chitlagong was high durin~ the early months of the· famine, 
rt>aching its peak in July and August. During the remaining months of 1943 
it declined and by June 1944 had returned to the normal level. In Tipperah, on 
the other hand, where the famine began a few weeks later than in Chittagong, 
the peak in mortality was not reached until December, when the number of 
-deaths was 272 per cent in excess of the quinquennial average. Throughoup 
the first six months of 1944 mortality remained high in Tipperah. In this dis
trict relief operations compared unfavourably with those in Chittagong, chiefly 
owing to lack of supplies. In October 1943 it was_ reported that food could not. 
be provided for kitchens, that relief was intermittent and scanty, and that 
cases of emaciation and deaths from starvation were numerous. The contrasting 
mortality trends in Tipperah and Chittagong can unquestionably be related to 
the adequacy of relief. 

29. In Faridpur, where famine was severe, great difficulty was experienced in 
the running of food kitchens owing to scarcity of supplies, lack of transport, 
snd corruption on the part of local officials in charge. Workhouses providing 
food ai).d shelter were estqblished at an early stage to replace the kitchens, and 
this measure proved a success. Another step was the rationing of towns and of 
a number of villages. 

A Co-operative Community Sche111~. embracing some 20 villages, was initiat
ed by the District Magistrate. This involved the pooling of the food resources 
of each village. Each family in the villages participated and was given a 
rution card ensuring its own supplies. No food was allowed to be sent out of 
the villages until their own needs were satisfied. 

In Dacca city a local rationing scheme was organized by a public-spirited 
Judge. This helped to eke out the limited supplies of rice available and assisted 
not only the poor, but also middle class families, to obtain food during the famine. 

30. Each district had in fact its own difficulties to contend with. In some 
- districts the situation was got under control fairly rapidly; in others confusion, 

inefficiency, and lack of transport and supplies hindered the provision of relief. 
1.1edical and public health measures were an essential part of relief and here 
again there were different degrees of achievement. The general course of 
relief was approximately as follows: As the famine developed, ineifective 
attempts were made to relieve distress by agricultural loans, .test relief, and 
gratuitous relief as money on a small scale. Test works, which were mainly 
under the administration of District Boards, were unsatisfactory in many areas. 
No measured task was exacted, supervision was lax, and there was great wasta 
of public money. When the famine reached its height, the main problem was 
to obtain supplies of food, either locally or through the Government, and distri
bute them to the needy through free kitchens. Relatively small amounts of 
dry grain were issued. At this stage destitutes flocked into towns in the 
districts, as into Calcutta, and similar scenes were enacted, though on a 
Rmaller scale. By degrees food was provided and acute starvation diminished, 
relief in many areas being hastened in November and December by the help of 
the military transport organization. \Vith the arrival of the harvest, and the· 
increase in, and accelerated transport of, provincial suppliej:~, food and work 
bocame available for the survivors. Free kitchens were replaced by work
houses and orphanages which provifled food and shelter for famine victims who 
remained destitute and homeless. Complete recovery did not,_ however, follow 
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the re)ief of starvation. The death rute from epidemic disease remnined high 
for many months and the sati;;factory rehabilitation of the classes in the popu
lation most affected by the famine is an extensive ,rroblern which will be dis
cussed in ft later chapter. 

VI. Work of non-official relief organisations: 

31. ~Iany. non-official bodies participated in relief ·work. In Calcutta, 
40 food kitchens were run by such bodies, and several hundreds were opened in 
districts. Numerous cheap canteens and centres for the issue of free doles of 
uncooked food were also established by voluntary organizations. The latter 
were allowed to buy food for distribution through the Department of Civil 
Supplies at controlled prices. :Most of the gruel issued in Calcutta was cooked 
in Government kitchens, 7 in number, and distributed to Government and 
voluntary kitchens. Some of ;the voluntary organi?:ations made their own 
arrangements about food supplies. Charitable organizations assisted in the 
distribution of milk a.nd cloth, and at a later stage of the fnmine some of them 
pla:verl a useful part in establishing and running homes and orphanages. 

32. At the end of September a Relief Co-ordinating Committee wus l;et up 
by Government, including representatives of voluntary relief agencies anrl some 
representatives of the prPss. The Reiief Co-ordination Officer hacl the tnsk of 
co-ordinating the work of non-official agencies in Calcutta, where there was 
some overlapping of cht>ritable activities. Some voluntar~- organizations were 
reluctant to combine in relief work. The fact that some had political affili:-ttions 
did not facilitate co-operation but all communities benefited equally from the 
distribution of voluntary relief. The criticism has been made that non·ofl.kial 
relief was concentrated in Calcutta to the exclusion of the districts. It wns, 
ho,wver, nntnral that organizations centered in Calcutta should prefer to work 
in the city where voluntary workers and suitable premises were easily available. 
There 'IYas plenty of Yisible distress in Calcutta for charity to relieve. Actually 
vahwble work was done in the districts bv old-established non-Offii'ial bodies 
with experience of work iri villages and with a trained staff at their dispos:ll. 
While it is invidious to draw distinctions, it mav be said that the Commis;:ion 
heard from many quarters of the excellent work 'carried out. b_v the TiamkTishna 
!\fission in various rural areas. 

33. C'omplalnts have been made, by various voluntary organizations, of bek 
of assistance and co-operation on the part of the Government. In pa1ticular 
if has been said that difficnlties arose with regard to supplies of food for volun
tnr.v relief work.· ·Unquestionably there were delays and some friction, inevit
ll;ble in the circumstances. But on the whole co-operation between the Govern
ment relief organization and the voluntary agencies seems to hav~ been reason
&bly satisfactory. 

Hard things have been said abotn we relUc~unce of the well-to-do to share 
smplus food with poorer neighbours. Many witnesses appearing before the Com
mission expressed bitter views on this sul:iject. There was unquestionably much 
callousness and indifference to suffering on the part of people who ·were them
selves in no danger of starvation. On the other hand, the appeal for gifts of 
money to support voluntary relief met with a generous response from the public 
in general in Bengal. l\fention must also be made of contributions for famine 
relief received from other parts of India and also from abroad. 

The ext~nt of distress was so great that relief on a wide scale could be pro
vided only by Govemmenii action. The confribution m[lde bv voluntarv effort 
could only be relatively small. It must, however, be said thc1t Jhe Yo1untary 
organizations very materially assisted in the mitigation of suffering, 
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VII. Transport: 
iH .. The difficulties of transporting food supplies to and within Bengal have 

been refE'rred to in another chapter. Lack of transport, and defects in the· 
organization of whatever transport was available, were serious obstacles to relief 
work in rural areas in the early stage of the famine. Until the arrival of the 
military in November 1943, it was, as put by one witness, "a case of making 
the best of a bad job with the limited transport available". When the army 
Ol";.:anization unC!ertook the transport of food and medical and other supplies to 
the (htricts, the problem of relief was immediately simplified 

VIII. Military assistance in relief: 
35. An account has already been given in chapter VIII, of the part played by· 

the military in the relief of the famine. In another chapter military co-operation 
in medical and public health work will be described. Here we shall refer to the 
diect of military assis~ail.C'e in two spheres of relief.· 

Officers and men were encouraged to visit and rt;port on food kitchens, to 
see that food was satisfactorily prepared and that adequate accounts were main
tained. This acted as a chE"ck on corruption. Assistance given in" another 
branch of relief-the distribution of clothing-is illustrated iri the followin.!? 
p;<Ssage from a report: 

"CiYil nnangements were extremely ·slow in maturing and in many places. 
much of the cold weather had passed before adequate supplies were made avail
al.le. The army did everything in its power to speed up the distribution. of· 
dothing :mel to ensure that as far. as possible it was distributed to the most 
deser\"ing ca:;;P~. The utmost vigilance had to be maintained in the early stages
when there was mal-administration nnd it was not uncommon for District 
Bonrd of!icinls to distribute clotbing·•to their relations and friends who were· in 
s position to obtain them for themselves. Army su:rervision helped to rectify 
tbis state of affairs". 

T!w rel:ttions between military and ciYil authorities in the application of relief 
measures, after some friction in the early stages, were on the whole satisfactory. 
The pnhlic appreciated the rescue work of the army and friendly relations were 
estnblished. In general military participation was invaluable in restoring public• 
c.-.nfidel!C·e, shattered by the extent of the catastrophe, and in stimulating. nnd: 
impmring famine relief work in all its aspects. 



CHAPTER X-LOOKING BACK. 

A.-PRELIMINARY REMARKS • 

. ~· The Famine Inquiry Commission Ordinance has given us the task of deter
mrmng the causes of the food shortage in India generally, and particularly in 
.Bengal. In the discharge of this duty, it is not enough merely to explain why 
there was a food shortage in Bengal as a whole; we must also explain why such 
.-a large number of the people of the province were deprived of their share of the 
,supplies available-how in fact, the over-all shortage was converted -futo famine . 
.As we look back on the events in Bengal during 1943, the high prices of that 
year clearly stand out as unprecedented, much more so, indeed. than the 
failure. of the crop. Men, women, and children died, as much because they 
could not pay for the food they needed, as because food was not available. 
Why did this happen? Were the high prices an inevitable result of the under
'lying scarcity? Or were they the result of an· avoidable failure in price control 
~nd in the distribution of available supplies according to needs? We musfi 
·:attempt to furnish answers to these questions. 

2. Such questions obviously cannot be answered merely by an arithmetical 
computation of supplies and requirements. We must examine the working of the 
.machinery of the trade as it existed in Bengal before the shortage occurred, and 
.determine whether it was capable of distributing supplies equitably in the cir
·cumstances which arose during 1943. If it was not, what were the measures 
which were necessary and feasible for ensuring proper distribution? We must 
!l'eview the measures whicli were actually taken ana assess their effectiveness. 
If we conclude that, at the various stages in the crisis, the measures taken were 
inadequate or inappropriate, we must suggest what, in our opinion, would have 
'been the correct action in the circumstances. 

3. \Vith these objectives in mind, we shall now proceed to review critically 
·the course of events described in earlier chapters. We fully realise that we 
are in a very different position from the men who in v&rious spheres of authority 
had the responsibility for dealing with the crisis at it developed from day 
to day. As a result of our inquiries, we are in possession of information abouii 

-the situation which was not available at the time. We have also had the advant
·age of being able to "look back" and survey the effects of the policies adopted 
and the measures taken on the course of events. We are not unmindful of the 
saying "it is easy to be wise after the event". We would add that we have 
not always found it easy, in spite of the advantages of our position, to reach 
conclusions as to what would have been the most effective means of dealing 
~th various crucial problems which arose during the hmine. This has given 
us an understanding of the difficulties which confronted those who had to take 
immediate decisions and give effect to t.hem in the midst of the crisis. We 
should be sorry if, in any part of our critical review, we have conveyed the im
pre!:'sion of not being fully aware of these difficulties. 

B.-THE CAUSES OF THE BENGAL FAMINE. 

4. The cns1s in Bengal which culminated in the famine began by the end 
of December 1942. The shortage of supplies developed rapidly in Greater 
Calcutta and became acute in March 1943. The measures taken by the Go,ern
ment of Bengal and the Government of India succeeded in averting a catas-

·trophe in Gr;ater Calcutta. At the same time distress :vas developing ~ore 
slowly but steadily in other parts of Bengal, and success1ve efforts to av01d a 
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disaster failed. Famine raged over large areas in the province and came io an. 
end only with the reaping of the aman crop in December 1943. 

5. On a. review of all the facts which we have set out in earlier chapters we· 
are led to the ~ollowing conclusions about the causes of the Bengal famine':-

!. During 1943, there was a serious shortage in the total supply of rice 
available for consumption in Bengal as compared with the total supply normally 
available. This was due to 

(A) a shortage in the yield of the winter rice crop (aman) of 1942, com
bined with 

(B) a shortage in the stock of old rice carried forward from 1942 to 1943 
II. Out of the total supply available for consumptio-n in Bengal,, the pro

portionate requirements of large sections of the p~pulation who' normally buy 
their supplies from the market, either all the year .round or during a part of the
year, were not distributed to them at a price which they could afford to pa~ 
Thb was due to 

(A) the incapacity of the trade operating freely in response to supply and' 
demand, to effect such a distribution in the conditions prevailing;: 
and 

(B) the absence of that measure of control, by the !Bengal Government,. 
over producers, traders,. and consumers in Bengal necessary for 
ensuring such a distribution. 

III. The supply of rice and wheat which, under n~rmal conditiong, would' 
have been available to Bengal from sources external to the province, was not 
available during the closing months of 1942 and the early part of 1943. This
was due to 

(A) the loss of imports of rice from Burma; and 
(B) the delay in the establishment of a system of planned movemen£ of 

supplies from surplus provinces and states to deficit provinces and" 
states. 

The supply position during 1943 has been discussed in Chapter III and in 
section A of chapter VI, and recapitulation is unnecessary. There is no doubt 
that shortage of supplies was a basic cause of the famine. We can put flllsc 
in another way by saying that, if the aman crop had been a good one, tbe
famine would not have occurred. With regard to the conclusions stated above 
about. external supplies of rice and wheat, the non-availability of such imports' 
during the period in question was a much less important factor in the causation 
of the total shortage than the failure of the aman crop and the depletion of 
reserve supplies. It was, however, an important fador in creafmg and main
taining a tendency to a rise in prices. 

The causes of the rise in the price of rice which, in combination with shortage, 
led to famine on a wide scale will be discussed in the sections which follow. 

0.-ffiGH PRICES AI\TJ> FAILURE OF DISTRIBUTION 

6. In theory, it should have been possible to distribute the futal supply, 
even if it fell short of normal requirements, in such a way ·that everyone got 
an equal share of it and none need have starved merely as a result of foregoing 
a small fraction of his normal fo~d requirements. In theory, again, it should" 
not have been impossible during 1943 to effect t~is distri.bution ~t a p~ce noii 
much in excess of that at which consumers obtamed. the1r supphes durmg the 
latter hal£ of 1942. The cost •of producti~n and distribution had undergone no 
striHn"' chan"'e in the meantime. It is true that the failure of the crop meant· 
a dimi~1ution °in the purchasing power of large sections of the rural P?Puhtion as 
compared with the preceding year. But this could h:we been met m the sam-s· 
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way as it had been met during Hl41, namely, by the provision of, relief to the 
affected classes throug~1 l?<ms.' wages on relief works, and gratuitous relief. 
Actmtll,\, the m,rJ~nl tb,.,trtbutum of supplies did not take place, and in mnny 
parts of the provmce consumers could not· obtaiN. even a fraction of their 
requirements. Prices rose fantnsticall.Y placing food above the reach of 
large numbers of people and renclering the usu.1l form of relief 'Jaraelv in-
effective. · o " 

7. \Yhat ·were the conditions prevailing in Bt .. llgal at the eml of 10-12 whieh 
prev~nted the distribution of suvplies at reasonable priees by normal un
Testncted trade? They cannot be described iu a single sentence for they include 
a series of inter-connected event;; wl1ic lt oceurred during 1 H42, awl the rea::tions 

·of those evenb; on the minds of sellers, (producers and traders) and buyers 
(traders and consumers). The events to whit:h we refer have been described 
first in section D of chapter IY, where we have clealt with the disturbances• 

·occurring in the rice markets of different parts of the countr> almost simnlta-
neously within a short time after the fall of Burma, secondl; in section B of 

·chapter V,. \Vhere we have de~>crihed the course of events in t·h~ rice markets of 
Bengal at about the same time and before the failure of the aman erop, and 
thirdly, in section F of the same chapter in which a description has been given 
of. the swift developments in Bengal ''hich followed the failure of the tllll11/1. 

crop. 

8. The initial phase of the distmbances in the rice markets in India wt~s the 
-direct result of the fall of Burma. Until then, the mo>ement of rice prices 
had been more subdued than thnt of wheat prices, even though the relnti~n 
between total supply and total demand was more unfavonrahle in the case 
·of rice than in the case of wheat. As long as the possibility of import,; from 
Bmma remained, there wfl.s little speculative activity in the rice markets. 

··when Burma fell and it became plain that the areas which were lnrgely 
dependent on imports from Bmma, must obtain their supplies in India and 
nowhere else, prices of rice rose suddenly and alarmingly. This w:1s mainly due 
·to purchases in the rice producing arefl.s for export to \Yestern India, Trav~m-
core, Cochin, and Ceylon. A reference to the figures in paragraph 3 of ChRpter 
VII shows that Western India. Travancore, and Cocbin were the areas in India 
which were most severely hit by the loss of imports from Burma. The figures 
aliso indicate the weight of the additional demand which the fall of Burma 
'threw on markets in India, most of which were themselves somewhat short of 
supplies because of the loss of .imports from Burma. Fnquestionabl,, the main 
factor in the disturbances in the riM markets in the summer of 19-12 was the 
demand from areas which depended largely on imports from Burma. 

9. Prices rose in the rice markets of India in the first instance because the 
need of the buyer& from the areas to which we have referred was urgent Hnd 
·sellers in the principal markets c::mld demand a higher price. The latter in their 
turn had. to secure supplies from the secondar.v markets more quickly and ·in 
larger quantities than usual, in order to meet further demands from the outside 
buyers. The merchants in the secondary markets were then in a position to 
demand and obtain higher prices for their stocks. The rise in prices which 
was thus spreading could not be c~nfined to the stocks which were pmchGsed 
for export; it affected all transfl.ctions in the principal and secondary mRrket<:. 
It rn necessary at this stage to emphasize. the sharply contradictory character 
of the reaction of the market& to risinO' prices in different conditions. .\ rise 
of prices which is believed to be likely t~ continue influences the minds of 
producers, traders, and consumers very differently from a rise of prices which 
is generally expected to be temporary. In t.he latfer ca~e. sellers-both pro
dneers and traders-are anxious to sell before prices fall; and buyers-both 
traders and consumers-reduce, so far ns possible, the quantities they buy. 
Such a reaction automatically corrects the temporary mal-adjustment between 
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ihe available market supply and the demand which caused the upward move
ment in prices. If the mttl-:•rljushnent is cnrrectecl b~- an increase in supply in 
the market and a reduction in demand, prices fall again. This does not, how
ever, happen when the. rise in prices is sharp and unusual, and is also expected 
to continue. In these circumstances, it pro_rluces an exactly opp9site reaction 
m the mindi'J of buyers and sellers. Buyers are anxious to buy before a further 
rise occurs and therefore increase their purchases, while sellers are reluctant 
to sell because they wait for still better prices. This further decreases the 
i;Upply available in the markets and increasei'J the demand on the diminishing 
supply. Prices move up 8till further in consequence. This reinforces the fears 
oi buyers and the greed of sellers and intensifies the rtiarket disturbances. 
·Given sufiicient time for the psychology of greed and fear- generated in thii'J 
manner to penetrate, on the one hand, to the primary markets and the pro
dncPrs-the ultimate source of supply-and, on the other hand. 'to the retail 
shops and the consumers-the ultimate source of .demand-prices may rise to 
such an extent that large sections of the populatio11 find themselves unable to 
buy. 

10. There is, therefore, no quantitative relation between the mDvemen~ of 
1n·icea and the volume of the additional demand which initiated the' movement. 
Cuquestionably, the volume of imports whieh was lost as ..a result of the fall o~ 
Burma and had to be met from the principal rice produciDg areas of India '\Vas 
wdy a very ~>mall proportion of the total supply· in these areas. · Nevertheless, 
It was the Ji,·ersion of the demand formerly met from Burma to the Indian 
uuukets which startecl the increase of prices in the summer of 1942. The 
extent of the rise was out of all propqrtion to the disturbing cause because 
of its repercussions on the .local mm:kets which we have described. There 
\\Pre nlso certain other fac·tors dm~ing 1942 favourable to a st>6acly ric;e in 
prices. The rise which had occurr'!id during the war period had enabled the 
cultivatori'J to meet their cash obligations by selling a smaller quantity of their 
produce than formerly. This meant that they were, in' general, better able 
than before to wait for better prices by withholding' supplies £rom the mJl'ket. 
_,\t the same time, the demand from a large class of consumers had become 
Iwn·e d'fective. In mnn,y parts of the country, the assuring of supplies for 
lnhour engaged in industry, transport, and the essential services; became of 
primary importance for the prosecution of t.he war. Purchases were therefore 
!wing made by emplo~·ers on their behalf. Also, in areas which were exposed 
to invasion or air raids, there was n sense of insecurity which reinforced the 
effect of the rise in prices and the uncertainty about supplies. Com:umers 
became alarmed and, as far as their purses permitted, purchased and stocked 
more than the:v would hHve done in normal conditions. 

11. This, we believe, is in broad outline the picture of what happened in 
HH2, after the fall of Burma, in many provinces and states, including Bengal. 
'l'lw pressure of demand which Hros~ in consequence of the loss of rice imports 
fmm BmmA wa!'l onl,v the first of the factors leading· to nisturbances in the 
markets and the rise in the price level. The disturbances developed in succes
F<h·e pl1ases until all the local market~ were affectE-d and not' merel.v those in 
which pmchases were heing- made for export. The vnrious phases of the market 
clistmhances were reached in different places at different times. and were ('( 
Ynrying dE-grees of intensity, depencling on various factors, such Hf'! the conrlitinns 
of locnl Ruppl,v and transport. the extent to which differE-nt areas were affertPcl hv 
wnr conditions-the threat of inv::tsion or air raids ·or the speeding up of defence 
rrepHmlions-Hnd they no doubt also varied to some extent with the general 
-rs,vehology. · 

12. T.ooldng hiiek. WI" have nn doubt that in !'lucb conditions normnl un
restricted trade opPrHtions conlrl not ensure distribution at reaf':onable prices. 
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A breakdoWn in distribution could be averted only by an intervention of Gov
ernment, ·which would have the effeet of restoring public confidence and of 
demonstrating to producers and traders the determination and the ability of 
Government to prevent a further rise in prices, and 'of assuring traders and con
sumers that the flow of supplies would be maintained. We have also no doubt 
that it was this compelling necessity which led a number of Provincial and State 
Governments to undertake at about the same time a series of measures in 
restraint of trade. The measures which they adopted differed in several 
respects, but 

1
0ne measure was taken by all. Unusual exports were the original 

cause of the trouble. Control of exports was, therefore, the necessary first 
step in the attempt to control prices and ensure a satisfactory distribution of 
sup:elies. It was, however, only the first step. Ot-her measures were necessary 
in order, first; to deal with questions of price cou.._trol and distribution within 
thP. province or state, and secondly, to ensure a flow of supplies from surpius. 
provinces and states to deficit provinces and states. 

13. We must now turn to Bengal and consider the course of evPnts within 
the provin.ce in the latter hal£ of 1942. Prices in Bengal rose sharply in May 
and June 1942, and tpe Provincial Gov~rnment issued an Order fixing maximum 
prices with effect from the 1st ,July. This Order failed in its purpose but by 
the middle of September prices had _steadied. It will be recalled that fom· 
factors helped in producing this improvement. First, a decrease in exports .. 
secondly, the judicious use of "clenial'' stocb. thirclly, good rain in September 
and October, and fourthly, the decision not to enforce price control. All the 
markets in Bengal, however, had been affected and prices were well above the 
maxima prescribed by Government in July. The inability of Government to 
enforce"price control had become manifest. Would prices begin movin<z up again 
or not? ~ No one knew for certain-neither those who feared that prices would 
rise nor those who hoped tha:e they would. Exports, though on a much reduced 
scale, were taking place. Perhaps the needs of other areas might compel Gov
ernment to allow larger exports, and in that case surely prices musli rise. 
Markets in the province generllllv, and Calcuttll markets in particular, were in 
A sfate of suspense about the future when the cvclone struck the province an<l 
within a few weeks it became generally known that the aman crop would be a 
poor one. 

14. The suspense was ended. It was clear that prices mus£ rise again and 
no one believed that Government could control them. The events that followed 
have bAen described in section F of chapter V. Prices rose rapidly and by 
January 1943 had reached levels never before known in Bengal. This rise in 
prices continued unchecked and converted a shortage of supply. into a famine. 
The rise of prices, which we hold to be the seconcl basic cause of the famine. 
wa!l something more than the natural result of the shortage of supply which 
had occurred. It was the result of the belie£ of the producers, traders, and 
eonsumers in Bengal at the end of 1942 and the beginning of 19-13 tha£ r..n 
ever-increasing rise in prices was inevitable and could not be prevented. Thi& 
belief had been created, not only by the failure of the aman crop but by the 
entire course of events during 1942 

D.-CoNTROL MEASURES DURING 1942 

15. In this section we propose to consider whether an1 measures could have 
been taken by the Bengal Government during 1942 to restore confidence, and 
to prevent the steep rise in prices which took place at the end of the year. 

Statutory price control was a failure. At the time the Order was issued 
Government had no control over supplies and the only means of enforcing 
the Order was through the ordinary staff employed for the maintenance of law 
and order. It was not till August that the Director of Civil Supplies with a 
small staff was appointed. There was little information about the stocks held 
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by traders. fur the F.o~dgrains Control Order was not broug~t into force till 
December. In these CU"cumstances, an attempt to control prrces by the· pres· 
crintion of statutory maxima aggravated the situation by-driVing stocks under
ground. The subs.equent decision not to enforc~ the Ord~r, w~ile ~lleviating 
the. difficulties whrch the Order created, advertrzed the maDihty of Govern
ment to oontrol the markets. 

16. The control of exports and the use of "denial'' stocks were measures 
which had helped to ease the situation. Was it possible in the light of this 
experience to have taken further measures which would have prevented con
ditions deteriorating so rapidly in the latter half of Nt>vember and in December?' 
In considering this question, it is useful to compare the course of events itll 

Bengal and Madras during the months following the fall of Burma. Condi~ 
tiona in Madras were at this time somewhat similar to those in Bengal. Both 
were important rice producing areas and the over-all supply. position was fairty 
satisfactory in both provinces ; market conditions had been disturbed in sub
stantially the same way by similar causes; and .control of exports was intro
duced at about the sam_e time. Th~ Government of Madras did not impose 
statutory price control. They proceeded instead to develop the control of 
exports into a Government· monopoly of exports, and in September an official 
organization was set up in t4e principal surplus areas to undertake all buying 
for export outside the province. At the same time private buying for such 
export w.as stopped. Later the organization was used for the purchase of 
supplies in the surplus areas for export to deficit ·areas within the province. 
This enabled the Government to maintain better control over the markets in 
the surplus areas and to introduce control over imports into deficit -areas. 
Early in the following year, monthly quotas were fixed by Government for all 
deficit areas of the province. The~e quotas could be. purchased only by traders 
operating under official control, a'tid purchases could be made only through the 
official purchasing agency. 

17. The advantages of developing control on these lines were clearly indi
cated by conditions in Bengal during 1942. Markets in Bengal were dominated 
by conditions in Calcutta. Experience during the months of July and August 
had shown, first, that reliance could not be placed on the trade to bring supplies 
to Calcutta at prices considered reasonable by Government; secondly, that the 
use of "denial" stocks had helped; and thirdly, that the absence of adequate 
supplies had made it impossible to enforce maximum prices. There was also· 
the ~ircumstance that organized industry, in the effort to assure supplies 
for its large labour force, was s~eking the help of Government. · Finally, 
there was the danger that air raid~ on Calcutta might seriously interfere 
with the flow of supplies to the city. We think that at this ~tage, that 
is, in September, Government should have organized an adequate procure
ment machinery with the object of maintaining supplies for Calcutta, the 
heaviest deficit are;l in the province, and should have underta~en, cert1inly 
in Calcutta, rigorous and drastic enforcement of the Foodgrai:ns Control Order. 
The purchasing organization could also have undertaken <the purchases of 
the. limited amounts which were then being exported under permit .~.md by 
this means another disturbing element in the situation would have been 
removed. Larger supplies in the hands of Government would have enabled the· 
system of controlled shops, which came into existence in September, to be 
expanded, and this might have paved the way for the· introduction of ration
ing at a later date. It would also have been possible to make larger ~llocations 
to employers organizations, and thereby to have reduced the pressure on the 
marliet by wealthy buyers. Further, the enforcement of the Foodgrains 
Control Order would have provided accurate information about stocks, and 
would have enabled Government to· watch and if, necessary exercise control· 
over the distribution of those stocks. If these measures had oeen adopted. 
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by September and their scope and purpose clearly explained to the people, 
public coniidence would have )improved;: the scope for specula.J;ive buying 
would have been curtaiJ..ed, and competitive buying for the provision of supplies 
for Calcutta would have been greatly reduced. Indeed, in view of what followed, 
it is now clear that September was a critical month in the development of the 
:£amine. The failure of price control had caused a loss of coniidence in the 
ability of Government to control the markets, and it was importan~ that Gov
ernment should demonstrate without delay their determination to prevent a 
further rise in price, and to assure traders and consumers that the flow cf 
supplies would be maintained. 

18. We do not wish to sugges~ that the Bengal Government were oblivious 
to the need of obtaining control over supplies. They were not. At this. time, 
however, ideas had not crystallized as to the form foodgrain procurement 
organizations in India should take, .whether they should. be under central 
<.r provincial control, or whether for rice they should be ·on a regional basis. 
The Provinces, with one or two exceptions, had not established purchasing 
organizations. The Gove,rnment of Benga! favoured central control and in 
September 1942 were considering a scheme for "making the whole of Assam, 
Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa into one .producing region", within which there 
should be ''no restriction on the movement of rice except in gravest emer
gency or when possibilities of centralized control have broken down". The 
scheme also contemplated the establishment of a "Rice Commission, a small 
body of integrity and commercial experience, whose duty it would be to carry 
out the genera-l instructions of the Central Government but who would be as 
eo~pletely free from Government influence in their actual business operations 
:as is a statutory body such as the Port Commissioners or the Calcutta. Im
provement Trust".. The Government of India also at this time favoured the 
control of rice on a regional basis, and the Sixth Price Control Conference held 
in Delhi in September 1942 recommended that the primary responsibility for 
-distribution within ~ach region should be vested in the Regional Price and Con-
-trol Board, operating either through its own machinery or through the machinery 
of the Provincial Governments, subject to the direction of the Central Gover-n
ment. The idea of the regional control of rice was not proceeded with, but it 
was finally decided that the procurement organizations should be under pro
~incial and not under central control. 

19. There was also another reason which, no doubt, influenced the Gov
ernment of Bengal at the time. By September and October 1942, prices had 
steadied themselves, and supplies and prices. appeared to have reached a state 
of equilibrium. The anxiety about the lack.of rain had been relieved in August, 
:and by the erd of September and the beginning of October an average aman 
-crop seemed assured. The aman crop would be co~ng on the ~arket within 
a few months and that would be the most favourable t1me for makmg purchases. 
Subse6J.uent ~vents unfortunately proved how quickly crop p~:pects can 
change owing to the vagaries of th? weather, and how dangerous 1t 1s to delay 
taking action in regard to such a VItal matter as food. Tl;lere was, however, a 
real danger of air raids upsetting the Calcutta marke~, as actually happened 
towards the end of December 1Q42. The province was also still in the "fronfi 
line" and the feeling of insecurity which was so pronounced in the early months 
<:Jf 1942, o:wing to the rapid approach of the Japanes~ to th~ bor?ers of .the 
province had not entirely disappeared. It could not be sa1d With certainty 
that all 'danger had passed, and tha~ Gover?ment :t;night not ?n~e again find 
themselves unable to maintain supphes at pr1ces whwh they considered reason
:able. The only way of preventing such a situation develop~g was by co~trol 
over supplies, and that could only be assured by t,he operations of an efficient 
JWOcurement organization. 
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20. \\'e are confident that lf an efficient procurement organization had 
been developed about September 1942, the crisis which began wwards the end 

<Jf 1942, would not have taken such a grave form. We have also said that we 
think Government should have taken steps to establish such an organization. 
We believe we are right in that view. It is true that prices had steadied them
selves about the middle of September, but ·it was impossible to say that all 
.danger of disturbances in the markets had passed. The events of 1942 had 
,shown how necessary it was for the Bengal Government _to· secure control of 
supplies. In these circumstances, we think that the wise course would have 
been for Government to have recognized that it was inadvisable to wait for .. n 
-decision whether the control of rice should be a central, provincial or regional 
responsibility, and t.hat the proper course was to establish as quickly as possible 
their own procurement machinery 

E.-THE PEOPLE. AND THE GOVEJ:!.NMENT 

21. We now come to the beginning of 1943, apd in the course of the 
-following sections we shall consider .what was done and should have been done 
"to prevent or mitigate the famine which began in June and reached its height 
in the second half of the year. For tl;:Iis purpose we must first make clear our 
conception of the actual process of events, and thereby indicate t~e state of 
:affairs which had to be remedied. What happened was that producers sold 
their rice as they thought fit at the best price they could obtain, or held it in 
the hope of still higher prices. ·Traders bought, held and sold with the object of 
-obtaining maximum profits, and consumers who could afford it bought as much 
as they could and not as much as they needed. The results were· on the one· 
hand unprecedented profiteering and the enrichment of those on the right 
side of the fence; on the other, the, rise- o£ prices to fantastic heights and 
the death of perhaps one and a half fuillion .people. It has been reckoned that 
the amount of unusual profits made 'on the buying and selling of rice during 
1943, was 150 crores.l We cannot vouch for the accuracy of this figure, but 
beyond question huge profits were made. Very naturally, in the circumstances, 
there was great indignation against "profiteers, speculators, and hoarders···, to 
whose greed the famine was ascribed; while equally naturally the Government 
were blan;ed for their failure to deal dras.tically with such enemies ?f socie:y. 
Popular v1ews about large profiteers who speculated and hoarded amid growmg 
di!<tresf', and the inabilitv of Government to control them, were indeed not 
without foundation. There were such profiteers, but they were not the only 
culprits. 

22. Many witnesses appearing before us laid great stress on profitee;ing on 
the. part of traders, particularly large traders, and attache.d much les~ Impo;t
ance to the attitude and actions of the producer. They pomted to the negative 
results of the "Food Drive" in June 1943 as evidence against the view that 
withholding of stocks by the producer played a pa:t i~ causing the f~mine. 
Represen.tatives of the trade, on the other hand, mamtamed that stocks m the 
hnnds of traders were generally much lower during 1943 tban in no~al year!!. 
and referred to the results of the food census in Calcutta andJiow:ah m support 
of thiR contention. They emphasized the r;Iuctance of· cultiv~tors, large and' 
~;:mall, to part with their produce·. The fact IS .that a large sectiOn of the com-

1 The ilet.ails of t.his ln'Uesome calculation are as follo~R :- . 
N onnally about 4 · 5 million tons of rice and paddy m terms of nee pass through th.e· 

markets and' are bought by consumers in the. course of the .Year. At lea.st ?16th of tlus 
<lnfllltity, or 3·75 million tons, must have 'been bnnght durmg. 1943. ,.Tud~r~n~ from th~ 
differences in the prices w},ich prevailed during 1942, and those wh1?h pr~vad">d dunng 1943, as 
well as the available statistios about prices which actu<tlty were P!"1d dunn~.1943, the average 
rliffercnce was not Jess than Rs. 15 per m~tund or Rs. 400 l)er ~~ m round tl~res. Hence the 
ngnre ofRs. 150 crores as the excess price charged for 3·75 mJlhon tons dur1ng 1!)43. ThuEJ 
>ev!"ry death in the famine wae balanced by roughly a thousand rupee~ of excess profiil. 
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munity, including producers, traders, and consumers, contributed in varying. 
degrees to the tragic outcome. The movement of prices which-started in 19-!2.. 
did not originate in the villages but by the end of the year producers as welt 
as traders were infected by the unhealthy atmosphere of fear, greed, and specu
lation. At this -point the upward movement of prioes was resumed. The rise
reflected the prevailing mood of pro,ducers as well as of traders and consumers. 
Thereafter every producer who retained his surplus grain or sold it ~tt pric.:es 
much higher than those prevailing in the autumn of 1942, every trader who 
held back stocks in the hope of further gain or made a big profit on his sales, every; 
consumer who held larger supplies than usual, helped in accelerating the rise" 
in prices and in precipitating the final catastrophe. 

23. It is, therefore, clear that further deterioration in the situation as it 
existed at the beginning of 1943 would have been prevented onl_y by strict 
measures of control, affecting not only traders and urban consumers but large 
numbers of producers in every part of the province. Further, such measures. 
depended for their complete success on full popular co-operation and support. 
Unfortunately all this was lacking and co-operation was not obtained. We 
have no desire· to enter current political controversies and shall confine ourselves 
to a brief discussion of the reasons for the lack of full co-operation between th~ 
Governme!lt and the people. 

24. Except for a few days in .1::146, tne legislature was tuncuonmg m Leng:u 
and Ministers responsible to that legislature were in office. At no time, ho>V-· 
ever, was the Government so constituted as to command the support of all 
principal parties in the legislature. We have had the benefit of discu_ssions with 
leading representatives of several of these parties; and all have told us that the 
emergency required an "all-party" Government. This we have no doubt i3-
correct. In a situation such as that arose in Bengal in 1942 and. 1943, en
dangering the food supply and hence the very life of the people, it was clearly 
necessary that the measures taken by Government should receive the full 
support of public opinion. This was difficult when counsels were divided, and 
food administration was the subject of public controversy conducted on party 
lines. It was necessary that the leaders of the principal parties should all 
speak with one voice. We are cpnvinced that political strife in Bengal was a. 
serious obstacle to an effective attack on the problems created by high prices
and food shortage. Ministries which were subjected to bitter assaults by their 
political opponents must have been hampered in their endeavour' to take
decisive action. The opposition parties, on the other hand, would no doubt 
claim that their assaults were justified, and that they themselves would have 
!l:mdled the food situation more efficiently than the Government in office. We 
cannot pass judgment on· these matters and confine ourselves to emphasizing 
the lack of unity in the political sphere. 

We have been iriformed that a series of attempts were made to form an 
"all-party Government" before and after the change of l\finistry in March
April 1943. They all failed. We understand that the main reasons for the 
failure were, first, the refusal of the l\Iuslim League party in accordance with its 
all-India political policy, to join a government whic.h included any Muslim who 
did not belong to the party, and secondly, the refusal of other principal parties 
either to JOin or support a government from which Uusiim leaders, who did n)t 
belong to the )Muslim League party, were excluded. 

25. The formation of an all-party Government was not, however, the oniy 
possible means of securing public confidence. The alternative would have been 
to establish an ad hoc advisory body consisting of representatives (inc1udinz 
members of the legislature) of producers, traders, and consumers, to promot~ 
co-operation between the administration and the public. Such bodies h:n-e 
been set up in several other I rovinces, and have helped governments to reach 

satisfactory decisions on food policy and obtain popular support in cxecutin.g 
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them .. It a body on similar lines had been established in Bengal, it would, 
-we think, have enabled questions arising out of high prices and food shortage 
-to be considered in an atmosphere less charged with political controversy. We 
understand that a. proposal to set up such a body was considered but that Gov
ernment and the Opposition could not agree on its functions. As a result, foo·d 

-administration continued to be involved in party politics. 
26. \\'bile there was little co-operation between members of Government on 

the one hand and tbe opposition leaders on the other, matters were not improved 
by the friction and misunderstanding which appear to have prevailed towards 
the end of 1942 and in the early months of 1943, oetween the Governor and his 
.l\linisters. \V e have been to~d bv certain of those who held the office of Minister 
at the time that decisions on food policy were taken by the Governor on the 
advice of permanent officials, and that :\Iinisters were not "allowed a free hand 
to deal with the situation in the light of the exp'erience and kno\•,-ledge they 
uiH1oubtedly posses.:;ed, of the situation in the country''. \V ~ are unable to 
endorse this contention. \Ve are satisfied from the material which. has been 
p!nced before uR that important· issues of food poliey and administration were 
-referred to the Cabinet and decisions taken in the normal way. The statements 
referred to: '(lo however, indicate .differences at the seat of Government which 
crmnot have facilitated the handling of such extremely difficult issues. 

27. Finally, reference must be made to the political disturbances which 
started in August 1942. Apart from the fact that they claimed the attention of 
Government at a time when tlie development of· the food situation required all 
tl!eir special attention, they added to the difficulties of securing public co-opera
tiCJn and maintaining public confidence. The fact that the disturbances took 
place in the district of l\lidnapore .':-here the c~·clone had caused such serious 
d::~mnge to life and property was a most unfortunate combination of events in a 
pr1rt of tht~ province which suffered seriously in 1943. 

28. We hnve shown that by the end of 1942 all the signals were set at 
danger and t hnt f!.reat efforts were needed· to avoid catastrophe. ·we do not. 
however, wish to imply that, famine. in the form in which it finally appeared, 
had become inevitable. The lack of political unity was a handicap, but the 
possibility of effective leadership of the people, and effective action stimulated 
by such leMlersbip, had by no means disappeared. It may be that when this 
stage was reached, distress and starvation, in some degree, could not have 
been entirely averted. But opportunities for mitigating the famine and its 
lethal results still remained open, 

F. THE SJTCATION IN JAXUARY 1943 
29. In Section B of Chapter YI we described the purchasing schemes under

taken by the Bengal Government towards the end of December 1942 and in 
Januur)'-February 1943. The object of the first scheme was to secure from 
the districts in the Rajshabi Division a limited quantity of rice and paddy 
(7,400 tons) to be used for the purpose of moderating prices in the Calcutta. 
market. This objective, it will be noticed, bore no relation to the situation in 
Bengal us we have described it. On tbe 9th January, this scheme was replaced 
by a more extensive one. If the second scheme bad been a success, the supplies 
obtained would have been almost sufficient to feed Calcutta, and imports into 
ibat city on private account would have been practically unnecessary. The 
scheme f<lile<l, primarily because purchases could not be made on a voluntary 
tlasis within the price limit fixed. by Government .. It was abandoned on the 17th 
February. The quantity procured under the second and more ambitious scheme 
was smaller tha11 thnt under the- first, in spite of the fact that purchases were 
made in a wi(ler area and for a longer neriod. Whereas under the earlier scheme, 
purchases were made by District- Officers, agents chosen from the trade were 
employed for this purpose under the later scheme. Had this change anything 
to do with the rPsult? 
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30. This brings us to an important question, namely, the type of vrgan.i.:atioa 
which is most suitable for undertaking procurement on behalf of Government. 
At first sight it might appear that a commercial firm with experience in the 
buying and selling of foodgrains would be- a more suitable agency than a pur
chasing organization manned by officials. This, however, has not been tli& 
experience of the large majority of the provinces. Madras, Bombay, Orissa, 
Bihar, United Provinces, the Central Provinces, and the Punjab have all 
prefen-ed an official agency, and even more significant is the fact that ·when a. 
change has been made it has been the substitution of an official for a trade
agency. The result of this experience, in our opinion, shows conclusively that 
in the conditions prevailing in India the procurement of foodgrains on behalf of 
Government should be carried out by responsible officers in the public service
and not by firms chosen from the trade. We shall reier to this matter again 
in a later chapter, but it is convenient at this sb>ge to indicate the reasons for 
our view. 

31. To begin with, the establishment of a nOt}-official agency raises a 
problem of selection. The selection of the few gives rise to iealousies a.nd. 
friction waich may often lead to difficulties for the agents actually chosen, and 
this in its tum hinders the co-operation between Government and the ~rade 
which is so important for the succe~s of control measures. Again, selectioll! 
may be influenced by political considerations, and there is the danger that poli
tical animosities may lead to allegations against the firms selected. Further,. 
the employment of agents chosen from the tr~de has been found to impair the 
confidence of the public generally in the intentions of Government and their 
ability to carry them out. The public does not readily believe that private
firms can be imbued with a spirit of public service; it tends rather to assume 
that their objective in the circumstances is gain at the public expense. Thus 
it was alleged at the time, and has been repeated before us, that some of the 
agents chosen by the Bengal Government under the "denial'• scheme, took 
unfair advantage of their position as agents of Government to make _IJurchase& 
on their own account. It has also been said that some of those employed in 
January a~d February 1943 made large private 'purchases and large profits oa 
such purchases after Government decided on de-control. In fairness to thoss 
agents we should <;tate that these allegations were not substantiated by 
evidence and that the. witnesses who appeared before us, did not claim that th~y 
possessed such evidence. Nevertheless, the fact remains that such accusations 
were made, were believed, and did harm in undermining public confidence ur 
the measures undertaken by Government. 

32. Another reason why an "official" procurement agency is preferable to. 
·a ·'trade" agency is that there is a fundamental difference between normal 
trading and the procurement of supplies on behalf of Government. Norma.! 
trading rests entirely on volu1;1tary contracts; there is no obligation on the seller 
to sell. A procurement org9,p.ization established by Government must, how
ever, in the last resort depend on coercion. Any attempt by traders or producers
to combine and withhold supplies with the object of forcing up prices must be
broken by requisitioning. Requisitioning involves the use of legal powers which 
must be entrusted only to responsible state officials and not to private in-di
viduals. It can be undertaken more effectively, and with less risk of misunder
standing as to its necessity in the public interest, by officers who are part of an 
official purchasing agency than by officers who are normally outside the 
procurement organization and are only occasionally called in to support the
operations of the trade agents. 

!13. We can understand why tae Government of Bengal in_ J.anuary 
1943, at a time when little experience of" th~ technique of procurement was 
available, decided to entrust the purchasing operations to agents.. chosen. froa~ 
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the trade. But we have no doubt that they were on right lines when, at th.: 
end of December 1942, they started making purchases through District Officers. 
We b~lieve that if after deciding in January 1943 to increase ~he scale of these 
purchases, t~ey had strengthened the official purchasing agency by the substitu
tion of special procurement officers for District Officers, fixed ceiling prices within 
which purchases would be made, and made· it clear that they would noli 
hesitate to requisition from large producers as well as· from traders, better 
results would have been obtained. 

34. Procurement, as we have already remarked, must in the las1! resorL 
depend on coercion. lf supplies are held back by traders or large producers, 
requisitioning is essential. At the beginning of 1943 the Government of.Bengal 
did not take this view. They regarded requisitioning from the· cultivator as 
"quite unthinkable" and feared that if it were done otherwise than occasionally 
in a local emergency it would end in widespread vi~lence and disorder. But 
oy January 194o the danger of famin)l was already imminent. It was of the 
utmost importance that Government should obtain control of supplie.s, and· if 
they were not brought to the market· voluntarily, there was, in our view, HO 

alternative to the use·of coercion in the form of requisitioning from the hoarder, 
whether he were a trader or a large producer. Clearly, the longer .such action 
was postponed, the more difficult and dangerous it would become. In-January 
1943 the aman crop had just been reaped. The crop was a poor.one but was 
not equally bad all over the province; it was in the western distriCts that the 
crop had suffered .most. Requisitioning at this time was least likely ~o arouse 
opposition, particularly in the areas where the crop had been fairly good. W.e 
recognize, of course, that ·procurement, if it is to be successful in times of 
shortage, must have the suppori . .of public opinion.- This_ applies with speciul 
force to requisitioning. The "hoarder" must not be in a position to rely upon 
public sympathy; public opinion must make him realize that hoarding grain is 
an anti-social act. As we have already pointed out, there is in Bengal no estab
lishment linking thP- District and Sub-divisional Officers with the · villagers. 
corresponding to the subordinate revenue establishment in the ryotwari pro
VUlces.l If there had been such an establishment in Bengal, the fears tha\ 
coercive measures wou!d fail might not have been so pronounced, for Govern
ment would have had ready a.t hand a staff which could have been ~sed noti 
only for obtaining information about the large producers who were holding up 
suppli';ls, but also for explaining to the villagers the necessity that prcducera 
who had a surplus should not withhold it from the market. Its absence was 
a serious handicap at this time. The question, therefore, which we have to nsk 
ourselves is this: was it possible, at the beginning of January 1943, in the con
ditions then existing in Bengal, for the Government to undertake a scheme of 
procurement as outlined in the previous paragraph, without precipitating a break
down of the administration? WP. think this would have been possible 
provided: 

(i) procurement was undertaken b:r Government to assure supplies, not 
merely for Calcutta but also for other deficit areas in the province; 

(ii) a "propaganda drive'; was u~dertaken simultaneously to explain the 
danger threatening the provincP.. And the reasons for the measures Government 
were taking; and 

(iii) local food committees were set up for the purpose of mobilizing public 
opinion in the villages in support of the administration; 

3.'5. We realize that lo~al ·opinion in. the districts,. particula~ly iri those in 
which the aman crop had suffered most, was likely to be opposed to purchaseiJ 

1 Paragraph 9 of Chapter II. 
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being made by Government for supplying other deficit areas. particularly 
.Calcutta. It would be inclined to favour local self-sufficiency. We doubt, how
.ever, whether in January this oppositiou was very pronounced, and w~ thiuk 
it would not have been impossible to have reconciled ·rural public opinion to 
.the need for an equitable distribution of available supplies to urban as well as 
xural consumers. The announcement tha.t the procuremen.t operations were 
being undertaken not merely for supplying Calcutta but also for meeting the 
needs of rural deficit areas would have helped in overcoming any such 
.opposition. 

oo. In view of what we have said in paragraph 34, the need for thtl .. plO
paganda drive" r,eferred to therein is, we think, obvious. Such a campa1gn was 
Jmdertaken later towards the end of April and during May 1943. It failed and 
t.as been severely criticized. We have been told that Govemmeu L ;.1d vi.:;ed 
'People that there was no shortage at a time when everybody knew that there 
was a shortage, and that this increased the prevailing lack of confidence. At 

;that time the original Basic Plan had just been drawn up, and it will be recalled 
that under the Plan Bengal was to receive, in monthly quotas, a total quantity 
<Jf 350,000 tons of rice, in addition to large quantities .of wheat and millets. lt 
·was calculated that, taking into account these supplies, there would be no short
.age in Bengal., and so far as we can gather it was on the result of this c.alculation 
that fue propaganda was based. Certainly this was the line taken by the 
-spokesman of the Government of India about the middle of May in Calcuttja. 
The impression created in the public mind, however, was that Government 
were maintaining that there was no shortage in B~ngal irrespecf.lve of the 
t;upplies to be received under the Basic Plan. Conditions actually preyailing 
an Bengal at the time were far too serious for anyone to believe anything of 
il:e kind. \Ve consider that t~is propaganda of sufficiency was quite itl-advised. 
\Ve think that it would have been wiser to have told the people the truth, that 
i-s, that there was a shortage, and that although it was hoped to obtain suppli<?s 
from other provinces it was essential, if famine was to be averted, that every
body who had stocks should dispose of them without waiting for higher prices. 
It was considered at the time that it was inadvisable to alarm the public by 
referring to the possibility of famine, and· that it was undesirable that the 
enemy in Burma should be acquainted with the serious position in regard to 
food supp:J.ies in Bengal. We are not impressed by these arguments. The 
emergency was such-famine started in Chittagong by the beginning of June
that it could not be hidden, and in the circumstances it was essential that thP
people should be truthfully informed about the real position. 

37; \Ve now turn to the proposal for the formation of local food committees. 
\Ve do not over-estimate the capacity of village committees for sustaineJ effort; 
nor do we minimize the usual difficulties arising out of personal, communal, and 
pclitical.factions which, in rural areas no less than in urban areas, ofte•1 tend to 
impair the usefulness of such committees. Nevertheless it seems plain that the 
problems which had arisen at the beginning of 1943, were such that the di::;trict 
:administration in Bengal could not cope with them without the support of an 
emergency organization of local committees. We believe that the organiza
tion which was subsequently created in June, (which we described in paragraph 
3 of Chapter VIII) served a valuable purpose and must have helped to save some 
lives. If local committees had been set up earlier, they could have been u,;;pd 
as a medium for explaining Government's policy and the need for the stringent 
measures which were being taken. They could also have helped in the preven
tion of hoarding in their own villages. We recognize that all would not have 
been efficient, and that some might even have hampered rather than a!'sisted 
tbe carrying out of Government's ,policy. But we t.ake the view that on the 
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"Whole these committees would have been of considerable assistance in the 
..circumstances. 

G.-THE SITUATION IN MARCH 1943 
38. As we have explained in Section C of Chapter VI and Section· C of 

·Chapter VII, two inter-related measures-=-" De-control" and a "Rescue Plan"
were undertaken in March, 1943, in an· endeavour to increase the flow of supplies 

. and to moderate prices. Early in March the developing crisis came to a head 
in Calcutta. During the two previous months, the Government of Bengal had 
tried to keep supplies moving without allowing prices to rise, and had failed. 
They were faced with this dilemma. If they continued their policy, Calcutta 
would starve with the certainty of serious disorder among the large labour force 

·employed in war industries. If, on the otller hand, they attempted to secure 
·supplies by coercion in the rural areas. it was feared that widespread violence 
and disorder would occur. They decided to concentrate on the purchase of 
supplies ?n.d. to abandon "any vestige of price control", in the hope that prices,. 
after an mitial flare-up, would settle down near the,level at which they origin
ally stood. The "rescue plan'' aimed at obtaining 60,000 tons of rice from 
neighbouring provinces and the Eastern States within three or four weeks for 

-the purpose of "breaking" the Calcutta ~arket. 

39. The hope that under de-control prices, after a preliminary rise, would 
fall was not realized. On the 3rd March 1943, the price of coarse rice in 
·Calcutta was Rs. 15 a maund; by the 20th of the :r;nonth it had risen to Rs. 21 
a maund .. The supply position was for. a time easier but by the end of April 
the stocks of rice in Calcutta were running low again. The "rescue plan" con

i-emplated the despatch to Bengal of 60,000 tons of rice but only about half. 
ihat quantity was obtained. It has been urged that if the 60,000 tons had been 
-obtained within three or four "veeks as originally intended-the quantity 
-actually 'received was spread over about 6 weeks-de-control would have proved 
-successful. We doubt it, for in the conditions prevailing in Bengal producers 
and traders would have held on to their ~stocks in the knowled.ge that the 
'60,000 tons would be quickly consumed. 

40. In the absence of internal control, the only method by which control 
eould be exercised was by securing large imports from outside the province, and 
thereby convincing the producer and the trader that nothing would be gained by 
holding on to stocks in the expectation of higher prices. Tbis, however, would 
have required the import not of a few thousand tons but of hundreds of thousands 
of tons. Indeed in the conditions of scarcity, fear, apd greed prevailing in 
·Bengal by the middle of l\Iarch 1943, it would have been necessary to "flood" 
1he markets not for a week or two but for a considerable period; without this ill 
was impossible to spread among producers, traders, and consumers the idea 
thnt a fall in pr'ice was imminent. The immediate import of so large e. quantit_y 
·from the other provinces and states was not a practical proposition. An ~:xport 
·surplus of this magnitude did not exist and it was quite unreasonable to expect 
f,he rest of India to feed Bene-al while the trader and producer were being 

·convinced that the game was up. 
41. The dumping of relatively small quantities of rice. thus gave n~ hop13 

-of reducing prices and huge imports were ou~ o£ the ·questiOn.. In. th~ cu~u;n: 
stances. was there anv course left open whiCh offered a prospect of. retamm., 
control? We recognize the risk involvea in requisit~o;n~ng from ~hP. large pro
ducer at· that time, particularly if the stocks reqms1t10ned ~ere to. ~e. u~ed 
·mainly for supplying Calcutta. Was there any way· by, whiCh requlSltiOmng 
could be made less riskv? We sucrgest there was. It seems to us that the 
position by ~farch had s~ deteriorat~d that somA measu~e of external assistance 
bad become indispensable if a disaster was to be avoided. A heavy burden 
-was placed upon the resources of the province in 1943 by the demands of 
-Greater Calcutta. The population of this importanti industrial area, over 4 
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millions, includes a large number of persons em:eloyed by the Provincial and. 
Central Governments, local Bodies, the railways, utility companies, and fum'""
engaged on war work. H was essential that they should remain. at work, fol" 
the,life of the community and the prosecution of tbe war depended upon th~ir 
being -at their posts. The extent to which external assistance could be given
was limited, and moreover its value dt:pended on the intensification of controls 
and not on their relax~tion. '\Ve think, therefore, that the correct ·course in. 
March was for the Government of India to have announced .that they would. 
provide, month by month, first, the full quantity of wheat required by Greater 
Calcutta and secondly, a certain quantity of rice. We do not suggest that it. 
would have been possible to supply the full quantity of rice required by 
Greater Calcutta, but the assurance that a specified amount would be forth
coming reguJ.arly would have had a good psychological effect and would have 
eased the situation in the city. It should then have been possible .for· the 
Government of Bengal to undertake requisitioning. It is true that the scheme
we have outlined would have involved the risk of a full supply not rPach:ng 
Calcutta. In the circumstances, it was justifiable that Calcutta should ha,e· 
some share in the risk of short supplies which faced the province as a whole.-

42. The question then arises whether the Government of India could hava 
ensured these supplies. We think there would have been no serious difficulty. 
At the time there was a bumper wheat crop on the ground in the Punjab,_ price· 
control had been removed, and supplies were moving into the markets. As. 
regards rice, there would have been more diffic~lty. But supplies ~ere coming 
in irom Orissa and satisfactory arrangements might have been made for pro-
curing the supplies available in the Eastern States. · This would have given· 
the Government of India time to explore t3e feasibility of obtaining supplies 
from other provinces. \Ve S!Onsider that pressure should, if necessary, have· 
been brought to bear upon those Governments to come to the help of Bengal. 

43. We have described the dilemma with which the Government of Bengall 
were faced early in March 1943. . They had to decide between two courses of 
action, both of which involved serious risks. Their decision in favour of de
control was in accordance with the policy of the Government of India and 
indeed, was taken with their approval. We appreciate the care with which the 
Bengll:l Government weighed the p-ros and cons before reaching the!r decision. 
But it was, in our opinion, a wrong decision. 

H.-EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE 

44. In paragraph 5 of this Chapter, we have st11ted that one of the ~auses. 
of the Bengal famine was the delay in the establishment of a system of pbnnecl' 
movement of supplies from surplus provinces and states to deficit provinces and 
states. \Ve shall now consider to what -=xtent external assistance could have
influenced the course of events in Bengal, and whether there was any avoidable 
failure in the provision. 

45. In this connection, a clear distinction must be drawn between wheat anJ" 
rice. The need of Bengal for imports of wheat was never in doubt. Wf': have
seen that the supply of wheat received by Bengal during the last five months
of 1942 and the first two months of 1943 was 'seriously inadequate. This
shortage unquestionably intensified the demand for rice in Calcutta at a critical 
lfime. W.as it unavoidable? We do not think so. What happened was that 
a speculative_ rise in prices occurred in the wheat producing areas of Northern: 
India. The Government of India attempted to check it by the imposition of 
statutory maximum prices but failed, and the failure showed the real nature 
of the problems which had to be solved before control of prices could be made 
effective. We have explained in paragraph 24 of Chapter IV how iii had' 
become evident that an equitable distribution of wheat supplies could not be
maintained, unless some authority determined the quantit-y of whea1l to be taken 
off the Punjab market from time to time, nnd how_ it should be distributed 
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between the Army and the various consuming areas. It h~d ~lso _bt>come clear 
that the establishment of au adequate procurement orgamzat10n m ~he wheat 
·producing areas was necessary to secure the exportable surplus. 'Ihese pro
blems largely remained. unsolved throughout 194~: . They could not be solved. 
excep~ by arrangements such as those subsequently made under the Basic Plan. 
of the Government of India. In other words, the Basic Plan should have come 
into operation very much earlier than it did. Was this possible? We think 
it would have been if there had been agreement on the matter between the.·· 
Punjab Government and the Government of India. The key to the situatio~· 
was held by the Government of the Punjab. The bulk of the exportable sup-· 
plies of wheat is in the Punjab and the successful procurement of these supplies. 
depended on administrativ.e act.ion by 'the Punjab Government. The Govem
ment of India did not possess the necessary administrative machinery. The 
situation prevailing throughout the latter half of 1942; when purchases conti-
nued to be mude by competing private agencies at prices in excess of the· 
Elatutory limits, should, iti our opinion, have been brought to an end sooner· 
than it was. In our opinion an agreement should have been reached at a very 
earl.v stage between the Governm~nt of- India and the Government o£ the Punjab 
on the price lewl to be maintained; and price control should have been fortified' 
by the establishment of an adequate procurement organization and consequent 
control of supplies. If, instead of de-controlling prices, this had been done, aPd' 
wheat had been procured and distributed under a central plan, Bengal wouldJ 
h:we secured larger supplies. This would have been .beneficial in two wavs: 
~rst, it would have reduced the pressure on the Calcutta rice market in so fa; as 
It aro,;e out of th~ shortage of wheat, and secondly, in view of the bumper wheat 
han·e~t of 1.943, It would have been possible to send a large proportion of the 
supplies wluch reached Bengal t~wards the end of the year, at an earlier pericd; 
when they would have been mm=e useful. 

41j. The possibilities of help_ from outside were much more limited in the 
case of rice. The reasons have been explained in earlier chapters. Here we· 
would mereh· recall the attitude of the Bengal Government themselves at l,he 
Food Conference held in December 1942 as proof of their recognition ot thrs 
fact. X ewrtheless, the Bengal Government maintain the view; which is also· 
shared by many witnesses who appeared before us, that Bengal might have 
secured larger supplies during the early months of 1943 from the adjoining areas
of the Eastern Region. It ,is urged that this was prevented by the fact thaii 
the Central Government h~J,d delegated powers to provinces to control exports 
and the provin.ces, in their anxiety to conserve their own resources, refused to· 
release sufficient suppJires for Bengal. We have already said that in our opinion· 
the system of the control of exports, adopted by the provinces during 1942, was 
in the conditions created by the fall of Burma· a necessary step towards the-· 
C1mtr0l b,v Government over the trade and that free trade could not have con
tiP.ur~rl. The question therefore, to be considered is whether arrangements could' 
hav~ been marle quickly enough to providP. Bengal at an earlier date with supplies
of rice in approximately those quantities which were obtained later in 1943 from 
other nrovinres and states. We think that the arrangements tinder the BMic 
Plan should have been made earlier in respect of rice also. 

47. In retrospect, it now seems clear that the transfer in 1942 of the demand 
from areas formerly dependent iargely on supplies from Burma to the mar~ets 
in the main rice-producing areas in India was bound to give rise to serious;. 
disturbances in those markete. It will be recalled that prices rose sharply 
soon after the fall of Burma, that is, in the summer of 1942. But, we think we 
are right in saying that it was not realized beforehand how swift and violent
the reaction in the rice markets would be. The fa.ll of Burma was also noli 
anticipated until shortly' before the event. · It is true that difficulties occurred' 
during 1941 which ran now be identified as premonitory symptoms of subse
quent disturbances in the rice markets during the· summer of 1942. We may-
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. .refer to the account in paragraph 20 of Chapter IV of the proceedings of th• 
Third Price Control Conference. Difficulties· at that time were due largel~ 
. to the shortage of shipping, and no one then anticipated the loss of imports 
rhe conclusion reached at that conference was that 'rice, generaliy speaking 
was a problem for which solution should be found by provincial authorities 
When the Fot1rth Price Control Conference met in Febru~ry 1942, the invasioi 
Df Burma had 'already begun and the dangers were becoming more obvious 
rhe Government of Bihar were concerned about the effect of the possible los1 
of rice imports from Burma, and at their instance representatives of the Gov 
ernments of the Eastern Region and of the Government of the Central Pro 
vinces met on the day preceding the. conference to discuss the regulation ':> 

prices and 1>upplies. Various measures, including price control, '.Vere discusse< 
at this meeting but complete agreement was not reached. At the confererc• 
.on the following day, discussion centred round price control and it was generall; 
agret::d that prices might have to be controlled in the near future. The distri 

'bution of the supplies available in India was not discussed. In April 1942, fb1 
·Government of .India convened a conference for examining the problems of foo( 
-production, and the qu~stion of the arrangements necessary for the maintenanc1 
of the distribution of supplies between pr0vinces and states was discussed at thi1 
.conference. The need for the establishment of a central authority for regulatin1 
distribution was recognized, and the dangers inherent in the control of export! 
by individual provinces and states, with reference only to their own needs anr 
without adequate co-ordination by a cePtral authority, were prominentlv em 
phasized. But, even as late as September 1942, when the Sixth Price Contro 
Conference considered the rice situation as it had r.lready developed in severa 
provinces, ideas regarding arrangemenb; for the control of the movement of ricE 
.Supplies across provincial and state frontiers had not ~rvstallized into a concret1 
-plan. We feel that valuable time was lost. during this period when the nePi 
·for co-ordinating the clemands of the OPficit flreas with supplies from snrph11 
·areas was nressing. The rapid impositi'm of embargoes on export, withm1: 
provision fo" meeting the needs of oeficit from surplus areas. also indicated th• 
urg-ency of the problem. Further. the time taken for the evolution of the Basi• 
-p]:ln might. in our opinion, have been ~onsidPrably >:hol'tened if thP rapidif; 
·with which a serious food situntion w11s cleveloping in t,e countrv h:1d beeT 
·realized earlv in Hl42, ann a separnte clennrtment of the Government of Im1i: 
-€stablished for clealing- with it. 

48. In our analysis of the situation in Bengal at the end of 1942 and th, 
'beginning of 1943, we have stressed the' psychologic.I aspect. One of tb< 
-causes of the general belief that prices must rise was the sense of isolation 
People in Bengal knew that the aman crop had failed, that there would be n< 
imports from Burma. and that all the surrounding provinces had closed the doo 
against exports. If at that time the people could have been informed that pro 
curement operations were in progress in other provinces, and that the CentrR 

·Government would distribute supplies from the surplus areas to provinces i1 
·need, the psychological problem would not have been so intractable. 

I.-FREE TRADE 

49. A turning point in the history of the Bengal famine occurred on thE 
·nth March 1943. Up to that date, the Government of ~engal, ~s w~ll a1 
the Government of India, had been moving, on the whole, m the d1rectwn o 
inc·re·~sincr control thoucrh the pace of progre>:s proved too slow in the concli 

-tions' foii~winO' th~ failu;e of the a man crop. The situation which devel0ped il 
January and "'February 1943, demanded an intensification of control meas~r.es 
Not onlv did this not take place, but on the 11th ~farch there was a str1km: 
change in the direction of the policy of Government and a retreat from contra 
began. "De-control" was the first step in this ret.reat. The removal of thE 
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"barriers" within Bengal was the next step. Early in April, as we saw, the 
Benaal Government told the Government of India that "the barriers will have 
to b~ broken despite the risks and the pent up forces that will thus be let. 
loose. They are of opinion that the logic of event.s will. compel the Central. 
Government to adopt the same course in respect of this Region". In the event. 
free trade was introduced into the Eastern Hegion. 

50. Free trad~ came into" force on 18th May. We have described in Section 
C ·of Chapter VII why this policy was adopted, how it worked, and the results 
it produced. In earlier sections of the presen~ Chapter we have explained 
why, after the fall of Burma, it was impossible under free trading-conditions tO
ensure the distributiot} of supplies of rice at reasonable prices in Bengal and'. 
the other main rice ·producing provinces. It is, therefore, clear to us that the· 
decision to introduce free trade into the Eastern Region was a m.istake. It, 
could only result, not in the solution of the food problem in Bengal, out in the-
creation of similar conditions in other areas of the Eastern Region. \Ve have 
little doubt that if free trade had been continued. for a longer period it would' 
have caused widespread distress and starvation among poorer classes in those 
areas. Indeed, by the middle of July prices had risen very steeply in the 
Eastern Region outside Bengal, and had reached a level which was placing food· 
beyond the reach of .the poorer sections of the population. It has been alleged· 
tha·t the Provincial Governments and their officers took steps to prevent rice 
being despatched to Bengal. We have ourselves little doubt that there was 
obstruction to purchases and removal of rice in certain areas: But we do not 
think that this made any serious difference to tb'e Bengal situation as a whole. 
As we have said, free trade, while it could not solve the problem in Bengal, was, 
in. the conditions then prevailing, a rpeasure calculated to cause a steep rise in 
pr1ces an~ consequent ~ev_,e dis~r.~ss in buying areas. The attitude, helpful 
or otherw1se, of the provmces concel'ned was not material to the success or failure 
of free trade. 

51. We must again ask the question: What was the alternative? Two 
courses were at the time regarded as open. One was "unrestricted free trade" 
and the other "modified free trade". .We have described the difference between 
these two courses in paragraph 27 of Chapter VII. "Modified free trade" 
meant the continuance of the Basic Plan, with the important modification of 
substituting an officer of the Central Government for. the Provincial Govern
ments of the Region as the authority responsible for controlling inter-provin
cial movements. As between the two proposals, the advantages of ''Modified 
free trade" were so obv1ous that we consider it unfortunate that the Govern
ment of India gave up their initial preference for it on the insistence of the 
Government of Bengal. We appreciate the anxiety of the Bengal Government 
to secure as large a quantity of supplies as possible, but we feel that they 
failed to realize the importance of securing control of all the supplies brought 
into Bengal from outside the province. "Modified free trade" would have 
enabled such control to ·be exercised for all purchases would have been made 
under permits granted by an officer of the Central Government. The Govern
rnP-nt of Bengal would have been able t0 control, not only the places to which 
supplies were sent, but also the prices at which they were sold. Further, the 
licensed traders could have been allotted different areas in which to make 
their purchases, and in this way competitive buying would have been avoided. 
Lastly, the serious disturbances in the markets of the buying areas caused by 
unregulated purchases during the free trade period would not have occurred. 
These advantages were lost as a result of the choice o£ "unrestricted free 
trade". 

52. One of the most unfortunate results of free trade, was that it evoked 
hostility to .Bengal in the Eastern 'Region. We hav~ already descr.ibed the 
charges and counter-charges which were made at the t1me and need not repeat 
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~hem. They were the inevitable result of the attempt to extract the maximum 
amount Of rice in the shortest possible time, \Vithout regard tO its effect On prices 

.and supplies in the areas outside Bengal in which purchases were made. One 
_particular cause of illwill and hostility was· the feeling that it was not the Bengal 
-·Government or the people in need who reaped the benefit, but the traders 
themselves. This was true enough as far as private traders were concerned, 
Jor prices did not fall in Bengal. The same allegations were, however, made 
.and repeated before us with regard to the purchasing agent of the Bengal Gov
-ernment. At this period the buying of rice on behalf of Government was 
entrusted to a ·firm of rice mercl_lants in Calcutta. It was publicly alleged at 
the time that control over purchases made by this firm was inadequate and 
that undue profits were made by the firm or its agents at the expense of 
Government. We have given the matter our most careful consideration but 

nave had no opportunity, within the time at our disposal, of making a detailed 
inquiry. Accordingly, previous to the submission of this report, we have recom

-mended to the Government of India the investigation of certain accounts and 
·other questions relating to those transactions.l We feel that the matter needs 
to be cleared up in the interests of the Government of Bengal 11nd the public, 
and in order to promote confidence in food administration in Bengal. 

J.-DISTRIBU'IION OF SUPPLIES 

53. Rationing was not introduced into Calcutta until 1944. During 194~ 
.consumers made their purchases from three kinds of shops, ordinary retail shop~ • 
. controlled shops, and employers' shops. Retail shopkeepers bought their 
supplies in the open market and their sales were not controlled as regards 
quantity or price. Everybody could buy grain in these shops provided be 

..could pay the prevailing high prices. Controlled llhops provided a limited 
supply, at prices subsidized by Government, to consumers who were prepared 
to undergo the discomfort of waitlng in long queues. These shops_ were supplied 
1rom Government stocks. The employers' shops obtained their stocks partly 
irom Government and partly by purchases in the open market. These shops 
provided a regular supply to about one million conSu.mers at subsidized rates. 
"Throughout the year a large proportion of the supplies arriving in Calcutta 
were brought in by private traders over whose transactions there was no controL 
"They were free to sell to the highest bidder-and there was no lack of bidders. 
"They were· also free to withhold stocks from sale if the prices offered were not 
acc~rding to thtir expectations. This was the position in regard to the distribu
-tion of rice in Calcutta during 1943. 

54. Prices in the Calcutta rice market govern rice prices th~:oughout BengaL 
In the absence of control by- Government over the distribution of the rice 
supplies reaching the Calcutta market ·on private account during 1943-and 
given the shortage of supplies in Bengal-it was inevitable that the pace for 
-the rise of rice prices throughout Bengal should be set by the purchasing power 
-of consumers nnd employers, including the privatA and public employers o£ the 
"priority" classes in Calcutta. The citv was prosperous and the purchasing 
power was largP.. Many persons could afford to pay high prices for the supplies· 
-required for their own domestic crmsumption and for that of their servants ~tnd 
€mployees. The Excess Profits Tax afforded a means whereby a large propor
tion of the co~t of supplying the industrial labour force with food at S'l.lbsidizrrl 
rates cmdd be passed on to Government revenues. The cost of feeding othEr 
categories of the "priority classes" at subsidized rates fell directly on the 
revenues of the Central Government, the Provincial Government., or the Rail
ways. It was. therefore, possible for Calcutta to pav a price for rice. which 
was beyond the reach of large classes of the _population in the rural areas. 

1 One of us 1\.Jr. 1\1. Afzal Husain ha~ fnrthPl" recommended that similar inquiries by ~ 
i!imilar agency should be conducted into similar allegations regarding food purch3ses in Inf!ia. 
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55. The ordinary consumer in Calcut~ was helpless -in this state of affairs~ 
-He had to buy at the prevailing market prices. The employers of labour had 
.;to provide their employees with food at subsidized rates or give ever increasing 
.dearness allowances to enable them to buy it. \ The individual trader sold at 
the prevailing market prices, for if he' contented himself with a smaller profit. 
than the maximum obtainable, he merely helped another trader to make more 
profit. The "free market" in Calcutta )Vas in an unnatural condition in whicl;l_ 
there was no competition among sellers and intense competition among bu.v'"rs. 
The only way by which Ule conditions in the Calcutta market could have been 
prevented from raising priceS' throughout Bengal was by Government assuming 
control of the distribution of supplies in Calcutta, that is, first by controlli11g 
the wholesale and retail traders and secondly by iihe introduction of rationing. 

56. Rutioning did not come into force in Calcutta until the 31st January 
1944. The reasons for this delay, in their order of importance, may be sum· 
.marized as follows:-

(i) Lack of confidence of the Bengal Government in their ability to under
take the responsibility for supplies which rationing implies. 

(ii) The preference by the Government of Bengal for a scheme of distr;bu
-tion under which Government shops replaced entirely private shops. 

(iii) Difficulties and delays in securing staff and accommodation. 
57. The fu·st of these reasons was the crucial one. By March 1943, as we 

explained in Section G of this Chapter, the position had so deteriorated that 
~xternal assistance was necessary. Under the scheme we outlined in that 
Section it would have been possible, by the combined efforts of the Govern
ment of India and tbe Government of Bengal, to maintain controlled procure
ment and at the same time provide supplies for Greater· Calcutta, thoucrh a 
full supply Of rice could not be guaranteed. It would also have been nece;sary 
for the BengaL Government to take action, preliminary to the introduction of 
ratwnmg, to tighten up the control of distribution in Greater Calcutta. This 
woul~ ha~e involved the strict enforcement of the Foodgrains Control Order rnd 
the ~ICensmg o£ retail traders not covered by that Order. In this way full infor
matwn would have been obtained of stocks and it would also 'have been possible 
to .ensure that they were· not held up or unevenly diS'tributed. Provided this 
actiOn was taken we do not think that a relatively small.deficiency in the rice 
supply would l1ave 1:aused a catastrophe in Calcutta. In anv case some risk 
h~ to be run .. Preparations for rationing should also have been pushed on as 
~ mckly as possrble ::md rationing introduced in two or more stageS' as in 1944. 
We .r~cogn~ze that these measures would have thrown a heavy burden on the 
admlllistratron but the danger threatening the province was great. If this 
scheme had been adopted in March controlled procurement could have continued 
and. at _the same time control would have been obtained over supply and distri
butwn m Greater Calcutta. The latter in its turn would have assiS"ted .Procure-
ment. . 

58. Under the scheme actually adopted in March, controlled procurement 
was abandoned and. the disturbing influence of conditions in the Calcutta market 
on prices throughout B'engal continued unchecked. Again when free trade was 
introduced in May large quantities of rice brought to Calcu'tta from other areas 
in the Eastern Region were not under Government control, and the disturbing 
influence of conditions in the Calcutta market on prices throughout Bengal 
remained unabated. Controlled procurement was also impoS'sible. In the 
conditione created by the adoption of a policy of de-control in March and the 
introduction of free trade in May, it was impossible for the Provincial Govern
ment to obtain control of supply and distribution in Greater Calcutta and ration
in~ was impract.icable. Free trade was abandoned at the beginning of August 
'm't controlled procurement was not undertaken until the end of that month when 
famine was raging in the province. 
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59. Large quantities of wheat and rice started arriving m Calcutta on Go~. 
ePnJ:tlent account from other parts of India in August and October 194~· 
respectively and the Provincial Government were assured of adequate sup{Jlies... 
of both wheat and rice from the 'beginning of October. Although the rationing 
of Greater Calcutta remained a matter of primary importance in the food. 
administration of Bengal, it was not until the 31st January Hl44 that rationing 
was brought into force in the city of Calcutta and certain neighbouring muni
cipaFties, and not till May 1944 that it was extended to the whole of Greater· 
Calcutta. The delay was chiefly due to two causes. First. the preference by 
the Government of Bengal for a scheme of distribution under which Govern
ment sP,ops replaced entirely private shops, and secondly, difficulities and delays 
in securing staft and accommodation. The number of retail shops requir~d to 
meet the needs of a population of four millions must run perhaps to a couple of 
thousands. \Ve can understand that it was desirable to have a certain number
of Government shops but, clearly, the proposal for the entire exclusion from 
the distribution system of private retail dealers would have resulted in the 
introduction of rationing being delayed almost indefinitely. We recognize that 
the difficulties of recruiting and training the large staff required and of acquirin~ 
accommodation were real and great, but we are of opinion that avoidable delay 
did take place. The delay in the recruitment was accentuated at one stage by 
an endeavour to maintain communal proportions. We consider this to b.1v& 
been _particularly unfortunate. In an emergency, particularly :me affecting the 
food of the people, administrative action should not be delayed by attempts t<> 
observe rules fixing communal ratios. 

K.-FAMINE RELIEF 

60. In this Section we propose to consider in retrcspect the problem of relid 
and the relief measures taken bv the Bengal Government. In a previous 
chapter we have told how the fatcine affected the poor in rural areas and h0w 
the situation was made more difficult by the migration of large numbers of 
famine victims. The magnitude of the task of relief should be fully under
stood. In this connection we may draw attention to the size of the popuiation 
of Ben"al. For admi.nistrative purposes the province is divided into five Divi
sions. 

0

Two of these, namely, the Presidency and Burdwan Divisions which iTJ.
clude Greater Calcutta, ~ontain a larger population t'ctan the province of Bombay, 
the State of Baroda, and the Gujerat and Deccan States taken together. A 
third Division, Dacca, has a larger population than the- two provinces of Assam 
and Orissa taken together. A fourth, Rajshahi, is more populous than the
Central Provinces and the last, the Chittagong Division has a population equiva
l.ent to Travancore and Cochin taken together. 

61. There were variations in the seriousness of the famine in different parts 
of Bengal. According to an estimate made by the Government of Bengal, the 
intensity of distress was greatest in 29 sub-divisions with a total area of 21,6{)5 
square miles and a population of 20 millions. The rise in the price of rice was, 
however, general throughout the provincE' and involved danger of starvation for 
the poor everywhere. Hence, while the need o£ certain areas was particuhrl.v 
urgent, relief operations on a varying scale were required throughout most of 
the province. 

62. The remarkable feature of the Bengal famine was that the rise in the 
price of rice was one of the principal causes of the famine. This, as far as we 
are aware, makes it unique in Lhe history of famine in India. The great 
majority of Indian famines have been caused by drought and widespread failure 
of crops over wide areas. Floods, hail, and cyclones have on rare occasions 
.r>roduced the same effect. \Var, and civil disorder played a part in some of 
the great famines of the 18th century and earlier eras. In large famine,; 
produced by sueh calamities the shortage of grain was naturally reflected in a. 
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rise in price, but tbe "latter was a secondary phenomenon,. and not a primar;v 
cause of the lamine. 

63. The Famine Code, which took shape during the last quarter of the 19th 
<lentury, was l·volved :as a measure against typical "drought famines" (Each 
province has its own Famine Code, but the principles of all are similar). The 
course of events in such famines and the way in which the~ Code operates, are 
somewhat as follows :-The crops fail because of drought. The people in the 
affected area are deprived of local supplies of gra,in, and their reserves of money 
are reduced because agriculture i,.; -their sole means of livelihood. Without 
help,. they would starve. At this point, Government steps in and provides 
them with money to buy food, the money being provided as loans, gratuitous 
Telief, or as wages for labour on relief works,, the last being much the most 
important. Labourers· on fa;mine relief works are paid a wage adj1,1sted to the 
local price of grain, P-nabling them to buy enough·. food to cover their calorie 
requiremen'ts. The system requires that supplies of grain should be available 
in the famine area at a reasonable price and this again depends on the existencf\ 
•Of surplus stocks elsewhere in the country, the free commercial movement of 
grains, and adtquate means of transport into the famine area. In 1ecent 
famines, apart from the Bengal famine, these conditions have ~been fulfilled 
and grain has flowed into t!.e famine area through ordinary commercial channels. 
In the Hissar famine of 1940, for example, there were abundant supplies or 
wheat in the affected area throughout the famine,, and its price did not rise 
above the all-India level. Under certain circumstances the Government ·may 
intervene to secure supplies of grain for the famine stricken population, but in 
~eneral the policy· of the Code is one of non-interference' with private trade.l 
'The Code envisages the appointment of a Famine Commissioner, with dictatorial 
powers, should famine be serious and" widespread. In smaller famines a special 
Famine· Commissioner need ·not be appointed, his functions being exercised b:y 
ihe Collector in the famine area. 

64. In the relatively small famines of the last 40 years, the relief procedure 
embodied in the Code has on the whole p~ved satisfactory:. It has served to 
·mitigate distress and prevent deaths from starvation. 'Some rise in the death 
Tate might occur in times of famine, due to debility arid disease, but mortality 
·on a catastrophic scale was avoided. Experience in _the Hissar famine sugge5ted 
ihat the Code requires modification in various respect.s, but in general it has 
achieved the purpose for which it was designed. · 

6.5. It is at once obvious that the Bengal famine, as it had developed b:-5 
ihe middle of 1943, and the kind of famine with whinh the Code is concerned, 
were two ver,y different things. The Code does not anticipate an enormoul! 
Tis'€ in the price of grain, to five or six times the norml\l level. It assumes free 
ira de in food grains; free trade no longer existed in India in-1943. Tti assumes 
'that there ar~ surplus supplies of food in the country and that their transport 
·to the famine area will be unchecked; this was not the case in the 'Bengal 
famine. Further, the setting- up of relief works on a sufficient scale in the -r:ery 
1arge area ultimately affected in the J943 famine would have been, -for various 

Extract from Section 83 of the Bengal Famine O>de:-
., (a) Without the previous orders of the local Government no grain shall be imported by 

·the local authorities into any tract or area of relief work. The policy followed should be 
strictly one of non-interference with private trade. . 

(b) Every possible facility shall be given for the free action of private trade in time of 
·1!ca rcity or famine" 

It is of interest to mention two famines in the second half of the 19th century in which 
private trade did not bring in supnlies. In the Orissa famine of 1866 the threat of famine 
was not realized until after the monsoon had arrived and the famit).e area was cut off from 
supplies by the impossibility of transporting grain during the rains. In the Bihar famine 
of 1873, Government concluded that private trade could not bring in sufficient supplies and 
bought large ~tocks of rice in Burma and distributed them to the affected population through 
·Government depots. 
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reasons, a formidable if not an impossible task. The organization of relief 
":'ork~ in Bengal during the rainy ~eason" when t~e greater part of the country
Side .Is un~er water, presents special and almost msuperable difficulties. The.:;e 
consideratiOns would not, however, have hindered £he application of relief alon"' 
the lines of the Code at an earlier stage in the development of the faminu. "' 

66. We may now consid~r certain criticisms of the relief measures taken by
the Bengal Government whwh have been made bv numerous witnesses. These. 
can be briefly summarised as follows:- " 

(i) Failure to declare famine under the Famine Code; 
(ii) Failure to make an early start in the organization of relief measures; 
(iii) Failure to establish in time an adequate organization for the movement

of supplies av&ilable to the Government. 
67. The declaration of famine is a stage in the· procedure prescribed in tha

Famine Code. The reason& why famine was not declared in Benaal have been 
explained as follows by the Bengal Government. Up to June 1943 s~ch a d.:;clvra
tion would have been inconsistent with the existing propaganda policy by which. 
an attempt was being made to allay fears of shortage and create confidence. After 
this date, the Government felt it unnecessary to declare famine because "the
circumstances envisage,d by the Famine Code in :Aministering famine relief 
did not virtually~ exist in Bengal at that time." \Ve may quote here from a 
report presented to us by the Bengal Government: 

"The general principles of the Famine Code could not be applied in their
entirety: that Code envisages the grant of agricultural loans and the opening of 
relief works as the basis of operations and postulates that trade will be able
to move in supplies (if necessary with help in transport) if loans ana money 
are made available. In the conditions of 1943 the supplies were neither 
adequate nor free to move. The grant of loans or issue of money would there• 
fore merely aggravate the situation as relief in kind had iio be improvised with 
such supplies as could be got. · 

"The Revenue Department did actually distribute agricultural loans on a 
fairly large scale in all areas where ft was thought that foodgrains migh"ll be haa 
from the small reserves held by various people. The distribution of such loans 
on a very large scale might have led to greater inflation with a further upward 
tendency in prices. On the other hand, it was ~carc~ly possi~le to o~e~. large 
relief works or poor houses on a large scale w1thou~ a defimte possibility or 
obtaining supplies through the . trad~rs or otherwise bnt this did not exisli. 
Government therefore had to improvise an alternative procedure for the dism· 
bution of relief and this mainly took the form of free kitchens for which supplies 
on a very limited scale could be obtained". 

68. We have already expressed the view that the propaganda policy followe<l 
durin"' April and May 1943 by the Bengal Government with the suppoill of the 
Centr~l Government was misguided and that it would have been better to 

· warn the people fully of the danger of famine. As regards the inapplicability 
of llie Famine Code, it is certainly true thatl the relief measures feasible in the 
circumstances were very different from those prescribed in the CodP. Local 
'Officers would have required guidance in ·the unusual circumstances and the 
provisions of the Cq_de would have had to be modified by special orders such 
as those issued to District Officers in August. Nevertheless, we believe tha£ 
"the declara'tion of famine would have been attended with certain advantages. 
It would have led to the appointment of a Famine Commissioner with plennrv 
powers over relief, wl1o would presumably also have assumed control of food 
supplies allotted to the districts. It would have simplified administrative :meT 
:financial procedure and removed the uncertainty with regard fo such procednre 
in dealing with problems of relief which we believe existed lo snme extenli in 
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1943. Under the Code, District Offic~s are required to maka frequent and 
detailed reports about the situation in their districts; if the Code had come into 
operation during the premonitory stages of the famine, the Government might 
have obtained earlier clearer information about the extent of the famine and the 
number. of people in need of relief. Finally the declaration of famine might 
hrtve quickened public sympathy, both within and without the province, and 
focussed the attE:ntion of other provinces on the plight of ·Bengal, and her need 
for assistance, at an earlier date. 

69. Delay in starting relief measures,_:_We have already referred to_ the fact 
that Commissioners and District Officers reported growing distress in many 
districts very early in 1943. From March onward the anxieties of local officers 
increased and they left the Provincial Government in no doubt about the 
seriousness of the. situation. Towards the end of June famine was present in 
many parts of Bengal. It was not, however, un_til 11th June that the Govern
ment called for detailed information about the· areas affected, the numbers 
involved and the nature of the relief required. Orders for the organization of 
relief measures were not issued until 20th August, and the Famine Relief 
Commissioner was not appointed until 26th September. We feel that all this 
should have been done at least 3 months earlier. When the "food drive" was 
undertaken famine shoqld have been already declared and the drive should have 
been linked with arrangements for collecting and distributing supplies for relief 
purposes. Distribption of food on a large scale was not begun, except in isolated. 
areas as a result of local initiative, until September-several months after the 
~eed for it had arisen. With prices of rice soaring to unheard of levels, relief 
m the form of small payments of money, whether given gratuitously, as agricul
tural loans, or as test relief in return for work, could do little to relieve distress. 
Food. ~·.as requir~d; The djillay i!].• organ.Uing relief, and the inadequacy of the 
q?antities later Issued as uncooked grain or cooked "gruel", both reflect the 
disastrous supply situation that had developed. 

70. It appears that ail one stage in 1943, expenditure on relief was limited 
on financial grounds.l We are of opinion thatwhen the lives of the people are 
at stake financial considerations musil not be allowed to restrict relief opera
tions. lf necessary, funds to the fullest extent required should -be provided 
by borrowing in consultation with the Reserva Bank or }!he Government of 
India. 

71. Movement aild Storage of Supplies.-We have described the piling up 
of stocks of grain in Calcutta and in certain procurement areas in . the second 
half of the year. This began in Calcutta in Augus~ and continued until the> 
Army took charge of movement in November. The accumula~on of siiocks 
urgently needed for the relief of hunger all over Bengal was due to lack _of 
adequate organization for the reception of supplies of foodgrains and their 
despatch .. to the districts. The arrival of large supplies from outside Bengal 
overwhelmed whafever organization already existed in the province. The Gov
ernment of Bengal stated in July that they were prepared to deal witn the 
arrival of 120 or even 500 wagons of foodgrains daily, and also "to appoinfi a 
Transport Officer and a Transport Departmenfi who will do the work of receiving 
goods, handling them here, dis£ributing them to the various districts, and also 
doing inter-district transport". In the event, they failed ro carry ou1l these 
uni!ertakings. Stocks arriving in CalcuHa were no·t properly local;ed and identi
fied on arrivBJ, the station of despatch an'd the quantities receivea were often 
not noted and arrangemenfs for storage an'd distribution were unsatisfactory. 
It has been claimed tha£ the arrival of such large supplies was u!lforeseen ancl 
hence suitable arrangements could no£ be made 'fo deal with them. In view 
of what has-been said above, this claim appears 'jio be inadmissible. We feel 

1Erlracto from papers relating to certain financial aspects of relief-Appendix VIII. 
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that an energetic attempt should lt_ive been made to secure the necessary 
personnel and build up the necessary organization; for example, officers could 
have been obtained from outside the province. According :to .evidence pre
t-ented to the Commission, the Government of India' offered help in September 
1943, but the reply was received that this was not· required. In. October, 
two officers from the Department of Supplies, Government of India, were sent 
to the Government of Bengal to help in supervising the reception and despatch 
of grain supplies; it appears, however, that their services were not fully utilized.· 
We may add that there were in Calcutta businessmen whose experience of 
organization ·qualified them for such work, but according to the Government 
of Be.ng~~· "all attempts to secure suitable men from the business houses proved 
abortive . The Bengal Government should, in July or thereabouts, have under
taken the task of setting up the organization needed to deal with the arrival 0f 
foodg~ains in Calcutta under the Basic Plan and their despatch to the districts, 
and_. If local resources were inadequate, impressed on the Government of India 
th:Ir need for assistance. If they had done so, the latter might have founa that 
smtable help could ~e obtained only from the Army, which possessed trained 
perso~nel With ~xperience of large scale transport problems. We have alread:v 
descnbed the vigorous. steps taken by the Army to organize transport when it 
cam_e to the ~escue in November. If the Army had been called in two months 
ea~her, say m September, famine mortality would have been considerably 
reduced. 

One- of the reasons why the arrangements made by the Government of 
Bengal to deal with transport and other problems arising during the famine 
were· unsatisfactory was that they failed to realize the magnitude of these pro
blems and the scale of the organization required for their successful solution. 
Associated with this was a reluctance to appeal for outside help.even when the 
organization and personnel available within the province were obviously inade
quate. We feel that this attitude was particularly unfortunate in the cir
cumstances. 

Reference has been made elsewhere to the inadequate storage accommoda
tion in Calcutta and the fact that during the closing months of 1943, and in 
1944, grain was stored in the open in the Roy~l Botanical Garden~. \Vhile w_e 
have evidence that only -a small percentage of these stocks deteriorated, their 
storage under such conditions was undesirable for various 'reasons, including the 
effect on public opinion. According to non-official witnesses appearing before 
·us suitable storage accommodation could have boon found in Calcutta if the 
trade had been consulted and its co-operation invited. 

72 Among other criticisms of relief measures, we may mention the view 
th t the establishment of food kitchens was a mistake-that it would have been 
be:ter to distribute food as "dry doles" throug~ a reliable method. Unqu~s
t" ably the-food kitchen system led to corruptiOn and there was nruch mis
~~~~gement. It was, . how eve~, th~ only. feasible method for the general 
appeasemenli of hunger m the situatiOn wh1ch developed from July onwards. 
when many thousands of people left their homes ~nd :flocke~ into towns and 
cifies. The migrating masses could not have ~e.en giVen food m any o~her _wav. 
Further, rice was_ in short su~ply and unfarmhar cereals such as baJra, _1owa! 
and wheat had to be distributed. The people were unused to these !tnd did not 
k'now how to cook them. 

73. Lastly, we must refer to the view which attribut-es th~ failure to relie~e 
the famine situation in the rural areas to the undue pre9ccupatron of the Govern
ment of Bengal with the ~eeds of q-r~a'£erCa~cutta generally, and those of the 
"priority classes" in particular. __ Iii IS unden~able that, thro;1ghout 1943, the 
necessarv supplies reached Calcutta and a considerable proportion of the ponn1a
tion of Greater Calcutta obtained their supplies at subsidized prices from eithPr 
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employers' shops or the controlled shops. It is also true that a. relatively ~arge 
proportion, about two-thirds, of the supplies of rice rea~hing Calcutta under the 
control of Government, much of which was secured from outside the province, 
was consumed in Greater Calcutta. The quantities sent to the districts were 
only a small fraction of the requirements of th~ poorer classes in the rural areas 
who were unable to buy rice at the prevailing prices. This would have bee11 
the case even if all the supplies distributed in Calcutta under Governmenii 
control, about 141,000 tons, had been- sent to the rural area. It seems 
probable that the rural areas would not have been materially helped by a 
reduction in the Calcutta allotment, as, in the absence of control, Calcutta would 
.have bought more from the rural areas and raised prices .still higher in the 
province in doing so. This would have furth.er increased the numbers of the 
people who were unable to buy their· supplies. In 'the opinion of a majority 
of us, the Government of Bengal is open to criticism not on the ground 'that 
Calcutta was. provided with the bulk of the supplies reaching that city under 
Government control, but for 'their failure to acquire ·~;ontrol of supplies and 
distribution in Bengal. 

Sir Manila! Nanavati and Mr. -Ramamurty do not agree with the above view 
regarding the distribution of available foodstuffs in the hands of the Bengal 
Government, during 1943. Their opinion is as follows:-

"Out of the 206,000 tons 'that came in the hands of the Bengal Government 
at Calcutta during 1943, 141,000 tons were rAt~tinAd in Calcutta while only 
65,000 tons were sent to the mofussil. 

"Price-s in many parts of the mofussil were generally higher than jn Greater 
Calcutta; more foodstuffs sent. to rural areas might probably have helped to 
bring down the prices and would certainly have given relief to the needy. 
Greater Calcutta was all along well·:wpplied with food~atuffs and there was never 
any serious shortage; tbe priorities and' the Industries carried ample stocks to 
last them for weeks. Therefore, if more foodstuff~ had been sent to. the rural 
areas they would have been materially helped without interference with essential 
needs in Calcutta". 

74. Sir Manila! considers that this question of Calcutta versus the rural 
areas has certain other important aspects which should be stressed. He says:-

"In my opinion, a clear conflict of interest arose early in 1943 between 
Calcutta, where the maintenance of supplies, especially for the priority services 
and War Industries, was a primary problem, and the rural areas where the 
lives of the poorer classes depended on the availability of supplies at reason
able prices. Inflation was raising prices, and ·wages in the rural areas were 
not responding. The denial policy in rice, boats, and cycles enforced by the 
Government of India, the evacuation of villages for military reasons (nearly 
35,000 homesteads were affected), the floods, and the cyclone, and the failure 
of crops had already weakened the economy of rural Bengal. By th.e end of 
December 1942 distress had alreac1y appeared and by March 1943 Widespread 
famine was anticipated by district officials. Conscictisly or unconsciously, the 
Bengal Government allowed the needs of the rural areas to be outweighed by 
£hose of Calcutta and particularly its big busine.ss inter~sts .. If the i~terests 
of the rural population had been kept more prommently m mmd, t~e rmstaken 
policies of "de-control" and "unrestricted free trade, the relaxatwn ·of the 
Foodgr?ins Control Order and other policies which enc~uraged profiteerin_g and 
hoarding would not have been adopted. The same pohcy was adopted m the 
distribution of available st.ocks when· every ounce wa~ urgently needed to fee~ 
the starving where relief works had to be slowed down at. cri'tical moments 
for lack of f~od and funds. From the moment the signs of distress appeared, 
the Government of Bengal shonld ·ban made 'it clear to the Governmen~ of 
India as well as to the employers' organisa'tions w?o had ade~uat~ resources 
and who had great influence, tha't .they could not .discharge their primary duty 
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w the population in Bengal as a whole unless they maintained strict control 
ovefl prices and that, in the distribution of supplies under their control, Calcutta 
would not have priority over other .deficit areas in the province. At the same 
.time, they should hB,ve clearly brought to the notice of the Government of 
India the seriousness of the situation as it was developing and demanded their 
immediate attention in the strongest terms as was done by the Bombay Govern
ment. If this course had been followed, the need of Bengal for external 
assistance would have been recognized earlier; supplies would have been pro
cured from outside more expeditiously; earlier attention would have been given 
to the state of the people in the rural areas and much of the misery would have 
been avoided. On the contrary when distress appeared, there was a tendency 
both on the part of the Government of India and of Bengal to minimize the 
prevalence of famine, with the result that the efforts of the Government of 
India to secure external supplies were prejudiced even as late as August 1943 
by the. mistrust and suspicion occasioned by co~ plaints about I>rofiteering 
which prevailed in Bengal. This atmosphere of mistrust influenced the situa
tion throughout the famine. In the end not. a single man died of starva'tion from 
the population of .Greater Calcutta, while millions in rural areas starved and 
suffered." 



CHAPTER XI.-GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS. 

1. The Ba.ckground.-The e~nomic level of the population previous to the 
;famine was low in Bengal, as in the greater part of India. Agricultural produc
t.ion was not keeping pace with the growth of JlOpulation. There was increasing 
_pressure on land which was not relieved by compensatory growth in industry. 
A considerable section of the population was living on the margin of subsistence 

.and was incapable of standfng any severe economic stress. Parallel conditions 
prevailed in the health sphere; standards of nutrition were low and the epidemic 
diseases which caused high mortality during· the famine were prevalent in 

.normal times- . There was no_ "margin of safety" as regards either health or 
wealth. These underlying conditions, common indeed to many other parts of 
India, were favourable to the occurrence of famine accompanied by high 
.mortality. 

2. The .basiC causes of the 1amine.-Shortage in ·the supply of rice in 1943 
v;as one of the basic causes of the famine. The main reason for this was. 
the low yield of the aman crop reaped at the close of 1942. Another reason 

-was that the stocks carried over from the previous year (1942) were also short. 
The aman crop reaped at the end of 1940 was exceptionally poor and in conse

·quence stocks were heavily drawn upon during 1941. The aman crop reaped 
in December 1941 was a good one, but not so good aS-to enable stocks to be 
replenished materially. After the fall of Burma early in 1942, imports from 
~hat country ceased, but exports from Bengal to areas which were more seriously 
·dependent on imports from Burma, increased during the :first half of the year. 
This also .contributed to some extyqt to the smallness of the carry-over irom 
1942 to 1943. Again, during 1943 •'the loss of imports from Burma was only 
"J>artially offset .by increased imports from other parts of India. .It appears pro
'bable that the total supply during 1943 was not sufficient for the requirements 
·of the province and that there was an absolute deficiency of the order of 3 
weeks' requirements. This meant that even if all producers sold their entire 

·surplus stocks without retaining the usual reserve. for consumption beyond the 
next harvest, it ·was unlikely that consumers would have secured tlleir nm·mal 
"Tequirements in fuH. 

In the summer of 1942, that is, some months before the failure of the ·ama~ 
crop in Bengal, a situation had arisen in the rice markets of India, including 
-those in Bengal, in which the norma.l trade machinery was be~nning to fail ~o 
·distribute supplies at reasonable prices. This was due to the stoppage of im
J>orts of rice from Burma and the consequent transfer of the demands of Ceylon, 
Travancore, Cochin, and Western India, formerly met from Burma,. t:o the 
'IDarkets in the main Tice producing areas of India. Other circumstances arising 
out of the war also accentuated the disturbances to normal trade. In Bengal, 
·owing to its proximity to the :fighting zone and' its position as a base for military 
operations in Burma, the ma.terial and psychological repercussions of the war 
·on the life of the people were more pronounced in 1942, and also in 1943, than 
elsewhere in India. The failure of the aman crop at the end of 1942, in combi
nation with the whole existing set of -circumstances, made i£ inevitable thali, 
in the absence of control, the price of rice would rise to a level at which the 
poor would be unable to obt"ain their needs. ·It was necessary for the Bengal 
Government to undertake measures for controlling supplies and ensuring their 
"distribution a'£ prices at which the poor could afford, to buy their requirements. 
I£ wa~ also necessary for the Government of India to establish a system of 
J>lnnned movement of supplies from surplus to deficit provinces and states. 
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There was delay in the establishment by the Governmen~ of India of a system 
of planned moyement of supplies. The Bengal Government failed t<> secura 
control over supply and distribution and widespread famine followed a rise of 
prices to abnormal levels-to five to six times the prices prevailing in the early 
months of 1942. This rise in prices was the second basie cause- of the famine-. 
Famine, in the form hi which it occurred, could have been' prevented. by resolute
action at the right time to ensure the equitable distribution ol available supplies. 

3. The Gove.rnment Of Bengal.-When the priCe E>f rice rose steeply in May 
and _June 1942, ~he Government of Bengal endeavoured to bring the situation 
u~der control by the prohibition of exports _and by fixing statutory maximum. 
pnces. In the absence of control over supplies, price control failed, but by 
September 1942, supplies and prices appeared to have reached a state of equili
brium. This month was a critical one in the development of t_he famine. U 
the Government of Bengal had set up at that time a proctll'ement organization,. 
the crisis, which began about. two months later, would not ha-ve taken· such a. 
grave turn. 

·with the partial failure of the aman. crop at the end' of 1942,· tlie supply 
position became serious and prices again rose steeply. If a breakdown in distri
bution was to be averted, it was essential that Government should obtain eon
trol of supplieS' and prices. The measures taken by the Government of Bengal 
~o achieve -control of supplies and prices during 1943 were inadequate and, in 
some instances wrong in principle. In January and February 1943, the Provin
cial Government endeavoured unsuccessfully to obtain control of supplies and 
to regulate prices by means of procurement operations •. Better- success. would 
have been achieyed if procurement had been undertaken by an official agency 
instead of by agents chosen from the trade, and if Government had made it 
clear that they would not hesitate to requisition from large producers as well 
as from tmders, in case supplies were held back. The decision in favour. of 
.. de-control., in· ¥arch 1943 was a mistake. In the conditions prevailing in 
Bengal at the time, it wa,s essential to maintain control; its abandonment meant 
disaster. We refer to this matter again in the immediately succeeding para~ 
graph. The Government of Bengal erred in pressing strongly for- ''unrestricted 
free trade" in the Eastern Region in May 1943 in preference to the altemative
·of "modified free trade". The introduction of "unrestricted free trade" was 
a mistake. It could not save Bengal and was bound to lead to severe distress 
and possibly starvation in the neighbouring areas of the Region. 

One result of the policy underlying' "de-control'' and "unrest.ricted free
trade" was that the greater part of the supplies reaching Calcutfa was aot 
under the control of Government. So long as this policy was followed· it was 
not possible to introduce ra.tioning in Greater Calcutta. Even after the policy 
was reversed, there was considerable delay in the introduction of rationing-. 
The absence of control over the distribution of supplies in Calcutta and th~ 
failure to introduce rationing at any time during 1943 contributed largely to the· 
failure of control over supplies and prices in the province as a whole. 

The arrangements for the receipt, s~orage, and distribution of food supplies
despatched to Bengal from other parts of India during the autumn of 1943 were 
thoroughly inadequate and a proportion of the supplies, received during th~ 
)leight of the famine, was not distributed to the needy in the districts, \Yher<> 
such food was most required. Better arrangements for the des~atch and 
oi!"tribution would have saved many lives. 

While reports of distress in various districts were received from Commis
sioners ~md Collectors from the earlv months of 1943, the Provincial Government 
did not call for a report on the situ~·Iiion in the districts unHl June, Rnd detailed' 
instructions relating to relief were no1i issued till August. Famine was noli 
declared. The delay in facing the problem of relief and Ule non-declaration or 
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famine were bound up with the unfortunate propaganda. policy of "No Shortage" 
which, followed during the months April to June with the support of the Govern. 
ment of India, was unjustified when the danger of famine was plainly apparent!: 
The measures initiated in August were inadequ:;~te and failed to prevent further 
distress, mainly because of the disastrous supply position which had been 
allowed to develop. A Famine Relief Commissioner waa not appointed till late 
in September. It appears that a.t one stage in 1943, the expenditure on relief 
was limited on :financial grounds. There is no justification, whatsoever, for 
cutting down relief in times of famine on the plea of lack of funds. If neces· 
snry, funds should be provided by borrowing in consultation with the Reserve 
Bank or the Government of India. This principle holds even when, as in the 
Bengal famine, food was more •urgently required than money for relief purposes. 
The. ~edical. relief provided during 1943 was also inadequate. Some of the 
mortaht.v whiCh occurred, could have been prevented bv more efficient medical 
and public health measures. ' • 

Between the Government in office and the vadous political parties, and in 
tl1e early part of the year, .between the Governor arid his Ministry, and between' 
the administrative organization of Government and the public there was lack 
of co-operation which stood in the way of a united and vigorous effor'fl to prevent 
and relieve famine. The change in the Ministry in March-April 1943. failed 
to bring about political unity. An "all-party" Government mighll have created' 
pLblic confidence and led to more effective action, but no such Government came 
into being. It may be added tha'll during and preceding the famine, there were· 
cbrtnges in key officers concerned with food administration. In 1943, there 
·were three changes in the post of Director of Civil Supplies. 

Due .wei..,.ht has been given in our report to the great difficulties with which' 
0 ·~ the Bengal Government were face-<1. The impact of the war was more sever& 

in Bengal than in the rest of India. The ''denial" policy had its eiect on local' 
trl.!de and transport, and in particular affected certain classes of th~ population. 
for instance, the fishermen in the coastal area. The military demands on trans
port were large. There was a shortage of suitable workers available for recruiii
ment into Governmentl organizations concerned with food administration and: 
famine relief. The cyclone and the partial failure of the aman crop were serioug; 
nnd tmavoidable natural calamities. But after considering all the circumsb\nces. 
we cannot avoid the conclusion than it lay in the power of the Government ot 
Bengal, by bold, resolute and well-conceived measures at the "ri~ht time to hav1~ 
largely prevented the tragedy of the famine as it actually took place. While· 
other Governments in India were admittedly faced with a much less· serious 
situation than the Government of Bengnl, · tl,eir generally successful handling 
of the foocl problem, and the spirit in which those problems were nppr6ached, 
fll!cl the ext.ent to which public co-operation was secured stand in confrast to
the failure in Bengal. 

4. The GOvernment of India.-The Government of India failed to recognize 
nt A sufficiently early date, the need for a system of planned movement of food
grains, including rice as well as wheat, from surplus to deficit pr~vinces and 
states; in other words, the Basic Plan should have cc me into operation much 
earlier than it did. With regard to wheat, an ai!reement should have been 
reached at an earlv stacre between the Government of India and the Govern
ment. of the runj~b ab;ut the price level to be maintained and the establish· 
ment in that province of an adequate procure~ent Or!5anization. If _this had 
been done, the price o£ wheat would have remamed tinder control and _1t sho~ld 
have been pcssible to send to Bengal a large proportion of the. supph_es whwh 
reached 'that province towards the close of the year, at an earlier penod when 
they would have been much more useful. In the closing months of 1942, and 
the' first two months of 1943, the supplies of wheat reaching Calcutta were only 
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~ fraction of normal re_Jluirements. I£ adequate supplies had been available in 
~hese months, the pressure on the Calcutta rice market, in so far as it arose 
)Ut of the sqortage of wheat, would have been reduced. Again, if the Basic 
Plan in regard to rice had come into operation in the beginning of 1943, it 
would have been possible to provide Bengal at an earlier date with supplies of 
ice in approxima.tely those quantities . which were obtained later in the year 
rrom other provinces and states. 

The Goverument of India must share with the Bengal Government respon
sibility for the decision to de-control in March 1943. That decision was taken 
ln ngreement with the Government of India and was in accordance with their 
policy at the time. By March the position had so deteriorated that some mea
sure of external assistance was indispensable if a disaster was to be avoided. 
The correct course at the time was for the Government of India to have 
announced that they would provide, month by month, first, the full quantity 
of wheat required by Greater Calcutta, and secondly, a certain quantity of rice. 
It would, then have been possible for the Government of Bengal to have main
tained controlled procurement, and secured control over supply and distribution 
in Greater Calcutta. The Government of India erred in deciding to introduce 
"unrestricted free trade'' in the Eastern Region in 1943 in preference to 
··modified free trade". The subsequent proposal of the Government of India to 
ntroduce free trade throughout the greater part of India was quite unjustified 
md should not have been put forward. Its application, successfully resisted by 
nany of the provinces and states, particularly by the Governments of Bombay 
md Madras, might have led to serious catastrophe in various. parts of India. 

By August 1943, it was clear that the Provincial Administration in Bengal 
was failing to control the famine. Deaths and mass migration on a large sc1lo 
were occurring. In such circumstan.ces, the Government of India, whatever 
bne constitutional position, must share with the Provincial Govern:rnent the 
responsibility for saving lives. The Government of India sent large supplies of 
wheat and rice to Bengal during the last five months of 1943, but it was not till 
bhe end of October, when His Excellency the Viceroy, Lord Wavell, vi,ited 
Bengal, as his first duty on tiaking office, that adequate arrangements were 
made to ensure that these supplies were properly distributed. After his visit, 
hne whole situation took an immediate turn for the better. 

\Ve feel it necessary to draw attention to the numerous changes in the 
individuals in charge of food administration of the Government of India during 
the crucial year of the famine. Mr. N. R. Sarker, the Food Member, resigned 
in February 1943, and His Excellency the Viceroy, Lord Linlithgow, held the 
food portfolio without a Member to assist him until l\fay. The Secretary of 
the Food Department. l\fr. Holdsworth, fell ill during this period and died. His 
place was taken by the Additional Secretary, Major-General Wood, a 'Military 
Officer new to the problems of civil administration. Sir Azizul Haque becam9 
Member in charge of the Food Department in l\fay. He was succeeded by Sir 
J. P. Srivastava in Aug-ust and a new Secretary of the Department, ::\Ir. 
Hutchin~·s, was appointed in September. 

In Bengal, the new Ministry took office townrds the end of April nnd :::;ir 
ThomAs Rutherford became Governor in September 1943, replacing the late 
Sir John Herbert, then suffering from the illness of which he subsequent!:-.· died. 

Thus, during the various critical stages in the famine, heavy responsibility 
fell on individuals who were new to their posts. 

5. The pgople and the famine.-We have criticized the Government of 
13engnl for their failure to control the famine. It is the responsibility of the 
Government to lean the people and take effective steJ:ls to prevent ayoidable 
~atastrophe. But the public in Bengal, or at least certain sections of it. hn ve 
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also their share of blame. We have referred .to the atmos~bere of fear and 
greed which, in the absence of control, was one of the causes of the rapid rise 
in ]be ~rice level. Enormous profits were made out of the cala.mity, and in 
the circumst9,nces, profits for some meant death for others. A large part of 
~he community lived in plenty while others starved, and there was much indiffer
ence in face of suffering. Corruption was widespread throughout the province 
and in many classes of society. 

It has Eeen for us a sad task to inquire. into the course and causes of the 
Bengal famine. We h&ve been haunted by a deep sense of tragedy. A 
million and a half of the poor of Bengal fell victim to circumstances for which 
~hey themselves were not responsible. Society, together with. its organs, failed 
to protect its weaker members. Indeed there was a moral and social breakdown, 
as well as an administrative breakdown. 



PART II 

DEATH AND DISEASE IN THE BENGAL 
FAMINE 

CHAPTER I.-MORTALll'Y 
A.__;TOTAL MORTALITY. 

1. According to figures published by the Bengal Public Health Depart
ment, 1,~73, 749 people died in Bengal in 1943. The average number of deaths: 
~eported annually during the previous 5 years, 1938 to 1942, was 1,184,903,. 
10 that deaths in 1943 were 688,846 in excess of the quinquennial avJ')rage. 
rhe reported death rates per mille in Bengal in the five years preceding the 
famine ranged from 19"6 to 25·0, with an average of 21·2. In the famine
~ear of 1943 the rate rose to 30·9 per mille. 

Nearly all the famine mortality occurred in the second half of the year. 
During the first 6 months mortality was only 1·9 per cent. in excess of the 
quinquennial average. From July to December 1943, 1,304,323 deaths were 
recorded as against an average of 626,048 in the previous quinquennium, re
presenting an increase in mortality of 108·3 per cent. 

2. Death continued to take its toll in 1944. · In the first- 6 months of 1944,. 
)81,228 deaths were recorded, an excess of 422,371 ·over the quinquennial 
~verage. The death rate during the year from July 1943 to June 1944 reached 
J7·6 per mille. The complete mortality figures for 1944, which are not available 
!lt the time of writing, may show that, as far as excess mortality is concerned, 
;he year 1944 was almost as disastrous as the· previous one. 

B.-ACCURACY OF MORTALITY STATISTICS. 

3. All public health statistics in India ·are inaccurate. ~·•v4UUUUJ '"5 .......... -3 

indicate trends in the death rate but can rarely be accepted as absolute. Even 
ln normal times, deaths are not fully recorded and the number of births
registered. may be 20 to 25 per cent. below the number· of births· thafi 
have actua-lly occurred.l The famine mortality statistics issued by the Bengal 
Public Health Department, it may be remarked, tell a sufficiently tragic story 
as they stand. Many people have, however, ·maintained that they- grossly 
underestimate the actual number of deaths. Thus, witnesses appearing before
members of the Commission in Dacca estimated deaths in the district in 1943 
as one million, whereas the figure recorded by the Public Health Department 
was 149,000 (70,000 in excess of the quinquennial average). Professor K. P. 
C'hattopadhyaya, Department of Anthropology, Calcutta University, made an 
9stimate of the total mortality in 1943-3' 5 million deaths-which has received' 
wide publicity. Tnis was based on surveys- of sample groups in the worsil 
famine areas, in which the mortality rate was 10 per cent, and it was assumed 
that two-thirds of the population of the province were equally affected by the
famine. The method of investigation followed cannot be accepted as statisti
cally sound; to estimate the provincial death rate from a sample of this 
nature is unjustifiable. When the famine was at its height dead and dying
people were all too visible in famine-stricken areas, and it is natural that in 
such circumstances exaggerated estimates of mortality should have gained: 
credence. 

4. While the Commission cannot accept. popular views on mortality, i£ is: 
o.evertheless of the opinion that the official figures under-estimate the total 

1Report of the Public Health Commissioner with the Government of India, 1936. 
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1umber of deaths. In rural Bengal, as elsewhere m ma1a, tne pnmary collector 
>f mortality statistics is a village functionary to whom deaths are reported 
by relations of the deceased in the village. The village chowkidar 1 (previous 
~o 1944), reported deaths to the Union Board office, whence b;y several stages 
~he records ultimately teached the office of the Direc1;or of Public Heal!h. The 
:howkidar also reports the cause o_f deaths. In normal times the system scarcely 
lends itself to scie?~c accuracy and in 1942. and ~943 other factors ~alOng 
for errors and oiDlSSions were mtroduced. ·In certam places the sa.lanes of 
chowkidars were not paid and they deserted their posts to obtain work on 
military projects and aerodromes. During the famine · chowkidars '\'liere not 
immune from starvation and disease and some of them died. The replacement 
of dead and vanished chowkidars was no easy matter and several weeks or 
months might elapse befor~ successors, could be found, during which· oeaths 
presumably went unrecorded. Further, in the he~ghf of the famine tliousands 
of people left their homes anci wandered across ~he countryside in search of 
food. Many died by the road-side-witness the skulls and. bones which were 
to be seen there in the months following the famine. Deaths occurring. ln. such 
circumstances would cerlainly ·not be recorded in the statistics of the 
Director of Public Health. · 

5. There was a remarkable fall in 1943, in the number of deaths recorded 
Jn infante under one month. Deaths in this age group numbered 101,406, 
-the quinquennial average being 138, 78{}--a decrease of 26· 8' per cent. This 
·reduction in neo-natal mortality may be to a considerable extent due. to a fall 
in the number of live births; the recorded birth-rate actually fell from 28·0 
·(quinquennial average) to 18'8 per mille. It seems probable, however, that 
during the famine a large proportic~m of deaths of infants under one month 
-was not recorded and that a simil!ir factor operated in the reported fall in 'the 
·.birth-rate. The lower mortality reported in infants under one month-an age 
group whicq · normally makes a large contribution to total mortality-must 
be borne in mind in assessing the number of deaths by comparing deaths in 1943 

·with the quinquennial average. 

6. At the end of 1943 a considerable effort was made, by civil and military 
·medical authorities, to improve the registration of deaths. Emergency medical 
·:workers were instructed to supervise the recording of deaths by chowkid.ars 
and to check and accelerate the whole system. The result was an unquestion
able improvement in the collection of mortality statistics and the :figures for 
the first half of 1944, can probably be regarded as reasonably accurate. A 
graph showing recorded mortality, month by month, is given on page 113. H 
~s significanl; that there was a. fall in January 1944, after registration had been 
unproved. No doubt the actual number of deaths fell at this stage owin$ to 
ihe provision of food supplies, but the health situation remained very senous. 
If the figures recorded in 1943 were a gross under-estimate (e.g., half tbe 
acfnal number of deaths) one would expect that any real fall in the death-rate 
in January would be offset by the greater accuracy of ,regis'tration, and thai. 
the result would have been a rise in r.ecorded mortality. • 

7. In spiTe of the conditions produced by the famine, there wa.s,no universal 
breakdown in 1943 in the system of recording deaths. We made careful 
inquiries on this point from local officials and· other witnesses. After due 
conr;ideraHon of the available facl,s we are of the opinion 'thati the number 
of deaths in excess of the average in 1943 was of the order of one million
that is, some 40 per cen£, in excess of the officially recoraed mortality. We have 
f?tmd no valid reason for accepting estimates in excess of this figure. On the 
other hand, the high excess mortality in 1944 musll be added to the toll of 

1The c1wwl.:idar or village watchman is a part-time village servant, usually illiterate, 
and paid about Rs. 6 or Rs. 7 a month. 
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mortality.. On this oasis we must conclude that about 1·5 million deaths. 
occurred as a direct resul~ of the famine and ~he- epidemic~t which followed in.. 
jts ~ain. 

C.-AGE AND SEX MORTALITY 

8. Various views were expressed to the Commission as regards phe age and. 
sex groups on which mortality fell most heavily. In some areas women and. 
children appeared to_ be the principal victims, since many of the men had. 
left home to seek employment elsewhere. '!'he destitutes who thronged the 
relief kitchens in Calcutta and other centres seemed to be for the most part 
children, women, and old people of both sexes, and mortality among such. 
wandering destitutes was high. On the other hand, opinions were given that in 
villages from which little or no migration took place, more men died than 
women. The effect of the famine on the age distribution of the population of 
Bengal is a question which deserves careful investigation. In view of errors
and omissions in the recording of deaths to which previous reference has been 
made, it is, however, by no means easy to reach satisfactory conclusions. The 
data available for study include the public health statistics for 1943 and the 
results of various inquiries on sample groups submitted to the Commission. 

9. Male and female deaths reported iri 1943 numbered 998,428 and 875,321 
respectively, a difference of 123,107 to the disadvantage of males. Actually: 
more male than female deaths are normally reported in Bengal, which is due
to the higher proportion of males in the population, and to the excess of male 
births (108 male to 100 female), which leads to more deaths among infants
of the male sex.l If, however, the average number of male and female deaths. 
in the previous quinquennium is compared with the figures for 1943, it is
found that thA increase in male deaths was 62·5 per cent, as co~pared with. 
53-2 per cent in the case of female deaths. The preponderance of male deaths
is confirmed by a sample survey carried out in various rural areas by Mr .. 
T. C. Das, Lecturer in Social Anthropology, University of Calcutta. Of 4,833 
deaths investigated, 56'7 per cent were male and 42·3 per cent female. The 
same trend is shown in the records of deaths in famine hospitals in variou~ 
centres. 

10. The excess in male deaths was more marked in the adult age groups. 
Up to 10 years the increase in mortality was almost equal in both sexes. In 
the age group 10 to 15, the rise in the number of male deaths was somewha~ 
greater than in the case of female deaths, but the difference is not striking. 
In the groups between 10 and 60, 515,290 deaths in males were recorded as: 
against 439,273 in females, the percentage increases in mortality over the· 
quinquennial average being as follows:-

Age group Percentage increMe over quinquennia'1' 
• at•erage of deaths in 1943. 

Male Female 

15-20 98·3 48•8 

20-30 82·9 59•1 

30-40 98·8 88•9 

40-50 103•6 90•9 

50-60 ! 93•!! 76•3 

IThe Census Report of 1941 gives 32,360,401 males and 29,099,976 female3. 
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11. It must, however, be mentioned that the results of a series of sample 
inquiries in rural areas, analysed by Professor P. C. Mahala.nobis, Statistical 
Laboratory, Presidency College, Calcutta, are not in agreement with the· 
provincial sex mortality · data. The investigation covered 2,622 families. 
(I::s,652 individuals), inhabiting villages in 7 sub-divisions. In the groups as a. 
whole, the percentage mortality among females in 1943 was higher than the per
centage mortality among males. (Infants of both sexes below one year were
left out of the calculation). There was, however, considerable irregularity in. 
the proportionate sex mortality in the various sub-divisions, and in some· 
sub-divisions· the male mortality, on a percentage basis, exceeded the· 
female. The aggregate figures are infl.uented by the data from one· sub-division.: 
in which, for some reason, female deaths greatly exceeded male deaths. 

12. As regards mortality by age, the decrease in the reported number of' 
deaths in infants under one month has alr~ady been referred to. The number
of deaths in infants aged 1 to 12 months increased, but the total deaths under 
one year declined as a result of the reported fall in neo-natal mortality. A. 
large number of deaths occurred in the age groups 1 to 5 and 5 to 10. The 
number of deaths in old people over 60 was also high, 247,556 as compared· 
with the quinquennial average of 154,405. The age groups 1 to 10 and 60 imd' 
over contributed between them 274,810 of the excess deaths in 1943, but since· 
the mortality in these groups is normally high, their flXCess mortality was, 
slightly lower than that in the in~ermediate age groups. 

13. Mortality in Calcutta ,in 1943 shows different trends from those showrr 
by the data for the whole province. The proportionate increase in male and 
female deaths was reversed, the former being 52'7 per cent in excess of ~he
quinquennial average and the latter, 72·2 per cent: The perctntage increase· 
in female deaths exceeded that in IQale deaths in almost all .the age groups •. 
'l'he total number of male deaths report~d was greater than that of female
deaths, but this is due to the preponderance of males in the industrial popula.-· 
tion of Calcutta. According to the 1941 census, males in Calcutta out
numbered females by about two to one. 

14. The greatest excess mortality in Calcutta was recorded in the age groups: 
1 to 5, 5 to 10, and over 60, the percentage increase in mortality in -these gro~ps 
bein~ 223·1, 85·1 and 192·6 respect-ively~ The mortality statistics thus con
firm the impression that women, children, and old people were in the majori£y 
in the famine-stricken population which sought food and relief in the capital. 
It may be added that the recording of deaths in Calcutta is likely ~o be more 
accurate 'than elsewhere in Bengal, since no dead body can be disposed of by
cremation or burial without notifying the municipal health authorities. 

15. Finally, attention should be drawn to one factor which may influence 
the records of age and sex mortality in the districts. Omissions in the registra· 
tion of deaths may not have been equal1y distributed in the different age and 
Rex groups. We have referred to unrecorded road-side deaths. I£ is noil un
likely that these included more women and children than men. 

16. The above analysis is based largely on the mortality. figures of the 
Public Health Department as they stand. The quotation of recorded mortality 
figures, including digifs down to the tens and hundreds, and the .calculation of 
percentages 'fo one place of decimals, tends to give a false air of accuracy. 
We must again emphasize that all the figures given are inaccurate and should 
not be regarded as indicating inore than general trends in mortality. 
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17. We incline to the view that in the province as a whole famine mor-
tality was greater among men than in women. There were, however, un

.doubtedly places such as Calcutta where the reverse was the case. Assuming 

. the higher male mortality to be a fact, it is by no means easy to suggest reasons 
.for it. Possibly men, with larger food requirements than women, suffered 
.more acutely as food supplies dwindled away to nothing. Men may have 
.attempted, more often than women, to remain at work in spite of increasing 
·starvation, and thus used up their bodily reserves more rapidly. Again, women 
. and children may have sought relief at food kitchens more readily than men . 
. It is known that large numbers of families have been deprived of their bread
.-winners and large numbers of wom~n ·have been left widows. Responsibility 
for the care of t.he widows and orphans of the famine has been accepted by 
·Government as par,. of the rehabilitation programme. Our tentative conclusions 
,about sex mortality emphasize the extent of the task involved. 

18. A considerable fal) in the birth-rate must unquestionably hav~ occurred. 
This effect of famine is referred to in earlier reports on famine in India. Thus, 

1t was said that in Orissa in 1866 and 1867, the birth-rate was reduced almost 
to nothing. According to a report on the Madr.as famine of 1876-7, in 9 famine 
districts the birth-rate fell from 26 per mille in 1876 to 20·3 per mille in 1877, 
and ~ 13"8 in 1878. The number of births in these two years was calculated as 

being 200,000 less than in two average years. Jn certain districts the birth-rate 
fell to 4 to 5 per mille. The reported fall in. the birth-rate in Bengal in 1943 
from 28·0 (quinquennial average) to 18·8 means a loss of 500,000 to 600,000 
births. While the accuracy of j;his figure may be questioned, there is no 

:reason to doubt that births were greatly decreased in the Bengal famine, as 
in earlier famines. The decrease will influence the age_ composition of the 
·population in .future yea:rs and the curve of population growth. The latfer 
·will, of course, also be affected by the total famine mortality, and notably by 
'the mortality among females .of all age·s up to the end of the child-bearing 
·period. 

19. The falling-off in the number of live births during famine is presumably 
aue largely to an increase in the incidence of abortion, miscarriage, and still-birth 
resulting from malnutr,ition and disease. It is well known that a wom!in 's 
capacity to bear living children is impaired by malnutrition, while malaria 
frequently leads to abortion. The disruption of family life must also be an 
operative factor, particularly in the later stages of famine. 

D.-GOURSE OF MORTALITY 

'20. In May and June, 1943, the death rate began to rise in the districts 
of Rangpur, Mymensingh, Bakarganj, Chittagong, Noakhali, and Tipperah. The 
most striking increase was in Chittagong and the neighbouring district of 
Noakhali, where, after a steep rise in May,- the number of deaths was twice 
the quinquennial average in June, and 3 to 4 times the average in July. It was 
in fact in these districts that the famine first made itself evident. In July 
the reported death-rate was above the average in all districts except Hooghly, 
Jessore, and 1\falda. but the rise was of a comparatively small ordet:. From 
August onwards, 'the number of deaths rose rapidly, reaching its· peak in 
December. The actual numbers recorded monthly are shown below, in com
parison with t,he quinquennial average. It will be noted that the famine 
mortality curve follows the quinquennial mortality curve, which also attrtined its 
highet~t point in December. This suggests that during the last few months of the 
year, the presence of famine accentuated the lethal effect of disease present in 
lesser degre(> in normal times. 



MORTALITY 

lit;:: - of monthly deaths . reported m Bengal from July 1943 to June 1944, 
comparred wtth the average· zn the previous quinquennium. 
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21. The death-rate in Calcutta, unlike that in the province as a whole~ 
reached its peak in October, 1943. The decrease in November and December 
was no doubt due to the distribution of food, the increase in hospi~al accom
modation, the better care and treatment of patients, and the removal of 
des~itutes ~ camps outside the city. --

22. Study of the mor~ality recorded in the various districts in !Bengal in 
1943 and 1944, reveals some important facts. Some districts are normally 
surplus in rice supplies, others deficit, while a i;hird group is more or less self
supporting. In 1943, the usual order in this respect was disturbed in various. 
ways. Thus, Midnapore is normally a surplus district and was taken as such 
for purposes of the Bengal Government's Procurement Scheme in 1944. In 
1943,: !however; it was. heavily deficit as a result of the cyclone, which produced 
famine conditions and serious health problems in certain districts before ~e 
great famine began. Again, rice supplies in various districts which- are 
normally suipfus, notably certain districts in West Bengal, were reduced as 
a result of the short crop. No satisfactory information about rice supplies in 
any district, in relation to the needs of the population, is in fact available. It 
is thus difficult to compare mortality and the degree of scarcity district _ by 
district. Comparison is also affected by the migration of famine victims, who 
in general tended to wander from the worst areas to places where they had at 
least some hope of obtaining food. 

23. In spite of these facts-to which must be added the general inaccuracy 
of the mortality figures--certain rough coi}clusions can be drawn. Early in 
1943, certain districts were regarded as "buying areas" by the Government of 
Bengal. These were: Bakarganj, Burdwan, Birbhum, Bogra, Dinajpur, 
Jalpaiguri, Maida, and Rajshahi. It is impossible to say how far these districts 
were genuinely surplus; in Burdwan, for ·example, crops in two sub-division;; 
had been damaged in 1942 and 1943, by insect pests and :flood. Bu'ti at least 
scarcity was less acute in them than in certain other parts of the province. 
Chittagong, Dacca, Faridpur, Tipperah, and Noakhali, normally deficit areas, 
were unquestionably seriously short of supplies in the famine year. The excess 
mortality recorded in these districts in 1943 was in general considerably higher 
than in the buying areas. It ranged from 51·1 per cent in Faridpur to 121·0 
per cent in Chittagong, the excess in Tipperah, Dacca, and Noakhali being 
118·6, S& '7, and 95·9 per cent respectively. In the districts declared buying 
areas, excess mortality ranged from 2·8 per cent (Malda) to 60-5 per cent 
(Birbhum). In none of the others did it exceed 45 per c~nt. In the remaining 
districts of Bengal. excess mortality exceeded 50 per cent in Mursihidabad (965), 
Howrah (71'5), 24-Parganas (7tH), Midnapore (5&1), !Rangpur {55;4), and 
Nadia (82·4). Of these, M;idnapore was in a special position, while Howrah 
and 24-Parganas, which are near Calcutt~, were subject to the drain of the 
Calcutta demand. 24-Parganas had also suffered to some extent from the 
cyclone. In certain sub-divisions of Murshidabad, the aman crop of 1943-44, 
was a total failure. In the Nilphamari sub-division of Rangpur, there had been 
failure of crops for 2 successive years as a result of drought. 

24. Thus, in a veey broad way, mortality during the :first six months of the 
famine was related to the degree of local scarcity. Buii in almost all the 
'districts, whatever their position as regards production and supplies of rice. 
~here was some increase in the death-rate. The rise in price was gener-al 
throughou1i Bengal and led to starvation even in districts which were noti 
ob"'{iously deficient in their total supplies. Further, epidemic diseases were 
no·ti confined to the areas in which food shortage was most acute. 

25. In the :first six months of 1944 there was a general rise in the death
t'!lte in the districis which had not suffered severely in 1943, while it continued 
on a high level in most of the lat~er. In Birbhum, ,D~~c~, Rangpur~ ~-! 
Parganas, 1\furshidabau, Maida, and T1pperah, excess mortality m the :firsti S!X 
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months of 1944 exceeded 90 per cent Tipperah, Rangpur, Malda, and Dacca. 
being the worst affected. In all the other districts,· except Darjeeling whicli js 
an isolated hill district dissimilar in nature to the rest of Bengal, it ranged 
from 26 to 86 per cent. A very appreciable fall in excess mortality occurred 
in Chittagong (31·3 per cent, as compared with 204·1 in the previous six. 
months), but in Tipperah the death-rate remained extremely high, being 111·3 
per cent, in' excess of the quinquennial average. Of all districts in Bengal, 
Tipperah suffered most severely during the famine. 

The mortality figures show that almost the whole of Bengal, in greater or 
lesser degree, was affected by the famine and the. outbreaks of epidemic 
disease associated with it. The extent of the area involved made the problem 
of combating epidemics and providing medical relief an enormous one. 



CHAPTER H.-CAUSES OF DISEASE AND MORTALITY 

A.-HEALTH PREVIOUS TO THE FAMINE 

1. In normal times, malaria, cholera, and small-pox are endemic in Bengal 
and serious epidemics of these diseases are of frequent occurrence. The state of 
nutrition of a considerable section of the population was poor. The same can 
of course be said of many other parts .of India. The calamity of famine fell en 
a population with low physical reserves and· circumstances were favourable for a 
flare-up of epidemic disease. The association between heaith conditions in 
normal times and the high famine mortality must be underlin~d . 

.B.-LACK OF FOOD 

2. A high proportion of the deaths which took place in the early stages of the 
famine can best be described as deaths from starvation. It is true that disease 
of some kind or another was usually present in starving patients, adding to the 
seriousness of their condition. Very commonly such patients suffered from 
"famine diarrhoea", often seen as an uncontrollable diarrhoea which led to 
dehydration, rapid weakening and death. Other kinds of disease -were also 
frequently present in starving destitutes. There was a considerable excess 
mortality from malaria and cholera as early as July, 1943. The difference 
between death from simple starvation and death occurring in a starved indivi
dual who is suffering from disease is of medical interest, ·but a negligible 
difference when the broad facts of famine mortality are under consideration. 

3. We can perhaps roughly distinguish between two phases of famine mor
tality and disea.se. During the first months of the famine, the emphasis was on 
starvation, with or without coincident disease. as a cause of death. At a 
somewhat later stage, epidemic diseases took precedence over starvation. The 
peak in' cholera mortality occurred in October and November 1943, while in the 
case of malaria December stands out as the worst month. By the end of the 
year, with the reaping of the amaw crop, and the provision of food to the famine 
. victim~ through the medium of relief kitchens, etc., deaths from sheer starva
tion diminished. · When this stage was reached the main medical and public 
health problem became that of epidemic disease, notably malaria. But even 
when relief measures had been in operation for some time, and adequate fo'Jd 
supplies for the province as a whole were available, the recovery of sections of 

·the population from under-and mal-nutrition was slow, and survivors belong
ing to the classes affected remained in a poor state of health. Throughout the 
fal'lline the provision of suitable nourishment to patients in famine hosp:tul;; 
was of primary importance in treatment, although it was in the early sta.5es 
that the prob_lem of resuscitating cases of starvation by suitable therapeutic 
measu_res was most acute. 

!.-DISEASE IN CALCUTTA FAMINE HOSPITALS. 

4'. Epidemic diseases were. prevalent among famine victims in Calcutta as 
in other parts of Bengal. For example, investigations carried out in Calcutta 
towards the end of 194H showed that some 40 per cen~ of destitute· p~ttients 
harboured malaria parasites. But in ~eneral the picture seen in the Calcutta 
emergencv hospitals from Au.gust to November 1943 was that oi acute s£arva
tion and its effects. Many of the patients in. the hospitals were picked up on 
the streets in a state of extreme weakness and collapse, often on the point of 
death. Th~y were for the most par't emacia'U:ld to such a degree that the 
description "living skeletons" was justifiablE' Weight was often !'lduced by 

]]6 
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as much as one-third of the normal; that of men who normally weighed 120 to 
130 lbs. fell to 80 to 90 lbs. When this degree of emaciation is reached, as 
Alexander Porter points out in his book "The Diseases of the Madras Famine of 
1877-8", "life is held by a slender thread which the least untoward circumstance 
is sufficient to snap.' 

5. Many suffered from mental disorientation, showing a very marked degree 
of apathy and indifference to their surroundings. When taken to hospital,· such 
patients made li-ttle effort to help themselves !}nd received medical attention 
with an indifference ~hich sometimes .amounted to passive obstruction. They 
did not care how dirty or naked they were. · l'hose with famine diarrhoea would 
repeatedly soil their beds and pay no attention ·11<> the protests of the attendants. 
In a few cases maniacal symptoms were present. ·· The mental state of many 
starving destitutes indeed sometimes disconcerted workers in famine hos~tals, 
who were not aware that it was a pathological con!lition induced by starvation. 
There was some tendency to regard starvation ca,ses as needlessly dirty aud 
uncooperative and, since they made little effort to help theJDselves, not worth 
helping. Actually,· the clouding of the mind induced by starv~tion cleared in 
a few days, if the patient could 6e rallied by suitable dietary and medical treat
ment. 

6. The exact causes of so-called "famine diarrhoea'' are at present unknowlil. 
They may include the following: 

(a) Unsuitable food' which is not digested and leads (<> irritation of the intes• 
tinea. The spectacle of starving destitutes ransacking refuse bins was common 
in Calcutta during the height of the famine. 

(b) Impairment of the digestive .f;mctiomi of the intestines, and actual anato
mical changes in the intestinal wall, due to the consumption of a diet grossly 
inadequate in quantity and defective in quality. 

(c) Infectio0: with dysenteric organisms. 

A high death rate from "dysentery and diarrhoea., has been ·reported in 
earlier famines. in India. In the nineteenth century, the term "famine 
diarrhoea" was often used. If the recorded ·mortality from dysentery alld 
diarrhoea during the course of earlier famines is· studied, it is found that the 
number of deaths ascribed to this cause rose and fell according to the severity 
?f famine conditions, that is, the· degree of starvation. A similar phenomenon 
IS observable in the mortality statistics of Ca:Icutta during the .second half of 
1943. When the famine was at its worst, famine diarrhoea· was perhaJ!s· the 
most formidable problem with which the medical relief agencies had to deal. 

7. Many patients showed famine oedema or dropsy; the dropsical swelling 
often masking the gross underlying emaciation:. Dropsy invariably makei:l its 
appearance under famine ·conditions; for example, it was widely prevalent in 
the under-fed population of Central Europe during and jusf after the last war. 
Protein deficiency is usually considered to be the chief cause. In the Bengal 
famine victims, it was often associated with anaemia. .Ap interesting observa
tion was that malaria not infrequently developed in patients who had rallied 
after a few days' stay in hospital. The temperature would rise and malaria 
parasites would be found in the blood. This may be explained in two wavs : 
either the parasite was unable to multiply in a starved body and revived rogether 
with its host. or during the phase of starvation, it was present as in the later 
febrile stage, but. owing to the low state of the patient, producea no febrile 
reaction. 

Anaem1a was prevalent in patients in famine hospitals at all stages' of the. 
famine. This was no doubt largely due to the combined effects of under.,nutri-
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8. The treatment of cases of acute starvation cannot be considered in Jet.ail 
m this report. A research unit in Calcutta, financed bv the Indian Research 
Fund Association, made a study of this subject and u published .· a brochure 
entitled "The Treatment and ;M:anagement of Statving Sick Destitutes", which 
c?ntains mu~h useful. info~mation. The essentials of treatment are the provi
SIOn of nounshment m. smtable form and good nursing. Nutritious food must 
be administered at first in small quantities and then in gradually increasing 
amounts as the patient recovers. Good res}llts were obtained in cases of severe 
inanition by the injection of "proi;ein hydrolysate'', an extract of meat con
taining protein in pre-digested form. Dis~ase present in starving patients must 
of cours~ be appropriately treated. 

9. Many collapsed cases admit~ed to the Calcutta "hospitals died within a 
few .hours. Probably no form of treatment could have saved tliem. Some
times very weak patients survived for a. few days in hospital and appeared to he 
rallying when they suddenly died. This phenomenon, which was observed by 
Alexander Porter in the Madras famine of 1877-8, illustrates his remark that in 
the circumstance:s "life is held by a slender thread". 

10. Starv~ng dest!tutes di~ not show vitaX:Uin deficiency diseases, which nre 
usually assoCiated w1th chrome malnutrition, with the emphasis on qualitative 
rather than quantitative defects in the diet. The rarity of such diseases 
throughout the famine was somewhat surprising. In general, the condition of 
dest.itutes in Calcutta:-and no doubt in other centres-in, the early stages of the 
famme was indicative of acute starvation, into which they had fallen within 
the space of 2 to 3 months, and not of prolonged under-nutrition. The desti
tutes who left their homes to seek relief were not simply short of food. Tb2y 
had no food. This is consonant with other facts on record about the onseti of 
the famine. -

D.-DISEASE TAKES PRECEDENCE OVER STARVATION. 

11. From about December onwards, there was a change in the clinical picture 
seen in famine hospitals. Most of the beds were filled with cases of malaria. The 
number of cases of famine oedema gradually diminished during the early months 
of 1944. Cases of acute starvation and extreme emaciation became relatively 
rare. Patients in general were thin and weak, and obviously required plenty of 
nourishing food to· restor~ them to health. The majority were anaemic. There 
was, however, a genuine improvemenil in the state of nutrition. Cases of 
dysentery were frequent, but the "famine diarrhoea'' which was so serious a pro
blem in the earlier part of the famine, largely disappeared. Scabies a skin 
<Iisease, became almost universal' among destitutes in famine camps and hospi
tals. In many cases the greater part of the skin surface was involved in the lesions 
of scabies, complicated by impetigo and localised septic infection. The epidemic 
of scabies ·was probably due to various causes. In the first place, c,onditions 
of life among destitutes, e.g., lack of clean clothing, lack of opportunity for 
washing, overcrowding or close contact in famine camps, etc., facilitated the 
transmission of the infecting agent. It has also been suggested that lack of 
<li1 for inunction of the skin was an important factor. Secondly, the unhe~Itby 
-state of the skin itself, resulting from malnutrition, perhaps reduced its re. 
sistance tc. secondary infection. It is worth adding that healthy famine relief 
workers sometimes contracted scabies in the course of their work and that in 
general the disease in dj:lstitutes responded to the familiar treatmen£ with sul
phur ointment. 

12. Another condition which was common in famine hospitals was "£ropica1 
ulcer" or "Naga sore", a.n ulcer of the skin and subcutaneous tissues usua1ly 
situated in the anterior aspect of the lower part of the leg or the ankle. It 
usually begins with some slight wound or abrasion which refuses to heal. In 
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normal times tropical ulcer is common amoug plantation labourers who are in a 
poor state of nutrition and' anaemic as a result ·of malaria and hookworm. Pre
sumably malaria_ and malnutrition were resp~nsible for its prevalence during the 
Bengal famine. 

·A good deal of Kala-azar was seen in the famine hospitals and some doctor~ 
think that its prevalenM'mcreased .in 1944. There were a few cases of cancrum 
-oris-a distressing condition in which tissu-es in -the-lleighbourhood of the mouth 
putrefy and are destroyed. In the Russian famine of 1920, cancrum oris--~~ 
wictespread, but for some reason it was not common in the Bengal fainine. 

It was anticipated that with the onset of the cold weather there would be 
numerous deaths from pneumonia. This, however, did not occur; there was 
very little pneumonia. Again, eye-disease of various kinds often results from 
malnutrition and vitamin deficienc~ but eye-disease was rare in patients in 
famine hospitals and out-patient clinics. The 1·elatiye absence of vitamin defi
ciency disease has previously been mentioned. T~is again was contrary to 
-expectation, since. a high incidence of such disease . had been pr6phezied as 
acute starvation gave place to more chronic malnutrition. In fact, the picture 
of disease in the Bengal famine failed in many respects to conform to the 
anticipations of doctors and nutrition experts. 

E.-EPIDEMICS 

(i) Mortality. 
13. Severe epidemics of malaria, small-pox and cholera were associated with 

the famine. The malaria season in Bengal normally extends from July to 
December. A severe and widespread epidemic, begmning in June, occurred 
-during the latter half of 1943, reachip.g its peak in December and continuing in 
1944. From July to December 194tl, 479,039 deaths from malaria were re
eorded, an excess of 266,208 deaths (125·1 per cent) over -the quinquennial 
average. In the first 6 months of .1944, malaria mortality figures were of the 
same order; 400,901 deaths were recorded, which was 223,664 deaths (126·1 per 
cent) above the· average.· Excess deaths from malaria accounted for 41·5. per 
cent of excess deaths in 1943 and 53·0 'per cent of excess deaths from January 
to June 1944. In December 1943, the reported deaths from malaria were 202·6 
pPr cent in excess of the quinquennial average.. 

14. Certain districts suffered more severely than ouners. · Tne 1argesli num
ber of malaria deaths was recorded in Nadia, Murshidabad, Mymensingh, Farid
pur, and Tipperah. As regards percentage increase over the quinquennial, 
average, Howrah, Murshidabad, Dacca and Tipperah head the list. While in 
general mortality from malaria was exceptionally high in the admittedly deficifi 
districts previously mentioned, the epidemic affected all districts in greater or 
lesser degree. 

We re&lise that the figures of malari~ mortality are likely to be inaccurate, 
and more inaccurate in 1943 than in 1944. For the certain diagnosis of malarh, 
which may be confused with other fevers, a blood. examination is necessary aud 
~he proportion of cases in which this was done was of course infinitesimal. The 
figures, however, suffice to show tha.t a niosti formidable epidemic of malaria 
was associated with the famine, and indicate its general course. Bengal is 
normally a very malarial province, having in fact the highest incidence of 
malaria of any province in India except the small province of Coorg. But nn 
epidemic approaching in severity that of 1943-4 has occurred within its recent 
history. 

15. 'rhPre was no abnormal rise iri mor£ality from cholera in the first half 
of 1943. The epidemic began in July and reached its peak in Octooer-Nov~m
ber. In Bengal, March and April are normally the months of _highesti pr~
valence.. After November there was a gradual fall in cholera deaij}s, and by the 
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end of May 1944 they declined almost to the normal level. The total number 
of deaths from chOlera reported from July 1943 to June 1944 was 218,269, thaij 
is, 309·7 per cent in excess of the quinquennial average for ,1938-42. The whole . 
of Bengal was involved in the cholera · and there was no cl .correspon-
nPnce ~etween cpole~.lf morh li t~; . number 

1 c ~~e a r,· t ·'Y '~ tjd ·n , 'l,)~a , 
and oak ali. , .'; 

16. As 0 are ; 'k i th mafatja a11.'d , ah·~]era ,' WtfS .a. relaflvely· Un-
·~Or ·. llvll::•l i~:f in 1943. ' numbered 22,005, the 
<J'I.lln(},j.ltmnia av rage ·being 7,991. A severe epidemic, however, began in 
December 1943 and raged during the first half pf 1944, reaching its peak in 
M~trch and April. From June onwards it declined. During the months .T anuary 
to June 1944 the number of deaths from small-pox was 125,471, that is, 118,84! 
in excess of the average. Some 28 per ceQt of the excess mortality during this 
period is accounted for by deaths from small-pox. 

(ii) The relation of famine to the epidemics: 

17. A famine-stricken population is a sick population. Famine means not only 
lack of food in the quantitative sense but also lack of essential food constituents 
which are needed for bodily health. The functioning of every tissue and organ 
in the body is impaired by insufficiency of food. Susceptibility to infection may 
be increased, and resistance to disease when contracted will be reduced. Attack
ed by the same disease, an ill-nourished and debilitated individual is more likely 
to succumb than a healthy one. The former's response to . treatment is likely to 
be unsatisfactory. and recovery, if recovery takes place, prolonged. The disor
ganization of life produced by famine furthers the spread of disease of various 
kinds, including the major epidemic diseases. We have estimaf.ed that tliere 
were some 1·5 million deaths in excess of the average in 1943 and the first half 
of 1944. It is impossible to separate these into groups and to assign a proportion 
to starvation and under-nutrition, another proportion to epidemic disease, and 
yet another to non-epidemic disease. The famine and its effects on the life of 
the people must be held generally responsible for the high excess mortality 
recorded under all the headings in the morlnlity tables. 

18. The relation between epidemics and famine requires, however, more 
dPtailed discussion. The Commission was specifically asked to report on the 
causes and prevention of epidemics in famine. We must slso inquire how far 
mortality . in the Bengal famine could have b~en reduced by effective public 
health measures. The problem of famine disease and its prevention was dis~ 
cussed by the. F~mine Commission of 1901 whose views, given below, are worthy 
of close !J.ttention: 

"Before we consider, as required by our instructions, 'in whaii manner '!ihe 
famine affected the death rate of the various provinces and districts' and enquire 
into 'the causes of any variation', it is necessary fo explain our opinion of the 
connection ·with famine of the different diseases which commonly appear in ita 
course, viz., _fever, cholera, dysentery and diarrhoea, and small-pox. The last 
is inconsiderable, and only so far connecfied with famine as vaccination falls 
into. disuse owing to the engagement of the vaccinating staff on other duties. 
Dysentery and diarrhoea are peculiarly famine diseases, directly caused by in
sufficient and unwholesome food or by reduced powers of digestion and assimila
tion as the restdt of continued privation. Again, it is practically impossible to 
prevent the outbreak of cholera when large masses of men are coDecood together 
in the hot weather under_ famine conditions: but efficient organiza~ion · and 
careful sanitary ·arrangements can stay the spread of the epidemic and when 
these precautions are not. taken, a considerable shsre, all any rafie, of the re
ilt.dtl\~~. mo:tali~y ~usti . be deemed to have been preventible. Of fe-.ers it ~·n 
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c eo lie ted "' ny s 0f _sta~· tio is un-
se. 1) enteri ·o.rg nism . : ere found to be present 

· of testinai fluxes in destitute patients in Cabutta , but 
. us be remembered that a large percentage of the population is infectE-d 

with sucl:: · organisms in normal times. Even in infected cases, the condition of 
the intestines induced by· starvation may have been an important etiological 
factor. Though its underlying pathology is at present obscu.re, "famine 
diarrhoea" may be regarded as a genuine clinical entity, and an importan t cau;o e 
of mortality in the Bengal famine. It could have been prevented only by pre
venting the famine, and its effective treatment , in collapsed and emacinted 
cases, was extremely difficult. 

20. The fatality rate of almost any serious dis~ase is likely to be increased by 
undernutrition and starvation . We have, however, no satisfactory information 
about hospital fatality rates in the case of the major epidemic diseases during the 
famine. Lack of food may also facilitate the transmission of disease by increas
ing susceptibility to infection. In the case of small-pox , there is no evidence 
that this factor is operative. The epidemic during the famine can be ascribed 
to social disorganization which increased opportunities for contagion, and to the 
unprotected state. of the population, that is, the insufficient proportion vacci- · 
n'lted. The small-pox epidemic could have been largely prevented by wides
pread vaccination in previous years and up to the time when it fl ared up . 

21. As regards cholera, other factors may be involved in epidemics asso
ciated with food shortage and famine. In the conditions produced by the famine 
there was, of course, every oppqrj;unity for the pollution of water supplies and 1 

the spread of the disease through obvious channels of infection. But, npart 
from · this, two possible causes may be mentioned. In the first place , food 
shortage and famine make people more careless about what they eat and drink, 
and opportonities for infection are thereby increased. Secondly , the acia · 
J;ecretion cif the stomach tends to be diminished in people who are short of food . . 
It has been s~ggested that while the healthy stomach with its normal secretions 
may act as a barrier against the cholera vibrio , which enters the body' by the 
mouth·, the st-oma.~b of an ill-fed individual provides a less effective "acid
barrier". This, however, is speculation and is not based on satisfactory scientific 
evidence. · 

We agree with the views of the 1901 Commission that much of the cholera 
ll}ortality "must be deemed to have been preventible " . Apart from the disin
fection and purification of water supplies, public health workers ha:ve ~o-dav at 
their -disposal another weapon against cholera in the shape of cholera vaccine. 
A 'cbolera , epidemic can be checked, even in a famine-stricken population , by 
familiar sanitary methods and b? the inoculation of vaccine on a wide scale. 
We shall inquire later whether the anti-cholera measures in the famine were · 
~- fa.ct. adequate and efficient. ·. 

22. The relation between malaria and famine is a more complica ted pro
blem.• As ·regards fatality', medical witnesses told us that destitutes ~ttacked 
~y malaria often failed to respond· to appropriate treatmen~ and succumbed 
rea.dily to. the disease, while healthy people attacked by malaria in the same · 
are~ recovered after treatment in the usual way. This would cori.forrn to the 
views of the 1901 Famine Commission and of earlier Famine Commissions on · 
"fevers'' ·and famine. Malaria is the most prevalent' and lethal of the "fevers" 
both in normal and famine times in India. Fulminant epidemics of malaria ._. 
~ave often been assooiatsd with food scarci£y and famine. To give one example, 
In 1897, an epidemic of . fever, occurring in famine districts in the Cen'fral' 
Provinces, was the subject .of a special inquiry. The theory was advanced that: 
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·the fever was . .o1 a "specially malignant type'' but this was not supported by 
'the majority of observers. ".Almo£:-t ..all the medical officers employed agreed 
. in holding that the fever was ordinary malaria fevtr, which. _though it attacked 
all classes more or less, was specially fatal only in the case of those who h.ad 

:suffered from privation. "1 

Fever epidemics in typical Indian famines due to drought have followed a 
somewhat different course "from malaria in the Bengal famine. They have tended 
to occur after the famine had been relieved, when the long delayed rains had 
arrived ana:the people were returning to their normal village occupations. 
During the height of' a ''drought famine''. the parching of the land checks 
mosquito breeding. "The rainfall, which occurs after a few years of drought 
is often excessive, giving rise to floods, and this in itself . usually creates cir
cumstances favpurable for the transmission of malaria. There s.re other 
epidemiological factors which may play a part in such outbreaks. The yea~ 
of drought preceding an epidemic may so lower anopheline density and longevity 
that little or no malaria transmission takes place for several consecutive years. 
The absence of malaria transmission during such prolonged periods allows the 
immunity of the population to fall to a low level, especially in the younger 
children, many of· whom may never have been exposed to malarial infection. 
In malaria epidemics, the mortality among children is often exceptionally 
severe and forms a high proportion of total mortality. Widespread destruction 
of cattle may result in the deviation of cattle-feeding anopbelines to man"2 . . 

S. R. Cbristopbers, in his investigations of the epidemiology of malaria in 
~he Punjab, studied the relation between famine and the disease.3 He noted 
that, of twelve great epi4emics of malaria which devastated the Punjab in the 
latter half of the nineteenth century, seven followed seasons of famine or acute 
scarcity. Taking the price of food stuffs as an index of scarcity, be found a 
high correlation between scarcity and mortality from fever; the epidemics of 
1870, 1872. 1878, 1879, 1881, 1887, 1890, 1892, 1900 and 1908 all occurred during 
periods of high prices. He found, however, an equally high correlation between 
famine and rainfall and concluded that "even.if scarcity is in reality involved 
in epidemic causation, we should not expect to find it acting in the absence 
of the necessary factor of rainfall. We must not look for the effecii of famine 
in this respect in the famine districts a~ the time of the famine. for at this time 
the essential factor, excess of rainfall, is absent". In the Punjab, years of 
-scarcity or famine were usually followed by excessive rainfall and periods of 
high prices .. 

23. These observations do not throw much light on the epidemiology of 
malaria in the Bengal famine. In Bengal there was no preceding drought 
followed by heavy rains and indeed in the water-logged delta of Bengal climatic 
conditions can have little effect on the breeding of mosquitoes. Mosquitoes 
could thrive when the famine was at its height and the epidemic raged at this 
period. I£ is, however, signific_ant that so experienced and distinguished a 
malariologist as Sir Rickart Cbristqphers should have regarded food scarcity and 
famine as being possible factors in the genesis of severe malaria epidemics. 

As in earlier famines, i£ h~ been sugg-ested that· the malaria which caused 
Fio many deaths in the Bengal famine was of an exceptionally virulent type. A 
stationary. malaria-ridden population acquires some degree of immunity to tb~ 
local stram or strains of malaria parasite. If a new strain is introduced 

1 'Report. of the Indian Famine Commission, 1898 •• 
1 R. Passmore and T. Sommerville, Journal of the 1\fal'!.ria Instit•.tte of India. 1940. 

3,447. 
1 Proceedings of the Imperial Conference, Simla, 1909. 

"Malaria in the Puni'l.h ".-Scientific l\rflm'lirs of tl)e Government of India.•No. 46. 
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immunity is weakened and the new strain may be highly virulent. In Benga~ 
-circumstances were propitious for the dissemination of unfamiliar strains; 
there was considerable migration· of sections of the population in certain areas, 

.and previous to the famine there had been an influx. of refugees from Burma, 
many of whom were malarious and may have been the carriers of exotic strains. 
It is very difficult, from the evidence available, to reach a satisfactory conclu
·sion on this point. We may, however, suggest that the high mortality rate 
from malaria can be largely accounted for without pre-supposing any change 
4n the virulence of the infecting organisms. '!'his opinion, tentatively expressed, 
is similar to that of previous Famine Commissions. 

24. Malaria control in Bengal by the prevention of mosquito breeding or 
the destruction of adult mosquitoes is a formidable problem for which no solution 
has as yet been found. Anti-malarial measures of this nature were impossible 
during the famine. The only way of mitigating the epidemic was by supplying 
anti-malarial drugs in abundance and by trea.ting l'ts many patients as possible.· 
'The main responsibility of medical and public heal"tp. authorities was to provide 
facilities for treatment. We shall revert to this question later, but it may be 
said at once that the responsibility was inadequately fulfilled. 

25. An attempt has been made in the preceding paragraphs to discuss the 
·relation between famine and epidemic diseases. The subject should not, how
-ever, be closed without reference to our present lack of knowledge of all the 
factors concerned 'in the rise and fall of epidemics and their interaction. The 
·Croonian Lecture of Professor W. W. C. Topley entitled "The Biology of 
Epidemics", given before the Royal Society in 1941, brings out the complexity 
-of the problem. It may be difficult to account satisfactorily for the cause and 
~ourse of epidemics even in a well-fed static human population, even indeed. 
m a closed colony of experimentar -Animals. To do so in the case of a sociall:J 
.(lisorganized famine-striken population is .an impossible task .. 



CHAPTER !H.-MEDICAL RELIEF AND PUBLIC HEADTH WORK 

A.-HOSPITALS AND :STAFF •. 

L .The steps taken by the Government of Bengal, with the assistance 9f 
-the Government of India and the military medical authorities, to meet the 
grave medical and public health situation created by th-e famine will be briefly 
described. During the earliest months of the famine some use was made of 
the A.R.P. medical organization, which had at its disposal a certain number 
of beds in existing hospitals and emergency A.R.P. hospitals. In the middle 
of August 1943 arrangements were made for doctors to attend to destitutes 
collapsing in the streets of .Calcutta. from starvation, and to provide hospital 
IJ.ccommodation for them. By the eud of :::ieptember, over 2,000 emergency beds 
had been opened in Calcutta and its suburbs for the treatment of sick destitutes, 
and medical staff was recruited for the emergency hospitals and wards. The 
A.R.P. medical organization in the city was pressed into service. During the 
same months orders were issued by Government to district authorities sanc
tioning the opening of emergency hospitals in such places and on such a scala 
as the emergency demanded. By January 1944 it was reported that some 
13,000 beds were available and the .number in July 1944 reached 18,250. These 
were provided largely by the construction of Relief Emergency Hospitals con· 
taining 100, ·50 and 20 beds according to local necessity. In the early months 
of 1944 "satellite treatment centres" were opened in association with 1,400 
dispen_saries, for the treatment of patients in villa.ges remote from dispensaries . 

. In November 1943 military medical resources were place9- at the disposal 
of Bengal. Military hospitals, 16 in number and situated in various centres 
throughout the province, provided 2,10() bed~ apd some 50 mobile military medical 
units were organized. The latter were subsequently replaced by civil units when 
the. military personnel was withdrawn: Mobile units, staffed for the most pad 
by medical students, were also organized ·by the Bengal Government. In 
February 1944, the number of such units was about 250, but thi~ was later 
reduce3 to 80 owing to the return of the students to colleges. 

2. Steps were taken to transfer district a~d subdivisional hosp_itals from 
the control of local authorities to that of the Provincial Government, in order 
to improve-their efficiency. In June 1944, 11 hospitals ha.d been taken over 
by the Provincial Government, 44 were on the point of being taken over and 
negotiations for the transfer of the remainder were in progress. 

3. The Director General, Indian Medical Service, visited Bengal during 
the first week of September, 1943, and made arrangements for the distribution 
of milk through the Indian Red Cross Socie_t:y; an appeal for funds for this 
purpose was made_ in the same week by the Vicerine. At a meeting of the 
Nutrition Advisory Committee, Indian Research Fund Association, held in Delhi 
on October 1st and 2nd, 1943, the famine in Bengal was discussed and imme
diate arrangements made to establish a research unit in Calcutta to study 
methods of treating cases of starvation and !amine disease. Early in October 
there were consultations in Delhi between the Minister for Public Health and 
Local Self-Government., Bengal, and the Departmeni of Education; Health and 
Lands, Government of India, about the health and medical requirements of 
Bengal, and efforts were made by the latter to obtain docfors and nurses for 

·famine work. The Director-General, I.M.S., newly appointed in October, and tha 
Public Health Commissioner with the Government of India arrived in Bengal 
in the first week of November 1943 ~o advise and assist in the organization of 
medical relief and public health measures. Other visiting experts during 19-!3 

124: 
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included the· Director of Medical Services in the Army, the Director, Malaria 
Institute of India, and $"e Director of Nutrition Research. 

4. In November 1943 an I.M:s. officer was made available to the Bengal 
Government for the post of .Director of Public Health to replace, in the interests 
of efficiency, the provincial service officer previously employed. Seven !.M.S. 
officers were released from military service, and. returned to Bengal for duty 
at various dates during the first half of 1944. They were mostly employed 
as Civil Surgeons. The military authorities, . in November 1943, lent the 
services of one Assistant Director of Hygiene, 10 Deputy Assistant Directors 
of Hygiene, and 56 medical officers for employment as health officers in sub
divisions. A senior officer was appointed as Medical Adviser for Famine Relief. 
The Assistant Director of Hygiene was concerned with general supervj.sion, 
the Deputy Assistant Directors of Hygiene assumed the duties of Assistant; 
Directors of Public Health in various parts of the province, and the medical 
:>fficers were employed as health officers in sub-divisions. The duties of the 
additional health staff included the improvement of village sanitation and disin
rection of water supplies, the carrying out of inoculations and vaccinations, the· 
treatment of malaria cases, and the supervision of the work of the subordinate 
public health staff. They· were also instructed to ensure the prompt reporting 
)f ,·ital statistics to the Director of Public Health. Before they proceeded to: 
Ghe districts the officers were given a brief course of instruction at the Health 
Unit in Singur, an organization attached to the All-India Institute of Hygiene 
md Publc Health. 

· At the end.of May 1944 it became necessary, owing to military requirements, 
:o withdraw part of this staff, but two Deputy Assistant Directors of Hygiene 
md 40 mi!.;tary sub-divisional officers were left with the Government of Ben"'al· 
:u give time fm arrangements to bd.\:nade to replace them. 

0 

5. There was great difficulty in obtaining enough civilian medical officers 
:>f satisfactory calibre to meet the emergency. Other provinces were approach•. 
ed to supply medical officers, but since . the medical cadres of all provinces 
1ad been depleted by the release of medical officers for service with the. 
U'Illy, little help was forthcmping .. The Central Provinces provided 2 .medical 
:>fficers, and the Government of Burma lent ihe services of .27 doctot:s whO. 
1\·ere in India awaiting the reconquest of Burma and return to their own duties. 
The attempts of the Government of Bengal to recruit riledicaiofficers within 
:he province were far from successful. It · was found that doctors were' 
~eluctant to serve in rural areas under the conditions· produced by the. f~mine, 
and moreover the pay offered was not attractive enough. There was a·. general 
increase in sickness &mong· well-to-do · people who· could afford to pay for 
medical treatment and hence ·good money" to be niade· in private practice. Up 
to Febru&ry 1944 some 160 doctors-a qui~e insufficient number-were -recruited. 
t\t the instance of the Government of India rates of pay' were increased in 
~larch, 1944, and by the end of June-328 doctors had been obtained for famine 
nedical work. This was about half the number which the Government of Bengal 
~stimated to be necessal 

6. There is a great shortage of nurses in In<!ia in 'normal times·, the r~asons 
for which need not be discussed here. In the whole country there are only 
some 7,000 trained nurses, which works out as one nurse fpr every_ .56,000 of 
the population; A large proportion of these are at present serving with the 
army. During the famine the problem of obtaining additional nurses was 
nsoluble. Neither Provincial Governments nor miss!onary ·organizations· were 
able to help. The only way to meet the em.ergency was to obtain: untra,ined 
nale and female attendants, put them in hospitals and·hope that they would' 
learn somethmg about nursing from the instructions of the doctors and practical 
experience. Clearly such 'attendants cannot be described !3-S nurses in· the' 
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usual sense of the term. The medical work of famine hospitals was handicapped. 
throughout by the lack of satisfactory nursing staff. 

7. The swe'eper is a functionary of vital imEortance in Indian hospitals, 
performing the essential tasks delegated to him by''the customs of the country. 
His services were of particular Importance in emergency hospitals without sani
tary appliances or drainage. Great difficulty was encountered in obtaining 
sweepers for the famine hospitals. Thete was a shortage of sweepers in Bengal 
owing to the demands of the military and the swollen population of Calcutta. 
Two· hundred sweepers were recruited in the United Provinces-a number· 
altogether insufficient to meet; requirements. Although their pay was nearly
double that of Bengali sweepers, a,nd the difference led to discontent among 
the latter, some of the U. P. sweepers deserted after brief service .. In the early 

· months of the famine, when many patients were suffering from diarrhoea and. 
beds and wards were continually befouled, the shortage of sweepers was almost 
as great an obstacle to the efficient running of hospitals as the shortage of 
doctors and nurses. The problem remained unsolved throughout the famine. 

B.-MEDICAL SuPPLIES. 

8. The lethal epidemic of malaria made quinine preparations and substi
tutes tlie_ most important of all drugs during :the emergency. In peace time
the normal consumption of quinine in lndia is about 200,000 lbs .. In 1943 
some 79,000 lbs. of quinine and 20,000 lbs. of cinchona febrifuge were allotted 
to Bengal. ~n 1944, 65,000 lbs. of quinine, 30,000 lbs. o£ cinchona febrifuge, 
500,000 quinine ampoules and 382 million tablets of mepacrine and quinacrine
were supplied to the province. The latter are recently introduced synthetic 
preparations, resembling the German preparation "atebrin". Mepacrine has 
been widely and successfully used by the army in the Burma campaign. Large 
amounts of anti-malarial drugs were in fact supplied to Bengal during the 
famine and the epidemic of malaria which continued throughout 1_944, the cost 
of those distributed free in 1944 being no less than Rs. 21 ,00,000. 

9. One million sulphaguanidine tablets were sent from the United Kingdom 
under arrangements made by the Secretary of State. The main use of sulpha
guanidine tablets is in the treaiment of bacillary dysentery. The effect of this 
drug on cholera is a.t present under investigation. 

10. The following supplies of vitamin tablets and preparations were obtained: 
one million compound vitamin capsules from army stocks; 50,000 vitamin 
B1 tablets from local stocks; one million vitamin B1 tablets and one million 
halibut oil capsules by air from the United Kingdom, the despatch being arranged 
by the Secretary of State: one million halibut liver oil capsules preseniied by 
Boots Pure Drug Co.; 700 gallons of shark liver oil from supplies in India. In 
the second half of 1944 a further supply of 2,900,000 composite Yitamin B 
tablets was expected from England. • 

11. The civil emergency hospitals, mobiLe units, etc., had to be supplied 
with drugs, blankets, sheets, disinfectants and other necessary articles. This 
was the responsibility of the Government of Bengal. The military units which 
came into action at the end of H~43 were fully equipped, but equipment for the 
expansion of certain military hospitals was later provided b;v The Government 
of Bengal. Additional drugs were also supplied b;v the civil authorities to 
medical units after the initial stage. Food supplies for military hospitals were 
a civil responsibility. 

Existing hospitals in Bengal were in general poorlv equipped and there 
was a deficiency in the province of most medical supplies.. so that there was 
little t·o build on in the task o£ creating hospital accommodation. Aftel" 
November 1943 the problem of medic-al relief wns taken up in earnest. 
and by· degrees the ·supplies reqnirE'n J-.:v tre h~snitn1 s -.:~·et"' obtninE'il anf 
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distributed-no easy task under war conditions. Needless ~o sa.y, t~e standard 
of equipment of the emergency hospitals was not high, but in general it suffi-
ced for the care and treatment of destitutes. The Government of India made 
available in November 1943 the services of the officer in charge of the Calcutta.. 
Medical Store Depot, his duties being to advise on the p:rocurement of medical 
supplies, and to assist in their storage and distribution, pending the comple
tion of satisfactory prpvincial arrangements for these purposes by the Govern
ment of Bengal. A Centre Store Depot was opened by the Government of 
Itengal in May 1944. The military undertook the distribution of medical· 
supplies, and after their withdrawal in April 1944 fresh difficulties were 
encountered._ ·In May the Government of Bengal reported that medical supplies. 
were adequate but that there was a breakdown in the distribution arrane:ements 
in some areas. 

C.-ANTI-EPIDEMIC MEAS'O.RES. 

12. The number of vaccinations agains£ small~pox and inoculations againsfi 
cholera carried out monthly from July 1943 to May 1944 is shown below. Th~ 
figures are those of tbe Director of Public Health. 

1943 Vaccinations 
July 
August 
September 
October • 
November 
December ...... 

· Total for July-December 1943 

1944 
.January • 
February • 
March 
April 
May 

Total for January-May 1944 

114,167 
84,167 
71,224 
72,781 

167,160 
463,738 

973,237 

Vaccinations 
1,776,166 
3,335,542 
5,139,101 
7,303,137 
5,700,030 

23,253,976 

Inoculations 
721,615 
609,306 
568,142 
762,019 
610,367 
610,854! 

3,882,303' 

Inoculations• 
945,436 

1,141,880 
2,605,882 
4,339,636 
2,595,186 

11,628,020 

By the end of May, 1944, according to these figures, over a third··of the 
population had been inocu'latP.d against smaU-pox and about one-fifth agains'fl: 
cholera. It was one of the duties of military and civil medical officers employed 
in famine relief to" carry out inoculations .and vaccinations. After very consi
derable delay, some 1,000 sanitary assistants were recruited by the Government 
of Bengal for this purpose. By October 1944 the number of inoculations and: 
vaccinations reported had reached 18 and 32 millions respectively. 

13. Bleaching powder is essential in combatin~ epidemics of cholera. It· i~· 
needed to disinfect clothing, the houses in which cholera occurs, and water
supplies. Bleaching powder has been in short supply in India during the w_ar 
and early in the war was placed under the control of an officer of the Govern-· 
ment of India, the Controller of Heavy Chemicals. Supplies required by
Provincial.Governments, local bodies, etc., could be obtained only by application· 
to this officer. In the emergency in Bengal this proved a cumbrous procedure, 
and indeed in tbe early months of the cholera epidemic little attempt was made
by the Governmtlnt or local bodies in Bengal to secure the necessary bleaching-
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powder. In November, 1943, at ~he instance of the Public Health Co~
oSioner, the Controller of Heavy Chemicals pla!;;ed 50 tons at the disposal of 
the Director of Public Heal~ . 

. 14 .. The water used for domestic purposeS' in rural Bengal comes. from tube 
wells, tanks and rivers. Cholera is readily spread by infected tank and river 
water. Tube wells, when in proper order, provide a· safe source of water supply 
v.nd do not require treatment in a ch,olera epidemic. Unfortunately a large 
-proportion of the tube wells in Bengal-on~ e~timate ~iver. to the Commi~sion
was one-third-were out of order. The smkmg, mamtenance and repall' of 
these wells are the responsibility of the District and Union Boards,· the necessary 
funds being supplied partly from their own resources and partly from Govern
ment grants. Owing to the war the price of the materials required for tube 
wells has risen steeply and local Bodies, with the limited funds at their disposal, 
were unable to kt-ep the wells in a satisfactory state. It may be added that 
there is no regular system for the inspection a.nd repair of tube wells. and 
no capable engineering staff, and the state of. the wells under the local bodies 
may be ascribed as· much to indifference and inefficiency as to lack of money. 

15. The severe cholera epidemic made the repair of tube wells a matter of 
urgent public health importance. The deficiency of wells in proper working 
order naturally .increased the use of tank and river water and thus facilitated 
cholera infection. In November 1943 the GovemmE:;nt drew the attention of all 
District Boards to the vital need of ensuring uncontaminated water supplie~ 
and called for information about t.he ·numbers of derelict tube wells and the 
quantities of materials required to put· them in order. The practical results 
of this step were negligible. In January 1944 tbe Government sanctio!led the 
expenditure of 1,500,000 rupees for the repair and maintenance of tube wells. 
Owing, however, to difficulties in obtaining materials and trt;tnsport, and other 
c~uses suggested above, work on tube wells did not begin until two months later. 
By :A:ugust 1944 some 1.'0;000 tube wells had been repaired in the various ways 
needed to make them ·Bel'viceable and a source of safe water supply. 

D.-DISTRIBUTION oF FooD 

16. In famine food "is t.he most important medicine and hence a reference to 
the provision of fooil to famine victims will not be out of place in this section 
of our report. During the second half of 1943, from August and September 
onwards, a large number of kitchens for the free distribution of cooked food were 
opened throughout- Bengal. The number reached 6,625 in the beginning of 
November and it was reckoned that during this month about 2·1 million people 
were being fed daily.. According to figures supplied by the Government of 

""Bengal, some 110,000,000 free meals were provided; this includes meals supplied 
after the Midnapore cyclone in October 1942. Free kitchens were also set up 
by charitable agenmes !n both Calcutta and the mofussil, with the emphasis 
strongly on Calcutta, where distress was most evident to the well-to-do and 
.voluntary relief workers easily obtainable. Nearly half the kitchens in Calcutta 
were run by charitable organizations. 

17. Doles of uncooked food were given on a wide scale in the districts, the 
number of recipients reaching 257,000 in November 1943. Apart from free 
d!'lles, foodgrains were sold at eheap rates to the poorest sections of the com
munity. During the period of greatest distress, 1,801 cheap grain shops were 
selling foodgrs.ins to about 492,000 families, i.e., over two million people. 
There were also canteens selling cooked food at a cheap rate and it was reckoned 
that 120,000 people took advantage of them over a long period. 

18 .. The quantities of food supplied as free doles of uncooked grains or in 
the form of gruel at the- kitchens were very mea~. J;n a circular issued by 
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the .Government of Bengal on A-ugust 20th, 1943, the following scale was laid 
down:-

Gratu.itous relief-
(a) Fl-ee gruel at 2. chataks (4 oz.) of fooa'grains per ·head. 
(b) Uncooked foodgrain "doles per head per day. 

(i) 4 chatacks (8 oz.) for adults who normally do manual wor'k·,. 
(ii) 3 chatacks (6 oz.) for other adults, and 
(iii) 2 chatacks (4 oz.) for minors ageil 2-14. 

It was added that "expectant and nursing mothers and if possible growing 
children should be given 50 per cent. more than the above, preferably as a 
second meal". In Calcutta foodgrains for gruel kitchens were provided by the 
Department of Civil Supplies, which put a Helie£ Control Officer in charge of 
the kitchens. In a note dated August 28th the ·Department of Civil .Supplies 
prescribed a rate of 3 chatacks (6 oz.) of foodgrains pe,r capita daily. 

In September, when the supply position had ·somewhat improved, it was
decided to increase the quantities of food given as gruel and doles. A correc· 
tion slip to the original instructions wns issued on September 21St, by which 
the quantity of grains in the gruel was raised to 8 oz., while the allowances 
of uncooked grains for classes (i), (ii) and· (iii) became 12, 8 and 4 .oz. respec~ 
tively. Government did not receive imy reports from Dis~rict Officers~ expressing 
their inability to introduce the new allowances for want of adequate supplies 
and presumably these were issued without delay throughout the districts. 

The gruel supplied in the kitchens usually consisted of a mixture of grains 
in which millets predominated. In Calcutta equal quantities of rice, bajra, 
jowar and dhal were included. S.<>me of the charitable organizations supplied 
more rice in the gruel when they could obtain it. Small quantities of other 
ingredients such as vegetables, spices and sugar were also usually added to 
the mixture. The gruel as issued did not at the best supply more than 600-800 
calories for adults and about half this number for children. The millets, 
nctably bajra, were unfamiliar and unpalatable food and it was widely siiated 
that they were so indigestible that they produced intestinal irritation, diarrhoe~ 
and death in numerous destitutes. 

19. Towards the end of 1943, the gruel kitchens we1·e gradually closed down 
and the feeding of destitutes ia poor houses, homes, orphanages, etc., assumed 
importance. The scales of diet varied from district to district. In some places 
they were reasonably generous; for example, in the Contai sub-division of 
Midnapore a scale for destitute homes was introduced in December 1943 
providing for an adult 16 oz. of cereals and 4 oz. of dhal, the whole diet 
yielding more than 2,000 calories. In April 1944, the question of diet scales was 
~aken ·up by Government. It waa found on investigation that the calorie value 
of the diet in relief institutions was in general much below requirements and· 
thP. Public Health Department recommended the following generous scale:-

For Ailulta 
Rice or rice and wheat • 

Pubes (Dhal) • • • • • • • 
Non-leafy vegetables (Potato, Turnip, Brinjal, 

eto.) • • • 
Leafy vejl'etables ·cabbage, sag, amaranth, 

eto.) 
Fat ani oil • • 
Salt and condiment 
Fish 

16 ounces= I lb. (wheat not to 
£xceed 8 oz.) 

3 ounces. 

6 ounces. 

2 ounces 
2 ounce•. 
In sufficient quantity. 

2 ounces. '(If not. possible 
every day, at .least every 
other day.) 
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. ~dren below 1~ years should get milk as available according to the following scale in 
addition to a proportionate amount of an adult's diet:- -

For ages 2-5 • 

For ages 6-12 

12 to 16 ounces. 

16 to 20 ounces. 

Pregnai?-t and lactating mothers should get over 12 to 16 ounces milk daily in addition to 
an adult's diet. 

E.-RosPrTAL FEEDIN<l 

~0. It has been remarked that in hospitals the provision of a good diet wa~ 
8 v~tal part of treatm~nt. The dietary treatl!lent of cases of acute starvation is 
a dlflic~lt _problem whiCh was studied by research worker& in Calcutta. Recom
men~atwns based on these findings were passed on to hospitals throughout thP. 
pr~vmc.e. It was. observed that starved patients n:>t infrequently refused the 
fl~1d diet. ap!'ropnate to their condi~ion and begged for a large meal of rice. 
~ h~n this was refu~d they sometimes absconded. Alexander Porter reports 
similar occurrences in the Madras famine of 1877-8. 

21. The- qrd~nary hospital diet provided for debilitated patients in famine 
wards and h:>~I;>Itals wa~ _by no means perfect from the standpoint of nutrition, 
b~~ the condition of patie-?ts consumin~ it usually improved and they put on 
v.e1ght.. The. standard of diet was not uniform in all hospitals and places. There 
~ere dlfliculbes of supply and some doctors in charge ofi famine hospitals made 
httle effort to overcome those and provide t'Je best diet possible in the circum

.,stances. B:ut ou the whole the famine hospital diets were not p.nsatisfactory. 

F.-1\frLK 

__ 22. The distribution of evaporated and dried milk was undertaken hy the 
Indian Red Cross Society._ At the beginning of September 1943, the army 
lianded over 200 tons of milk to the Society, and with this &Upply distribution 
was begun in Calcutta and the districts. Subsequently, generous consignments 
~ere received from abr:>ad, notably from the United States. By September 
1944 some 1,850 tons of processed milk had been supplied to Dengal. Distribu
tion was careftilly organized and the milk reached those who were most in need. 
It was given largely to infants, young children up to 10 years and expectant 
anc nursing mothers at gruel kitchens, and in hospitals, destitute homes. 
famine camps and orphanages. 

At the kitchens it proved invaluable for children who were too ill to take the 
gruel. A rigid rule was made that the milk must be consumed at the kitchen 
itself, in order to avoid the possibility of its being sold by recipients. Relief 
workers in general were struck by the improvement in under-nourished destitute 
children which took place when they were given milk for a few weeks. 

23. Transport of milk supplies from Calcutta to the districts presented con
siderable difficulties in the early months of the famine. These were alleviateJ 
when military transport became available for relief work. Hundreds of tJne of 
milk were transported to outlying places with speed and reliability. We !'ecord 
with pleasure that at one point the United States Air Force co-orerateJ. by 
flying some tons of milk to Dacca, in response to an urgent call from the District 
Magistrate. To facilitate distribution in the districts the Indian Red Cross 
Society in 1944 appointed 18 paid ~gent9. This arrangement was found to be 
more satisfactory than entrusting distribution to District Magistrates, over-
burdened by otber work. 
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24. The quantities of evaporated and dried milk distributed in Bengal mont-hl1, 
from September 1943 to June 1944 were as follows:-

1'943-September 
Oc'ober 
November 
December 

1944-January 
Fe wary 
March . . 
April ·-
May .. 
.June 

Ca!cutta 

Tons 
15 
15 
15 
10 

10" 
10 
10 
11 
11•5 
11•5 

Mofuaail 

Tons 
33 
56•75 
68 
120·5 

125•5 
122•5 
121".5 
121•5 
208 
157 

7.'o tliB ;surgeof\• 
General for 
hospitals 

'fons 

.· .. 

50 
25 
25 
17 
17 
2{) 



CHAPTER IV.-THE FAILURE TO PREVE~T HIGH MORTALITY 

1. An objective account has been given of the measures taken to provide 
~~dicul relief, check epidemics ,and supply food to the famine-strick~n popula
tion. They ·are by no means unimpressive, at least as regards their scale. A 

· very considerable effort was made by the Bengal Government to succour ~h~ 
lnillions of people affected by famine ·and disease. But clearly the various 
measures taken were on the whole unsuccessful, since the excess mortalitv 
according to our estimate may have reached 1·5 millions. The causes of the 
failure must now be critically examined. 

A.-FAMINE ANJ) HEALTH SERVICES IN GENERAL. 

2. In the story of the events leading up to the famine it has repeatedly been 
pointed out that only action, taken before a certain stage in the descent into 
catastrophe was reached, could have fully retrieved the situation. This is 
equally tme in the health sphere. Once the position as it existed in August and 
Septembt.L" 1943 had developed, with some millions of people starving, socially 
disorganized and already a prey to epidemic disease, no health service, however 
well-staffed and organized, could have prevented heavy mortality. 

We must. however, inquire whether, at the various stages of the famine, i.t 
would not have been possible to reduce mortality by more effective health 
measures. 

B.-PREVIOUS DEFECTS IN THE PUBLtC HEALTH ORGANIZATION 

3. If a public health organization is to be capable of meeting emergencies, it 
must reach a certain degree of efficiency in normal times. In Bengal the publi~ 
health services were insufficient to meet the normal needs of the population and 
the level of efficiency was low. The same can of course be said of public heaith 
organizations in all parts of India, but that in Bengal was below the standard of 
certain other provinces. The Department of Public Health and Local SeU· 

. Government (Medical) under the charge of a Minister, is responsibl!') for publi~ 
health. At the centre there is a Director of Public He.alth, who at the time 
of the famine was an officer recruited from the Provincial Service. (The post is 
not a· "reserved" !.M.S. post, though it may and has been filled by !.M.S. 
officers). The provincial health department includes 6 Assistant Directors of 
Public Health, 2 concerned with school pygiene and malaria research respective
ly and 4 for superintending public health work in the 4 Divisions.! Previous to 
the famine, three special Assistant Directors had been recruited, two for work 
in subdivisions of .the Midnapore district badly affected by the cyclone, and one 
for public health work connected with A.R.P. and Civil Defence. · In the 
malaria section thP.re Hre ·an engineer, an entomologist and a qualified assistant. 
Other officers in the provincial health department include· the Director of the 
Public Health Laboratory, the Superintendents respectively of the Bengal 
Vaccine Laboratory (for cholera vaccine), the Bengal Vaccine Institute (for 
small-pox vaccine), Maternity and Child Welfare, and Vital Statistics, and an 
Inspector of Septic Tank. Installations. In numbers the provincial health ser
vices were at about their usual strength in 1943. A post of assistant malario
l0gist was unfilled and there were two vacancies for epidemiologists. 

4. Public hl'alth work in. the districts is the responsibility of the District 
Boards. In each district there is a District Health Officer, half of whose salar.v 
is paid by Government, but who is actually a servant of the District Board. 

lThe Burdwan Division, the Presidency Division, the Rajsha.hi Division and the Decca 
and Chittagong Divi~ion. 

132 
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Subordinate health workers in the districts are also servants of the local Body 
The health organization in rural Bengal· in general may be illustrat;ed by des
cribing the organization in a typical district-Dacca. The population of Dacca 
is some 4·5 millions and its area 2,738 square miles. There is a District Health 
Officer at district headquarters on a salary grade of Rs. 300--20--500 per month, 
the present holder of the post having reached his maximum salary in 1932. The 
.district is divided into 32 health circles, tht> popul!rlion of which varies from 
60,000 to 250,000 and the area. from 36 to 174 square miles.· In each health 
circle there are g subordinate health workers, via., a sanitary inspector, a health 
assistant and a medicine carrier. In addition some 100 vaccinators are appoiut
~d temporarily for about 6 months in the year. The pay of the sanitary inspec
tors i'l Rs. 50--5-70 per month, with a travelling allowance of Rs. 15, house 
allowance of Rs. 3, and office allowance of Rs. 3. The health assistants are no~ 
on a salary grade, their pay being fixed at Rs. "22 per month with Rs. 5 travelling 
allowance and Rs. 2 house allowance. The medic~ne carriers 1·eceive Rs. 17 per 
month, while the vacdnators get from Rs. 12 to Rs. 20 according to their ex
perience, during the period of their employment. ·This is the normal organiza
tion, without reference to additional staff employed· during the famine. 

5. Clearly one sanitary inspector, even with the help of a health assistant, a 
ntedicine carrier and a few temporarily employed vaccinators, cannoll deal ade
q,uately with the health problems of a population which may exceed 200,000 and 
inhabit an area of over 150 square miles. Further, touring in rural Bengal ie in 
general slow and not infrequently interrupted during the rains. This makes the 
work of the local health staff more difficult and also reduces the amount of super• 
vision which can be exercised ovei their work by the District Health Officer. 

6. In addition to inadequate staff, there were other defects in the health 
organization in Bengal. which were/repeatedly brought to the attention of the 
.Commission. Stepe have since been taken to remedy a few of these, but the 
use of the past tense in the paragraphs which hllow does not imply that much 
reform has as yet been carried out. Since the district health staff was in the 
employ of the local Bodies, the Director of Public Health had no disciplinary 
·control over them and no powers of ~election or transfer. Re could not dismiss 
nr transfer a lazy and inefficient health officer. In the case of an emergency he 
hnd no powers to mobilize the limited resources of health person..'lel in the 
province. He could indeed give technical advice, but advice might not resulti 
i11 action. When epidemics occur, swift and drastic action is necessary. N'o 
gener~:~l could conduct a.. campaign without full control of the forces at his 
-disposal. 

7. The pay and prospects of District Health Officers were not conducive to 
efficiency. Tl:l~y usually remained throughout their entire careers in the districts 
to which they were first appointed, having reached the mlXimum grade of salary 
1ong before retirement. Transfer from .one district to another never oocurred, 
-so that the refreshment brought about by changes in work and environment waa 
-absent. Senior appointments to· which District Health Officers could aspire in 
:the provincial health department were few in number. Professional contacts 
-werd lacking and the officers fell out of touch with recent devtllopments in the 
field of public health. The result was that: they tended to get into a rut and lose 
ihe enthusiasm necessary for successful work in th(' health sphere. 

'I'he pay of subordinate mP.mbers of the service w:ts insuffident and had not 
been adjusted in accordanee with the rise in the cost; of living. Financial allo~. 
ments for travelling on the part of all the staff were often inadequate. In view 
of the Targe areas to be covered, it was particularly important that Districti, 
Health Officers and their subordinate staff should have adequate facilities for 
.U:,uring. In one district, the Commission was informed that no travelling' allow• 
lt\11Ce had been naid for 15 months nrevious to the famine. The part-time 
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\'accinators were very poorly paid and were forced to do other work in order too 
live. In the circumstances lack of drive and limited achievement on the part 
of the rural health services were only to be expect-ed. 

8. Another factor of importance was the position of tn"' district health 
personnel as employees of the local elected bodies. Such bodies are often 
swayed by party politics and technical officers in their employ tend to get 
drawn into the political sphere. The Commission learnt of instances in which 
District Health Officers and the subordinate health staff were employed in. 
activities· other than public health, including po}itical activities. The District 
HGalth Officer was often at the beck and call of the Chairman of. the District 
Board. It has .been claimed that District Boards are likely to understa:~.J 
local needs better than Government experts. This may be true as regards 
Some of the responsibilities of District Boards, but. it is not true as regard·;. 
public health. The general public has not yet become "health conseious ... 
Bence it was difficult or impossible for local elected bodies to understand t~e
niodern public health movement and its requirements and obligat'ona. 

C.-VITAL: STATISTICS 

9. Reference has already been made to the inaccuracy of vital statistics 
in Bengal a~ elsewhere in India. Another point of importance in connection 
with the famine was the delay in their compilation. Under the system opera
tive in 1943, the village chowkidar ~ent his mortality report to tbe Union Board' 
uffice. The President of the Union Board was responsible for collecting the 'figures 
from the various villages in the Union and forwarding them to thana h~n<l
quarters, where they were collated by tbe sanitary inspector and in due course 
sent to the District Health Officer. In some • districts they were se~1t to Sub
Divisional Officers and not to sanitary inspectors. In Hl43 the Director of Public 
Health had two offices, one in Calcutta at which he himself worked, and amther 

·in Rajshahi which housed his statistical staff. Part of the public health staff was 
removed to Rajshahi from Calcuth in 1942 as an A. R. P. measure. The 
result was that it took many months for the health expert of the Provincial 
Government to receive information about the trend of mortality in the districts. 
The usual period was 3 to 6 months; in the case of certain districts, consider· 
ably longer.· In November 1943 no figure>" ior total deaths in 5 districts later 
than December 1942 were available in ihe office of . the Director of Publi·~ 
Health. The latest completed figures for any district were those of April 
1043. The reporting of outbreaks of certain epidemic diseases was somewhat 
more rnpid. When the President of the Cnion Board was informed by the 
villa.ge chow~·ida1· of an outbreak of small-pox or cholera, he f;ent on the informa
tion b.v postcard to the sanitary inspector at thana headquarters, who sent it to 
the District Health Officer, who sent it to the Director of Public Health. 

ln such circumstances it was impossible for the Director of Public Health 
tc, mah1tRin vigilant ·watch over the health of the p::>pulation and fo give timel,v 
warning of det<:>rioration and the need for urgent action. A health departmen·t 
in such a position is seri~usly handicapped when an emergency arises . 

. The most serious block in the sluggish channel by which mortality !"ecords 
reached the Director of Public Health was at the Union Board offices. In 
January 1944 an attempt was made to hasten the flow by removing the 
obstruction and maldng sanitJry inspectors responsible for coliecting figures 
from chowkidars. This produce~ some acceleration, which was not however 
uniform throughout the province, since many delays stili occurred in certain 
districts. 

. D.-PREVIOUS DEFECTS I)< HOSPIT.o\L SERYICES 

10. Curative medicine in Bencral suffered from much the same disHbi1ities 
as preventive medicine. Nearly ~ll hospitals and .dispensaries in the Jistrict.:s. 
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were :financed -by local bodies; only in Dacca was there a large l:.ospital 
supported out o£ provincial revenues. The Surgeon General, an !.M.S. officer, 
is in general responsible for curative medicine throughout the province. In 
each district there is a Civil $urgeon. '\\'ho is a Government officer and appoint· 
ed by the Government on the advice o£ the· Surgeon-General. Assista1;1t 
Surgeons in charge of Sub-Divisional hospitals are also on the provincial cadN 
while sub-assistant surgeons in charge of small hospitals and dispensaries in 
the rural areas are employed by local bodies. Before the war some. of the 
Civil Surgeons in Bengal were !.M.S. officers, but during the war the large 
majority of theae were withdrawn for military service. Their places were takt:n 
by officers in the Bengal Medical Service, usnally promoted Assistant Su,rgeon'3. 
A number o£ Indian Medical Department medical officers had also reverted to 
mil!tary duty, their posts being :filled by provincial service officers. The total 
strength· of all grades of the medical services in July 1943 was 425 against a 
sanctioned strength of 510, a shortage of 85: 'f:he number of Bengal Medical 
Servioe (Upper) officers was 125 compared with s. sanctioned strength of 166, 
while the corresponding -figures for the Bengal Medical Service (Lower) were 
255 and 273 respectively. Recruitment to full strength in both grades previous 
to famine was delayed by a decision to employ only officers above military age, 
and also, in the case of the senior grade, by questions relating to the_ communal 
distribution of posts. In November 1943 the order restricting recruitment to 
candidates over military age was withdrawn. It n;tay be observed-. that the 
Bengal Medical Services generally bad not been very seriously depleted, except 
as regards I. M. S. and I. 1\L D. officers. Recruitment frQm the Bengal Medical 
Services into the army had not been extensive. 

11. While the Surgeon-General· was nominally in control ot Civil Surgeons 
and Assistant Surgeons, disciplinary acti.on: against an inefficient · and Jis· 
obedient officer "'cou1d be taken ohiy through Government and was a lengthy 
process. Civil Surgeons in turn had little power of control over the subordinate 
medical staff in the district, which looked to local bodies for orders and policy. 
According to the usual procedure, aJ.\ additional expenditure on the part of the 
Prt:wincia_l Government had to be sanctioned by the Finance ·Department. 
Delay in administrative proc~dure which may have been . of relatively little 
significance in normal times proved serious in the famine emergency. The 
:financing of hospitals throughout the districts was the responsibility of local 
Bodies. The general organization of the medical services and hospitals was in 
fact such as to render mobilization and development to me€t the emergency 
extremely difficult. 

12. In the opening months of the famine Civil Surgeons in general were 
not aware of, or .at least did not report, the development of a critical situation 
in their districts. Their lack of knowledge of ·what was happening appears to 
have been partly due to inability or disinclination to tour their ·districts. ~here 
seems to have been lack of eontact and co-ordination 'between Civil Surgeons and 
District Magistrates in certain districts with regard to the medical emergency 
created by thl!l famine. The Surgeon-General stated in evidence that the 
medical authorities at provincial headquarters diq not become aware of the 
existence of unusual conditions until August 1943, when sick destitutes began 
to throng the streets of Calcutt3. 

13. In general the standard of efficiency reached _by Civil Surgeons and sub
ordinate medical personnel left much to be desired. Discipline and sense- of 
duty were defective and morale low. This is in comparison, not with an ideal 
sta~dard, but with sfandards in certain other provinces in India. Many of the 
Civil Suro-eons had obtained their appointments at a late stage in their c::treers 
after yea;s of service in a subordinate positbn. Hence they were not suited t.o 
take vigorous initiative when initiative was required. The hospitals tqrough· 
out Bengal, with certain exceptions, were poorly equipped and badly_ run. 
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. Representatives of the District Board9 who appeared before the Commis
sion ascribed the inefficiency of the rural public health and medical !!ervices 
to financial stringency. The income of District Boards has not increased pari 
passu with the increasing demand for· expenditure on roads, water supply, 
public health service9, hospitals, etc. Their powers' of taxation are limited and 
they depend largely on gt·ants fr(\m the provincial revenues. The Provincial 
Government themselves suffered severely from financial stringency for many 
years and were not able to provide adequate funds for public health and 
medical purposes. There can be no doubt that lack of money, both from pro
vincial and ·local revenues, was a serious obstacle to the development and 
maintenance of public health ser;,ices and the provision of well-equipped hos
pitals, but this does not excuse the state of affairs revealed in 1943 when the 
health and medical services were called upon to deal with the famine emergency. 

E.-TitE FAMINE PERIOD 

14. In view of the state of medical and public health organizations in 
Bengal before the famine, it iR scarcely surprising that they failed to rise to 
the occasion. On the health side, no satisfactory attempt was made durina the 
early months to deal with the situation; there was in fact almost a complete 
breakdown of health services; affecting both the c~ntre and the periphery. 

15. Oholera..-At this time the need for the inoculation of cholera vaccine on a 
wide scale was urgent. 'l'he Bengal Vaccine Institute normally produces 500,000 
doses of cholera vaccine per month, and abundant supplies of cholera vaccine, 
amounting to 12·5 million doses, were available in India as a whole. In spite 
of_ this, (rclequate quantities of vaccirie were not available in th3 districts 
throughout the critical months of 1943, and in general cholera preventive work 
during this period was unsatisfactory. At the end o£ the year, with the help 
and stimulus of the military medical organization, the anti-cholera campaign 
by means of inoculation on a large scale wa9 begun in earn~st. It was prose
cuted with vigour throughout the first half of 1944, during which period the 
epidemic was brought under control. 

The repair. of tube wells, urgently recommended by Government to local 
Bodies in November 1943, was not begun until many months later ;vhen the 
cholera epidemic had waned. While due weight must be given to the difficulty 
of obtaining labour and materials, the long delay reflects little credit on. ~he 
engineering section of the Public Health Department and the local authorities 
con<)erned. 

16. Small-pox.-As regards small-pox, no widespread epiaemic, calling for 
urgent action occurred in 1943. · The chief failure was the insufficient number of 
vaccmations carried out previous to the famine, which meant that the population 
was inadequately protf!cted against an epidemic of small-pox. Reference must, 
however, be made to the delay in appointing additional workers for carrying out 
vaccinations and other public health work. In August, 1943, .the Director of 
Public Health put forward ~ proposal to Government for the recruitment of 40 
doctors and 10 sanitary inspectors for anti-epidemic work. Nothing resulted. 
In November, plans were formulated for dealing with health problems on a 
wider scale. It wae decided, in view of the difficulty in obtaining qualified 
doctors and trained sanitary assistants, to engage untrained matriculates and 
give them a brief course of training. After some unneces~ary delay due to an 
attempt to adhere to the communal ratio in selection. these were recruited nr.d 
trained and by January 1944, 736 were at work in the districts. 

17. Durin a 1944 the vaccination of the population was pushed forward with 
great energy.

0 

One witness remarked. to the Commission that the achievement 
represented by the vaccination figures could scarcely be equalled in any 
country in the world, even .in Russia. It must, however, be noted that tho 
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small-pox epidemic was not brought under c?ntrol unti~ June 1944. This may 
be accounted for in various ways. Most rmportant rs the ,low percentage of 
the population vaccinated when the epidemic began. Mention tnu~t, however, 
be made of the possibility that some of the lymph used had lost rts potenc!, 
Until the beginning of the epidemic most of the lymp~ used waa prepared m 
Bengal; later lymph was obtained from all over Indra· to. supplemen~ lo;-al 
supplies. Lymph has a short active' life. Again, the techmque of vac~mat10n 
may have been to some extent faulty; the unqualified. workers. ~e~~·ur~ed bY: 
Government received only a brief training. Another obvwus possrbrhfy rs ~hat 
the workers engaged in vaccination did not in fact carry out .a!l the vaccma
tions entered in their returns. Care was, however, taken by mrlitar~ and other 
medical authorities to check the accuracy of their records and httle or 1?0 

evidence of .wilfull exaggeration was detected. It must of course be borne m 
mind that there was no segregation of small-pox cases and abundant opportu
nities existed for contagion in the prevailing social circumstances. 

The vaccination campaign was unquestionably a moat praiseworthy effor£ 
{)n the part of the military and civil public }lealth organization. There was at 
first considerable resistance on the nart· of the public to vaccination and inocu~ 
lation. One military officer engaged in the task was assaulted. Sometimes 
men would allow themselves to be inoculated or vaccinated, but would object 
to their womenfolk receiving the same treatment. Much tact and ingenuity 
were applied to bring home the necessity for protection against disease before 
its appearance. Public meetings were held in thanas and conferences with 
loc!J.l influential officials arranged. Vaccinations ,and inoculations were often 
given at centres for :rpore popular relief measures, e.g., the distribution of food 
or clothing. Roads leading to markets were picke'ted .and wayfarers induced 
to accept preventive treatment. 13~ degrees prejudice was dispelled and 
people learnt to submit willingly to the procedure. 

18. The military sub-divisional health officers played an important part in 
this as in other forms of health work. They superintended the work of the 
subor~inat~ health st~ff and st~n;ula~ed the latter to unwonted ac~ivity. They 
occupred, m fact, a prvotal posrt10n m the emergency health orgamzation. We 
shall refer later to .the permanent need for sub-divi&ional health officers as part 
of the health services of the province. · 

19. Quinin~.-The distribution of anti-mal~rial drug~. :was tnorougbiJ unsatis· 
factor!. Pre~rous to the Japanese war supplies of qumme needed by hospitals 
and drspensarres were purchased from Government by the local bodies concerned, 
and quinine for private patients was obtained through ordinary commer~ial 
channels. The conquest of ·Java cut off the main source of world supplies of 
·quinine. Accordingly it became necessary to ration quinine in the various pro· 
vinces and regulate its distribution. In Bengal, the Director of Public Heal~h 
was responsible for the distribution of quinine to the districts, while District 
.Magistrates were in charge of distribution within the district. 

In 1943, reasonably good supplies were available with the Government of 
Bengal, but a large proportion- of these failed to reach the districts. The 
officer who was Director of Public Health up to November 1943 stated in 
evidence before the Commission that demands for extra quinine were not re
ceived from the District Magistrates, and accordingly additional supplies were 
not sent. Within the districts quinine was not satisfactorily distributed ami 
Wlls found to be in short supply as the malaria epidemic rose to its peak in the 
later months of the year. One difficulty with regard to quinine distribution 
was its very high price.in the black market,1which reached Rs. 300 per pound. 
Not only famine victims but also well-to-do people were suffering from malaria; 
the latter were prepared to pay substantially for treatment. When quini~e 
was sent to the districts it had to proceed under an armed guard, and when It 
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re_ac~ed dist~ict he a~ quarterS.. was placed under lock and key in the local gaol. A 
D1strwt l\Iag1strate Ill need of quinine had to arrange for the armed guard to pro
ceed to Calcutta. A more convenient arrangement would have been for an armed 
~ard to set out from Calcutta with stocks for several districts and visit them 
m turn. N~t?rally these precautions to secure 'the . inviolability of consig~J
ments of qumme, no doubt necess:uy, did n_ot oil the wheels of distribution.. 
Th_e _situation was r,eacbed at which there was a large and urgent demand for 
qum~e, stocks were available in Calcutta and the districts and patients with 
malaria were dying for want of quinine. It wae reckoned that in November 
1943 there were about 43,000 lbs. of quinine available in Bengal undistributed. 

20. Later the distributioa of anti-malarial drugs was improved. Civil 
Surgeons were made responsible for distribution in districts in place o£ District 
Magistrates. Ultimately anti-malarial drugs became available for malaria 
patients in hospitals and dispensaries throughout the province. But even a~ 
late as the second half of 1944, in spite of numerous efforts, the general distri
bution of quinine was far from satisfactory. Quinine remained a substance of 
high financial value and the temptation to those who handled it to make sales 
on the .black market remained. T.he Director of Public Health stated publicly 
in December 1943 that "a VltSt quantity of quinine issued ·by the Government 
had gone into the black market." He added that there was a bigger margin 
of profit on the sale of . quinine than on the sale of mep:wrine and that ur;
scrupulous dealers were carrying on J)ropaganda against the new synthetio 
drugs so that the public might keep on . demanding quinine. 

21. The creation of hOspital services.-Reference has alrendy been made to. 
the sum total of achievement in this important branch of famine relief. A large 
number of emergeJ?CY hospitals were constructed and staffed, in spite oi many and 
serious difficulties. Previous to the hmine, hospitals were not popular in rural 
Bengal. People were reluctant to enter them as in-patients, which is scarcely 
surprising in view of the low standard cf nursing: In many hospitals there were 
no night nurses or attendants and a patient might die at night without attention. 
It is greatly to the credit of those responsible for -the creation of the famine 
hospitals that the latter become popular, largely because they provided better 
medical care and nursing than had previously been available in local hospitals. 

22. Certain criticisms of the emergency hospital organization must, how
ever, be made. During the early stage& of the famine, when things were at 
their worst, progress -..vas slow. Conditions in certain famine h~spitals at this 
tilDe, no~bly the Behala hospital in Calcutta, were indescribably bad. Desti
tutes picked up in the streets were usually taken to the Beh.1la hospit&l in 
the first instance. Visitors were horrified by the state of the wa!d~ and 
patients, the ubiquitous filth, and t"IJ.e lack of !_ldequate care and treatment, 
in. spite of their appreciation of the efforts of. the nursing superintendent wh::> 
was striving, ag.1inst formidable odds, to alleviate these conditions. In the 
districts little was done during the early months. On September 20th, 19-!~, 
the Government issued general instructions to District M.agistrates and Civil 
Surgeons, giving them full authority to build additional hospitals, to open up 
new wards in existing hospitals, and recruit the necessary additional staff. The 
districts were in fact given carte blanche . to sr:end what was nee led for 
emergeney medical relief. The results were meagre. The hospital situation. in 
the districts in 'th€ early stages of the famine is illustrated by the followmg 
€xtract from a report. presented to the Commission:-

, "Hospital acc~mmodation was entirely inadequate to start with, both jn 
town and country. 1\foreover, it was only in some of the brger towns that 
any proper hospitals existed. The condition of patients was usually appallin~. · 
a large proportion suffering from .acute emaciation, with 'famine' diarrhoea. 
It was exceedinoly difficult to improvise additional hospital accommodation, or 
-to secure medic"ai and nursina staff. Sanitary conditions in nearly all te!It· 
porary indoor institutbns were

0 

very bad to start with, owing to the insanibry 
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habits of the inmates, lack of sweepers and inefficient supervisioll and, tD.anage.-
ment." · 

23. In No,ember after the visit of the Viceroy and the arrival of. the. military 
there was a change in atmosphere. Medical officers of the Government of 
India and l3£>ngal and military medical officers, working in collaboration,, t.ook 
tht health situation in hand and drift was replaced by drive. Careful. plans 
were drawn up for the construction, equipment and staffing of wards and hos
pitals and these wen: circulated to the districts. Under strong pressure the 
district authorities began to move. In a uumber of districts-Dacca .. and 
Faridpur are examples-progress in hospital construction we.s rapid. and by 
Janua~y 1044 the necessary hospital accommodation was ,available. In some, 
huw~ver, E>everoJ months elapsed before effE-ctive action was taken.· Such 
delays were due to v~rious causes, including difficulties of. supply a.nd- defects -in 
the administrative machinery, and insufficient initiative on the part of the Distric~ 
Magistrates and Civil Surgeon:s concerned. There ·:was also .some lack of know
ledge of the requirements of different districts. Wl;len plans were made certam 
districts were singled out ~s ·being most severely affected by the famine and 
their need for fall1ine hospitals received special attention. As we have seen-, a 
hi;;h excess mortality occurred in practically all districts during the first, ha]4: 
of 1944, so that there was an urgent demand for m.edical relief almost every~ 
where in the province. 

24. The obstacles encountered· in getting the famine hospitals constructed 
and in working order .are vividly. described in the reports of· touring medical offi
c~rs presented to the Commission. In one place there would be difficulty in 
£nding contractors and materials for building, in auother lack of necessary 
drugs and equipment, in another shortage of satisfactory s.taff. Problems of 
transport and distribution were by nQ means entirely solved with the coming o£ 
the military. Many Civil· Surgeon~· were unable or unwilling to exercise adP.
quatc supPni<>ion over the work of hospitals in their districts by frequent tours 
oi ;nspection. The old sub-divisional hospitals; pressed into the service of 
famine relief, were found to be in many respects unsatisfactory. The opening 
of "satellite trPatment centres" in association with dispensaries was on the 
whole an unsuccessful venture. The dispensary doctors, who had in-patients to 
look after in small emergency hospitals erected in the n:>ighbourhood o£ dis
pAm:ariPs, did not give adeq11ate attention to the "satellite centres". 

25. The doctors recruited for famine work were in general of. poor calibre: 
rh~ir training had given them little knowledge and experience of hospital or
~~mization and little sense of duty and discipline. The young Indian army 
)fticers e1nployed in medical relief were far more conscientious and efficient and 
lid excellent work under difficult conditions. The poor standard o£ the' civilian 
loctors must be ascribed largely/ to defects in their medical education. Tile 
mny doctors had a very similar educational background, hut after graduating 
h.ad learnt orderly habits, discipline and teamwork .as part o£ their. military 
lraming. The difference between army and civilian doctors, which. struck many 
)bs(:'rvers during the famine, is hqpeful in connection with the future develop~ 
ment of medieal services in India, since it shows that the standsrd of the medi· 
:al profession could be decisively raised in a very short period by changes iri 
11edical E-ducation. · 

26. Up to November 1944, 25,551 and 203,702 patients were admitted tO 
'amine h9spitals and wards in Calcutta and the districts resp~ctively. :For the 
mofussil hospitals these £gures are from December 1943, but m the case of the 
Calcutta hospitals some admissions previous to that date are included. The 
number of deaths was 8,912 in Calcutta and 22,992 in the districts, 34·8·aod 
11·3 per cent. respectively of total admissions. These .are very high· hospital 
mortality rates and reflect the serious condition of the patients who received 
medical care. They also reilect the inadequacy of treatment in many hospitals. 
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The higher death rate in the Calcutta hospitals can be explained in. various 
:ways: in general the condition of destitutes who reached Calcutta from the 
~istricts _during the famine was bad, and many were picked up in the streets 
.m a monbund state and taken to hospital to die; in Calcutta most of the desti
tute~ who were seriously ill reached hospital, while •in the mofussil a larger pro
portion of such destitutes probably died without receiving hospital attention; 
~he most acute phases of the medical e~ergency in Calcutta were during the 
.mont?s August to November, 1943, before the effort to put medical relief on 
..a satisfactory basis was fully initiated. 

2'1. Provincialization of District llealth Services.-The famine emergency 
revealed the serious defects of the public health organisation in the districts.- In 
certain other provinces, notably Madras, an improvement in the efficiency of 
health services has been produced by placing District Health Officers on a pro
vincial cadre under the control of the Director of Public Health. The provin
cialization of district health services in Bengal was strongly urged by the Public
Health Commif':sioner with the Government of India in November 1943, and at 
thh.; stage the Government of Bengal was on the brink of action in the matter. 
The District Boards learnt, however, of the proposal to deprive them of the con
trol of their health officers, and on December 21st a deputation of chairmen of 
District Boards met the Hon'ble Minister for Public Health and Local Self Gov
ernment and protested against the impending move. The reasons for the pro
posal, the gravity of the public health situation, the necessity for vigorous and 
immediate action, were explained to the delegates who, however, argued strong
ly in support of the status quo. The Government acceded to their wishes, but 
obtuined an afisurance of complete co-operation 'Yith the Director of Public 
Health and a promise that the rates of pay for health personnel laid down by 
;Government would be restored and enforced throughout the districts. An op
~purluD:ity was thus given to the District Boards to prove their mettle under the 
-old system. The Government asked the Director of Public Health to watch the 
'Situation nnd report any fmlure fo Iulfil the aRsurances given. 'Subsequenti 
reports of the Director of Public Health showed that the state of district health 

.organizations remained unsatisfactory in many respects. 

In May 1944 the Governor General issued a Public Health (Emergency 
"Provisions) Ordinance which gave power to take over the administrs.ticn of 
'h~alth services. No action has, however, been taken with regard to the district 
"'health organization. The Commission has recommended that District Health 
•Officers in Bengal should be enlisted in a provincial cadre, public health in 
"Bengal being reorganized along the lines laid down in the Madras Public HEalth 
Act, 1939. 

F.-HEALTH SERVICES IN BENGAL AND OTHER .PROVINCES. 

28. A critical account has been gi~en of the defects of the medical and pub
~ic health services in Bengal and of their general failure to cope with the situa
·tion created _by the famine. We do not wish to imply that such defects are 
'Peculiar to Bengal or that medical and health services in all other provinces, 
·faced with similar emergency, would necessarily have acquitted themselveg 
.better. In certain provinces, medical and health services are organised on a 
more efficient basis than the Bengal services; in others they are no£. All 
may deem themselves fortunate in having escaped the severe test to which those 
of Bengal were put. 

G.-DESTITUTE KITCHENS. 

· 29. Tha methods of feeding followed in the free kitchenJ have been severely 
·-criticised. There is n~ doubt that the quantity of food provided was below 
--m.ormal requirements-it was in fact a starvation ration. Apart from quantify, 
dl1e ·food was unsatisfac£orv in nutritive aualitv. e.a .. in its content of protein 
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and vitamins. It was widely sta.ted that the unfamiliar millets usually includ
ed in the gruel caused many deaths. In the distric~s recipients had o~ten to. 
walk 2-3 miles to obtain their 800 calories or less. The management of ~tc~ens. 
was not always what it should•have been; abuse and corruption were far fro~ 
infrequent. 

On the other hand, the supply position during August. to November 1943 
made it difficult to provide a more satisfactory ration. There can be littl& 
doubt that the fr-Je kitchens run by Government and relief agencies, in ·spite of 
their shartcomings, did in fact save a large number of lives. Organized on a 
wide scale, they at l~ast" provided some food to many thousands of starving 
people. l\filny of the destitutes who made use of them could not, at least at 
the time when they first received relief in the form of food, have tolerated larg& 
meals. It is probable that most of the deaths ascribed to the inclusion of bajra 
and oth~r millets in the gruel oc~urred in destitutes who were very weak andi 
ill when they came to ·the kitchens. In the Circumstances the swallowing of 
badly cooked gruel containing unfamiliar millets might produce ~ntestinal irrita
tion and precipitate famine diarrhoea and death. ·There is no evidence that 
this happened in any considerable number of starving destitutes. Those in a 
less desperate condition are un.likely to have suffered seriou~ ill effects by con
sm~ing grains which are the staple 1ood of many millions of healthy people in 
India. ln other parts of India, healthy riee-eaters },lave been able to take millet& 
without uutoward results, beyond some intestinal discomfort during the :iirst 
days or weeks of the change. In genenil reports of the ill effects produced by 
th~ gruel ·supplied by the kitchens seem to have been greatly ex·aggerated. 

H.-RECOVERY ANp THE FUTURE. 

30. I£ an individual who has suilered from famine is freed from disease and 
given the right sort of food, · physical recovery is usually rapid and complete. 
'l'he rapidity with which starved children returned to normal when they wer& 
properly cared for and given good food often astonished relief workers. Th& 
re::;Lorative effect of milk was particularly striking. A child admitted into & 

home in a diseased and emaciated state could be transformed in a few months 
i.ato a healthy and happy child, without any permanent physical scars. 

While under ~uch conditions individuals could quickly recover from th& 
effects of starvation, it must be emphasized that. in general the famine may 
produce serious after-effects in the sphere of public health. There was 
still much malnutrition among sections of the population in 1944. An impetus 
may have been given to. various diseases previously present in Bengal. For 
somE:: years tube;rculosis has bePn on the increase and the famine has probably 
hastened its ~:;pread; while we could obtain no evidence on this point, the de
duction seems justified from what is known of the epidemiology of tuberculosis. 
Kala-~zar ma~ also .have become more prev_a!ent. Again, the famine provided: 
malana. parasites With remarkable opportumhc>~:; for extending their range and 
the malari!l. J>roblem is likely to be. most formidable during the coming years. 

31. In the circumstances considerable effort is needed, first to restore health 
to the low pre-famine level, and next to bring about general improvement. 
Heulth conditions in Bengal are likely to remain abnormal until the end of 
1945 or for a longer period and the need for the additional organizations created 
for famine work has not disappeared. Further it is essential, in the interest of 
fature development, that what has been gained should not be lost. We have 
referrecl to the inadequacy of the medical and health ~ervices in normal times. 
No doubt there may be certain hospitals opened during the famine which are 
now no longer needed in the places in which they are located, and some of the 
additional health workers employed on special tasks in various famine areas 

. may now appear to be sup~rfluous. But Bengai as a whole needs more hospitals 
and health workers and every effort should be made to turn over the temporary 
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famine and- medical relief organization to the permanent service of the provmce. 
}'or example, 40 military officers were still employed- at( the end of 1944 as 
sub-divisional health officers pending their replacement by suitable civilian offi
·cers. The military personnel cannot be indefinitely.retained and it is important 
that these: posts bhould not fall vacan.t. The sub-divisional health officers prov
ed of the greatest value during the famine. It may be added that there :ll'e 
84 sub-divh;ions in Bei,J.ga.l and a health officer in each sub-division is a reason
-able cbjeetive. 

It is not the, re~ponsibility of the Commission to define long-tetm health 
policies in Bengal. We .have recommended that District Health Officers ·should 
-come into a provincial cadre because this seems an immediate necessity. The 
reorganization .of health.&nd medical services in. India is being considered by the 
Health Surv~y and Development Committee, and the report of that Committee 
will be ayailable to guide the Government of Bengal in the future development 
-of curative aud preventive medicine. 

[.-GENERAL APPRECIATIQN. 

32. The Bengal famine resulted in high mortality the basic cause of which 
was lack of food. The lethal ~pidemics of malaria, small-pox and cholera were 
associated in various ways with the famine and its disruptive influences on 
social life. The Lealth situation which arose in 1943 was beyond the control of 
any health and medical ·--service. The health- -and medical services in Bengal 
were, however, unfitted .to meet the emerg.eDGy because of defects in organiza
tion and. inadequa~y .and inefficiency of staff, and some of the mortality which 
occurred could have been prevented by more vigorous and timely measures. 
During the famine . period up to :November 1943, there was almost a complete 
breakdown in the health services. In N~vember the atmosphere of defeatism 
was. partially dispell-e'd an'd much effective w0rk was subsequently done in the 
medical and public health spheres. Even a't this l-ater period, however, there . 
Were many unnecessary 'delays and failures. The st-ory is, in fact, throughout 
one of belated efforts ·to 'bring the situation under controL This is said with 
full understanding of the numerous and formidable difficulties and full apprecia
:tio,l 6£ all dha.t was e~ntuaUy 'done ;to '<Wercome .tbem. 



CHAPTER V.-HEAL'I'H IN OTHER PAR'l'S OF INDIA. 

1. The dif:lastrous effect on the population of Bengal of lack of food has been 
described in detail. We shall now briefly inquire into the health position in 
tLe rest of India during the same period. During 1942-4 the food situation in 
various parts of the country gave rise to anxiety. Local shortages of various 
kinds of food occurred, and districts, in Bombay and Madras suffered from 
drought and came utLder the operation of the Famine Code. In general app.r.o
Jlriate steps werf: taken by the governments concerned to prevent hunger and 
cotaRtrophe was avoided. It is, however, important to ascertain whether t.he 
food situation in India outside Bengal has bad any obvious e:f:fect on ·public 
health. 

A. B:RTH "RATE. 

2. The recorded birth-rate in British India remained steady at about. 34 per 
mille from 1920 -to 1940. In 1941 it fell to 32·1 and in 1942 to 29·4. In 1943 
there was a remarkable fall to. 25·6, a decline bemg recorded in all provinces. 
Of the major provinces, the largest recorded fall~ occurred in the following: 

Province Birth-rate Bir-th~ rate Difference 
1938-42 '943 per cent 

---- f-- --- -·-
Bihar . . . . . .•. 28 6 18·2 10·4. 

Bengal . . . . . . 28·0 18·8 -9·2 

B)mbay, . . . . 37·2 29•7 -7·5 

Punjab . . . . . 40•3 33·0 -7·3 

Assam . . . . 26•5 19·6 -6·9 

United Provi:.ces . . . 31•5 24·9 -6·6 

Relati,·ely insignificant fall~ were recorded in the Central Provinces, Madras, 
Orir;sa and Sind. 

Sin.~e population pressure has been held responsible for all the woes of India, 
a fall in the birth-rate must be regarded as an occurrence of grea~ importance. 
With a population of 400 millions, a birth-rate of 34 per mille would add 
13,600,000 babies to the population every year, while a rafe of 26 per mille 
would add only 11,400,000 babies. The difference is 2,200,000, which is .a. 
very substantial difference. To the ql.festion whether the fall is a real one 
or a product of statistical omissions and fallacies we can only reply once more 
that vital statistics in India,. whatever their inaccuracy, do indicate trends in 
the vital indices. Sources of error remain relatively constant f_rom year to 
year. It can legitimately be concluded that a real fall has occurred, but its 
cause can be only a matter for speculation. In Bengal the fa1l in 1943 can be 
largely accounted for by the famine, but that occurring in· other provinces is 
less easily explained. One of the major factors, in certain prQvinces at least, 
must be recruitment to the army and the transfer of in_ale. workers from rural 
to industrial areas usually without their families. If this is the main cause 
it shows how strong the impact of the war .has been on social life in India: 
There is little reason to suppOse that, outside Bengal, shortage of food has 
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been an important factor in the reduction of birth-rate. ']Jlus, a striking fall 
occurred in the Punjab, which certainly has not suffered from food shortage-. 
which has, in fact been more abundantly supplied with food than ever before. 
In the Punjab there has been heavy recruitment of young men for the army. 
In Bihar, where considerable industrial development has taken place, tbe 
recorded fall was greatest. In general no relationship can be elicited between 
the degree of fall in the various provinces and the prevailing food situation. 
during 1942 and 1943. 

B .. DEATH RATE. 

3. The death rate returned for India in 1942 was 21·2 per mille, the lowes~ 
on record. Since the decade 1911-20, in which the recorded death
rate was about 34 per mille, there has been a fairly steady decline, with annual 
1luctuations. In -1943, there was a rise. to 23·4, an increase, of 1·1 per mille 
over the 1938-42 average. This is largely accounted for by famine deatM in 
Bengal, but signific;mt increases ·were reported in Orissa and l\fadras as 
follows:-

Orissa • 

Madras. 

Death-rate 

1938-42 

26•8 

22 5 

Death-rate 

1943 

30·9 

25•5 

4. The Punjab showed a rise from 24·6 to 25·4, the main cause of which 
was a serious epidemic of malaria. In all other provinces there was a decline 
in.1943. A fall in the birth-rate must in ordinary circumstances lead to a fall 
in _the death rate, since infant deaths make a heavy contribution to total 
mortality.· Thus a rise in the death-rate in the age groups above infancy might 
be _masked by a reduction in the number of infant deaths. Leaving aside, 
however, possibilities of this nature, it is clear thll-t in the greater part of 
India in 1943 :no gross deterioration in health conditions, reflecting itself iu rise 
in the death rate, took place. The famine in Bijapur in Bombay was success
fully handled and there was no abnormal mortality. 

5. The province of Orissa ~emands more detaile_d consideration. Orissa is 
a surplJ.ls province as regards riCe but p~chases of riCe by .agents and merchants 
from Bengal during the free trade penod pushed the prwe almost up to the 
Bengal level, ,.-:o that in prtrts of Ori3sa, ns in Bengal, t~e po~r co~ld not buy 
enoucrh food: The total recorded number of deaths m Onssa m 19-!3 was 
233 5°84 an increase of 17 ·9 per cent over the quinquennial average of 
198, 150~ In the district of Balasore, bordering on Bengal,. the increase in 
mo~tality was 40·7 per cent. In this district 1,105 deaths from starvation were 

· recorded, but many of the victims were destitutes from Bengal. T.he ~se in 
the death-rate in the province as a whole was due largely to ep1denncs of 
~holera and malaria, but there was also an increase in the number of deaths 
repoded under the head "dvsenter:v and diarrh~a ·•• During the months 
August to December, 11,19-i deaths wer~ recorded as .again~t a. 9-uinqll:ennial 
average of 7,563. The Director of Publi? .Health, Ons~a, m g1vmg ev1.den~e 
before the Commission, expressed the opnnon that the mcreased mortality m 
Orissa in 1943 was due to food shortage, migration within the province,· and the 
influx of destitutes from Bengal. Some of the latter died in Orissa and more
over they carried with them epidemic diseases which spread among the Oriyas. 
An increase in vitamin deficiency diseases was observed in 1943. The Direc
tor of Public Health also laid stress on the poor quality of the diet consumed 
by the bulk of the population in Orissa, even when rice is available in suffici
ent quantities. There is a serious shortage of milk, fish, pulses, and vegetables, 
imd in normal times standards of nutrition are low. 
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6. Much of the excess mortality in Madras in 1,943 can be ascribed ,j;o the 
severe cholera epidemic. The relation between cholera and food ·shortage 
has been discussed in a previous section. The Director of Public · HeaUh, 
Madras, informed the Commission that the cholera epidemic in 1943 spread 
from district to district in the usual manner of such epidemics. The very 
severe outbreak in Malabar waned in August 1943, without any improvement 
in the food situation. He felt that the appearance and spread of tiie disease 
could be explained on epidemiol!>gical grounds without particular reference 
to food scarcity. The famine in the Ceded Distri~ts, which a~ec~d a 
Iorae population, was kept under control by the operat10n of the Famme Code 
and was not accompanied by exceptional mortality. The .economic condition 
of the people in this part of Madras is low even in the years intervening 
between recurrent famines, and in famine years the reduction in malaria inci
dence due to drought may offset other inimical health conditions. Study of 
mortality rates in the_ deficit district of Malabar, where rice supplies are short 
and the population has been strictly rationed at a low level of intake, shows 
that mortality was well above the average during the first 6 months of 1944 and 
that the increase was most marked in the age groups 5 to 10 and 10 to 15. 
The Commission is not· in a position to make a detailed investigation of vital 
sta'tistics in Madras with reference to the possible effect of the food situation 
on mortality. That task is the responsibilty of the Provincial Health Depart
ment. The effect of the food situation on health in Madras (as elsewhere in 
India) requires most careful watching, but at least• it can be said that Madr9cs 
ha~ passed through the crisis of 1942-4 without catastrophic results in the 
health sphere. · · 

7. No satisfactory mortality statistics for Cochin and .'lravancore are avail
able for study. Evidence was pre.s~nted to the Commission in Travancore of 
a fall in the weight of infants at b'lrth and a fall in the weight of elementary 
school children, records of earlier years being used as th.e basis of comparison. 
It seems probable that under-nutrition and malnutritiot;t are responsible for the 
change observed. Here again it is essential that the health authorities should 
keep a vigilant watch on health conditions and report any evidence of deteriora
tion. 

8. In Bihar there were no abnormal health conditions in 1943 imd the death 
rate was below the quinquennial average. In 1944 severe epidemics of malaria 
and small-pox broke out in North Bihar and the serious public health situation 
in this a,rea was ascribed to malnutrition by certain newspapers and political 
leaders. The Commission had no opportunity of visiting Bihar to study the 
position. No evidence has however been put before it in support of the view 
that the outbreak of epidemic disease was associated with food shortage and 
malnutrition. -

9. While there IS no statistical evidence that food shortage had led to a 
serious increase in mortality outside Bengal and Orissa, it must be emphasized 
that the study of mortality rates is a crude method of investigating the effect 
of th~ food situation on health. The possibility that the health of certain 
group~ in the population has been adversely affected cannot be dismissed. 
During recent years some sections have consumed more food than before the
war. The high price- of grain has enabled villa_gers to pay their dues by selling 
a. smalfer proportion of their produce than formedy, and thus retain more for 
their own use. Large groups of workers in industry are being paid high wage!; 
which allow them to increase their intake of food. In some industrial areaa; 
cereal supplies for workers are heavily subsidized, while in others very subshm
tinl dearness allowances, which more than cover the increase in the price or 
grain, are being paid. On the other hand there are groups whose wages have 

no£ risen proportionately to the rise in the cost of liv:ing, e.g., lower middle-
class people in clerical ·and other occvpations, and their health may h11vet: 
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suffer_ed t_hro~gh restriction in diet. In a broad survey of health conditions, 
detenoratwn m one group may be masked by improvement in another. 
. ,10. Special reference must be made to the high cost and scarcity of protec

tive foods such as milk, fish and vegetables·. The intake of such foods on 
the _part of th~ poorer classes in general is low in normal :times. Among 
ce!tam groups . 1_t has been further reduced by high prices. Lower 
~d.dle class families cannot afford to buy protective foods even in the 
hrmted quantities to which they were accustomed before the war. This is 
bound, in the long run, to lower standards of health and careful investigation 
would probably reveal that some deterioration has already taken place. It is 
of the utmost· importance that the food problem of India should not be regard
ed solely as a problem of providing enough cereals and distributing them equi
t~bly so that everybody gets enough to eat. The objective must be the provi
SIOn of _a well balanced diet containing protective foods in adequate amounts. 

11. Recommenda.tions.-The Commission recommends that District Health 
Officers should be brought into a provincial cadre under the control of the 
Director of Public- Health, for reasons which have been made clear in the 
preceding chapters. With regard to the status and duties of health officers, 
we are of the opinion that legislation along the lines of the Madras Public 
Health Act, 1939, is desirable. We do not reel it incumbent on us to make 
specific recommendations about the reorganization of health and medical 
services in general, which includes such questions as the status of subordinate 
health nersonnel in the districts. The nature of the health and medical 
organization required to meet the needs of Bengal is a problem for aetailed 
consideration by experts. We have referred to the Health Surve;y: and Develop
ment Committee which is concerned with the health problems of India ana will 
deal 'with provincial requirements and organization in respect of medical and 
health services. We have no doubt that the Government of !Bengal will give 
their full attention to the recommendations of this Committee. 

12. We commend the steps which are being taken to provincialize hospitals 
at district and sub-divisional headquarters. The state of local hospitals revealed 
by the famine indicates the need for this measure. 

13. Our terms -of reference include "th-e ~rovision of emergent medical 
relief and the emergent arrangements for the control of ep_idemics in 
those areas and in those aspects in which the present system may be 
found to be faulty". These questions have been dealt with in the chapters on 
"Death and Disease". We have shown that satisfactory "emergent medical 
relief" depends on the existence of a satisfactory organizat1on in normal times. 
This applies, not· only to Bengal, but to the whole of India. Apart from any 
possible danger of a recurrence of famine, the need for the improvement and 
development of health and medical services in Bengal is indeed obvious. 

14. In conclusion we may add that, whatever future advances are planned, 
the need for the existing emergency medical and health organization will 
persist until the end of 1945, and possibly for a considerably long.er _period. 
\Ve may further point out, that not only should there be no premature retrench
ment, but that full use should be made of developments during the famine as a 
foundation for further progress. 



PART III 

FOOD ADMINISTRATION & REHABILITATION 
IN BENGAL 

CHAPTER I.-THE SYSTEM OF SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION 

A.-SuPPLIEs AND PRICES AFTER THE FAMINE. 

1. The famine of 1943, ended with the harvesting of the aman crop jD 
December of that year. This crop was probably the largest in the history of 
Bt:ngal. The followiDg table shows the acreage and yield of the aman crop 
reaped in December 1943, as compared with that of the preceding two years 
according to estimates made by the (Xovemment of Bengal: 

The Aman Crop 
.Aci:~ge Yield 

Year (in million (in million 
acres) tons) 

1941 16·91 7·40 
1942 16•21 5•02 
1943 18•18 8•53 

According to these £gures the aman crop. acreage increased by 1·27 million 
acres in HJ43, as compared with 1941. The £gures are, however, not compar
ible because the method of estimating the acreage was changed in 1943. As 
we have explained the normal acreage assumed for statistical purposes 
n the past does not agree with the acreage as recorded in the 
;ettlement records and in consequence there has been a systematic under
:·stimation of the acreage of the aman crop.l We have been told tlr:it in 
preparing the estimate for the aman crop reaped at the end of 1943, an attempt 
was made to correct the acreage figures with reference to the £gures given in 
~he settlement records. The revised acreage is, however, still below the settle
ment figure of 19·22 million acres and hence we think that probably it is even 
1ow an under-estimate. We understand that with a view to obtaining accurate 
1gricultural statistics the Government of Bengal have recently sanctioned two 
schemes: one, a plot to plot enumeration of all crops and the other a random 
sample survey of the jute, aman, and the aus crops. It ·is proposed to con
;inue both surveys for a period of three years and then to decide on future policy. 
rhe cost is heavy, being Rs. 43 lakhs in the £rst year and Rs. 31 lakhs in each 
)f the two succeeding years. We trust that as a result of this large expenditure 
1ecurate figures of acreage will be obtained. 

2. As we have said, the aman crop reaped in December 1943, was an 
'xcellent one. During 1944 the supply position was satisfactory and the Govem
nent of Bengal were able to accumulate, by the end of the year, a reserve stock 
)f over 600,000 tons of rice and paddy in terms of rice. It is unlikely that 
he whole of the surplus passed into the hands of the Government and if that 
)e so, the carry-over at the beginning of 1945 wa.s in all. probability equal 
o several weeks' supply. The aman crop reaped in December 1944, was nofi 
IS good as the bumper crop of the previous year and according to the estimates 
wepared by the Government of Bengal, the yield of the former is less by 1·44 
nillion tons than that of the latter. It is probable, however, that this reduc
.ion will be offset by the increase in the carry-over at the beginriing of 1945, as 
~0mpnred with that at the beginning of 1944. 

1 Para 9 of Appendix II. 
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3. The bumper 4man crop was the principal factor in the restoration of 
confidence and the fall in prices during 1944. There were also other factors •. 
The Government of India undertook the responsibility of providing Bengal with. 
a supply of rice sufficient for the needs of Greater Calcutta during 1944. This
was obtained from other parts of India under th~ Basic Plan. This arrange
ment was made in order to help in the restoration of normal conditions by 
taking the Calcutta demand completely off i,he Bengal market. In 1943 the
Calcutta· demand had been the largest single disturbing factor in that market. 
·Rationing was introduced into Greater Calcu~ta in 1944. Employers whose em
p1oyees number a thousand or more, were prohibited from purchasing rice and 
paddy for supply to their employees except through Government. Rice· mills were
brought under control and prohibited from selling rice except to ~he- procurement 
nrganization of the Government, or under permit, to a limited number of approv
ed wholesale dealers. All employers of labour supplying foodgrains to their 
employees were prohibited from having in their possession, excepJl under permit, 
more than two months• requirements of rice and paddy. Consumer stocks were-
limited by an order forbidding any person, other than a producer or a trader 
licensed under the Foodgrains Control Order, holding more than 20 maunds of 
riee and paddy without a permit. Exports from surplus districts were prohibited. 
A procurement organization was established for making purchases on behalf of 
Government in order to meet the requirements of the deficit areas, for making 
supplies to employers of labour who were prohibited from making private pur-
chases, and to build up a provincial reserve. Finally, the organization for the· 
general enforcement of food controls was developed during the year. 

4. The system of price control by the fixation .of maximum prices, 
introduced in August 1943, continued during 1944. These prices were success
fully ~owered at relatively short intervals. Two sets of statutory maxima are
now in force in different areas of the province. They are as shown below: 

Price per maund. 

R~. Pacfdy. 

Wholesale traders 
Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Ra. a. p. Rs. a. p. 
13 8 0 and 14: 12 0 7 8 0 and 8 4 0 

Agriculturists 12 12 0 and 14 0 0 7 4 0 and 8 0 0 

On the reaping. of the aman crop market prices fell sharply from the abnormal' 
levels of 1943. Thereafter they remained fairly steady until about August 1944 .. 
when there was a further fall. At the end of the year they were approximately
at the same level as at th~ end of 1942. 

B.-CONDITIONS IN THE IMMEDIATE Ftrru1m 

5. Conditions in Bengal during 1944 were specially favourab1e rn liwo re~
pects. One. was the bumper a man crop reaped in December 1943, and the
other was the special arrangements made by the Government of _India £01: supply
ing the needs (rice) of Greater Calcutta from other parts of India. It IS neces
sary to realize the exceptional ~haracter of.these two ~act~rs and t? be sure _thatt 
food administration in Bengal Is so orgamzed, that It, w~ll functiOn effectively 
under less favourable c9nditions. It is true that there 1s a tendency for the 
rice acreage to inc'rease-this may be maintained in view of the pre:ail~g prices 
_:_bull Hi is unlikely that the yield per acre of the aman cr~p dunng the next 
f~w years will be as high as it was in December 1943.. Agam, !ean years con
sequent on poor aman crops appear to occur regularly m Bengal. The sequence· 
in the past has been 1928, 1936, 1941 and 1943. . I~ cannot be. said ":hen the
ntlxt lean year will occur. We may hope that It w1ll be long m commg, but 
it would be imprudent to assume that such an event will not happen before-
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·imports of rice from abroad once again become available on the same scale as 
~before the war. 

6. The supplying of "rice for Calcutta fro~ other parts of India in 1944 · was 
.recognized at the time to be a special arrangement. It has since been decided 
-that this arrangement will not cop.tinue in 1945, and allocations under the :Basic 
Plan will be made to Bengal in the same manner as to other provinces and 
-etates, that is, with reference to their actual need for imports. This does not, 
of course, mean that Calcutta will not receive supplies from other parts of India. 
:As regards wheat the necessary allotments will be made. ·In respect of riele the 
:needs of Bengal will be reviewed at appropriate intervals by the Government 
of India, in consultation with the Government of Bengal, and allocations, if 
"necessary, made from the stocks available to the Government of India under 
:the Basic Pian. In making these allocations due regard will be paid to any 
special circumstances arising in Bengal from its proximity to the war zone, as 
well as to t!Ie special needs of other parts of India. It is, however, clearly 
necessary that Bengal should mak~ the fullest use of its own resources. During 
1944 much was done towards the improvement of food administration in Bengal. 
Eationing of Calcutta was a :major advance. The results of procurement have 
heel?- satisfactory ana Government have been able to build up a large reserve 
of ~Ice and paddy. But there is still room for improvezn.ent in the organizatioq 
WhiCh has been developed for procurement specifieally and for the enforcement 
o~ controls generally, before it can be regarded as adequate to meet ·more 
difficult conditions than those prevailing during 1944. We sl'i.all now consider 
the improvements required. 

C.-URBAN RATIONING 

7. Apart from Greater Calcutta which ·includes the cities of lialeutt&, 
Bowrah, and 80 other municipal towns, with a total population of about 4 
IDillions, the only towns in which a true system of rationing has been introduced 
are Chittagoog and Kurseong. In a considerable number of other towns 
'"partial rationing., schemes are in force. These, however, are not true ration
ing schemes for, every person, in addition to the ration he draws from Govern
IDent supplies, is free to obtain further foodgrains from the ordinary retail shops. 
"There is also no restriction on private trade in rationed foodgrains. What these 
·schemes seek to 'St;sure is a minimum ration, generally of 2 seers per adult! 
J>erson per week, and even that is not guaranteed, for it is liable to be reduced 
if Government stocks are inadequate. 

8. We attach great importance to the rationing of the urban pOpulation and 
:Bengal, in this matter, has lagged considerably behind many provinces. We 
note that even Dacca, a town with a population of over 200,000, has not been 
Tationed. We recommend that the Provincial Government should undertake as 
rapidly as possible the rationing of every truly urban centre. ;Many of the 
small municipal towns in Bengal are in reality only overgrown villages and 
include within their boundaries a considerable amount of agricultural land. 
We do not suggest that these small towns which are, strictly speaking, not urban 
areas, should be rationed. It would not be worth while. What we propose is 
that the rationing of towns with a population of about 25,000 or more should be 
carried out as quickly as possible and that, thereafter.,. in the light of the ex
perience gained, a decision should be taken whether ·towns with a smallAr 
population should also be rationed. 

D.-ENFORCEMENT 

9. The FOOdgrains Control Order.-We regard this Order as a most importanll 
weapon in the armoury of food administration in :Bengal, for it is the only 
means by which the stocks in the hands of traders can be watched and controlled. 
It has, however, not been administered efficiently in :Bengal. We consider thall 
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immediate steps should be taken to enforce the provisions of the Order strictly. 
This will entail drastic action,· for the registers are at present encumbered by the
names of thousands of persons who are not traders. by profession. Originally, 
licences were not granted to new entrants in the trade, or to those who had 
been in business for less than three years, unless the District Magistrate was. 
satisfied that a public purpose would be served by granting the licence. Iu 
;May 1943 when free trade was introduced into the Eastern Region, these 
restrictions were removed and orders were issued that the licensing authority 
"should issue licences freely to new entrants to business and to those who have 
been in the trade, irrespective of the period during which they have been in 
business, provided the applicants are able to satisfy the licensing authority 
that they have made arrangements for carrying on business, and possess storaga 
accommodation, and have an <)ffice where accounts will be kept and !:msiness 
transacted". We understand that this step was taken because of the great need· 
for obtaining the maximum amount of supplies from outside the province. The 
result was the issue of thousands of new licences. In one district which a. 
Member of the Commission visited, out of 3.500 licensees over 2,000 had not 
submitted any return for many months. In these conditions efficient adminis
tration is impossible. \Ve consider it very important that Clrastic steps should. 
be taken without delay to restore order out of this chaos. 

10. Embargoes.-The enforcement of embargoes round surplus districts pro
hibiting the export of rice and paddy, except under permit, presents special 
difficulty in many parts of Bengal because of the large number of rivers and· 
khal.s. Control of transport by rail and river steamer is a simple matter and 
that of movement by road does not present great difficulty. But the control 
of country boat traffic, when that traffic, as in Bengal, travels by innumerable
rivers and khals, throws a heavy burden on the administration. There is litUe 
doubt that cordons round many of the surplus districts are not effective because 
the country boat traffic is not properly controlled. And yet procurement will 
suffer unless these cordons are enforced strictly. A large staff is essential but 
an increase in staff will not of itself solve the problem. The staff, particularly 
the supervisory staff, must also be provided with adequate transport, that is, 
with launches, if success is to be achieved in controlling country boat traffic. 
I? the riverine distr:icts of Bengal, launches are just as essential for the effi
Ciency of administration as are motor cars in areas where communication is by 
r?ad. We realise the difficulty of obtaining launches for the civil administra
tiOn under conditions imposed by the war, but we trust that it will be possible
for arrangements to be made by which a reasonably adequate number of launches 
are made available to the Government of Bengal. It should then be possible 
for the Provincial Government to enforce these cordons effectively. 

E.-REQUISITIONING 

11. \Ve attach great importance' to requisitioning. \Ve consider it essential 
that Government should be prepared to undertake requisitioning as and ·when 
necessary, whether from traders or from producers, if the flow of supplies is not 
maintained by voluntary sales. If it were practicable to adopt in Bengal mono
poly procurement schemes on the lines of those in force in Bombay and Madras. 
requisitioning as a separate measure would be unnecessary. The compulsory 
sale of the levy quota in Bombay and the assessed surplus in Madras is a form 
of requisitioning. It is the impracticability of adopting such schemes which 
makes requisitioning in Bengal a matter of such importance. 

12. One point should be made clear at this stage. When we speak o£ requi
l!itioning from the producer we are not thinking of :.-equisitioning from the
cultivator who has a small surplus over and above his own needs. That, we
regard as not only impracticable but also dangerous. The compulsory purchase 
of the surplus of such a producer is only possible where means exist for making 
a reasonably correct estimate of the crop he has reaped and of the needs of 
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himself and his family. In Bengal the agency for making such an assessmen~ 
does not exist. What we contemplate, therefore, is not the requisitioning of 
the surplus of the small, but of the large cultivator. In practice, requisitioning 
will be limited to holdings with an acreage above a prescribed minimum. 

13. If requisitioning is to be successful it must be prepared for in advance. 
This is particularly necessary in Bengal where, owing to the absence of village 
records and a village revenue establishment, particulars are not readily avail
able as recrards large cultivators. We understand that the District Enforcement 
Staff has been directed to collect information, but, so far as we could learn, little 
progress has been made. ~t is in:port.ant t.hat plans for r~quisitioning should be 
kept in readiness. What IS reqm~ed IS a ~1st of. large cultivators so that, should 
requisitioning become necessary, mformatwn Will be ready at hand as regards 
potential "hoarders". It will be impossible to, prepare these lists in secret and 
we think it would be a mistake to attempt to maintain secrecy. If Government 
are prepared to undertake requisitioning it is desirable that the public should 
not be kept in ignorance of Government's policy and should realise why requisi
tioning may be necessary. Like every other activity of food adm,inistration it is 
essential that the policy of requisitioning should have the support of public 
opm10n. Only then can it be successful. The hoarder must not be in a position 
to rely upon public sympathy. Public opinion must make him realize that 
hoarding grain is anti-social. Indeed, the more village -opinion condemns the 
holding up of stocks the less need there will be for requisitioning. We attach, 
therefore, importance to propaganda directed to explaining Government's policy 
in regard to requisitioning. · 

14. Although occasions may occur in which requisitioning on a wide scale 
ma,v be necessary and indeed imperative, we trus~ that these will be rare or 
absent. \Ve regard general requisitioning as an extreme measure that should 
be resorted to only in a grave emi:l-tgency such as that arising from an excep
tionally poor crop. On the other hand, we regard individual requisitioning as 
part of the normal procedure of procurement, that is to say, as a m"easure which 
should be taken whenever, in an area, the flow of grain to the markets is 
slo\\'ing dO\vn owing to large cultivators holding back their stocks. This policy 
has been adopted with success in other provinces, for instance in the Cantral 
Provinces and Madras. In the main rice producing areas of Madras, as in 
Bengal, procurement normally depends upon voluntary sales by the cultivators. 
Usu'llly, no difficulty is .experienced during the months immediately following 
the harn•Et. Later in the year, however, the flow of grain slows down and 
at such times the Grain Purchase Officers have been authorized to resort to 
requisitioning. We understand that requisitioning, or even the threat of 
requisitioning, of the surplus stocks of a relatively small number of individuals 
usually has the desired effect. The practice is that the cultivator whose grain is 
requ!sitioned is given the option to enter into a voluntary contract for the sale 
of ~Is surplus within a reasonable time after the service of the requisitioning 
notice. This procedure has worked satisfactorily and, in the large majority of 
cases, the cultivator sells his grain voluntarily and compulsory acquisition proves 
unnecessary. 

15. We understand that the Bengal Government are considering a proposal 
that the large cultivator should be brought within the scope of the Foodgrains 
Contr~l Order. We support that proposal. Although we have recommended 
that ~1sts .of large cultivators should be prepared, we recognize that their pre
par~tiOn. m the absence of village records showing the areas held by individual 
culhYa~ors, will not be such a simple operation as would at first sight appear. 
F.xtc-nsiw and intensive inquiries will be necessary and if the lists are to be 
a~c.urate t~H' work of the staff engaged on the inquiries will require close super
vi:lon. Fmally, even when the lists have been prepared it will be necessary,_ 
prwr to the issue of requisition notices, to decide which cultivators have hoarded 
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theh· stocks. This will necessitate further inquiries. There is an administra
tive advantage, therefore, in a procedure which places upon the large cultivator 
the duty of submitting returns. It is also possible that an obligation to 
sub~t returns may of itself discourage him from holding back his surplus grain. 
He will realize, provided there is an adequate inspection staff, that he is under 
continual observation. Again we understand that the large cultivator is some
times also a trader and that, by reason of being a producer, he evades the 
provisions of the Foodgrains Control Order. We recognize, of course, that the 
number of cultivators who are required to submit returns should not be un
wieldy. It has been suggested that .the numbers would not be too large if a 
limit of 25 acres was adopted, that is to say, if those who cultivate 25 acres or 
more of land were brought under the scope of the Order. 

16. :Requisitioning of stocks may be necessary not only in the case of the 
large cultivator; action may also have to be taken against the trader. Bu~ 
such action will not be possible, except in a haphazard mann_er, unless up-to-date 
records of stocks are maintained. This can only be ensured by the efficien4! 
administration of the Foodgrains Control Order to which we have already referred. 

F.-RICE MILLS 

17. Rice mills constitute a ;most important part of the procurement machine, 
for they form "bottle necks" through which paddy, except in so far as it ia 
hand-pounded, passes in order to emerge as rice. Their efficient use in procure
ment schemes therefore is of ~he greatest importance. In Madras, Bombay, and 
the Central Provinces rice mills are under official control. We were not able t.o 
visit the rice-producing areas in Bombay and the Central Provinces, but from 
wnat we heard from official a~ well as non-official witnesses, we are satisfied that 
*'he system of official supervision has been a success in those provinces and that 
the co-operation of the rice millers has been obtained. In Madras we were able 
to visit two of the important rice purchasing centres, Bezwada and Tanjore, 
and had the opportunity of acquainting ourselves with the working of the system 
in that province. There too official control has operated with ease and success. 
The main rice surplus areas of ~adras are in the north and south deltas and 
comprise seven districts which are well supplied with rice mills. Practically all 
the_ purchases by the official purchasing agents, Grain Purchase Officers, are 
mflde from the mills in these districts. The Grain Purchase Officers, who are 
-selected Deputy Collectors belonging to the Provincial Service, are five in 
number and each is in charge of a separate area. During the period December 
1942 to October 1943, the purchases made by these officers amounted to 721,000 
tons, and during the ten months from November 1943 to August 1944, to 700,000 
tons. The staff employed is not large and consists of 5 grain Purchase Officers, 
5 Grain Movement Officers, .29 Tahsildars and Deputy Tahsildars, 66 Food 
Inspectors, Marketing Assistants, Grain Purchase Supervisors, etc., and 166 
Clerks. 

The <.ost to Government is very low. At the Bezwada centre the cost (exclud
ing pension!') is about 3 pies per maund of rice purchased, while that at Tanjore 
is only about 1 pie per maund. Again, milling charges are not high, being 
about 11 annas a maund, including profit, in the southern delta, and about one 
anna less in the northern delta. The mills are closely supervised by the Grain 
Purchase Officers' staff throughout all the milling processes in order to ensure 
that quality is maintained and the under-milling order complied with. We 
visited several of the mills and found rice, both in store and in the course of 
production, to be of good quality. We understand, however, that at an earlier 
stage the quality of rice obtained from the mills and distributed by the Grain 
Purchase Organization, left much to be desired. 

18. An important feature of the scheme is the manner in which storage 
difficulties have been avoided. Monthly quotas are allotted to deficit districts, 
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.certain Ifidian S~ates, the Defence Services, and the Railways, and are distri
buted among the Grain Purchase Officers. Each of these officers, thP...refore, 
lmows the monthly demands which he has to meet and regulates his purchases 
.irom the mills accordingly. Deficit districts are supplied by merchants selected 
by District Officers and these merchants are also allotted monthly quotas. The 
merchants apply to the Grain Purchase Officer and deposit the cost of the rice 
in advance. The Grain Purchase Officer arranges with a mill for the delivery 
()f the consignment at the despatching poin~ where it is inspected by the mer
-chant. The miller is paid after the merchant has accepted the ·consignment. 
'.I'he same procedure is followed as regards purchases for the Indian States, the 
Railways, and the Defence Servicea. The Grain Purchase Officer accepts no 
responsibility for transport but he keeps the railway authorities informed of 
probable despatches and assists the exporting merchants as far as possible. The 
eystem has worked successfully. Storage accommodation, beyond .that provided 
by the mills, has not been found necessary and ih~ demands for transport have 
been spread out uniformly throughout the year. 

19. In Bengal, rice mills are under the control and supervision of the Chief 
,Agents and it is they who are responsible for the inspection of the IQ.illing pro
(:.eSses, for taking delivery of the rice and for making payments. The ;Bengal 
Rice :Millers' Association gave evidence before ·us and it is clear from what they 
told us that the rice millers are suffering under a sense of grievance. They said 
quite frankly that they object to being placed under the control of other members 

-of tLe trade, that is the Chief Agents. They urged that if the rice milling in
dustry must be controlled by the State, control should be exercised directly 
through Government officials and not through private firms. They regarded· this 
.as a matter of principle and· maintained that the presep._t system was bound to 
lead to friction and misunderstanding.. It is E-ssential that the full co-operation of 
~he Bengal rice miiiers should be obt:ained and, after our visits to other provinces, 
we have no hesitation in recommending that Bengal should, as regards the. 
control and supervision of rice mills, fall into line with other provinces. We 
re>Alize that the Bengal Government fear that Government officers will not b~ 
able to deal with the rice miller as efficiently as the Chief Agents have done, 
but if Government officers in other provinces are able to accomplish this task 
with success we see no reason why Government officers in Bengal should not be 
able to protect Government interests and at the same time deal fairly with the 
mills. The rice millers made no complaint against the Chief Agents indivi
dually. It is of course possible, indeed probable, that their views are influenced 
by circumstances in which, rightly or wrongly, they feel that they have not 
had a fair deal at the hands of the Chief Agents. We realise that personal 
differences between the millers; and the Chief Agents may have strengthened the 
former's view in favour of direct relations with the Government instead of 
through the Chief Agents. But, quite apart from the possibility of individual 
cases of friction and misunderstanding, we take the view that the proper course 
is for the mills in Bengal to be brought directly under official control. As we 
have said, we see no reason, in the light of experience in other provinces, why 
officials in Bengal should not be able to exercise efficient supervision an_d control 
over rice mills. 

20. In relation to the size of the crop, the number of rice mills in Bengal is 
small as compared with that in Bombay, Madras, the Central Provinces, Sind, 
and the Punjab.~ Further, in Bengal the mills are unevenly distributed. The 
&urplus rice districts in West Bengal are well provided with mills and a large 
number are concentrated in and around Greater Calcutta. On the other hand, 
the majority of the surplus districts in East and North ;Bengal are badly provided 
with mills. For instance, Khulna has only nine very small mills, and Jalpai
guri only seven, of which only one has a capacity of over 500 maunds a day. 
Bakarganj, another heavy surplus district in East Bengal, has 64 mills but only 
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12 have a capacity of over 200 maunds a day. We understand that the· Benc:ral
Government are considering a proposal for the better distribution of nee mills 
either by the transfer of existing mills or by the erection of new ones. We 
agre~ that a better distribution of mills would be a.,dva.ntageous from the poinl. 
o~ v1ew of procurement. T~ere is one point, however, to which special atten· 
tiOn ~hould be dr~wn. Hand-pounding of rice is a village industry of consider
able Importance m the rural economy of the province. Roughly one half of. 
the market supply is dehusked by manual labour in the villages. \Ye attach 
importance to the maintenance and extension of village industries. Hand
pounding of rice is a small industry specially suited to rural conditions in 
Bengal; it provides employment for a large number of landless persons and 
serves as a subsidiary means of livelihood for the smaller cultivator. We 
accordingly recommend that in any plan for increasing the total output of 
milled nee as opposed to one for redistributing existing mills, the existence 0t · 
this important village industry should not be overlooked. 

G.-MONOPOLY PROCURE~IENT 

21. Schemes under which the producer is required by law to sell the whol~ 
or a part of hi~ surplus grain to (tovernment are in operation m several of th~ 
provinces and states in India. An of:lieer of the .Food Department of the 
Government of India, who recently made a tour of the provinces and states in 
which "monopoly'' schemes are in operation, has made the following obser
vations in his report : -

"It is interesting and important to observe that in those areas which have 
gone forward towards a Government monopoly, there is not one single 
instance where any doubt is felt that the basic principle is right. In no case 
is there any thought of withdrawing even to a minor degree. On the contrary, 
the tendency is quite the reverse and in virtually every case the determined 
policy is to go forwardjo make the monopoly more complete." 

\Ye visited several provinces and states in which "monopoly" schemes are 
in force and our inquiries point to the same conclusion. \Vhere such schemes 
Qxist they appear to be working on the whole satisfactorily, though no doubt 
t.hey will be further improved as experienc.e is gained. The advantage of 
"monopoly'' procurement is that it enables the aut.borities to ensure a morfl 
'!Ouitable distribution of tht: available food resources. We shall now describe the 
Gchemes in operation in the Madras and Bombay Presidencies and then decide, 
in the light of conditions in Bengal, whether they are suitabLe for introduction 
into that province. 

22. Bombay.-The failure of the voluntary system.-Up to the spring 
of 1044 procurement operations in the Bombay Presidency depended upon 
voluntary sales by the producer. During 1943 District Officers made purchases 
locally. Purchases were, "however, not on an extensive scale and in the autumn 
of that vear the Provincial Government came to the conclusion that if black 
markets v were to be eliminated and the food resources of the Presidency equitably 
distributed it was essential that a more extensive scheme of procurement should 
he adopted. They, therefore, announced their intention to purchase 10 per 
r.ent o£ the millet production and 25 per cent o£ the rice production. ~The 
scheme was of a "voluntarv" character and cultivators were "\mder no obli.za
tion to sell any portion o£ their produce to Government. The scheme was o~ly 
partly successful and the quantity procured fell short .of the target figure. This 
was attributed to lack of co-operation on the part of the big landlord and the 
large cultivator. The failure of this Rcheme led the Bombay Government to 
adopt in the spring of 1944 a scheme of monopoly of purchase. and distribution. 
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23. The Bombay Monopoly Scheme.-The main elements of this scheme are

( a) a compulsory and graded levy from the cultivator of a portion of his. 
surplus grain; the levy quota must be sold to Government; 

(b) a Government monopoly of purchase of whatever the cultivator sells. 
over and above the levy quota; 

(c) strict control over movements; and 
(d) a Gvvernment monopoly .of distribution in all rural and urban areas. 

In 1944 the scheme was introduced into three districts. In spite of certain. 
difficulties experienced in its actual working, it was considered to have worked1 
successfully and it has been decided to extend the scheme, subject to certain 
modifications in the method of calculating the levy, to all areas in the province 
where rice is not the predominant crop. 

Ko private trade in a monopoly foodgrain is allowed except that the producer 
is permitted to .sell, within the village, retail quantities for the bona fide con
liumption of the buyer and his family. Ali movement beyond the village 
boundary is prohibited except under permit. Gov-ernment is entirely respon·· 
Qible for distribution and both rural and urban areas are rationed. In the rural 
areas family ration cards are issued to those who have no stocks· and those 
whose stocks are inadequate to last them till the next crop is reaped. Rations 
are drawn from controlled shops, and in the rural areas these shops are so 
situated that no villager has to go more than 6 miles for his supplies. 

The District Officer, with the assistance of the revenue staff-this has been 
strengthened considerably-is in charge of the procurement and distribution1 
operations. In most districts purchases are effected by Government offic-ers, 
directly from the producer. In so~e districts, however, co-operative societies> 
are .entrusted with the task of making purchases and in others, traders ar•-3 
employed as purchasing agents on a commission basis. 

Under the system of land revenue administration in Bombay, complete and! 
up-to-date records are maintained by the village accountant for each village and: . 
it is primarily on the basis of these records that the levy is calctilated. The 
prices paid by Government for the grain purchased from the cultivator are fixed' 
nnd remain in force for the whole crop ye~r . 

. 2!. Madras.-The District of Malabar is a heavily deficit area in regard to
nee, the staple foodgrain. Formerly it drew a. larg.e proportion of its supplies 
from Burma. The Madras Government have not been able to supply rice to
the full extent of the needs o£ the district and in order to ensure a satisfactory 
distribution of the total supplies available from internal and external sourcee, 

a_ scheme of monopoly of purchase and distribution was introduced i!l the dist
rwt in October 1944. The main features of this scheme are two. First, the· 
cultivator is required to sell the whole of his assessed surplus, not only -a pro-
portion of it, as in Bombay, to Government at the notified price, and secondly, 
the entire population of the district is rationed. 

No private trade whats~ever in monopoly foodgrains is permitted and all 
movement beyond the village boundary is prohibited. In view of the shortage of" 
supplies, the ration has been limited to 12 ounces of foodgrains per adult 
JJer day instead of the normal figure of 1 lb per adult per day. This standard 
of ~2 ounces has also been adopted for the purpose of determining the quantity· 
whJCh the producer is allowed to retain for his own cons~mption.l As in Bombay· 
the District Officer is in charge of procurement and distribution. Purchases 
nre, however, not made by Government officers but by local traders acting as 
government agents. The distribution o£ foodgrains to the licensed retailers 

1 Tt is understood that this amount' has recently been increased. 
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is also made by approved local traders. The assessment of the surplus with 
flach producer is ;made by the village accountant under the supervision and 
direction of the district revenue staff. The prices paid to the cultivator for his 
aurplus produce are fixed by Government. . • 

25. For the successful working of a monopoly scheme on the lines of those in 
;force in Bombay and Madras, it is imperative tha~ Government should possesa 

an agency which can (a) prepare a. reasonabLe and accurate assessment of the 
crop reaped by each cultivator; (b) can purchase and collect the quota due from 
each cultivator or in the alternative, supervise and, if necessary enforce the 
11ale of that quota to approved purchasing agents; and (c) can undertake the 
distribution of supplies to the whole population other than those who grow 
sufficient grain for their own needs. In Bombay and Madras (and in other parts 
of India where similar monopoly schemes are in operation), the foundation for 
tJ1is agency exists in the form of a highly developed revenue administration . 
.As we have explained in Chapter II, this administration consists of, first a. 
revenue sta.ff in each village or group of villages charged with the maintenance 
nf village records, and secondly, a staff of revenue officers whose duty it is to 
BSsist, supervise, and control the village staff. There is no such staff in Bengal, 

mor can it be brought into being within a reasonable time. Its recruitment and 
&raining would certainly be a matter of years, and we are of the opinion that any 
attempt to improvise such a staff within a short time would result in failure. 
'lt is not only a question ot appointing and training thousands of officers. The 
s:ubordinate revenue staff in the provinces of Bombay and Madras has been in 

or-existence for many years and possesses great influence and authority among the 
villagers. But that influence and authority cannot be acquired iu a day. And 
finally there is the question of cost. The charge would be a very heavy one. 
We see no prospect, therefore, of the successful introduction into Bengal of 
monopoly schemes of purchase on the lines of those in operation in the 
provinces of Bombay and Madras. 

26. In Orissa, and the Central Provinces and Berar, schemes are in operation 
·which, while they do not require the producer to sell the whole or part of his 
'Surplus grain to Government, create in favour of Government a limited 
:monopoly of purchase over the marketable surplus, that is, over that part of 
rthe crop which the producer brings for sale to the market. Under these 
·schemes, as in Bengal, sales by the producer are voluntary. Where they 
,'().iffer from the ;Bengal system is that Government acquire not only a monopoly 
-of purchase of all the rice produced by the rice mills but also a limited mono-
-poly over that part of the marketable surplus which does not pass through the 
-mills. We shall now describe these schemes and then consider whether they 
:are suitable for introduction in Bengal. 

27. Orissa.-The scheme which has been in operation in Orissa since the 
harvesting of the rice crop in 1943, aims at directing the :flow of all rice and 
paddy sold in wholesale quantities into the hands of Government. It has three 
€Ssential features. First, the prices of rice and paddy which the producers are 
entitled to demand and receive, have been fixed for the whole of the crop year. 
Secondly, purchase or sale by any person, whether a cultivator or not, of any 
quantity of rice or paddy -exceeding 10 maunds in any one transaction has 
been prohibited unless it be by or to a Government agent.l Thirdly, no person 
•holding a licence under the Foodgrains Control Order is entitled to hold a 
stock of more than 100 maunds of rice and paddy at any one time unless he 
is an agen~ or a sub-aaent of the Government.! The object of the exemption of 
'the purchase and sal: of quantities up to 10 maunds in a single transaction is 
to enable purchases and sales to continue unhampered at the small village 
-markets and elsewhere as an essential part of the system of distribution in thll 
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province. Purchases are made by agents selected from the trade. .t;ach agen\ 
makes purchases in a definite area and in order to bring the purchasing agency 
within easy reach of the cultivator, the agents have been encouraged to appoint 
sub-agents. The agent is responsible not only for the purchase of foodgrains 
but also for custody, packing, and safe storage. Purchases are, as far as 
possible, spread over 8 months of the crop year. The' District Offic.er is iu. 
charge of all the operations. We understand that this scheme has been on the 
whole successful and that the target figure, which includes a provincial reserve,, 
has been achieved. 

28. The Central Provinces.-In the rice producing areas paddy is brought~· 
to the mills and rice to the markets by the small trader and to some exten~ 
by the primary producer. Paddyis either sold outright to the miller 9r, after 
being milled on a commission basis, is sold in the market. In other areas. 
where mills are few in number, hand-pounded rice is also sold in the market. 
Under normal conditions, rice in the markets is ·bought partly by local retail' 
dealers but chiefly by the larger dealers either for: .export to the consuming: 
areas, or resale to other dealers for export. The millers are frequently wholesale 
traders and exporters, but in certain areas they sell their rice in the main 
markets. Normally therefore it is either at the mills or at the market ·that rice
passes into the hands of the large wholesale dealer and it is at this point that the
Government .monopoly of purchase normally comes into operation. The actual~ 
sanction by which this monopoly is effected is by an order tinder clause 4 of the 
Central Provinces and Berar Foodgrains (Control of Distribution) Order prohi~. 
biting any person from selling rice at places specified in the Order except to 
Government or their agents. The monopoly extends only to rice and not to 
paddy. 

When the scheme was first introduced, it was found that, on the issue of an• 
order giving Government the monopoly of purchase at an established market, 
sellers, in order to avoid selling to Government at the controlled price, trans-
ferred their operations to places outside the declar-ed markets. To prevent thiS" 
evasion these places were treated as market equivalents and an1 order passed· 
prohibiting sal.es at these places otherwise than to Government. The number
of such places declared as market equivalents depends upon local circumstances. 
If rice is not flowing freely into the markets (or the market equivalents), re
quisitioning of paddy from the cultivator is resorted to without hesitation. 
Purchase prices nre fixed on the basis of delivery at railhead~ and for purchases: 
in the interior l'rices are reduced by the differential necessary to bring :f;be grain 
to railhead. Variations are also made to allow for differences in quality. A 
large number of agents drawn from the trade (including th.e millers) are employed' 
in making purchases. Agreements are entered into with the agents by which· 
they bind themselves to act as Government agents only and not to trade inde
pendently. The functions of the agents are to pay for the rice, take delivery 
of it on behalf of Government, bag it, weigh it, mark the bags, and Uoanspori;;· 
it to Government warehouses. The agents work under the close supervision 
of Government officers. A Food Inspector is always present at the tirn.e a 
purchase is made either in the market or at the mill and if there is a difference 
of opinion between the seller and the Food Inspector as regards the quality of 
the rice, the matter is referred to the local Food Officer whose decision is final. 
The scheme bas worked successfully in the surplus rice districts of the 
Chhn ttisgarh Division. 

29. An essential ·feature of the schemes in force in the Central Provinces and 
0rissa is that Government purchases- are made at fixed prices. We do not, 
however, regard this as a serious objection t.o the in!foduction of similar schemes 
in Bengal. Reductions in the ceiling prices all relatively short intervals were 
necessary during 1944 in view of the- abnormal prices prevailing at the end of 
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1943. .Pnces hav.e now lthe begmmng of l\:!45) reached a more reasonable level 
.and it seems to us that the time has come when it is not only poss1ble but also 
·desirable for Bengal to adopt a more stable price policy. Other provinces have 
.foll'?wed a policy of maintaining a uniform price level for as long a period as 
!POSSible. In Orissa prices have been fixed for both rice and paddy for the >Yhole 
<Jf the crop year and in Madras, the Central Provinces, and Bombay, prices have 
been maintained at a steady level over a long period. It is clearly desirabl~ 
that the cultivator should be assured that Government have no intention oi 

iorcing prices down to an unduly low level. Further, it is essential that the 
;acreage under rice should incr.ease rather than decrease, and th:s can only b3 
tt?nsured if the cultivator is assured of a reasonable price for his grain. It is also 
to the advantage of the rice miller to know that prices will remain steady. 
Apprehensions that pric.es may fall must inevitably restrict his purchases of 
paddy and, in consequence, his outturn of rice. Again, a stable price will make 
tGovernment relations with the miller easier. \Ve accordingly recommend 
;that the prices at which purchases on Government account will be made, should 
ibe fixed for as long a period as possible. \Ve would prefer that this period 
,should correspond to the crop year but, if that is not possible, we suggest that 
it should be for at least six months. We also consider that the prices should 
mot be kept secret. It is desirable that the cultivator, the trader, and the miller 
:-should know the prices fixed by Government for th.eir puryhases. 

30. We now return: to consider whether the schemes in operation in the Cea
tral Provinces and Orissa are suitable for introduction in Bengal. In thP Cen
tral .Provinces monopoly purchase by Government extends to rice and not to 
-paddy. It will not be possible to maintain this distinction in Bengal, except 
-pe:rhaps in a· few dietricts which are well supplied with rice mills, because the 
procurement organization purchases large quantities of paddy. No difficulty, 
however, should be experienced in extending the monopoly to paddy. But it is 
doubtful whether the 8ystem in force. in the Centra-l Provinces is snitable for 
adoption in all districts in Bengal. We have in mind the districts in which 
communicatio11 is mainly by water. In these areas, rice and paddy are largely 
bought and sohl by merchants who move about in boats. To ::r large extent the 
boat i.;; the market, and much of the grain is not brought to an established 
market as, in thC' Central ProvincPs. In these conditions, it would be difficult to 
prevent evasion of orders prohibiting the sale of rice and paddy at markets or 
market "equivalents", to persons other than Government agents. The only way 
to prevent widespread evasion would he by full monopoly. 'This we consider 
impl'acticable. Be.ngal has not the administrative ma-chinery for full monopoly 
procurement, nor do we regard the establishment of such an organization a prac
~ical proposition. Full monopoly purchase also implies full responsibility for 
distribution. And here aga-in, we do not consider this practicable. Subject, 
noweveJ:", to. the reservation as regards districts in which communication is mainly 

·by water, we are of opinion that the system of monopoly procurement in force 
·in the Central Provinces may prnve suitable for adoption in Bengal. As regards 
the scheme in operation in Orissa, we do not anticipate that any insuperable 
difficulty will be experienced in introducing a similar scheme in Bengal. 

31. vVe are of opinion that Bengal should advance towards the monopoly 
ideal. \Ve therefore recommend that the schemes in force in Orissa and in the 
Ventral Provinces should be studied with a view to the introduction of a system 
of monopoly purchase as an experimental measure in a selected district or dis
tricts in ffengal. 

H.-THE PROCUREMENT lHACHIXERY 

32. The procurement organization which was set up at the end of 19-13 and 
-was in operation during l'!J44 consic:.ts of 

(i) a Purchasing Board; and 
(ii) four sole purchasing agents, called the Chief Agents. 
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The !'urchasing .Board, the functions of which are of a purely advisory 
character, coiJsists of the Commissioner of :Food and Civil Supplies, who acts as 
its Chairman, one representative of the Haiiways, two representatives of tbA 
Chambers of Commerce, and the four Chief Agents. Its duty is to advise Gov· 
ernruent 011 questions of policy such us the price at which purchases should be 
made, the quantities to be purchased from time to time, and the areas in which 
purchases shouJd be accelerated or retarded. Four firms of standing have been 
appointed as purchasing agents, and districts, in which they conduct their buying 
operations, have been allotted to each of them. Their purchases ·are made at 
prices fixed by Government, on the advice of the Purchasing Board and the 
methods of buying are through rice mills, through sub-agents appointed from 
.among the local rice and paddy dealer~, and directly through local dealers, co• 
·<>perativa societies and cultivators. This system was in operation t.hroughoui 
1\144. 

33. It will be recalled that a substantially similar procurement organization 
was set up on two ?CCasions during 1943 and the agency employed for making 
~purchases under the "'denial" scheme was of the same type. We have explained 
in an earlier chapter our view that this type of organization is not suitable for 
procurement in conditions of shortage.1 In saying this we are not criticizing .the 
manner in which any of the chief agents performed his functions during 1944. 
As we have said, procurement in that year was successful-more successful than 
was expected during the early part of the year. Government were able to pur
-chase over one million tons of rice and paddy, and at the end of the year had 
built up a reserve of over 600,000 tons. The success of the year's operations 
reflect the success with which the Chief Agents carried out their tasks. The point 
we are considering is the suitability of this type of purchasing organisation in 
more difficult conditions when me.e.sures of coercion may be necessary in order to 
maintain the flow of grain. At first it might appear that a commercial firm with 
·experien~e in the buying and selling of f0odgrains would be a more suitable 
agency than a purchasing organization manned by officials. This, however,. has 
not been the experience of the large majority of the provinces. Madras, Bombay, 

·Orissa, Bihar, United Provinces, the Central Provinces, and the Punjab, have 
all preferred an official agency and, as we have pointed out, even more significanti 
is the fact that when a change has been made, it has been the substitution of 
an official for a trade agency. 'rhe result of this experience, combined with the 
failure of the "private" agency in Bengal in the difficult times of 1943, offer 
lessons which, in our opinion, should not be disregarded, and are conclusive. 

34. WA wuwa briefly summarize the reasons for our preference in favour 
-of an official purchasing agency in the following terms:-

(i) The system of agents selected irom t.he trade raises a problem of selec
tion. It gives rise to jealousy and friction which often lead to difficulties for 
the agent actually chosen. Such jealousy -and friction hinder co-operation 
between the Government and"the trade, which is so important for the success 
of control measures. The views expressed by the Bengal Rice Millers' Associa
tion, to which reference has already been made, are relevant as illustrating this 
-point. 

(ii) It is important that the procurement agency should have the full suppor~ 
and co-operation not only of the local traders and the rice millers but also of 
public opinion generally. This is particularly necessary when the flow of grain 
into the market shows signs of slowing down and pressure has to be brought 
to bear on the producers and local traders to part with their grain. The public 
does not readily believe that privnte firms are imbued with a spirit of pub~ill 
service and the more difficult procurement conditions become, the more ready 

I Part I, Chapter X, Paragraphs 29 to 32. 
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the publiQ is to asRume that their object is gain at the public expense. It i&. 
iust at tfie stage when coercion is necessary that lack of confidence in the private· 
agency may gather momentum and prove very embarrassmg. 

-(ili) '!'here is a fundamental difference between. normal trading and the pro
curement of supplies on behalf of the Government. The latter in the last resort 
must depend on coercion, in the form of requisitioning. Requisitioning involves
the usa of legal powers which must be entrusted to responsible state officials and 
not to private individuals. It can be undertaken more effectivelv, and with less
risk of misunderstanding as to its necessity in the public inte~est, by officers. 
who are part of the official purchasing agency than by officers who are normally 
outside ]he procurement organization and are occasionally called in to support, 
the operation of that organization. 

(rv) 'l'hu continuity of an official agency is assured though individual officers
may change. A system of agents chosen from the trade, on the other hand, 
involves danger of lack of continuity. For, should a Chief Agent retire for any 
reason -the benefit of his experience and organization in the areas allotted to· 
him is lost and procurement may suffer while a new organ.ization is establish
ing itself and acquiring familiarity with the work involved. 

(v) It has been found necessary to buttress the present procurement organiza
tion in Bengal by a Government establishment, parallel with that of the Chief 
Agents. for the purpose of supervising and assisting them. Originally, provi
sion was made for a staff of 7 Regional Deputy Directors, one Additional Deputy· 
JJirector, 37 Assistant Directors and Officers of equal standing, and 450· 
.Lnspectors.. The duties of this very considerable staff were defined generally as 
being "to supervise procurement operations as well as distribution under the
scheme", and specific reference was made to the inspection of the stocks pur
~hased, requisitioning of godowns and stocks, and the control of rice mills. We 
tlnderstand that recommendations have recently been made to the Government 
for the enlargement of this staff. There is in addition a considerable estab
lililhment entrusted with the responsibility for the storage and movement of sup
piles. Given the position that official establishments on this scale are necessary, 
we feel they would be more adequately, as well as more effectively, employed if 
they are also entrusted with the duty of making purchases from rice mills and 
local traders. 

35. Fo.· these rea:::ons, we recommend that m official procurement agpncy 
be established in place of the Chief Agents. We fully recognize :the fact that 
careful preparations will have to be made before the change we recommend can
be carried out. The transition will not be effected in a day; the pace of the 
change-over must necessarily be a matter for practical administration in Bengal. 
We desire to add that there should be no undue delay in taking the necessary 
measures; and having regard to the considerations which we have set out in 
Section F, the procurement of rice from rice mills should be entrusted to an 
official agen(ly as an initial step in this process of transition. 

L---ORGANIZATION IN THE DISTRICTS 

36. During 1944, the staff employed in the districts in the administration of 
food and civil Pupplies and connected matf~rs was considerably strengthened. 
In ever;v district there is an Assistant Director, and under him, s. number of 
Licensing and "Returns Officers~ and Inspectors. During our inquiries we gained 
tbe impression that there was some -uncertainty as to tlie authority responsible 
for controlling this staff. According to the orders issued by the Government of 
Bengal early in 1944, th1s staff was placed under the Regional Deput.y (or Addi
tional Deputy) Director of Civil Supplies. an officer whose jurisdiction extends 
over a group of districts and who is directly responsible to the Civil Supplies: 
JJcpmtment of the Provincial Government. It was also at the same time pr<>-' 
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vided that the district staJi was tO be "subject to the supervision of the Districti 
·Magistrate". This arrangement reflected the uncertainty preyailing ~t the ~ime 
about the respective functions to be undertaken by the DIStnct Magistrate and 
~he Deputy Director of Civil Supplies. .It was expected that the uncertainty 
would be removed in course of time, as a result of mutual settlement between 
these officers with reference io local conditions; and that some definition of func
tions would emerge as a result of the practical working. of the aman. p~ocure
ment scheme. This expectation, however, was no~ reahsed, and durmg 1944, 
officers, generally speaking, were not clea: .a~out their functions a~d pow.ers. 
We consider it; desirable that the responsibility for procurement, d1stnbuL10n, 
and enforcement o{ controls should be clearly defined. 

37. We think there can be no doubt ·that the District Magistrate. except for 
certain clearl_y specified purposes, should- be the authority responsible to the 
Government for food administration in his district, and that the staff employed 
for this purpose should be controlled by an officer· or officers subordinate and 
respcneiblts to him.. We understand that the Provincial Government have 
recently aecided that the District Magit~trate, assisted by .a staff over which he 
will have complete control, shall be solely responsible for all matters concerning 
the ffit>tribution, storage, and movement of supplies within the district from the 
point or points at which they are made available. for use within it.. The uncer
tainty as regards the authority responsible for distribution within a district has 
therefore been removed and we need say nothing further on this point. We 
consider however, that the Distdct Magistrate should also be res-ponsible· for the 
enforcement of controls within his dist-rict, and we recommend that this prin
eiple siioula be observed. We agree that in those districts where a staff is 
specially employed for the purpose of making purchases on behalf of Govern
ment, or contro11ing and supervising ~.0ch purchases, the District Magistrate and 
hiN statf should have no responsibility in the matter of procurement and opera
tions connected therewith. We suggest, however, that in districts classed· as 
deficit districts, the District Magistrate should be authorised to Undertake pro
eurement, should this prove necessary, in local ·surplus areas in order to provide 
supplies for other parts of the district. 

38. 'l'Jlert3 has also grown up recently a. large staff which, while it perform! 
a number of functions relating to the Jute Regulation, the Rural Reconstruc 
tion, and the Agricultural Development Departments, is also employed in cou 
nection with- the distribution of controlled commodities. We understand tha1 
this consists of 10 Assistant Development Commissioners, 30 District Develop· 
ment Officers, 82_ Chief Inspectors and Inspector!f in Charge,"l54_ Range Inspec· 
tors, 1,000 Assistant Inspectors, 1,000 Amins, 6,000 Development Assistants, 
11nd 12,000 J!art-time Local Crop Recorders. A considerable proportion· of tbiE 
-staff belongs 'to the ·Jute Regulation·Department, and the remainder represents 
the staff sanctioned in 1943 and 1944 for the "Grow More Food" campaign and 
the collection, by a plot to plot enumeration, 9f agricultural statistics. , The 
••jute" staff was utilized during 1943 in connection with the food drive and sub
sequently in relief measures. About the end of 1943, Qovernment decided to 
introduce a scheme for the equitable distribution of controlled commodities. 
e.g., 'kerosene, salt, sugar, and in a very limited field, foodgrain!!!, throughout the 
province Again, in 1944 Government formulated a. scheme for the "modified 
rntioning'' of foodgrains in the smaller towns and rural areas. This scheme has 
so far only been brought into force in certain rural areas in the Chi£tagong Dis.: 
triet. But, if we understand the position correctly, the intention is to intro
duce it as e.- relief measure should it become necessary to undertake the distri
bution of foodgrains at subsidized rates in other parts of the province. This 
scheme a!s) contemplates the utilization of local food committees, the work of 
Wruch will be supervised by the. .1ute Regulation StafJ. It is possible t.hal; the 
,functions W"l have referred to are such that they can be combinecl with advant-
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age in one organi~atio~ but we consider it a defect that the staff should be, as 
a~ present, _orgamzed md_ependently of the District Magistrate in a separate 
lllerarc_:hy directly su~rdina~e to the officer who holds the posts of Chief. Con· 
t:oller d.f Ju~ Regulat10n, Drrector of .Rural Reconstruction, and Special Officer, 
_llural Rat10nil!"g. · We. ha;ve dra'YD: atte.ntion more than once in our report tc 
the we~kness m the d1stnct admm1strat10n in Bengal arising out of the absencE 
,of revenue and village establishments similar to those in the ryotwari provinces 
_Apart from the Amins. and the part-time Local Crop Recorders, we assume tha 
a consi~IeraLle proportiOn of the establishment to which we have referred, wil 
be retamed permanently. It seems to us, therefore, that the existence of thi1 
R~aff affords an opportunity for organizing a subordinate adniinistrative estah 
~sbmen~ under th? c?ntrol of the ~i;~le Officers, which will be of great value 
m. enabling: the D1stnct and Sub-diVISIOnal Officers to maintain· closer contac1 
.With t~e. v1lla¥es .. We und~rstaad that the whole question of the organizatior 
of adnurus~~at10n m Bengalis at preserrt under review, and we recommend tha1 
the sugg~st10n we have set out above be borne in mind in any scheme of re 
orgamzat"1on. 

J.-0THER MATTERS. 

39. Co-operative Societies.-Although an attempt was made in 1944 to utiliz 
co-operative societies as agents for the purchase of grain from producers, littlE 
success was achleved. On the one hand, the co-operative societies attributE 
this lack of success to the "unsympathetic attitude" of the employees of th1 
Chief Agents with whom they had. to deal, whereas, on the other hand, w 
understand that the· Chief Agents complain that the societies refused to sel 
paddy and rice at the prices at which they (the Chief Agents) were authorize( 
to buy. We cannot say what truth there is in these allegations anti counter 
allegations, but we think it unfortunate that the co-operative societies shou1( 
have this sense of grievance. We consider that not only in Bengal but through 
out India, endeavour should be made to develop co-operative societies as- par 
of the procurement organization because they are perhaps the most effective wa: 
of obtaining the support of the cultivator in procurement operations. Ail th 
same time, however, we recognize that the rate of progress cannot be spectacula1 
fndeed, there is a real danger in attempting too rapid an advance and the histor; 
of the co-operative movement, certainly in Bengal, affords a clear warning o 
that danger. An official agency is now operating in the Bakarganj district an1 
what we suggest is that a scheme should be worked out for the utilization of th 
marketing and agricultural credit societies in that district as part of t.he rrocure 
ment machine. We feel convinced that the wise course is to concentrate on 
pllrticular area and to postpone, ex~ept in regard to the few large and weJ 
established marketing societies in other areas, any attempt to introduce on 
wider scale procurement through co-operative societies until further experienc 
has been . gained. 

40. Corruption.-Many persons who "gave evidence before us spoke with grea 
concern of the extent to which corruption prevails in com1ection with food admi 
nist"ration (and other matters) in Bengal. Food a~stration, p~r~icularly _i 
conditions creat~d by war, unfortunately offers . speCial opportumt1es .for dis 
honestv and· the atmosphere in Bengal has been charged, for some cons1derabl 
time \vith rumours of widespread corruption among both officials and mr 
offici~ls. We have little doubt that the conditions prevailing in Bengal in 194~ 
encoura""ed. the growth of peculation and dishonesty and it is possible that thi 
explains

0 

why. the evil seems to be more ser!ous in that. province tha_n in otbe 
parts of India. The disease demands d_rast~c treatm~nt.. ~ cure w1~l ~nl:' b 
effect~d bv vi""orous action in three d1rechons. F1rst, ngorous d1scrplm:1r 
action against ~fficia1s of whntever standing guilty of corruption, secondly, stric 
enforcement of controls and the punishment of those who break the law, :m 
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thirdly, the mobilization of public opinion against every form of corruption. '.fhe 
eradication of the evil is necessary for the full recovery of Bengal and for her 
ttJture progress • 

• 41. Public Co-operatiOJ1,-ln paragraph 25 of Chapter ·X in Part I, we have 
drawn attention to the existence in other provinces of ad hoc advisory bbdies 
which have been of assistance to the Provincial Governments in reaching satisfac
tory decisions on matters of food administration and in obtaining support of public 
opinion in execuHng them. We have also referred :to the fact that a. proposal 
to set up such a body in Bengal was considered and that Government and thoe 
Opposition could not agree on its functions. In spite of the difficulties experi
enced il the' past, we recommend that a Provincial Advisory Council should ·be 
estafilished and t.B.at it should be composed of officials and non-officials, the llrlter 
repr(~sentative of producers, traders, and consumers. We also recommend tha.ti 
JJis£nct Advisory Committees should be established for the assistanee of local 
food administrations in those districts in which such a body does not at presen~ 
exist. In particular, we consider that it would be an advantage if a separate 
advisory body were to be established for Greater Calcutta. We are clear. that 
the functions of these bodies should be of a purely consultative and advisory 
nature; they should not possess any executive power. The responsibility of Gov
ernment for the maintenance of the supply and distribution of food is to-day no 
Jess important {han that for the maintenance of law and order. Government 
must, therefore, accept fuJI responsibility for all measures taken in regard to 
the food of the people and cannot share thati responsibility with food councils 
and committees. We have recommended the formation of these bodies not with 
the object of absolving Government. and their officers of responsihility for Recu· 
ring and ruF-tributing food supplies; but. because we consider tnat they will enable 
public opmion to play a. more eff~c;tive and helpful part in shaping food policy, 
in devising measures and reviewing their execution, and also in assisting to 
remove questions affectin~ the food of the . people from the ~;pher~ of . party 
politics. 

42. Summary.-Qur main recommendations arising out of th1s chapter are:....

(1) The rationing of towns with a population of about" 25,000 or more should 
be carried out as quickly as possible, and in the light of the .experience gained, 
rationing of smaller towns considered. 

(2) (a) Immediate steps should be taken to review licences issued since May 
1943 under the Foodgrains ·Control Order, and to remove from the register of 
licensees persons who are not traders by profession. 

(b) Cultivators holding land exceeding a prescribed- acreage limit should 
be brought within the scope of the Foodgrains Control Order. A limit of 25 
acres is suggested as suitable. 

(3) Embargoes round the surplus districts should be effectively enforced; nn 
adequate number of launches should be made available for the purpose. 

(4) Requisitioning should be undertaken, as and when necessary, £rom 
traders and large producers, if the flow of supplies is not maintained by voluntary 
sales. Public opinion should be enlisted in support of requisitioning by suitable. 
propaganda directed to explaining the policy of Government. 

(5) An official procurement agency should be established in pl&ce of the-pre
sent s:vstem of procurement through Chief Agents chosen £rom the frade. The 
pace of the change-over must necesf;arily be a matter for practical administration 
m Bengal. It is desirable, however, that there should be no undue delay in 
taking the necessary measures. The procurement of rice from rice mills should 
bo entrusted to an official agency as an initial step. 
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(6) The sysj;ems of monopoly procurement in force in Orissa and the Central 
Provinces should be studied with a view to the introduction of a system of mono
poly purchase, as an experimental measure. in a selected district or districts in 
Bengal. 

('7) (a) The respective functions of District Magistrates and Deputy Directors 
of Civil Supplies in regard to the procurement and distribution of supplies and 
the enforcement of controls should be clearly defined. 

(b) The District Magistrate should be responsible for all matters con
cernmg the distribution, storage and movement of supplies and the enforce
ment of controls in the district. 

(c) In those districts where a staff is specially employed for making 
purchases on behalf of Government or for controlling and supervising such 
purchases the District Magistrate and his staff should have no responsibility in 
regard to procurement and operations. connected therewith. In other districts, 
the District Magistrate should be authorized to undertake procurement, should 
this prove necessary, in local surplus areas in order to provide supplies for 
other parts of the district. 

(8) The existence of a large staff under the Jute Regulation, Rural Reconstruc
tion, and Agricult.ural Departments affords an opportunity for organizing a 
subordinate administrative establishment which will be of value in enabling 
District imd Sub-divisional Officers to maintain closer contact with the villages. 
The possibility of such a reorganization should be considered. 

(9) It is no longer necessary to reduce prices at relatively short intervals. A 
more stable price policy is recommended. 

(10) Co-operative societies should be developed as part of the procurement 
machine. It is recominend~d that a beginning should be made in the utiliza'tion 
of the marketing and agricultural credit societies in the Bakarganj district as 
part of the proc~rement machinery. 

(11) Vigorous action against corruption is called for in three directions. 
Fist, disciplinary action against officials of whatever · standing guilty of 
corruption, secondly, strict enforcement of controls and the punishment of those 
who break the law, and thirdly, mobilization af public opinion against evefy 
:form of corruption. 

(12) (a) A Provincial Food Advisory Council, composed of officials and non-
officials, should be established. Producers, traders, and consumers should be 
adequately represented on tliis council. 

(b) A sepnrate advisory body for Greater Calcutta should be established 
as also District Advisory Committees in those districts where they do not at 
pres-ent exist. 



CHAPTER H.-REHABILITATION 
1. Short and long tenD. schemes.~In prev,ious chapters \Ye have described 

the effect of the famine in Bengal and the relief measures taken during the 
emergency period. The first necessary steps were to provide food, to get the 
wanderers back to their homes, and to bring the health situation under control. 
By the beginning of 1944, adquate supplies of food were availabte, the :r;najority 
of wandering destitutes had returned to their villages, and throughout the year 
the health situation slowly improved, until at its close the death rate was not 
fat· above the usual unsatisfactory level. But more is needed to revair thd 
damage inflicted by the famine. 

We do not .propose to deal here with long ter~ schemes for improving the 
economic- condition of the population. These concern the whole of India and 
will be considered in a later report. In order to remove any threat of future 
famine, far-reaching developments in . irrigation, · animal husbandry, and 
industry are required. But such developments will . take time. Meanwhile 
there is an immediate problem of rehabilitation in Bengal. We obtained 
abundant evidence, both during our tours in rural Bengal and in ~he examination 
of witnesses, of tlie need for effective measures to hasten the. economic recovery 
of th~ classes affected by the famine. Such measll't'es should conform with, and 
ultimately merge into, broader schemes of reconstruction and development. 

2. Restoration of lands.-Late· in 1943 the Bengal Alienation of Agricul· 
tural Land (Temporary Provisionq) Ordinance was promulgated to enable petty 
cultivators who sold their land during the famine to get it back. According to 
the Ordinance, any small-holder \tHo dudng 1943 transferred agricultural land 
by sale "for any consideration the amount and value of- which does not exceed 
Rs. 250", can apply to the District Officer for restoration; H:e must satisfy 
the latter that "he could not have maintained himself or, his family except by 
making such alienation of such land", and the transferee has the right of 
being heard. The small holder who regains his land · mus£ · repay the 
sum he received from the sale in 10 annual instalments. If the ·small
holder so desires he may, however, "instead of applying for a restoration 
orcler, ·apply for the conversion of the sale into a complete usufructuary 
mortgage for a period of 10 years. The Ordinance·· ceased to operare 
on March 11, 1944, ~nder /the provisions of the Govemmen£ of India 
Act, 1935, regarding such Ordinances. A Bill was thereupon introduced in the 
J .. egislature and passed by the Council; it could not, however, be passed b,y_ the 
Assembly owing to the prorogation of the latter. On September 7, 1944, 
Government issued a fresh Ordinance .embodying the proVisions of the Bill. 
Over 7,000 cases· were filed under the ori¢nal Ordinance. Out of ,these only a 
small proportion were disposed of during the period of the first Ordinance and 
in September 1944 the number of pending cases was 6,498. The disposal of 
these, and of further caseS' which ma.v be filed, will place a heavy burden on 
District Officers and their staff. Considerable importance must be attached t,o 
the settlement of cases with the greatest possible speed. 

Restoration of land is a verv necessary part of rehabilitation. No informa· 
tion is, however, available as to the num'ber of dispossessed small holders who 
would be entitled to take advantage of the Ordinance. Probably only a small 
fraction have already applied, or will apply, for restoration. Many ofthose who 
sold their land will find it difficult to raise the money necessarv to pay thP. 
annnal instalments, and thus regain immediate possession. If they prefer to 
n~nly for the usufructuary mortgage, they will regain their land in 10 years, 
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udess they can pay off the mortgage debt earlier, but me~nwhile will have iP 
tind other means of earning a living. 

3. Expenditure on rehabilitation.-Rehabilitatipn schemes involving the 
expenditure of Rs. 4 crores have been formulated by the Government of Bengal. 
The schemes include the establishment and maintenance of workhouses, homes 
and orphanages for destitutes, free grants for house building, the rehabilitation 
of artisans, and various irrigation projects. The Revenue Departmen~ is iu 
charge of the work of rehabilitation 

4. Workhouses and destitute homes.-It is proposed to centralize relief 
institutions, at present scattered, into 60 institutions consisting of a workhouse, 
a destitute home, and homes for orphans, deserted children and young women 
with and without children. Workhouses are planned as centres for encouraging 
cottage industries. They will provide work for (a) inmates of destitute homes, 
if any, attached to the workhouse,, (b) such residents of neighbouring areas us 
wish to come and work for a living and (c) for local people who may take 
materials from the workhouses, produce goods in their homes, and return the 
latter to the workhouse against suitable payment. The kinds of work to be 
carried out include ·paddy-husking; cane-work and bamboo work; mat-making; 
spinning; weaving; net-making; rope-making; toy-making; paper-making; and 
nail-making. Other suitable handicrafts may be suggested by the Director of 
Industries. 

The care of widows is one of the major problems of rehabilitation, and 
presumably the majority of adults who will oe housed in, or otherwise assisted 
by, relief institutions will belong to this clas-s. 

5. Orphans.-Tbe 'llumber of orphans requiring care dose not apper to be 
very accurately known. Preliminary estimates made by District Officer:; gave 
a total of over- 30,000. but later this figure was reduced to 10,000. The Gov
ernment of Bengal have accepted the responsibility of looking after all famine 
orphans, the Education· Department being entrusted with their care. Volun
tary bodies· wHl also assist. Any private organization which undertakes the 
charge of orphans must, however, submit proposals to the Director of Educa
tion for approval and guarantee to feed the children on an approved type 0£ 
diet and to educate them in accordance with principles laia down by the 
Director: It is proposed that the orphans should receive elementary education 
with particular emphasis on hand. work, and that at a later stage they should 
be given a training in some craft which will provide a means of livelihood tmd 
render them independent of state aid. 

In August 1944, 11 Government orphanages, with accommodation for abouJ 
1, 700 children, had been constructed a~d occupied, or were nearing completion. 
The bulk of the orphans were still housed in workhouses, temporary orphanages 
etc., scattered all over the province, their care being the responsibility of District 
Officers. · Some orphanages were also being run by volunta.ry organisations .. 

6.· House bullding • ...:....Expenditure of Rs. 10 lakhs has been sanctioned for 
this purpose. Free grants will be given to homeless destitutes to enable them 
to re-build their huts. There has been particular need for this in the cyclone· 
damaged areas,. but elsewhere also huts need repairing. In the chapter on 
relief we have told how famine victims sold doors, windows, roofs, etc>., in the 
early stages of the fa.mine. 

7. The rehabilitation of a.rtisans.-This is a task of great importance. It 
is proposed to assist workers such as fishermen. we-avers, potters, carpenters, 
etc., by subsidies and loans, and by the supply of raw materials and trade 
implements at cost price. Fishermen suffered severely during the famine and 
their rapid rehabilitation is particularlv necessary in order t:o increase supplies 
of a valuable protective food. Boats: nets and other fishing tackle must be 
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supplied. to set fishermen who lost their belongings at work again .. 01}&· 
difficulty which was mentioned to the Commis-sion is the shortage of ,.Yater
proofing material to prevent the deterioration of nets. 

8. l!Tiga.tion • .:....Irrigation .Schemes, at a cost of Rs. 100,00,000, are projected 
as follows :- · ' 

. : (a) Rs; 10,00,000 for expenditure on the re-excavation of derelict irrigation 
tnuks, mostly in western Bengal. 

(b). Rs. 26,00,000 for the execution of small irrigation projects which d0 not 
require much expert supervision by engineers. this will be spent. by District 
Officers. 

}) lis. 64,00,00(} lor expenditure on the more important irrigation schemes 
whwh are ready foJ: execution, under the supervision of the Irrigation Depart
ment. 

9. Comment on f~::~LC&u.wW~ow.o.u..-rians nave tnus been 1a1d tor the care and. 
rehabilitation uf those who suffered during the famine and considerable sums 
<>f money have been allotte_d for the purpose. ,It'is, however, one thing to 
·draw. up s-cheliles and prov1de money,. and another to produce satisfactory 
practical resul~s: ~V~ are by no means satisfied with the progres~ hitherto made 
towards rehab1htatwn and wish to stress the need for more energetic and co
ordinated action. 

There seems. to be some lack. of knowledge about the nature and extent of 
the problem t!l be tackled. Thus,, it is known that. the famine has had 
important effects on village life a.nd economy, but no clear picture of the changes 
it has produced is available. ' Many small-holders sold their land, .and -many 
artisans their trade implements and have not the means to resume their norm~} 
means of Jivelihood. The numbers, involved are, however, unknown.· There 
has been loss of life which must ~bnsiderably affect the availability of labour 
and opportuniti~s for employment. Will the village labourer, on account 
()f the shortage of labour, be better off than before the famine? On a number 
of such questions there is at present no accurate information, and the Commis
sion heard many conflicting opinions. Clearly it is essential to make a careful 
study of the whole position, in order to guide rehabilitation policy. Unless this 
can be done expenditure on rehl:lbilitation, however, generous, may be mis
directed and thP. results obtained disappointing. 

A strong staff is needed for rehabilitation, both at the centre and the 
periphery. We shall refer shortly to the question of central direction. Witb 
regard to the actual task of rehabilitati<?n _in t~e rural areas, w~ fear that th~ 
ordinary district staff, overburdened as 1t 1s w1th other work, Will- not -be . able 
to give sufficient time and attention to this important matter. We accordmgly 
are of opinion that special officers, trained in rehabilitation work, should be 
appointed. 

While some good orphanages already exist, the present position with regal'd 
to the care of a large proportion of orphans is by no means satisfactory.· Plans 
for their accommodation in. Government institutions seem -slow in maturing 
and meanwhile the conditions in which many are living leave much to oe 
desired. We would, therefore, emphasize the need for establishing suitable 
homes for all destitute orphans without unnecessary delay. We are b.Y no 
means satisfied that this task is being prosecuted with sufficient -energy. 

' . 
It is essential that when private organizations are entrusted with the care of 

orphans Government should have powers of supervision and .ins'Pection to 
ensure that the necessary 'standards are reached an'd maintained. Provided 
such powers are conscientiously exercised, there js every advantage in making 
use of the servires of suitable voluntary bodies, supported by subventions from 
Government. Children in a well-run voluntary institution would prohably 
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receive more sympathetic attention than in a Government institution. • On the 
other hand, voluntary bodies may undertake the care of orphans during the 
wave of enthusiasm. for relief work engendered by the famine, and lose 
interest in thek charges as the years pass. This .possibility should be borne in 
mind in enlisting the help of such bodies. 

While the Revenue Department is responsible for the organization of re
habilitation and .the allotment of funds, rehabilitation is also the concern of 
other Departments, e.g., Commerce and Industry, ·Development, Health, Agri
culture, Fisheries, etc. These departments must, therefore, be closely 
associated with rehabilitation work and the necessar_y co-ordination between 
them and the Revenue Department, which is directly responsible for rehabilita· 
tion, must be assured. Secretariat delays, e.g., delays in obtaining sanction 
for expenditure on suita,ble schemes, should be avoided. For the rehabilitation 
of the affected classes, instruments and materials (e.g., seed, :fishing boats, 
·yam, etc.), have to be provided immediately, and this demands joint action on 
the part of the various departments concerned. 

Recommenda.tion.-We are of the opinion that a Rehabilitation Co~s
sioner, generally responsible for rehabilitation work in all its aspects, should be 
appointed without delay, with whatever additional staff is necessary both at 
the centre and in the districts. Such an officer would be in a position to initiate 
a survey o( the existing situation, with the object of obtaining a clear idea of 
the economic and social effects of the famine, and of th-e measures necessary :to 
repair. the damage. His main task would, however, be to provide the drive 
necessary to overcome obstacles and difficulties, and to ensure that the work 
of rehabilitation was not hindered by lack of contact and co-ordination between 
the various Departments. Drive and co-ordination are needed to speed up 
rehabilitation. 



CHAPTER !H.-PROTECTIVE AND SUPPLEMENTARY FOODS 
A. THE PRESENT l"OSl!ION 

1. General.-The famine of 1943, was a famine in rice. Typical- Bengali die· 
are composed largely of rice which may provide 80 to 90 per cent. of tot 
calories. While, in the feeding of Bengal, adequate supplies of rice·. (and ' 
wheat, to fulfil the Calcutta demand) are the primary necessity, the importanc 
of other foods must not be overlooked. In the first plaee, such foods supp 
additional calories and hence a reduction or increase jn the quantiti~s availab 
influences requirements of cereals. · Sec~ndly, the nutritive _value of a di 
based largely on rice is' unsatisfactory; To be adequate. for health, such a di 
must be supplemented by other foods which help to make good. the· deficienci 
o( rice in respect of protein, vitamins and mineral salts. Such foods are oft1 
called ~·protective" foods, and include milk and milk prodJ.!cts, meat,· fish, egg 
pulses, vegetables and fruit. Vegetable oil (usualiy. mustard oil in Bengal) at 
swee-t potatoes are not.. usually placed in the protective group, but they have ce 
tain useful properties. Sweet potatoes provide calories and some varieties are ric 
in pro-vitamin A. Vegetable oil, while it contains no vitamins, is a source 
fat and the fat content of Indian ~liets is in general undesirably low .. Furthe 
one part of vegetable oil is equivalent, · in calorie value, to about 2l parts 
cereal so that an assured supply of vegetable oil, sufficient to provide one oun 
per capita daily, would have a~ appreciable· effect on· rice requirements.· 

2. In nearly all parts of India there is, in normal ~imes, a . scarcity of pr 
tective foods. The poorer classes live on an ill-balanced diet composed alma 
exclusively of cereals. Intake of protective foods rises with increasing incom 
but even middle class families maf consume too little of them. In fBengal, · 
the present time, the. scarCity and high .price of protective foods have led 
in general reduction in their intake, never sufficient from the standpoint 
nutrition. This has affected mainly the middle classes, accustomed to .son 
variety in diet. The Commission heard many complaints abo\lt the difficulti 
encountered by middle class families in obtaining milk, fish, vegetables, et 
The scarcity is felt less by the poor, who .were used to go without such food 
or to consume them only in very small quantities. The fact, however, that th1 
intake of protective foods may not have been greatly influenced by the scarci 
does not indicate that their need for them is less than that of the middle classe 
More protecti-~e foods are required, not only for those who can afford to purcha 
them in reasonable quantities in normal times, but for the whole population 
Beng~l. 

In the case of rice and wheat fairly adequate data about supplies and 'di 
tribution are available. The position with regard to various non-cereal foo, 
is more obscure. We propose to discuss the situation in the light of whatev 
information we have been able to obtain. 

3. Pulses.-Pulses are a valuable supplement to cereal diets · since thE 
supply protein and various vitamins. Bengal is normally deficit in pulses. Tl 
Government of Bengal were not able to provide the Commission with at 
figures relating to the norml\l production and import of gram (Oicer arietinum 
Under the Revised Basic Plan nearly 62,000 tons were received in Bengal at 
the quantity allotted for the period May 1944 to April 1945 is 38,000 ton 
It appears, however, that gram is not a popular pulse in Bengal, and a conside 
able proportion of the 62,000 tons remains unconsumed. A small part of tl 
consignment of 38,000 tons was accepted, but the balimce was cancelled at tl 
request of the Government of Bengal since large stocks were already availab 
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4. Imports of pulses other than gram during the years 1937-40 averaged 
120,690 tons. Under the Revised Basic Plan, Bengal was allotted, in April 
1944, a quota of 70,050 tons of pulses other tlum gram for the period November 
1943 to Aprir 1945. Previous to April 1944, 11,450 tons were obtained by 
special arrangement from various provinces and stales, which were not debited 
~o the quota of 70,050_ tons.· Roughly speaking, a quantity equal to about :_half 
~he usual import is due to Bengal during the present financial year under thEt 
Basic Plan 

The quota as originally formulated included the following: 

DhaJ arhar (tJ&janus indicae) • 
Mung dhal (Green gram. Phaseolus radiatus) 
Masur dhal (Lentil. Lens esculent&) • 
Khesari dhal (Lathyrus sativus) 
Urd (Black gram. Phaseolus mungo) 

Tons 
20,300 
16,200 
12,350 
20,000 

1,200 

5. The mo~t popular pulses in Bengal are masur dhal and mung dhal. Of 
the pulses. inclu~ed in the allotment, khesari and urd are in no demand, and tM 
Government of Bengal surrendered the quotas of these pulses. They asked the 
Govemmept of India to reduce the quota of dhal arhar by half and raise those of 
masur dhal and m1J.ng dhal to 40,000 and 20,000 tons respectively. While these 
negotiations were proceeeding the actual import of pulses into Bengal was small. 
Up to November 1944, nothing was received except some quantit.ies of masur 
dhal from Bihar. · 

6. The pulse position in Bengal cannot, therefore, to put it mildly, be regard· 
ed as satisfactory. The Commission, during its tours in various parts of India, 
observed lack of direction and co-ordination with regard to the supply of pulses. 
ln ·some provinces there was a glut and in others a shortage, and demand and 
supply appeared to be uncorrelated. "Existing difficulties seem to be partly due 
to lack of knowledge of local preferences for different kinds of pulses. These 
are important, since local methods of cooking are often based on the use of 
certain familiar pulses and people may be as reluctant to change their favourite 
pulse as their staple cereal. There is also some lack of knowledge about the 
supply and distribution of pulses in normal times. 

It is the task of the Government of Bengal to encourage production within 
.the province of the various pulses which the population requires. The despatch 
of pulses to ;Bengal under the Basic Plan is, however, the responsibility of the 
Government of India and the provinces concerned: The whole position needs to 
be clarified and the existing chaos reduced to order. 

7. Fish.-More fish is consume~ in Bengal than in most other provinces in 
India. The many rivers, large and small, which flow through the province 
abound in fish and the mouths of the great estuaries are exceptionally rich 
fishing grounds. There are also numerous tanks which are a good source of 
fresh-water :fish. Both fresh-water and salt-water fish are important;· about 
40 per cent of the fish reaching the Calcutta market in 1941 was se-a :fish and 
the remainder fresh-water fish. 

DUl·ing 1943 and 1944 there has been a serious scarcity of fish and prices 
have been high. In April 1944 the price of common varieties sold in the 
CJalcutta market was 2 to 3 times in excess of the pre-war level. The present 
position is due to a variety of causes. First, the removal of boats under the 
Denial Policy, and the restriction on the movements of boats, affected the fish
ing industry in the greater part of the estuarine area. Secondly, fishermen were 
among the classes seriously affected by the famine. Considerable mortality 
occurred amongst them and many, reduced to dest-itution, have not yet b.een 
able to resume their trade. A good many have found other employment. 
Thirdly, there arP difficulties in obtainin~ motor boats, and petrol and kerosene 
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tor the few motor bvats that are available. Ordinary boats are also in short 
supply .. Fourthly, there is a shortage of yarn and water-proofing material for 
nets .. _Fifthly, .t~ansport of. fish from the fishing grounds ·is affected by the 
preva1lmg condihons on the railways, the lack of motor boats and shortaae of 
1ce. Lastly, there is a considerable militarv demand for fish and ice ;hich 
reacts on the civil markets. " 

8. The Denial Policy.-An account has already been gtven ot tne removal 
-of boats under the Denial ;policy. Both large and small boats are us'ed for 
fishing in the estuarine area. In 1942 most of the larger fishing. boats were 
taken away and the movement of all boats was restricted. In normal times 
fishing boats may go 10 or 15 miles out to sea. By degrees the rsstrictions have 
been relaxed. Except in certain localities, boats are now allowed to go up to 
.3 miles from the shore and a number of fishing boats requisitioned under the 
~enial Policy are now in use again. These are_ being supplied to fishermen 
€tther free or .:>n a hire~purchns~ system. The pr<lvision of loens and subsidies 
to fis~ermen to enable them to buy boats and fishing appa,ratus i3 au important 
ttem m the rehabilitation programme. No information is avnilabla to the 
Commission about the construction of new fishing boats. 

9. :Motor boats.-Motor boats are not used to any extent in actual fishing 
-operations in Bengal, which remain primitive and undeveloped. The chief 
function of motor boats is the transport of fish and ice to and from centres at 
which fish is collected. While the number of motor boats employed in this ~ay 
was not large, those engaged· in the trade played a useful part in: supplying the' 
Calcutta market. During 1942 motor boats lfnd launches were requisitioned for 
military purposes and have not been returned. Attempts are being m11de to 

i>ecure their return and to put a few boats, which are lying idle, into commission. 
For running motor boats petrol and.~erosene are necessary, and this, it appears, 
involves further difficulties under present conditions. · 

It is the Calcutta market which is mainly affected by the lack of motor boats. 
For the provision of fish in villages and towns remote from the main fishing 
-centres and markets, the rehabilitation of fishermen onP.l"At.ina ·in Rmall craft is 
the chief necessity. 

10. Nets.-The yam needed for the manufacture of nets is in short supply 
-and what is available is so expensive as to be beyond the means of the average 
fisherman. Many nets previously in use have perished during the last two year&. 
Water-proofing is necessary to preserve nets and for this purpose coal~tar is the 
most satisfactory material. In normal times it was transported from Calcutta 
to the important fishing centres,· but now it is unobtainable. Various local 
tanning materials, such as gab fruit and saran bark, are' used for .water-proofing; 
the!>e nre reasonably effective if not as good as coal-tar. The Controller of 
Supplies, Government of India, was approached in June 1944, for supplies of 
coal-tar for the Bengal fisheries.. He replied that coal-tar was unprocurable and 
suggested the use of a preparation of bark called "cutch". Supplies of the 
latter were available in Bareillv in the United Provinces. Cutch cannot be used 
for nets once water-proofed ~ith coal-tar, but appears to be reasonably satis
factory for application to new nets. After some delay two wagon-loads of cutch 
\Yere obtained from Bareilly in October, 1944. 

11. Ice.-lee is essential for iJ1e transpmt of. fish to the Calcutta market. 
Nearly all the ice factories are in Calcutta. Previous to the war, ice factories 
were established at various fish-collecting centres, but most of those within easy 
reach of Calcutta had to close down owing to underselling on the part of the 
Calcutta -factories. The present position is that there· is little production of ice 
outside Calcutta, while the factories in the Capital cannot meet the military and 
civil demand. The Government of Bengal have allotted a quota of 120 funs 
<laily for military use, a quantity which is actually considerably below estimated 
requirements. 'T''h .. ""'"""'nrl f" .. ;,., ;n militllrv hosnitals in the hot climafle 
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of Bengal is heavy; The Director of Fisheries, Bengal, stated in evidence that 
within 40 miles of Calcutta fish was being thrown away for lack of ice. Salt 
for fish preservation is also in short supply. Late in 1944 an Ice Control Board 
was set up, with the functions of controlling the production and distribution of 
ice and of allocating available supplies, and an Ice Controller was appointed. 

12. Railway transport of fish, which is affected by the shortage of ice, is by n<> 
means satisfactory. Insulated wagons are not available. A number of trains 
.~arrying fish have been cancelled without alternati,ye arrangements being made 
for its transport./ Trains often run late, to the detriment o1 so perishable an 
article of food as fish. Arrangements for loading and unloading fish at railway 
sidings art3 defective. Railways in Bengal are at present under heavy strain 
o~ng to the additional demands imposed by the war. We would, however, 
ask the Railway Board to do whatever is possible to improve and accelerate the 
transport of fish. 

13. Military demand.-The amount of fish purchased by the Armj' m 
Calcutta is only a small fraction of the total quantity estimated to reach the 
Calcutta market in normal times~ . It is probable, however, that military 
demand has been a serious drain on supplies reduced by the conditions in the 
fiE.hing industry which we have described. In 1944 there wa.s some controversy. 
into which we need not enter, between military and civil authorities about nrmy 
purchases of fish. Steps are now being taken by the military to develop their 
own sources of supply and thereby relieve the Calcutta market. 

· 14~ Tank flsheries.-A considerable development of tank ·fisheries is contem
plated by the Government of !Bengal. Such fisheries in general, supply local 
demand, so that problems of stor~ge and distribution do not arise. The project 
involves the cleaning of tanks, their stocking with fish fry, and periodic- draining 
to ensure aeratio:q of the floor of the tank to prevent the formation of poisonous 
gases. As a preliminary_ experiment, fry is being distributed free in certain 
areas in the Sunderbans to villagers who have cleaned their tanks and embanked 
their paddy fields to make them suitable for fish culture. It is hoped that . the 
encouragement of tank fisheries will considerably increase the fish supplies of 
the province. · · 

15. More flsh.-The. p'otential supply of fish in Bengal is enormous. While 
an increase in the production. of milk and meat presents great difficulties; fish is 
there waiting, ·so to speak, 'to be caught and eaten. Meanwhile, for reasons 
which we have briefly outlined, fish is scarce and dear. Of all measures design
ed .to improve nutrition in Bengal the resolution of the present difficulties in 
th~ fish trade, and the development of fisheries generally, are perhaps the most 
:Promising ... "Xlle Commission is glad to note that the Government of Bengal 
have taken' the preliminary step of strengthening the Fisheries Department. 
In 1942 the Department consisted of a Director of Fisheries and two District 
Fishery Officers. It is now proposed to employ, in addition to the Director, 
4 Deputy Directors, 8 Superintendents, 32 District Fishery Officers and 90 
Fishery Demonstrators 

The immediate difficulties regarding nets, motor boats, ice and transport 
do not appear to be be:vond solution. The case for the supply of the necessary 
materials from witnin India or abroad is a strong one. We feel that immediate 
steps should be taken by the Government of Bengal and the Government of India 
to obtain motor h0ats, the necessary machinery and materials for the construc
tion of additional ice factories, water-proofing material for nets, and whatever 
e!se is neerlerl for the reorQanization of the fishing industry in Bengal. Military 
and civilian rlemand could be more amicably adjusted and plans laid to tum 
channels of supply developed by the Military to civilian use when the war is o~er. 
Closer co-ordination between military and civil authorities with regard to fish 
-supplies is obviously desirab1e. 
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16. llrfilk.-In the ''Report on the Marketing of Milk in India", published 
in 194:) by the Central Agricultural Marketing. Department, the daily per carpitG · 
<:onsumption of milk and milk products in Bengal is estimated as 2·8 oz. This 
is a low figure, which may be compared with 15·2 oz. in the Punjab, 40.3 oz. 
in Denmark and 55·6 oz. in New Zealand. The same report gives the daily 
per capita ~ilk consumption in Calcutta as 3·8 oz. In_ normal times the milk 
·ilupply of Bengal was in fact grossly inadequate, and a large proportion of the 
·urban and rural populations consumed no milk at all. 

During the last two years supplies of milk and milk products have been 
Teduced for various reasons and prices have risen, In the famine year there 
-was high mortality among cattle owing to disease and inadequate feeding and 
·care. Bengal normally imports cattle from neighbouring provinces, but export10 
·are now prohibited by these provinces. Bihar has recently agreed to the export 
-of a very small number. The slaughter of cattle for_ meat may also have reduced 
milk supplies to some extent. Bengal's consumption of butter and ghee was 
normally in excess of production, the balance (some-638 and 12,858 tons in the 
.case of butter and ghee re'spectively) being obtained 'from provinces which now 
't'estrict their exports. In 1944 the Governments of thA United. Provinces. 
Bihar and Madras wP-r~ asked to allot export quotas from these provinces to 

"Bengal. .As a result 440 tons of butter were obtained from Bihar and 1,837 
tonR of ghee from the United Provinces. 

The Government of Bengal have themselves promoltiea tne export or milK 
and milk products from the province except .under permit. .To conserve. the 
cattle populat-ion u Meat Control Order enjoining two meatless. days per ·werk 
throughout the province has been issued. · 

17. The increase in the population of Calcutta nas accemuatea tne aemana on 
the city's limited ntilk supply. Milikry purchases of milk are of importance in 
Calcutta, and in other places iu Bengal. The Army consumes large quantities . 
of tinned milk, imported from abroad, but freflh milk is also consumed, parti:. 
cularly in hospitals; actually some 50 per cent of the total military consump~ 
tion of milk is in the form of fresh milk. In one important toWn the military 
offtake of fresh milk amounted in 1944 to 102 .tons monthly, which mu~t re
present a considP.rable proportion of the total milk supplies available. . Some 
75 per cent of the total military requirement was, however, being ,provided in 
the form of tinned mille 

18. The total production of milk in Bengal can be substantially increased 
~nly by far-reaching developments in agriculture and animal husbandry. Im
provement i_n milk marketing is also essential to the growth of the dairy industry. 
Meanwhile the existing problem of scarcity and high price has ,.to be faced.· 
Among the immediate measures which would help to relieve the situation are th~ 
following: An increase in the import of milch cattle and dairy products;· pro
hibition of the use of milk for non-essential purposes; a rationing system whereby 
infants, young children, and expe:Ctant and nur&ing mothers. are given prior 
claims on available supplies; a reduction in military demand.· .. 

Hl. With regard to i~ports, we may urge that other provinces should consider 
·sympathetically the requirements of Ben.,g:al, where the need for nourishing food 
is particularly pressing, in respect of cattle and milk products .. We understand 

·that the Government of Bengal . contemplate prohibiting the manufacbure of 
luxury articles, such as ice-cream, for which milk is required. This has already 
been done in Bombay. Such a measure would not, of course, increase total 
supplies, but it would presumably have some effect towards making more fluid 
m1lk available and reducing its price. 

20. The Commission was very ·favourably impressed by the Bombay 
":Municip3.l Corporation's scheme for the distribution of milk to infants, initiated 
in 1944. Under this scheme, which is financed by the Government of Bombay, 
:8 oz. of milk daily can be bought at half price by those entitled to benefit. 
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The actual cost of thiH quantity is 1l annas. Milk cards are issued at Ration
ing Offices in the different wards and the milk is issued to. card-holders in the 
early morning at numerous distributing centres, in return for cash payment. 
The supplie~ for the various centres, bought from contractors, are inspected by 
the Health Department of the Municipality to ensure their freedom from 
adultemtion. At. the beginning of January 1945 the scheme was extended to 
include children up to 6 years of age and expectant and nursing mothers. At 
th;:Lt time 36,705 milk cards were registered under the scheme and about 13.500 
lbs. of milk -..vere being distributed daily at 192 centres. 

21. We hope that other municipalities in India will follow the lead oi 
Bombay. TLe fir!'lt step would be to discover whether sufficient quantities of 
milk are obtainable and, if they are not, to reorganize the milk supplies of the 
municipality concerned in order to provide the·m. There is nothing to prevent 
card-holders re-selling the milk at market prices, but it is assumed in Bombay 
that family affection will ensure that the milk reaches the child for whom it is 
intended in thP great majority of cases, and little E;Jvidence of abuse has been 
obtained. We realize that conditions in Calcutta and Bombay are not the same. 
Milk supplies in Calcutta are probably smaller, in relation to the size of the 
-population, than in Bombay, and for various other reasons the organizat:on of a. 
scheine of this nature might tax the resources of the Calcutta Corporation .. 
Nevertheless we feel that the authorities in Bengal should give the matter their 
earnest attention. 

22. Military demand can be reduced by the greater use of tinned milk and 
the development of military dairy farms. Nutritionally speaking, imported 
tinncJ milk is generally superior to local fresh milk and there is no objection to
its ·use in. military hospitals. Soldiers, however, get tired of tinned milk and 
relish fresh milk for a change. The· quantity of processed milk which can be 
made available for military use in Bengal depends on the supplies of the 'United 
Nat10na, the distribution of which is a matter of high policy with which we have 
no concern. We can, however, suggest that there is a strotlg -case for relieving 
local markets in Bengal as far as possible of military demands for milk. 

23. Meat.-As compared with fish, meat is not an important food in normal 
times in Bengal. Its present dearness and scarcity seriously affect only the· 
small section of the population accustomed to consume it regularly. The
reasons for its scarcity are very similar to those which have led to a shortage of· 
milk. Though the bulk o£ army consumption of meat has been in the form of 
tinned meat and meat imported from other provinces, the military demand 
on local supplies has been very considerable. It is now, howeve!", being re
duced. Schemes for breeding pigs and poultry for army purposes have be2n 
developed and it is anticipated that by the middle of 1945 frozen meat will be 
available h substantial quantities. 

w~ ara informed that Regional Control Boards corrsistincr of civil and mili
tar;r represent3;tives have been, or will be, set up in each" division to control 
available supplies of fresh meat. The Bencral Government have uraed the 
military authorities to reduce Army consumption o£ loC"al meat to the ;reatest 
extent possible. ' 

24. Eggs.-Eggs, always an expensive article o£ diet, were in 1944 almost 
beyond the meanf; of all but the wealthy. The estimated annual production in 
Bengal in 1938 was some 500 million eggs, which works out at less than one 
egg per month per head of population. Military demand, including the large 
American demand, amounts tc a considerable fraction of total producti.1n, 
though the Army cannot obtain all the eggs it requires. Steps are being take;1 
by the military to increase supplies of eggs by the creation of duck farms. It 
has been found that ducks are less liable to disease in Bengal than poultry, and' 
easier t(l handle generally. \Ve commend to the Government of Bengal the· 
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id:la of encouraging duck-rearing in the province, on the basis of the experience 
gained in the military venture. 

The export of poultry and eggs from Bengal·is now controlled, ~o one being 
allowed to take more than one bird and 6 eggs out of the provmce, except 
under permit. \Ve understand that the Government of Bengal are now taking: 
some steps to develop poultry farms and encourage the rearing of poultry -in 
villages. 

25. Vegeta.bles.--,Both Indian vegetables and vegetables of the European. 
type are produced and consumed in Bengal. The latter grow well anywhere in. 
the province during the cold weather and can be grown in the hills throughout 
the year. In 1944 there was a shortage of all kinds of vegetables for the civi-· 
lian market, and prices in Calcutta were 2 to .. 3 times in excess of the pre-war-· 
leveL A larg•3 farm for the production of vegetables for the Army has been 
created in Darjeeling, a small proportion of its produce being available for the· 
civilian market. The Bengal Government have also developed vegetable farms. 
in Darjeeling and a scheme has been sanctioned for the creation of farms in 
other centres. It is proposed to put 5,000 acres near Calcutta, and 1,000 acres. 
somewhere in East Bengal, probably near Dacca, under cold weather vegetables. 
No serious attempt has been·made by Government to control the price of vee:e
tables. 

26. Tht:l tiU!J.f:il.Y ur uurne-grown potatoes· m .tlengal IS normally msutficient for
the needs of the province. The average annual imports from 1937 to 1942, 
which included imports from Burma, were about 62,000 tons. · Since 1942 the· 
import from Burma, which amounted to 40 per cent of the total imports, has· 
ceased, and provinces which previously supplied potatoes to Bengal have res
tricted or prohibited exports. A e;mall export to Bengal was allowed in 1944 by 
the. Government of 'Madras, and in September 1944, the Government of)3ihar-· 
temporarily removed the ban on exports. The shortage of seed potatoes is an 
obstacle to an immediate increase in the production of potatoes within the· 
province. Sweet potatoes are widely grown in Bengal, but no data about the· 
quantities produced are available. Their. price in the Calcutta market in 1944• 
was one to three annas. per po\md. Ordinary ·potatoes were selling ' at about· 
8 times this price. 

27. The present scarcity of vegetables of all kiil.ds ·obviously calls for a vigo
rous "grow more vegetables" campaign. We feel that this is-an important~ 
matter which should receive the special attention of Government. As regards 
control of price, we would draw attention to the fact that in England the price· 
of vegetables has been fbred by the Government, although the Government does, 
not itself purchase vegetables for distribution, and that prices have been success
fully kept in check. Vegetables are rapidly perishable. If reasonable prices. 
are fixed and made known to the public, and the public learns to insist on payirig: 
no more than the fixed rate, opportunities for refusing sale and subsequent 
disposal in the black market. are limited. In Bombay vegetables are sold at 
fixed rates in ration shops. · The sale of even a limited quantity of vegetables
at controlled prices would help to keep the general price level down. We have 
Jittle information about the fruit position; but it appears that fruits, like vege
tables, are scarce and dear. The quantities reaching the Calcutta market 
are considerably less than hefore the war. The scarcity is no doubt · due to 
approximately similar causes to those which have reduced supplies of· of•her· 
supplementary foods. 

28. :Mustard oil.-About half of Bengal's supply of mustard. seeds for the 
manufactur.e of oil formerly came from other prpvinces. Here aga~n, import~ 
have almost entirely ceased owing to embargoes on e.xport imposed by other· 
provinces. The actual quantity imported annually from 193'? to 1942 average.d· 
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.about 170,000 tons. This would yield some 60,000 tons of oil, equivalent in 
. .calorie value to perhaps 140,000 tons of rice. · 

B.-CoMMENT ON PROTECTIVE AND SUPPLEMENTARY FOODS. 

29. \Ve have emphasized the value of non-cereal foods from the nutritional 
~standpoint. Another point to .which attention must be drawn is that the 
.aggregate contribution made by such foods to the quantitative food needs 
of the province is by no means negligible. Pulses, fish, ·potatoes and vegetable 
·~il are the most important in this respect. We have dealt with the matter in 
'some detail because we feel that it must be given a prominent position in the 
:programme of reconstruction in Bengal. Clearly, there is not one single prob
-lem, but many both large and small which require solution. Few of these 
·.appear, however, to be insoluble. We would lay immediate stress on the need 
.for the following: an improvement in distribution of pulses on an all-India 
·basis, with particular reference to the requirements of Bengal; more motor boats 
for Bengal and more ice and its better distribution; more potatoes for seed and 

-consumption; an energetic effort to grow more vegetables; closer collaboration 
-with the military about the question of military purchases. With regard to the 
.last, the establishment of Regionai Control Boards, including military and civil 
.representatives, to co-ordinate military purchases of various foods, is strongly to 
be recommended. We hope that t!J.e efforts of the army to develop its own 
-sources of supply will be intensified .and that when the war is over arrangements 
will be made to utilize and develop certain of these sources to meet civilian 
-needs. It may be added that many of the problems considered in this Chapter 
·concern not only the Bengal Government, but also Governments of provinces 
-which normally fulfilled Bengal's demands for non-cereal foods, and the Govern
ment of India. We are aware that shortage and dearness of supplementary 
foods are not peculiar to Bengal at the present time. A similar situation exists 
in many other parts of the country. It is, however, particularly urgent and 
·serious in Bengal. 

c .. THE SuBSTITUTION oF RICE BY WHEAT. 

30. In view of the present all-India shortage of ric~, the use of :wheat and 
·other cereals in place of rice is a question of. importance. During the famine 
large supplies of wheat and millets were sent to Bengal and helped to relieve 
food shortage. They were supplied to rice eaters through the free kitchens but 
·efforts to persuade ·people to· eat them in their homes in place of rice met with 
little success. Reference has already been made to the unpopularity of bajra 
<and other millets. Wheat is somewhat more acceptable, but in general is 
consumed with reluctance by habitual rice-eaters. \Vhen in Bengal, we were 
informed of the difficulties of increasing the offtake of wheat and we visited nume
rous grain stores in which quantities of wheat, mainly in the form of atta, were 
-deteriorating for lack of demand. In Travancore we found a similar situation. 
It may be added that from the standpoint of nutrition, the partial substitution 
'Of rice by wheat is a good thing, since wheat is richer in protein and certain 
-vitamins than rice. 

31. The reasons why little progress has been made in increasing the consump
-tion of wheat by rice-eaters may be briefly analysed. Wheat as a staple food 
is eafen in two principal forms: as bread, or as unleavened cakes, known as 
chappaties. In this country bread is eaten only by well-to-do people and 
"bakeries are confined to towns and cities. The domestic baking of bread is 
unknown, except possibly in limited areas in the North-West. To make 
chappaties an iron grid is needed, and it takes skill and experience to produce 
a light and palatable chappat'i. The poor rice-eater does not possess the 
-necessary iron utensil imd if he did would not know how to use it. Further, 
chappaties as a. food differ in bulk and consistency from a bowl of rice. The 
Tice-eater is accustomE:'d to bulky meals of sort consistency which give him a 
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f-eeling of repletion, and does not relish more concentrated fOQd which needs 
chewing. 

32: In certain parts of the country wheat is eaten in small a;mounts by rice
eaters i.l the form of special preparations made from atta or semolina... Gene
rally speaking, this habit is confined to. the middle classes. Such prepara~~ns 
add variety to a diet larg~ly composed of rice, but are ~ot taken as. a. sta:ple 
article of diet to replace nee. In the same way, people m Europe or Amenca 
may take some rice in the form of. curries or puddings, while the bulk of their 
diet is made up of other foods. 

S3. In wheat-eating areas whole· wheat is stored as· such and· ground into 
atta in mills or stone cha1•kies before being made int.o chappaties. · It'is' not 
stored in the form of atta. In Bengal there are few· wheat mills outside 
Calcutta and the people do not. possess stone cha1"'-ies. Hence ,)Vheat sent to 
Bengal has to be ground be~ore distribution, mainly in Calcutta, and the r~sul~· 
in" nround flour or atta readily goes bad on. storage;. There would be no pomt In 
di~t;ibuting unground whole wheat, since it is difficult to use wheat· in this 
form, and as has been said the people have no facilities for grinding it.· In 
Bombay, on the other .hand, chakkiea are generally avaiUi.ble and wheat can be 
distributed unground. 

34. We noted that in Travancore tapiOca I.s preferred to: wheat as an altema-· 
tive to rice. largely because people are used to it and it can be coolied iri · · the 
same way as rice. Tapioca is an inferior starchy food, containing less .thari one 
per cent. of protein as compared with 11 to 12 per cent: }n wheat. ·We niay 
idso refer to the experience of .Ceylon which, before·the outbreak of the war with 
Japan, imported over two-thirds of her rice supplies and has since· been forced 
to consume Australian wheat as an alternative. The following is an extract 
from a recent report on the food ~i.tuation in Ceylon: 

"The change-over of the diet of the people from rice to substitutes was not 
done in one stroke nor without disappointments and tears. At first, whole 
wheat was issued and used by the population in the same way as rice. (}overn
ment too put out propaganda, during the early days of the change-over, trying 
to teach people how wheat could be boiled like· rice after being broken up 
or roasting, or .how local preparations could be made from ground wheat 
exactly in the same manner as with rice flour. Failure of this plan to produce 
in wheat an exact substitute for rice was soon disco.vered and, under stress 0f 
necessity, the preparation and serving of wheat flour in the form of bread 
(baked in European style) was popularised, in addition· to· the . use· ·of flour 
(maida) for whatever local forms" of preparations for which it was suitable
Vieorous propaganda was carried out through ~chools, local Government Bodies 
and health officers, in all the languages of the country by lectures, demonstrations 
and posters, explaining the value of bread and the methods of preparation of 
the more successful varieties of dishes according to styles with which the people 
were familiar. It was pointed out that while there was bread available to eat 
there was no necessity to starve; .and bread was available outside the ration. 
Government vigqrously encouraged the establishment of bakeries throughout the 
country, including the rural areas and estates. Large numbers of bakeries have 
in fact been so established and the consumption of bread (a-s' baked in Euro
pean style) has increased considerably. Bread is eaten with curry or chutney''. 

35. The problem of increasing the consumption of wheat and other cereals 
by rice eaters is obviously a most difficult one and we do not find it ea!!y to 
make constructive· suggestions. As long as rice is available, rice eaters in 
general will consume it in preference to other grains and in such circu:trlstances 
••eat more wheat" campaigns are not likely to be very effective. Propaganda 
based on nutritional arguments might, however, carry some weight with certain 
-5ect.ions of the public. Even when shortage of rice makes the consumption of 
~lternative foods necessSJ,ry, mere visual and verbal propaganda by itself canno1 
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achieve much in changing the -habits and preferences of the mass of the 
population. Such propaganda must be reinforced b::y practical demonstration. 
Suitable recipes must be devised and popularized by sale in can~eens; govern· 
ment restaurants, e'tc. Before undertaking an educational campaign, it is 
essential to be fully informed about the cooking habits and tastes of the people 
and their facilities for adopting unfamiliar methods of cooking (utensils, etc.). 
More use could be made of women for studying domestic food questions, and 
the improvemen~ of methods of preparing -and cooking food, and also for teaching 
the public about desirable changes in diet-for work, in fact, on what has been 
called the "KitchP-n Fr(\nt" in England. Domestic science institutions have 
played a usefUl part on the ''Kitch"en Front" in England and other countries and 
we feel that they could also do so in India. 

36. If school-feeding schemes are developed, alternative cereals could be 
used for school meals, as in Cochin, and their offtake thereby increased. 
Further, _if children learn to take such foods, they may carry the preference 
into later life. Children are more flexible in their dietary habits than adults. 

37. Whatever methods are adopted in the attempt to encourage the use of 
wheat in place of rice, progress is likely to be slow. We feel, however, that 
in view of the position of Bengal as regards rice supplies, steady and persis· 
tent efforts should be made in that province to increase the consumption of 
wheat, particularly in urban areas. It is obviously easier to influence people 
in cities and towns than the rural population. A greater offtake of wheat under 
existing rationing schemes is most desirable in connection with .Bengal and all
India food policy. The problem of how to wean rice-eaters from their deter· 
mined preference ·for a food in short supply and reluctance to turn to alterna· 
tive grains is, as we have already pointed out, not peculiar to Bengal, bU:t is 
of all-India importance. 

R. A. GoPALASWAMI, Secretary 
New Delhi, the lOth April 1945 
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MINUTE BY MR. M. AFZAL HUSAIN 
The following minute sets out briefly the conclusions, which I have reached 

in respect of the questions of the existence of a carry-over, and the effects on the 
economy of Bengal of the inter-provincial trade barriers. It has been shown, 
in Section A of part I of the minute, that during recent years, and particularly 
in the begi.nnipg of 1943, there was no carry-over. In ·Section B the course of 

_events leading to the ·famine of 1943 has been traced from 1941," and it has 
been shown that the shortage (considered in Section C) was really large and 
could not be made up without imports from other provinces. Section D shows 
that the shortage was aggravated by Calcutta remaining on the Bengal market. 
It has been shown (Section E) that imports bec~me impossible,. because: of 
fhe barriers which were set up in the way of ii;~.ter-provincial trade. . Thus. 
Bengal had to face a very serious problem during tlie w!l.r and the Government 
had a very difficult task (Sections F-and G) .. 

In Part II of the minute a brief account has been given. of the general 
unpreparedness of India to meet a food emergency. 

I. 'rHE CAUSES OF THE BENGAL FAMTNll. 

A-THE FALLACY OF CARRY-OVER 

In· Chapter X of the Report, under Section B, the causes of the Bengal 
Famine have been discussed, and one of the causes mentioned is:· 

"a shortage in the stock of old rice carried forward from 1942 to 1943" 
(p. 77). 

In Appendix II, the problem of the ,'production and consumption of rice in 
Bengal'·', has been dealt with very fully, and is summarised in Chapter Ill, C. 
It is stated that "the carry-over at the beginning of 1943 was probably sufficien~ 
for about 6 weeks' requirements" (p. 15). In other words it was 11·5 per cent 
of· the annual requirement. 

The idea that there has been, even during recent years, a substantial 'carry
over' of rice in Bengal, has been responsible for the miscalculatiOns that led 
t.o the Bengal disaster, and, on 'looking back', this impression still causes a 
great deal of confusion. This conception of "huge stocks somewhere" may 
prove dangerous in the future as well, as i~ is likely to give a sense of false 
security. It is necessary, therefore, that the true nature and significance 
of 'carry-over' should be fully understood. The theory of 'carry-over' is a survi
val from the era of plenty when Bengal produced far in excess of the requirements 
of its population and exported rice_ The unconSUll'!."!d stocks constituted the 
'carry-over'. Those days are long past. Absolutely no data are available regard
ing the "stock position of rice (or any other foodgrain) from month to month, or 
year to year, in Bengal, or any other part of India. Such data, in fac't, are not 
available for any rice eating country of Asia, with the single exception of Japan. 
According to Wickizer and Bennett, "Japan is about the only Oriental 
country which has followed a regular practice of storing considerable quantities 
of rice". And even in Japan "normally the carry-over at tne close of a season 
is Cflnivalent to one month's or six weeks' consumption, but a1l the end of the 
bumper crop year 1933-4 it was approximately twice as grea£".1 

t The Rice Economy of Monsoon Asia, t941. 
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Wickizer and Bennett sum up the position thus: "Rice stocks are commouly 
held in many hands: by growers for the need of the family, and by numerous 
intermediaries and distributors scattered throughout the !fiarket. Such holdings 
are necessarily small, and are intended generally to meet require~ents only 
until the next harvest. Except where governmests have intervened in order 
to influence a rice price situation, rice stocks do not ordinarily become con· 
centrated, nor are they carried over for more than one season. Hence annual 
production of rice tends to correspond closely with an:qual utilization''. The 
last sentence of this quotation is significant. In arid zones, where rainfall is 
scarce and uncertain, where a good crop is obtained once in five years or so, and 
where fluctuations in production ar~ wide, climatic conditions, types of 1ood
grains-jowar and millets-psychology of the people, all tend to bring about the 
storage of an occasional surplus crop. These factors do not operate in a region 
of abundant rainfall; at least, not to any appreciable extent. 

2. There are other causes also of the illusion about the existence of a carry
over. Some 'high class' varieties of rice improve in storage and are kept for 
more than a season. The rich few who have more than they need may store 
rice. Traders have a small stock left at the end of the year. There may be 
isolated pockets of carry--over in some heavily surplus districts. Such stocks, 
however, are too insignificant to alter the general food supply situation of a 
province of over 60 million people, with an overall deficit production. 

. --
3. The real cause of the misunderstanding, however, is that "most rices 

are not really suitable for consumption-until at least two or possibly three months 
have elapsed from the date of harvesting ...... ". The new rice has "an insipid 
watery taste", cooks into "a meshy glutinous consistency", a "pasty 
'ql.ass" which "cannot be digested as satisfactorily as grains which retain their 
individuality". Therefore, "wherever it is possible to exercise preference, no 
consumer will eat rice which has only just been harvested".l Thus ~he year of 
production and that of consumption normally do not coincide. The point may 
be elucidated by a statement of what actually happens. The aman crop is 
harvested from November to December, and may be said to be assembled by 
the beginning of January; the boro crop is harvested by March-April, and the 
aus crop in August-September. The year of production may be regarded as 
from January to December. Ordinarily the year of consumption will be, 
approximately, le~ us say, from March-April to March-April next year. 

J anJFeb /Mar J Apr/May fJ unjJ ulf Aug/Sep JOctfNov /Dec (Jan JFeb /Mar 
( ...... Produ?tion Year ........................................... ) 

( ............ Consumption Year ....................................... ~ .. ) 

Only that .quantity which is left over as surplus after full twelve months 
consumption is strictly speaking a 'carry-over'. But the quantity in stock 
during January to March-April is not 'carry-over'; it represents the actual re
quirement for 'the last two or three months of 'the year of consumption. The 
year of consumption is not rigidly fixed. It slides over the year of production 
backwards and forwards according to the quantity of stocks available for consump
tion. When the quantity during the previous year is short of full require
ments, the consumption of the new aman starts earlier, and when the quantity 
is in excess of requirements it starts later. This overlapping acts as a 'shock 
absorber', and is o.£ great importance. The crop assembled in January is 
certainly available for early consumption, but if consumed prematurely will 
leave a deficit at the end of the year of consumption, unless the crop produced 
is more than the requirement of 12 months and will, therefore, meet the 
additional requirements ~P to the end of the normal year of consumption. 

1 Report on the .Marketing of rice in India and Burma, 1941. 
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4. Ever since the annual production, or supf'ly, has begun to be only equal 
to or less thari 'the actual requirements, the deficiencies due to very short 
cr~ps have been met, not to an. appreciable d~gree from t?e accumulated 
reserves of previous years, but mainly by an earlier cons~pt10n of the aman 
harvest. It was Bengal's good fortune that years of senous crop shortages 
have been well spaced and have invariably been followed by years of V6ry 
heavy crops. For instance: 

{
1928 with 7-1 million ton short-crop, was followed by 

1 1929'with 9·2 million ton crop; and eight years later, 

2 
{ 1936 with 7 ·8 million ton short-crop, was followed by 

Hl37 with 10·7 million ton crop; and again, 

3 
{ 1941 with 7 ·4 million ton short-crop, was followed by 

1942 with 10·3 million ton crop. 

Therefore, during recent years, it is not so much on his .accumulated reserves. 
carried forward from year to year, that the subsistence farmer of Bengal has 
existed, but on the 'advances' that he has been able to draw. The deficit of a. 
poor crop he made up by starting consumption of the next crop before its normal 
period of 'maturity'. He lived by borrowing and this applied to money and 
food equally. When his 'debts' increased beyond a certain limit he collapsed. 
It may be stated 'that the triennium 1941-3' was the first in the recent history 
of Bengal when a bumper crop year (1942) was preceded and succeeded by 
years of very poor crops {1941, 1943). 

5. In Appendix II, a study is made of the actual conditions in Bengal 
relating to the yearly requirements of rice. The correctness of. the statistics of 
~creage, yield, consumption, and ~v;en population. has been rightly questioned. 
H hats been recognised that the acre"age estimate is too low and so is that of the 
yield, and an increase of 20 per cent over the Director :Of Agriculture's estimate
has been made (Statement III). !Vith statistics so hopelessly defective,. either 
no attempt at all should be made to evaluate the position,. or the conclusim;~• 
dra~n f~oll!-. the estim?tes available should. be subjected. to various tests a·nd. 
the1r rehab1hty determmed. In what follows,. the second, alternative ·has been 
employed in determining whether a 'carry-over', i.e·., a surplus really existed in 
Bengal. 

6. "India, without Burma, is JlO~ self-sufficient in the production of food
grains. Before the war a comparatively small and diminishing exportable 
surplus of wheat was offset by a large and increasing import of rice". In pre
war years India's dependence upon rice imports was progressively increasing.l 

Net Imports of Rice and Paddy 
(in tons). 

1937-8 1938-9 1939-40 19,0-1 

+1,165,072 +1,253,098 +2,138,600 +1,097,19S: 

I_? view of these large and increasing imports, any substantial 'carry-over' of 
nee could not be a reality in India. 

Similarly, since 1934 Bengal has been, except for a single year (1937), an 
importing province, in other words not completely self-sufficient in respect of 
the production of rice. It was, therefore, not producing more than it actually 
needed. This must be admitted. It is true that the volume of net imports 
did not correspond with the variations in production, but the significant fac't 
is t.hat year after year imports were made and their quantity showed A. tendency 
towards increase. In such circumstances a,ny appreciable accm.uulated carry
over was not likely to emerge, for imports would not be made if the demnnd 

1 Report of the Foodgrains Policy Committee, 1944. 
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coul~ be satisfied from the caYJ-y-over. According to the estimates made this 
carry over, from 1932 to 1940, varied between 13 and 33 per· cent of the 
total crop harvested (Statement I, Appendix II). (See paragraph 12 infra). 

7. From 1934 to 1941 there was no increase in rice production in Bengal 
(Appendix II, Statement-s I and III). Yield per~ acre had shown a downward 
hmdency [Appendix II, paragraph 9 (ii)]. The population, on the other hand, 
had-increased from 53 million in 1934 to 60·3 million by 1941. Therefore, during 
this period the food position was steadily deteriorating. From being an 
exporter, Bengal had become an importer. From solvency in regard to food 
it had reached the stage of insolvency. If there ever was a 'carry-over' in the 
sense of surplus over consumption, it must have vanished years ago 

8. Another test of whether supplies were adequate \vould be an assessment 
ull the basis' of actual food and seed i·equirements and production. On the basis 
of per capita consumption, as worked out by Prof. Mahalanobis, there has been 
since 1936 (except for the year H:l37) a definite shortage in the quantity of rice 
available. It is difficult to reconcile this unquestionable shortage with any 
surplus or 'carry-over'. A more detailed study of figures will be fruitful. Refer
ence may be made to the statement below, which is based on the data of 
supplies as given in statement III of Appendix II. It should be made clear that 
any notion of the quantity consumed being absolutely inelastic is inadmissible. 
In fact during years of plenty a person eats a little more, and during years of 
scarcity be eats less; and 'the margin is fairly wide, and may range from a mere 
subsistence ration to the full satisfaction of hunger. Further, during scarcity 
there is increased use of other available food such as tubers. Ignoring these· 
considerations, and even admitting, merely for the sake of argument, a progres
sive accumulation of surpluses-which is very unlikely-there was a deficit in 
1941 of 1·55 million tons. The previous 'carry-over', if any, must have dis
appeared by the end of 1941, a year. of poor crop. The adjusted supply figures 
'(involving a 20 per cenii increase over the estimates of the Director of Agricul
ture Bengal) and the data of actual consumption requirements obtained by 
;Elrof. Mahalanobis, fiti in admirably with the supply and consumption position 
in Bengal during the last 15 years and give a picture very close to the reality. 
These data also fill in with the change-over of the province from the position 
of e. net exporter t? that of a net importer. These figures, therefore, provide 
a very good test of the food resources of the province in respect of ric~. 



Adjusted Net imports Requirement. Pt'Ogressive 
supply <+) Seed Net available at 3·58 (-)Deficit total of Year Population ('000 tons) or exports ('000 tons) supply seers pet· ( +) Surplus Col. VIII or 

(l\Iillion) including ' (-) (' 000 tons) week (tons) (Million tons) Carry over 
net imports ('000 tons) (Million tons) 
or exports 

I II I 
III IV v VI VII VIII IX 

-· ---- ---- --
1928 49·0 M63 +161 422 - 7,141 8,377,873 -1,237* . .. 
1929 49·44 9,662 -250 411 9,251 8,436,005 +815 -!22 

1930 . 49·68 9,009 -311 437 8,572 8,504,137 +68 -3M 

1931 50·1 9,940. 441 9,499 8,565,917. +933 +579 

1932 . . . . 51·1 9,945 -=-239 440 9,505 8,736,92! +768 tl,347 

1933 . . . . . 52·1 LO, 771 -31 438 10,333 8,9tl7,901 f 1,425 t2,772 

1934 . . . 53·1 9,927 +414 425 9,502 9,078,878 +423 t3,195 

1935 . . . 54·1 9,840 +150 424 9,416 9,249,855 +166 t3,361 . 
1936 . . 55·1 8,251 +155 448 7,,803. 9,420,832 -1,618 tl,743 

IIJ37 . . 56·1 11,218 -185 446 10,772 ' 9,591,809 -1,180 t2,923 

1938 57·1 9,981 +133 446 9,535 9,762,786 -228 t2,965 

1939 58·1 9,596 +482 445 9,151 9,933,763 -783 tl,912 

1940 . 59·1 9,882 +358 440 9,442 10,104,740 -'- 663 tl,249 

1941 . 60·3 7,954 +323 482 7,472 10,275,717 -2,804 -1,555 

1942 .. 10,774 -2 467 10,307 10,446,694 -140 -1,695 

Consumption per million per annum-- 170,977 tons. 
. . "It may appear that a 'negative 'carry-over has no meaning. Heterence is invited to paragraphs 3 and .4 of this minute, as stated <1efi-

CtencteB are ma,de up by early consumption of the orop of the succeeding year. ' · 
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A comparison of columns VI and VII shows that s!n.ce .1936 net available 
supplies have been considerably short of the mmnnum requirel'llents, 
as calculated on the Mahalanobis formula, every year with the exception of 
1937. Before 1936 supplies were in excess of requirements; Bengal then was 
an exporting province. Surpluses and deficits are sh~wn in column Vlll. 
Further, when supplies were adequate the people were able to eat more, and 
perhaps lay by some stocks. Since 1936-7, ~he people have been on shor11 
rations. 

Tpe figures in column IX, provide a test for the accuracy of the assumption 
of a carry-over~ If there was an accumulated· surplus, it had disappeared by 
1941, and 1943 opened with nothing more than the aman crop of 1942, assembled 
by January, 1943. 

9. T,he test supplied by the economic condition of the people leads one to the 
same conclusions. The distribution of holdings given on p. 6 of the Report is as 
follows:-

More than 5 acres 

Between 2-5 acres 

Less than 2 acres 

2 million families 

2 

3•5 

.. 
•• 

.. 
•• 

It is stated that 5 acres will be the minimum area. required to keep the 
average family in reasonable comfort, but the size of holding will have to be 
'1 acres if the land is capable of growing nothing but a man paddy. If the 
number of holdings above 5 acres capable of growing aman paddy only is taken 
to be 0·5 million, the number of families which live below the level of 'reason
able. comfort will be 6 millions. What happens 'to these 6 million holders when 
the crop is very short? Such families could just balance income and outgo in s 
normal year .. They cannot have any ca,rry-over of either money or grain. ln 
many cases a substantial portion of the crop goes to the money-lender. The 
only. possibility is that during years of short-m:ops consumption of rice must be 
reduced in order to meet the constant factor of the standing charges. Alter
native foods such as sweet potatoes are grown and consumed and make up for 
the deficit. During normal years the consumption increases, and carry-over is 
possible only when the production is much above the requirements. Sucb 
occasions have become rare ~inca popula'tion increase has outstripped food 
supply. 

10 .. The nutritional standard of the people of Bengal supports the above 
contentions. Since the days (1933) when Sir John Megaw (p. 7, para. 9) 
conducted his inquiry, there has been a marked deterioration in the food 
position. There has been no increase in production and a steep rise in population. 
The Foodgrains Policy Committee arrived at the following conclusion " ........• 
thouah it is true that taking India as a whole ...... and taking an average of 
vear~, she inay broadly be desgribed as only slightly less than self-sufficient in 
foodgrains as a whole, nevertheless the self-sufficiency implied by this state
ment at the very best is self-sufficiency at a very low level of per capita con
sumption. There is very little room, taking the country as a whole, for the 
process of tightening the belt. We have it on the authority of the highesti 
nutritional expert in this country, Dr. Aykroyd, that there is at all times serious 
under-nourishment of some third of the population".1 With a considerable pro
portion of the population living at a level of under-nourishment, if not starva
tion, it is difficult to accepti the hypothesis of large surpluses or stocks remaining 
unconsumed year' after year, and getting accumulated, even to the extent of 

1 Report of the Foodgrains Policy Committee, 1943, p. 33. 
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33 per cent of the annual production (para!raph 8 above and statement). 
Under-nourishment of a large section of the population and huge accumulations. 
of stocks cannot go together. 

11. The results of the "anti-hoarding" campaign or the "food drive" which, 
was undertaken in Bengal in June 1943 (excluding Calcutta, Howrah and a, 
few other area.s) supports this conclusion. From the data available the follow-
ing conclusions may be drawn . .) 

1. Population of the area of this drive 

2. Total req\,lirement of this population from 16th June to 31st 
December in terms of rice at 3 seers per capita per 
week1 -

3. Actually consumed by this population from 1st January to 
15th June, at the same rate . • . . . 

4. Stocks on 16th June 1943 (at 25 per cent excess ·of ·those 
actually discovered) . • • • • • • • 

5. Total consumed. and in stock i.e. J plus 4 • 

6. Total consumed by the remaining population (6 · 5 million) up 
to 15th June 1943, at the above rate. • • • 

Total consumed and in stock on 16th June 1943 

Estimated aman crop assembled in January 1943 

Balance unaccounted for . . . 
l,· 

. 
I 

55· 7 48 million 

4•4 .. tons . 

3•8 .. .. 
1•17 .. . .. 
4•97 .. ... 
0·44. 

" ... 
5•4 

" 
.... 

6•0 ;, " 
0•6 " " 

Even allowing for undiscovered stocks if there had been a large carry-over, mucru 
bigger stocks would have been found. (There had been import of rice and other 
?ramr> as well during this period). Similarly the Calcutta Food census 
m July 1943 discovered stocks of the order of 31,000 tons, which is just one
month's rice consumption of that city. Had there been a substantial 'carry-· 
over', the stocks would have been larger. 

12. In Appendix II, Section B, the relation of supply of rice to requirements
for the ten years 1928 to 1937 has been examined and the conclusion arrived 
at is stated thus: ' 

" ... prima facie, it would appear that stocks carried over from year to year
must have been accumulating in the province during the period" (page 209,. 
paragraph 13). 

Similarly in Section C, the supply position in relation to requirements for the
years 1938 to 1942 has been examined, and the following conclusion is arrived· 
at: 

·'The state of current supply during 1941 supports the conclusion reached 
in paragraph 14 above, namely, that the stocks carried over from year f,o year 
must have been considerable." (page 210, paragraph 16). Agail}, in Section· 
D, the supply position in relation to requirements for the year 1943 has been 
diRcussed and it is stated: 

"The carry-over at the beginning of the year was sufficient for the require
ments of about 6 weeks" [page 212, paragraph 23(ii)(b)]. 

1This figure is lower than Prof. 1\Iahalanobis' estimate of actual consumption. 
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It is to be determined if tbe~e conclusions are correct. Tbe table below b~ 
been compiled from the data of surpluses &nd deficits as given in Appendix II, 

·statement IV. 

I II III IV 

Year 
+Surplus Progressive Net-Export (-) 
-Deficit. total of Imports(+) 

(Million tons) Col. II ('000 tons) 
(l\lillion tons) 

'.1928 -1·20 
1929 +0•79 -0•41 

.1930 +~·01 -0·42 
1931 +0•80 +0•38 
.1932 +0·69 +1•07 
.1933 +1•39 +2•46 
."1934 +0·44 +2·9 +414 
1935 +0·24 +3•14 +150 
1936 -1·50 -l-1•64 +155 

.1937 +1•35 +2·99 -185 
1938 +2•99 +133 
1939 -0·51 +2•48 +482 

.1940 -0·34 +2•14 +358 

.1941 -2·43 -0·29 +323 

.1942 +0•29 -2 

Column III o.£ thi.s table- shows the stocks of rice in the province at the 
·end of each year, on the assumption that accumulation of surpluses was taking 
.place; while Column IV shows the net imports or exports of the provh!ce. If, aa 
the Report has concluded. accumulated 8tocks were available in the provinl'e 
in each of the years 1931 to 1940, and during certain years those stocks were 
very large, it becomes impossible to explain the net imports in these years for 
thP. following reasons. The population of Bengal may be divided into the four 
classes:~ 

(a) 'those who grow their own food but whose production is just equal to or 
less than their requirements; 

(b) those who buy their requirements; 
(c) traders; 
(d) big land-holders who have smplus over their requirements. 

Of these it is only classes (c) and (d) who would hold surplus stocks of rice. 
The big landlords would accumulate unnecessarily large stocks ·only if they 
were unable to find a market for them.. Therefore, stocks would come to be 
concentrated in the hands of traders. And it is this class which imports rice. 
If the traders had been accumulating stocks, would they still import and thus 
add to their unsold stocks? No wise trader would hold stocks much in excess of 
his annual turnover. The existence of net import-s is thus incompatible with the 
Decumulation of large stocks. 

13. In 1M2, according to Statement IV, of Appendix II (p. 216), the current 
supply, seed deducted, was 10·31 million tons and consumption· 10·02 million 
t'ms, leaving a surplus of 0·29 million tons, equal to 1·5 weeks' supply. Is it too 
much to say that this so-called 'surplus' was completely wiped out by the 
cyclone of October 1942 in the districts of l\Iidnapore and the 24-Parganas, and 
by the export of 185,0UU tons which was allowed to take place during 1942? 
There was definite shortage during November-December, as is evident from 
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the prevailing distress, and this supports the conclusion that the supplies bad 
been exhausted. 
Conclusion 

One is therefore forced to the conclusion that in Bengal, and in fact in the 
rest of India as weii. there are no surplus stocks of such ma.,onitude .. as to serve· 
~s "buae" reserves. \Vbat we find is a hand to mouth existence, at a very 
low lev~l of consumption. Events of the last two years have proved "this 
conclusiv.ely. In spite of the 'Grow :More Food' campaign, the food situatiotl 
still causes anxiety. At any rate, this much is certain that Bengal had no 
-carry-over of rice worth considering in the beginning of 1943. 

B-THE CouRsE OF EvENTS LEADING TO THE FAMINE. 
' 14. The cycle of events which terminated in the famine of 1943 may now 

hP. described. One need not labour the point tJ:lat every event has a ~istory 
and its true cause cannot be determined by a study merely of factors involved at. 
the moment of. its occurrence, but must be traced to its past. To borrow a 
phrase from biology, every event has a phylogeny. Therefore,. the immediate 
~auses of the famine of 1943 have to be traced from 1941. These events--may 
be traced year by year. 

1941.-(Appendix II, Statement III). The aman crop which was assembled 
in January 1941 was 5·178 million tons (adjusted figures by addition of 20 per 
<!ent to the Director 9£ Agriculture's figure)-the shortest crop for fifteen years 
and with boro and aus, supplemented by 323,000 tons imports, and ~ter deduc
tion of seed requirements, gave 7,472,000 tons of rice, for the consumption of 60·3 
million people, which was the population o£ Bengal at that time. According' 
to the estimate of 3·58 seers per capita per week (the estimate of Prof. M:ahala
l10bis) the total quantity required·'for 12 months was over 10.25 million tons. 
'lhus there was a shortage of 2·8 million tons, i.e., 14 weeks supply. Normally 
the aman crop would come into consumption, let us say, from March-April 1941. 
The total crop being short, it was barely enough for nine mon"ths, and was, 
therefore, consumed by about the end of the year.1941. Nothing was available 
for thtl last two or three months of the consumption year 1941-2- (January
"February-1\farch 1942). 

1942.-The aman crop assemblea oy January 1~~ was tH:flo million tons
the highest since 1937. The boro crop of 1942 gave 206,000 tons and the aus 
1·694 million tons. There were no imports. The total quantity available for 
·~onsumption (minus seed requirements) was 10·3 million tons. • This crop 
would normally have ~orne into .use from March-April, but as the pre~ous crop 
w~s Yery short and had been consumed by the end of the year 1941, the new 
erop was drawn upon most probably from about the beginning of January 1942. 
1t would have sufficed for twelve months, i.e., till the end of December 1942, 
nnd. possibly even beyond that period with some effort, but during this year 
T:mous unforeseen factors adversely affected the position:-

(i) A quantity of rice W!\S exported (187,500 tons in the year, of which 184,618 
tons were exported between January and July 1942). [Report p. 28].. 

(ii) There ''.ras short supply of wheat during later part of 1942 :---57,377 tons 
fChnpter V-para. 23]. 

(iii) The disastrous cyclone of October 1942 destroyed large stocks of rice in 
importan·t surplus districts in Bengal, viz., :Midnapore and the 24-Parganas. 
The quantity destroyed has not been determined but is described as very large. 

(i>) There was an influx of refugees, estimated at severallakhs. 
(>) There was a very large increase in the strength of the Defence Forces 

in Bengal, and also rapid increase in the industrial population, labour for rnili-
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tary works· etc;, etc., which directly or indirectly depleted the foodgrain re:
r:ources of the province. 

In view of these considerations (a) of heavier demands and (b) of serious 
loss, it would not be incorrect to hold that by the errd of the year 1942 the year's 
production had been completely consumed. 

This view is supported by the fact that reports of distress were made early 
in December (Appendix VI), and by the end of the month hunger-marches had 
started .. The price of rice had risen. enormously, and there was shortage in 
some places even in the villages. This was at the time when the aman crop was 
bci.ng harvested. The situation at that time has been described in the Report · 
(Chapter V, paragraph 29) :-

"The evidence presented by these contemporary documents leaves no room 
for doubt that the upheaval in the Bengal markets towards the end of 1942, 
was due to the fact that in November and December of that year, that is, before 
the bulk of the aman crop had been reaped, unusual purchases were being 
made by persons who were convinced, quite correctly, that the yield of the 
aman crop would be so short and stocks in hand so low, that a crisis in supply 
was inevitable and was fast approaching". 

In face of these observations any mnterial 'carry-over' at the end of 1942 
was a mere myth. 

1943.-Therefore, it may be assumed, with considerable justification, that 
6·024 million tons aman crop, assembled by January 1943, came into consump
tion almost immediately, if not even earlier during the harvest, i.e., November-
December 1942. -

According to. the Rice Marketing Report, on the average of the years 1934-35 
to 1936-37~ out of the total production of 8·4 million tons, 3·9 millions were kept 
for domestic consumption and 376,000 tons for seed. The marketable surplus 
was 3·87 million tons. - It is generally the aman crop which comes into the 
market, and when it is taken into consideration thut--

(i) this ·crop was very short (H> million tons short of the· previous fifteen 
years average), 

(ii) there was a general feeling of insecun~y. uu C:lccuuut of the military 
situation, 

(iii) prices were rising rapidly, 
(iv) there was no carry-over, not even for the usual period of 'maturing' of the 

hnrvested crop, and 
(v) all these facts were being widely advertised, the conclusion is irresistible 

that the ·cultivator retained a larger quantity than the normal for his own use, 
and the marketable st~:rplus was reduced, perhaps to 2 million tons, in a market 
which used to get double that quantity during times of peace and stability. 
Consumers began to secure supplies in excess of immediate requirements, priority 
concerns to lay by stocks 'to ensure supplies for their labour, traders to make 
money, all joined the nielee. "The sources of supply having dried up, panic set 
in. This was a critical stage. Effective action was not taken, stocks had been 
captured, and those left without food had to pay prices "'.hich many could not 
afford. Famine had really begun from the commencement of the year 19-!3 
although its results became mauifest some months later, and its effects even 
continued in the heavy death-rate during the first half of 1944. 

C'-THE REAL EXTE~T OF THE SHORTAGE 

15. The conclusions arrived at in the Report regarding supplies are given in 
paragmph 15 (iii), p. 15 and in paragraph 23 of Appendix TT, of the Reporfi 
(p. 212). and these ma;v be summarised thus:- . 

(1) The current supply during 1943, was sufficient £or the requirements ot 
about 43 weeks (8·36 million tons). 
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(2) The carry-over at the beginning of the year 1943, was sufficient ior the 
requirements of about 6 weeks (1·16 million ~ons). 

t3) Therefore, the abso_lute deficie~c:y of supplies was of the order of the 
requirement for 3 ~eeks, a.e., 0·58 nullion tons.l , 

With these conclusions it is difficult to agree. From what has been said above 
{P· 15), ·it is evident that there was no carry-over of any significance at the 
~nd of 1942. The amau rice crop available for consumption from January to 
September 1943 (when the aus crop becomes available), was approximately 5·5 
million tons (adjusted figures with 20 per cent increase over Director of Agricul
ture's estimates). If all grain available had been procured and distributed 
equitably, it would have provided 2·44 seers per capita per week for a. popula
tion of 63 million for 9 months. At a. rate of 3 seers per capita per week, with 
.a perfect system of control a.nd distribution, 6·7 million tons would have been the 
required quantity, and, at 3·2 seers per capita per week 7·2 million tons. It 
is evident, therefore, that the absolu.te shortage, at a very conservative calcula
tion, could not have been less than 1·5 inillion tons': ·The Government of Bengal 
bad placed their demands for all foodgrains at 1·36 million tons, of which rice 
was 0·9 million tons. These were indeed very modest estimates. The Director 
-of Agriculture informed the Commission that an enormous atea. had been put. 
under sweet potatoes during 1943. This must have helped to mitigate the· 
~ffect of the shortage. Taking everything into consideration one is forced to 
the conclusion that the shortage wa-s large and far more than 0·58 million tons. 
It was certainly of a· magnitude, that by mere manipulation of supplief:! actually 
.available in the province, it could not have been wiped out. This was not 
'l'"&lisrcl early enough. The 'carry-over'. mentality had bred complacency~ -• To 
avert disaster, a timely sypply in regular and substantial instalments of food~ 
grains to the extent of at least a million tons was absolut~ly necessary. The 
<]Uantity of foodgrains which actuaU:y arrived in Bengal was of the order of 0·65 
million tons, but it came sometimes in driblets. sometimes in torrents and most 
-of it camP too"'late, towards the end of the year.2 · · ' · 

All the rice that came into Bengal was within the country and if the large 
quantities which came after Ma:v had come earlier deaths might have been 
avoided. ·Regular arrivals would have produced confidence and kept the. prices 
down. 

D-CALCUTTA ON THE BE~WAL MARKET 

16. The short-age considered in the last section was aggravated by the fact 
that, throughout the famine of 1943, Calcutta. was on the Benge.J market. 

1Ifthe actual shortage was of the magnitude of 0·5 million tons, i.e., a little in excess 
of the net Burma imports, then would not free trade have supplied this deficiency from tha 
'So-called ' stocks ' all over the country 1 Had not the rest of India accumulated the same 
ca.rry.overs which, it is suggested, Bengal possessed ? The theory of carry-over thus stands 
-exploded, 

1The arrivals of rice and wheat into Bengal during 1943 were:
Rice. 

January 
February 
:March 
April • 
:Muy 
June • 
July 
.August • 
September • 
October 

"November • 
JDecem ber • 

·l 
:j 

.Q 
.J 

J 

17,452 tons. 

15,827 " l 

100,324 " ~ 
30,689 ... J 
99,334 " 

Wheat. 

26,000 tonsl 

38,000 " 

99,000 " 

176,000 .. 
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On 'looking b~ck' the feeling 'grows strong that the most obvious and correc~ 
step, which was taken in 1944, should have been taken in 1943. With the 
firs~ signs of distress, Calcutta should h~ve been immediately taken off the 
Bengal market. This was obvious. For wheat Calcutta bad been off the 
Bengal market always. ·'The average imports ot Burma rice were roucrhly 
equal to the rice requirements of Calcutta. Therefore, for many years Calc~tta 
had been virtually off the Bengal market both for rice and wheat. During 
bhe year of a short crop, after cyclone and flood, with the enemy knocking at 
~he ga:tes, the population increasing through an influx of refugees, mcreased 
concentration of war industries, and a huge army depleting the market of milk, 
fi<:b, eggs, poultry, vegetables, and fruit, Calcutta was on the Bengal market. 
!l.rmed with a huge purchasing power. · The inevitable result was famine in 
Bengal. This should have been easily foreseen. This is a lesson for the future. 

E-THE ,STORY OF THE BARRIERS 

1'1 • . nom wnali nas been said above it is evident that there was no carry
over in the beginning of 1943, the previous year's crops had been consumed by 
the end of 1942, the aman crop available was very short, imports from Burma 
were not possible, ihe external and internal situation was disquieting, panic 
had set in, prices were soaring. The only thing which could stem the tide was 
m assured supply of foodgrains. There were obstacles. To appreciate the diffi
culties of Bengal a review of' the conditions leading to these obstacles is 
necessary. 

18. In Chapter IV, paragraphs 1 and 2, are described changes in the 
economic and administrative organisation of the country as a result of the 
~ontrol of ttade by Gove:oupeJ;lts. In this change;- which has been rightly 
described as 'tremE)ndous', the period when 'barriers' were springing up to 
[Jrevent the move~ent of grain from one , district to another and from one 
province to another has been very co~ectly described as "a critical and 
potentially most dangerous stage". The erection of barriers may be regarded 
:1s a necessary step in the assumption by Government of · control over trade 
lpara. 4), but was the step taken at the right time and in the right direction? 
~d. these are the two essential attributes of a wise step. Government eontroi 
>ver trade was admittedly a most urgent wartime necessity, but stopping the 
low of 'trade, without creating adequate channels for the flow of food supply, is 
like putting a dam across a river first and planning to dig irrigation channels 
afterwards. The consequences of such a mistake are evident. It may be 
argued that in the absence of a well-planned scheme of food control and dis
tribution, on an all-India basis, barriers set up by Provinces and States 
independently, without co-ordination or even mutual consultation, essentially t<> 
protect their own interests, had become inevitable. Nevertheless,-it cannot be 
denied that, as anticipated, these barriers led to the conditions which, were 
tesponsible, in no small measure, for the scarcity and famine that visited Bengal 
-:the province which had the singular misfortune of being in the w(lr zone, and 
falling a victim to floods, a devastating cyclone, a short crop, political unrest 
and euemy action, and with ~denial' and defence measures leading to dietloca
tion of internal economy. I, th~refore, agree with the following view: "If 
there was a single root cause .... for the initial dislocation of the whole 'food 
economy' and 'food· morale' of this densely populated area ... it was the 
i?cautious use of newly created provincial barriers." · 

In paragraph 32, p. 24, the possibility of such a danger is recognised. 
It is stated that if the machinery of control could not be completed speedily 
"any. serious and sudden deterioration in internal supply arising out of natural 
causes, was liable to lead to disaster," and this is exactlv what happened in 
Bengal. 
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19. The dangers inherent in those barriers, or measures restricting trade,. 
did p.ot come as a. surprise .. They were evident and had been fully anticipated. 
Categorical st&tements prophesying disaster as the consequence of such measures 
had been repeatedly made. The Bihar Central Advisory Committee on Price· 
Control meeting on 18th December 1939, emphasised "the need.of some form of 
inter-provincial control"l and this opinion was communicated to the, Govern-· 
ment of India as early as the 8th January 1940. 

20.. In the Third Price Control Conference of the officiaJ representatives of· 
the Centre, Provinces and States, held at Delhi in October 1941; ·the President;. 
(Sir Ramaswami . Mudaliar) stated "the Govetnmen:t of India. wished to· 
keep inter-provincial trade as free as possible, but if the control was applicable 
within a particular area he saw no objectio!1 to it''. The views express·ed were: 
It waa "feared that restriction of inter-provincial or inter-State movement of 
supplies would lead to difficulties" (Bihar). It "was clear that the CentraL 
Govemme:;::.t'll intervention was necessary in respect of inter-provincial trading. 
for provincial boundaries were not economic boundaries" (;rv.(adras):- It was. 
suggested that the "control should extend from the· producing stage right dowru 
to the final stage" "imports should be flattened", and "the possibility of not 
merely controlling prices but· also regulating the movement of rice to the com• 
peting consuming provinces" should be considered (Assam). The scramble for
rice_ supplies in the Central Provinces, was leaving a deficit in the province's own 
requirements. 

A foretaste of sucn unco-orcunated. control nad already oeen expenenced 
when, on account Of scarcity in Arakan, the Burma Government had prohibited 
export of rice, just as some Provincial Government had prohibited export of 
rice from their own areas to adjacent areas. T·he Government of B,urma had 
finally lifted the embargo, but by that time the favourable season for shipping 
rice had practically ended. •.·• 

The President emphasised: "We do not contemplate at all the possibility 
of provincial barriers for export of this product (rice) or any produc1i for the 
matter of that", and he added: "If any Government finds itself in such an un

,favourable position as a result of the activities of its surrounding provinces o~ 
States, it can come to the Government of India who will use ~heir good influence 
to get over the difficulty". 

It is clear from tl-oe above -that by October 1941, difficulties had arisen. and 
batriers were considered dangerous, and need for a central controlling agen~y. 
was evident. 

21 The Fourth Price Control Conference met on 6thf7th February 1942. 
(A day previously the Rice Conference had met at the instance of the Bihal: 
Government. At this Conference Bihar and Assam had expressed the op!p:ion 
that provincial control of exports would lead to chaos.) By then the problems 
had "become more complicated, their solutions were more urgent and the 
administrative difficulties greater than they had ever been.'' Bans "had been. 
put by certain Administrations, both Provincial and State, on the movements 
of commodities", the President (Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar) remarked "At first 
flush it looks as if such a ban was eminently justified and that the Provinciaf 
or State authority con<:erned had lt duty towards the population in its charge· 
to see that the movemen't of goods, when scarcity conditions were about to 
prevail, was checked, so far as its area was concerned, that. is to say, that
foodstuffs available within the area are not transported beyond its 
border. One or two Provincial Governments ha~e done it; and some. · States 
have done it; and I mus£ also admit with thankfulness tha£ some Provincial 
Administrntions have stoutly resis.ted the temptation to pu£ such a ban . 

1 Perha:ps this referred to Price Control only. 
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.The free movement of commodities up to the last stage is the. most 
vital factor that will check the growing rise of prices and . will also try . to 

.preserve for the consumer adequate supplies in every area .... India may 

.be geographically called a 'continent'; it is after all one .. country .and under 
.one Administration; and consequently the Central·Government is concerned ·with 
the safety and the conditions of living of all the people within this geographical 
11rea, India." He ·continued: ·"The Central Government cannot, therefore, 
view with. equanimity any attempt· at tying up stocks of a particular commodity, 
;within a specified area, and leaving other areas to look after themselves • . • • 
Jf this movement is widespread then it will create the most chaotic conditions, 
_pay, absolutely famine conditions .in several parts .of the country ....• The 
·,theory of self-sufficiency has led to ruin so far as Sovereign States are con
..cerned; and if that theory of self-sufficiency were to be incorporated in provincial 
.and State units in this great Federation, not only ruin but something worse 
will be our lot. We have agreed, not with enthusiasm, to such bans as a 

.. very ~emporary measure in certain areas. But the decisive view of the Govern
Jnent of India is that such bans on export do much more harm than good, and 
·to the utmost possible extent should be avoided.'' He also referred to the 
anxiety of certain governments to build up stocks. 

While on. the one hand certain provinces considered that their first care 
W3S the supply of food to those who lived within their ju!isdictions, and help to 
other provinces could not be • given to the extent of facing a shortage themselves 
(Punjab, Madras), on the other hand a higher degree of corttrol over transport 
and supplies was demanded (Bombay), to the extent of an all-India con troT of 
stocks (C. P.). It was stressed that the unit was not the province or the 
district, but the whole of India, and a shortage of any particular commodity had 
to be shared equally (N. W. F. P.), by means of controt at the Centre (Bihar) 
and that bans on exports should not be placed (Bihar), as restrictions on inter
prpvincial trade would be suicidal (Mysore). It was claimed that in certain 
emergent circumstances, such as the danger of a famine, stoppage of exports from 
~ particular area would be justifiable. 'l'he President, summing up the discussion 
stated "tha"t the process of tightening up the belt must be a universal process 
and not a process which must apply only to those unfortunate provinces which 
were in short supply with reference to any particular commodity". He drew 
the conclusion "that broadly speaking there should be no att-empt on the part 
either of the Provinces or States to put a ban on the export of commodities but 
that when a proper transport authority which would co-ordinate the interests of 
various Provinces and States began to function at the Centre, it could be left 
to that authority so to adjust the transport that there was no draining of all 
~csources of one province to its own disadvantage and to the advantage of 
iccumulating stockR in the neighbouring province or State. He, however, agreed 
hat if there were a. famine condition in a local area, something must be done on 
;he spot, and he did not "object to a particular kind of emergency power being 
Jsed by district officer or local officer" 

22. Barriers continued to be put up. In March 1942, the Central Provinces, 
!fter a scramble for rice, had stopped export of foodgrains to places outside the 
province. The Government of India had in some cases issued directions against 
mch steps. When the Food Production Conference met in April 1942 the 
l}uestion of" barriers came 1.\P for a good deal of discussion. The President 
(Mr. N. R. Sarker) stated in his. opening remarks: " ...... that in case inten
~ive and'pl~nned efforts (to Grow More Food) failed to make good the shortage 
C~f a commodity, then substitution of this commodity by some other· surplus 
foodstuff shall have to be considered. And, even if this remed:v failed to fill 
up the gap, then it would be for the various governments to. consider how 
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far an a,ll-round cutting in the consumption of the commodity must be volun~arl.ly 
accepted· by all the Provinces and the States." . 

Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar said: "The Central Government has been up. 
aoainst this problem of every province, of every State, of every area thinking 
i; terms of its own population, and not willing- to recognise the needs of the· 
population elsewhere in India .......... That is a most dangerous doctrine to be· 
preached ....... It would bring about such confusion in trade, commerce andl 
transport that it would harm the interests of the whole country ...... When we· 
have gone to the extent of including a country like Ceylon iB.to {our) economic: 
orbit in respect of food production and food supply, it seems to me the most; 
unnatural thing to suggest that each province ·or State wil~ look after itseif nnd' 
only when there is a surplu~ and to. the extent 'that (pro_vmce ?r) S~~te JU~ges; 
there can be a. surplus, havmg proVIded for all the contmgencies wmch m1ght 
arise in the future and having provided for all that is necessary for the province· 
(or State), would it allow export from its territory . .' .... That sort of attitude·, ... : .. · 
would c'Ompletely break up the economic structure· .of the country ...... We have· 
been resisting this idea. that each area should look after itself ·first, leaving 
others alone ......... I do venture to suggest that we cannot take the view -that 
each province or State must first look after itself and then :lio other provinees or 
States." He further emphasised his point of view by taking a specific example. 
"Taking wheat -consumption as 10 million tons,· and supposing there is only 9 
million tOns in .the country, we know how it is distributed to various provinces 
from the surplus; would it be an impossibility to say that Punjab will have 
nbe-tenths and all the other importing provinces will have nine-tenths of their 
Pormal imports?" . In the same meeting Sir Pheroze Kharegat explained this 
point of view ,further.. He stated that · if , in spite · of · the best efforts of the 
surplus and deficit areas1 there was,.'a shortage. of a particular commodity in the 
country, for· instance rice, then "the whole lot of rice available in the countrJ! 
should be treated att .one and it should be distributed equitably between all the 
Provinces and States throughout the country, so that all may suffer equally and 
benefit equally ...... Where there -is a deficit in a particular _commodity in 'the 
country as a. whole, it should be distributed as equitably as possible humanly, 
and as equitably as transport facilities may allow.._ The underl:ving ide:t was 
er:tuality of sacrifice of all consumers. As a logical corollary to this proposition 
representatives of many Provinces and Siiates stressed the need for a Centra& 
authority with executive power. No steps were taken to set up such an autho
rity. 

The Food Department which was established in December 1942 set ouli on 
the task of disentangling the food tangles. · 

The Second All-India Food Conference was held on the 24th-26th February. 
1943. The Secretary of the Food Department once again preached the· gospel 
of 'equality of sacrifice'. He stated "Although ...... shortage of production 
was ...... in the neighbourhood of 4 or 5 per cent, the main difficulty was t<> 
distribute the deficiency over the whole body of consumers.. lf equitably distri
buted no one would feel the deficiency but if the whole weight was to !all e:r~ 
certain unfortunate localities then the shortage in these areas :would be severe
Every area thereford mus£ be prepared to take its share of the shortage. •• It 
was emphasized that "the only solution to the difficulty must be for all areas in 
surplus to surrender slightly more than their actual surplus". It was neces
sary that the stocks collected, whether for the use of the province where these 
were collected or for another Province or State, should become the property of 
the Central Government. The gravity of the position in Cochin and Travancore 
was emphasized, and it was stated that it could only be "alleviated" in a satis
factory manner if the Central Government were to exercise a considerable 
measure of centralised control". Mr. Pinnell (Bengal) held that, "there was on9 
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rice crop in the North East India, that was the concern of every province. There 
was need for co-ordination of purchase imd that co-ordination could only be exer
cised by the Central Government. There must be one authority if an effective 
control over prices and supplies was to be secur~d and he expressed that very 
early arrangements· for such purpose should be made." It was emphasized that 
the artificial boundaries betw~en the Punjab and Delhi ought to be removed. 
The control measures introduced by Provinces and States which placed an 
-embargo on exports were reacting harshly on small territories (Coorg). Mr. 
,Maqbool Mahmud (the Chamber of Princes) considered a co-ordinated scheme 
on an all-India basis as essential. The representatives of the Government of 
India held that "if control was to be effective, it must be a strong control", 
-and dwelt on the absolute necessity that provision be made for the last word and 
decision in any matter resting with the Central Governmenp. It was felt that 
certain provinces were not prepared to give up ~nything beyond the food balance 
left there after providing for their own normal consumption, however, serious the 
position, and it was therefore, 'urged that the Government of India should 
control surpluses on the lines of equality' of sacrifice' (Sind). Centralised control, 
and even a high degree of centralised control, was considered to be the only 
way in which .the problem of the country could be solved (Bombay, Madras, 
Bihar). Such control did not materialise. 

23. This is the story of the barriers. The food position continued to 
deteriorate. Isola'ted actions had been taken, natural flow of food supplie;; had 
been stopped, .no controlled channels on an all-India basis had been created, 
the coun'try had drifted into independent food-kingdoms. Price control without 
control of supplies, disappearance from the market of commodities thus con
trolled, black market, de-con:trol, ineffective requisitioning, wranglings over the 
quotas of the 'Basic: plans', failure to obtmn supplies for the 'rescue plans' o~ 
Bengal, present a sorry spectacle. Frustration is writ large on the history of 
th_i~ period. As clearly foreseen and predicted, disaster and famine were the 
r<>sult. The weakest organ was attacked and succumbed to the disease. 
13ene-al, the province which had suffered from a series of calamities, was the 
victim, and sank deeper and deeper into famine conditions. 

F-THE PROBLEM FOR BENGAL. 

24. The facts which emerge from a study of the position as it developed in. 
Bengal during the later part of 1942 and the early months of 1943, justify the 
following conclusions. 

There· was a serious shortage of foodgrains, far more serious than Bengal had 
faced previously for at least twenty years. The shortage was such that it could 
not be met by husbanding Bengal's own resources, without large-scale supplies 
from outside the province. The position was aggravated by acute psychological 
factors which were the results of the war, and of the military situation at 
the time. Burma had fallen, refugees were pouring in, retreating troops were 
coming into Bengal, the danger of invasion was imminent, Calcutta had been 
i:.ombed, there was danger of further air raids, serious doubts existed as to t-he 
capacity of British troops to stem the Japanese 'Blitzkrieg', the 'denial' policy 
bad been put into action, political unrest of serious maroitude had manifested 
itself within the province and in the neig-hbouring areas. the 'quit India' demand 
had been made, poEtical dissensions in Bengal were serious, cvc1one and floorls 
had destroyed human life. cattle, and crops ancl stores of foodgrains, and there 
was an atmosphere of tension. No one knew what was coming. : Everyone 
played for safety; food, the most urgent requirement of man, was to be con
f:erved. The producer wished to lay by stocks for his o·1vn consumption; con
fmmer!l were anxious to secure supplies. Employers of big industries wished 
to :make adequate provision to feed their employees. Essential services had 
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. to be maintained. Traders knew that money could be m~e. The. marketable. 
quantity had diminished. '.Ole co.mbination of. ~hese formidable factors created 
unprecedented conditions. A senes of_ calam1t1es, each o~~ of ~nprecedented 
magnitude, followed in such quick succession that ~he admm1stratwn w_as over
whelmed It was a 'Dunkirk' on the food front m Bengal. It was m jhese 

· circumst~nces that the Government of Bengal had to discharge its tremendous 
resporuil:iilities. • 

A full and complete control over supplies ~nd distribution of al~ availa~le 
foodarain~> might have saved Bengal-excellent m theory but not so m practice 
unde~ the then existing conditions. Statutory price control had been tr1ed and 
it had failed. Procurement operations in December and January had not been 
s~1ccessful. Another attempt was made on the 9th of January ~ut abando~ed 
on the 17th o£ February. This obtained 2,200 tons. The Foodgrams Purchasmg 
Officer did not purchase more 'than 3,000 tons. By t~e beginning. of Ma~eh 
stocks were down to such a low level in Calcutta that 1t looked as 1£ the c1ty 
must starve within a fortnight unless large supplies arrived quickly. Price 
eontrol was abrogated on the 11th of March and then the Food Purchase Officer 
was able to obtain 17,000 tons from 12th to 31st ·March. Early in March the 
G;>vernment of India started their 'rescue plan' which was to obtain 60,000 tons 
within three weeks to a month, but succeeded in obtaining only half the required 
quantity. The 'Basic Plan had not started functioning as, by March 1943 when 
the need of Bengal became acute, the Government of India's arrangements for 
supply of foodgrain were not complete. The preliminary figures of the first 
B[;sic Plan were issued on the 13th April 1943. By the end of April the stocks 
of rice in Calcutta were again running low and reports of distress in the 
fl!stricts c1early indicated famine. By April it was clear to everybody, including 
the Government of India, that the Basic Plan would noii function. 

G-INTO THE BREACH. 

25. About the end of March 1943 the Ministry went out of office. For a 
month the Governor of Bengal was in charge ofjhe administration. It was at 
this time that the Muslim League party was invited to accept res~onsibility, 
end a Coalition Ministry was sworn in on the 23rd of April. This was the mos~ 
critical period in the recent history of Bengal and the new Ministry had to lace 
~he '!nprecedented problem of impending famine, during a \vorld war, with 
1mmment threats of invasion. There cannot be two opinions that in this 
crucial period an All-Parties Ministry was obviously the only right thing. Various 
attempts were made to secure such a combination, bu't they proved abortive. 
Gongress was in any case out of it, having refused to "co-operate". The 
Em;opean Grou~ had adopted the policy of not sharing responsibility in the 
cabmet. The Rmdu Mahasabha was prepared to join, but on the condition ~hat 
the Muslims outside the Muslim League had a share. This the Muslim League 
WM not prepared to accept. The blame must be shared equally by all the 
parties for this impasse. · · 

On ''lookin? b~ck' one _ca:u.uu~ lltl!p Itltlimg m~u tne 1y1usum League party 
took a great risk m acceptu.:~g office, so as to contmue a parliamentary forrri of 
?OVernment, at a time when it Was" evident that a terrible. famine was approach
mg and fonnida,ble difficulties lay ahead. ~he difficulties were such as demanded 
for their ~olution undivided attention, vigorous action·, full support at:ld;complete 
ro-o~erat10n from everyone in Bengal and outside.. They knew they could not 
'
1btam such· fuJI co-operation. On the other hand, when· called upon to 
sh.ou~der a grave responsibility; at .the most qifficult period in. th~ history of the 
P_Iovmc~ and country, a refusal would have meant abdication of aU constitu
tw~al rights. . It would have meant a desire to rUle during pea~e and pros
p~rJty and to seek safety during trials and tribulations. It would have meRnt 
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political hara kiri. They decided to fill the breach. Criticism of the Ministry 
in the Legislatures and in the Press was bitter and unrelenting. There was nG 
respite. Such was the atmosphere in which the Ministry had to function. 

As stated (report page 84, para. 24) a non-po:itical organization in charge of 
food would have been the second best alternative to an all-parties governmenti. 
The. Government have been accused of not grasping the hand of co-operation 
offered to deal with the food problem. In an atmosphere charged with sus
picion, bred of intensive propaganda, it is a pity that mutual understanding was 
not achieved. 

26. The situation had become grave and menacing by the end of April. 
'fhe short supplies had been eaten into for four months, further redue>ing the 
available quantity and more particularly the quantity in the market. The 
BP.sic Plan of the Government of India had not functioned even bv this time. 
The country had become divided into numerous independent food ·monarchies, 
all thinking of their own limited interests. The new Ministry tried to grapple 
with the deteriorating situation which it had inherited. It groped, fumbled, 
sometimes blundered, sometimes floundered. But it continued its efforts. 
The magnitude of the problem had not been appreciated. Even the diagnosis 
of the disease had been wrong. At one time there was doubt regarding the 
shortage of grain supply in Bengal. The "carry-over" spectacles had coloured 
the vision. There were no data to go by. In the circumstances the "propaganda 
of plenty" was prescribed. The remedy, H successful, would have been trum
peted as a wonderful achievement. However, the treatment proved wrong. It 
failed, it engendered mistrust. The need was food, and not propaganda; 
pmpaganda alone could not appease hunger. Valuable time was lost. Another 
prescription was indicated. The traditions in which generations in India had 
been brought up was : 

"If half a loaf a man of God eats, the other half he gives to those in need" 
(Saadi). 

Instead, the more materialistic doctrine· of self-preservation dominated. The 
geographical, economic and racial unity of India had receded into the back
ground 

27. The condition caused grave anxiety. Food had to be obtained at ar-.y 
cost, anyhow. Persuasion and ent~eaties had f3:iled. The evident solution was 
to pay the price and save life. Baste· Plan, Modified Free Trade and Free Trade 
presented the possible alternatives, and a graded series to choose from. Absolute 
sh0rtage of supplies was the real cause of the disease; high prices, like high tem
perature, were merely the symptom. Hence, the demand of the Bengal Ministry, 
in the beginning o£ May 1943, was for a guarantee from the Central Government 
that the quota of foodgrains according to the Basic Plan would be mada available 
within a few mornths. May had arrived. August-September would bring in the 
aus crop. Three to four months of grave shortage lay ahead. Was tl!e demand 
for the approved quota, within a few months, unreasonable or excessive? The 
Government of India presumably were no£ prepared to give the guarantee 
demanded. · The Basic Plan had not started functioning. Was the middle 
course of Modified Free Trade rapid enough to resolve an acute emergency which 
had arisen? Modified Free Trade was a younger sister of ~he Basic Plan. It 
miaht have matured slowly and borne fruit. The urgency of the situation, how
ev:r, called for quick action. It is not possible t.o determine the ethical value 
of. a measure by detaching it from its conte1rt. H may be urged by some th:~t 
free trade in war-time was wrong in principle. In the peculiar circumstances. 
however, which obtained in India in 1943, when some parts of the country were 
unwilling ~o share in the 'equality of sacrifice', free trade was the only ~o'lrse 
which had a'£ least some chance of averting the impending disaster. Buli thos~ 
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who had accepted the expediency of free trade had not taken into accot•nt 
the power of obstruction of the local administrations. Free trade, he:Jtlmed 
in by transport priorities and other difficulties, was ·strangled by strong local 
measures. The provinces requisitioned and froze stocks, put traders behind 
the bars. Buying was like trying to get stuff from behind doors bolted and 
locked and well &Uarded. Free trade was not allowed to function and it is 
not possible to determine what results would have been achieved if it bad been 
allowed to function, even for a short while. During the operation of free trade 
the economic unity of India was on trial. Free trade engendered much bitter
ness and much mud-slinging. It was withdrawn. The Government of India 
stood vanquished for the time, and the Government of Bengal shared their defeat. 
rAt least one thing happened, namely, as is evident from later events, tbe shock 
of Free trade resuscitated the Basic Plan. In this role free trade was a signi£cant 
factor in resolving difficulties which months' discussions had failed to resolve. 
I£ must also be remembered that if rice and wheat had come into Bengal during 
May-July 1943 in the same trickle at which they 'were coming from January to 
:April 1943, the distress would have been acuter.. Free trade produced over 
"90,000 tons of rice and saved Bengal for a while-at least for a while. 

28. It was in these circumstances that the Third All-India Food Conference 
was called in July 1943. In this co:D.ference the Government of India lost the 
~Free Trade•, but regained the 'Basic Plan'.. What -was considered impossible 
became possible. Foodgrain was procured and moved into Bengal. Unfo:r
~u~ately it was too. late. Had the quantity which reached Bengal during the 
:thrrd and fourth quarters of 1943 been sent during the first and second quarters, 
the whole story would have been differen~. 

29. All along. the Government of Bengal failed to appreciate the enormity of 
the problem facmg them. This •applied also to the handling of food2Tains. in 
·quantities amounting to hundreds of thousands of tons. "' 

An experiencsd 'witness deposed that the quantities of foodgrain moved afte.r 
J.fay 1943 was greatly in excess of those moved in peace-time in two waya, 
." ......... first, in peace-time civil supplies moved in an even flow according to 
.requirements. In this case next to nothing had moved for months, and the 
.supplies were 'bunched' as we call it in technical transportation· parlance; 
secondly·: Bengal is a war area and army stores were moving in considerable 
quantities ......... '' In reply to an enquiry as to the time necessary to build 
Uf an adequate Oi'ganisation in an emergency the witness stated, " ......... it is a 
colossal business ......... Government bas not got the -staff and when they have 
recruited men have to be trained." Asked whether it was possible to have 
:toreseen that the movements 'of the grain coming in would be so tremendous, 
the witness replied : "I think it would have been very difficult indeed to have 
foreseen it because it was an entirely new situation in India ......... and it must 
bave been extremely difficult for the Provincial Government to realise beforehand 
that difficulties wo~ld arise in transportation in areas :r;wt far from the front-line 
......... I do not think that with peace-time resources they would have been able 
t-o deal adequately with such emergencies in war-time ......... ". 

It should have occurred to those in authority, that only an army, with trained 
staff, tried org11nisation, well equipped with transport, could cope with such a 
big job. A soldier grasped the problem and solved it. 

30. Inefficiency and corruption.-These running sores of society, are serious 
.obstacles to stability and progress, economic and social, and during an emergency 
lead to complete b-reakdown. They coo neither be created nor destroyed in a day. 
The conditions of distress in a sooial orgooisation which lacked vigour led to 
:defeatism, fatalism and inefficiency. Profiteering, a war-time disease, in face 
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)fa serious shortage of food supplies, led to increased corruption. I£ India hopes 
0 march on the ·path of progress, she must get rid of inefficiency and corruption, 
wd every possible means should be adopted for the eraq.ication of these evils as 
~arly as possible. 

II. UNPREPAREDNESS OF INDIA TO MEET FOOP EMERGENCY 

31. On 'looking back' one is astonished at ~he unp:reparedness of India. to 
meet the food situation durino- an emergency. In England a complete food 
scheme had· been worked out before the war started. H has not been possible 
to ascertain whether Hi~ Majesty's Government had, at any stage, suggested a 
similar study of the food problem of India in case of war. It may be said that 
India had passed through the last Great War without any food difficulty, nd, 
therefore, the position did not demand attention. On the contrary, for years1 

numerous investigators and writers on economic, agricultural, medical and nutri
tional problems had been pointing to the seriousness of the food situation in 
India. Stationary, if not declining, food production, rapidly increasing popula
'tion, under-fed millions, disease and high mortality had been the topics of serious 
thought and discussion. Was the- Government ignorant of the normal food 
situation in the countrv? Did not d_windling exports and increasing imports for 
a pre-eminently agricultural country indicate danger? 

Even after war had been declared, the food question received little attention. 
Even after Japan· entered the war, food was still considered a problem of 
so~ondary- importance. The Bihar Government's warning of 1940 was no£ 
heeded. A series of Price Control Conferences and Food Conferences had urged 
a better and co-ordinated control of food. They caused not a stir, till the 
situation was out of hand. 

32. The Allies were carrying on a world ~ar on several fronts, with unity 
of objective, and unity of action. The Russians were sacrificing men in millions. 
The Americans and the British were fightW.g in the deserts of Africa thousands 
of miles from their homes. All resources of men and material had been pooled. 
American factories were working for England and Russia, and British factories 
manufactured equipment for all the Allies. Russia had to be provided with 
m•.mition and supplies. She could be supplied through Iraq and Iran with 
~Teater facility. A passage had to be obtained and a passage was obtained. 
Again, to carry on the war effectively the independent countries of the Middle 
East were organised for food supply. Unity of effort wa~ achieved. 

In contrast, what happened in India? India was fighting starvation and 
famine. . The Gowrnmeut of India used persuasion, made demands for. food
grains in the name of the unity of India, and equality of sacrifice. These failed. 
The last effort was free trade. The power of money, to get out grain which had 
not beep. produced, was employed. But free trade was resisted and it failed. 
Unity of effort was not achieved. Till July nothing effective was done. Free 
trade failed, but led to the working of the Basic Plan. Grain was produced 
from within t-he country. It was too late to save thousands who had marched 
too far on the path of starvation. Deaths continued durin!" 19-1.~ ::~nrt tlnrina 1:\ 

part of 1944. 

33. October 1943, in the fifth year of the war, witnessed a sudden chsnas 
in the attitude of the Government of India. At the Fourth Food Conferen~e 
he!d in October 1943 the President (Sir J. P. Srivastava) said " ...... we musb 
.thmk of each other and not of ourselves ...... In the mobilisation of India"s 
resources the Government of India will have to take and implement, decisions 
which may at times conflict with what appear to be local or sectional intere-sts. 
"Whenever possible, and to the greatest extent possible, the Government of India 
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will proceed after consultation with you and with your consent; but if cir
cumstances should compel us to proceed otherwise,- I look to you to accept and 
implement those decisions which we, and we alone can take on behalf of all ..... . 
We can no longer afford either failure or prospect of failure, and I, in the discha1·g& 
of the duty which is mine, shall not hesitate to exercise whatever degree of 
superintendence and control a~ every stage may be necessary, or to invoke the 
use of whatever powers are essential to ensure success". This is what had 
been urged from the beginning of 1940. An early decision on these lines would. 
have saved Bengal. This decision, one is constrained to say, was arrived nt 
when the famine had almost spent itself. 

M. AFZAL HUSAIN. 



APPENDIX I 

Agricultural families and their holdings 

J. The results of investigation into the means of livelihood of the population of Bengal 
J11n·e been tabulated at pages 121 to 125 of Volume IV of the Census of India. 1941. The form 
-of the Tables differs from that of the Imperial Tables of 1931 by reason of the more detailed classi
fication of dependants. As a measure of economy extraction did not proceed berond the category 
-of the class. 

2. All occupations providing means of livelihood have been divided into four classes, namely, 
{A) production of raw materials, (B) preparation and supply of material substances, (C) public 
administration· and liberal arts, and (D) miscellaneous. The cultivation of land naturally falls 
under (A). As indicated already, there are no separate figures for occupations falling under this 
class other than the cultivation of land. It is seen, however, from page 69 of the Statistical 
Abstract for British India, published in 1942, t!hat " extraction of minerals " accounts for only 

oQ • 3 per cent and " fishing and hunting " for 1 • 4 per cent of the total ; we may, therefore, roughly 
assume 2 per cent to be the allowance to be made under this class for occupations other than the 
-cultivation of land. · · 

3. It is seen from page 123 of the Census Tables, Volunie IV, that the number of persons for 
whom particulars have been furnished, was 1,193,754 in the province of Bengal. It is presumed 
that this was a representative sample. The summary at page 122 shows that the numbers 
-enumerated under the heads P, PS, and TD together add up exactly to this total. The figures 
~bus added are shown below :-

Class and type of occupation Number of Percen-
persons tage to 

total 

A--Production of raw materials 883,584 74•0 

B--Preparation and supply of mateJialsubstances 161,141 13·5 
C-Public administration and liberal arts 38,253 3·2 
D-Miscellaneous 110,776 9•3 

Tots! 1,193,754 100•0 

'The following explanations have been furnished for the terms P, PS, and TD :-
p : Principal means of livelihood without subsidiary means of livelihood ; 

PS : Principal means of livelihood with subsidiary means of livelihood ; 
TD : Total dependants on this means of livelihood. 

From this (and with reference to what has been said at paragraph 2 above) it may be concl 
that all persons deriving the whole or a major part of their income from the cultivation of land, 
whether as owners of land, cultivating tenants or labourers working on the land, together with 
the members of their families dependent on them, amount to 72 per cent of the total population 
(60·31 millions) of Bengal, that is, 43·4 millions. • 

4. The subsidiary table at page 4 of the Census of India Tables, Volume IV, shows that in 
1941, the number of persons per thousand houses in Bengal was 5,412. Assuming on the average 
that the size of a family is equal to the average number of inhabitants per house, the number of 
families in a. population of 43 • 4 millions comes to 8 millions. 

5. At the instance of the Land Revenue Commission, Bengal, certain special enquiries were 
.made in 1939. The results have been tabulated as Appendix IX at pages 88-123 of Volume II 
of the Report of that Commission. Table VIII(b) (pages ll4·II5) shows that the 19,599 families 
enquired into held 85,470 acres and that the average holding of these families was 4·36 
.acres. Table No. Vl(a) (pages 107·108) shows that the total area of all land held_in khas byraiyati 
and under-f'aiyati holders in Bengal is 31· 06 million acres. If the average holding of the sample 
which was investigated was roughly the same as the average of the province '!'s !"whole, the 'total 
number of families dependent on the cultivation of land should be 7 · 1 million. 

6. The question arises whether the estiinBte of 8 million families arrived at on the basis of 
1941 census figures is too high or whether the above estimate is too low. ~he figure of 8 millions 
is probably too high because it includes persons who are me~ly ren~ receivers: . It also. app~rs 
not unlikely that the estimate of 7 •I millions is too low; partic~rly_If the f~~es enq~d mto 
-were not sufficiently representative of the poorest clas~s of cultivatmg.faJDilies. There 1s some 
reason to think that this may have been the case, as w1ll now be explained. 

7. It is seen from Table No. VIII(d) (page II7) that 22·5 per cent of the families enquired 
into were " living mainly or entirely on agricultural wages ". As a footnote to the Tab!e 
points out, the corresponding figure according to the census of 1931 was 29·2 per cent. This 
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is one indication that the sample was inadequately representative of tl:e class of cultivating 
families for the province as a whole. This is also corroborated by information furnished at pa~e 
121 of the Census of India 1941, Bengal Table.> (Volwne IV). This shows that out of a total of 
453,689 persons who were wholly or principally dependent on the cultivation of land, 121 804 
persons were agricultural labourers and their dependants. In other words, the percentage aCC:,rd
ing to the 1941 census was 26 · 8. Similarly, Table No. VIII(d) {llage 117) referred to above shows 
the percentage of families living mainly or entirely as bargadars (i.e., crop-sharing tenants) 
was 12 · 2 per cent. The corresponding percentage obtained from information given at page-121 
of the Census of India 1941, Bengal Tables is 15 · 3 per cent. 

8: It is, however, not surprising that estimates based on different methods of sampling vary. 
more especially since the census figures of dependants are not based on the treatment of the familv
as an ascertained unit. The census figures themselves have varied from one decenniwn to another. 
The inference which, we think, can safely be drawn is that the nwnber of families in Bengal who 
depend mainly or entirely on the cultivation of land is approximately 7 · 5 millions. 

9. Table No. VIII(b) (pages 114-115) shows that the proportion of families with less than Z 
acres is 46 · 0 per cent of families with between 2 and 5 acres is 28 · 6 per cent of families with 
between 5 and 10 acres is 17 ·0 per cent; and of families with above 10 ~cres is 8·4 per cent. \Ve 
accept these results, subject to the uncertainty indicated s.lready and make the following 
deductions : 

- (i) Less than 2 million families hold more than 5 acres each and abo•Jt one-third of this 
number hold more than 10 acres each. 

(ii) About 2 million families hold between 2 and 5 acres each. 
(iii) All others, who constitute about one half of all the families who depend wholly or main• 

·ly on the cultivation of land, are either landless or hold less than 2 acres each. 
10. Table No. VIII(d) (page 117) shows that the- proportion of familie'l living mainly or 

entirely as bargadars is 12 · 2 per cent and the proportion of families living mainly or entirely on 
agricultural ·wages is 22 · 5 per cent. Reference has already been made at paragraph 7 above to 
the reasons for believing that the actual percentage for Bengal as a whole was probably rather 
higher. The available figures permit· the following inferences to be drawn : 

(i) The cultivating families of Bengal include roughly about one million families who live 
mainly or entirely as bargadara, i.e., crop-sharing tenants. 

(ii) The· nwnber of families who live. mainly or entirely on agricultural wages is about 
2 millions, · 

APPENDIX II 

Production and consumption of Rice in Bengal 
1.· PREUMINARY.-It is necessary to make an estimate of the supply of rice available in 

Bengal during 1943, and to determine how this supply compared with-
(a) the supply available in previous years, and 
(b) the requirements of the province duri 1943. 

No conclusions can be formed on these matters ex · t by a survey of all ava1Jao1e Etauso1ca1 
information relating to a series of years ; and, as there are defects and gaps in the information 
available, any conclusions finally reached must necessarily be tentative. The object of this note 
is to assess the effect of errors and omissions in available statistics and formulate the conclusions 
which appear to be the most probable. 

2. DEFINITIONs.-Some of the terms used in this note are defined below. 
(i) Year.-Except where otherwise stated, this means the calendar year. 
( ii) Rice.-1\Ieans de-husked paddy and includes paddy in terms of rice. It also mcluaes 

rice-products. 
(iii) Old rice.-Ofthe rice available in the province during any year, the rice grown or 

imported during previous years is called " old rice ", but it does not include the yield of the Gmaft 

crop harvested at the end of the immediately preceding year. " . , . 
(iv) Carry-over.-The' carry-over' of any year means the stock of old nee physically 

in existence in Bengal on the first day of the year. 
[Note.-This definition is sufficiently accurate for practical purposes. A _strict~r de~tion 

would be that the" carry-over" of any year means the stock of all rice physiCallY: m ex~tence 
in Bengal on the first day of the year, minus the yield of the aman crop harves~ed m the lmiDe• 
diately preceding year. A difference exista between the two definitions, only m s? far as any 
portion of the aman rice harvested in the closing months of a year may be conswned_ ID that y~r. 
This happens only in very lean years, and the quantities thus conswned are small lil proportion 
to the aman supply as· a whole.] . . · 

(v) Aman supply.-In relation to any yesr, the • aman supply 'means the entU'e yield 
of the aman crop grown in the immediately preceding year. . . 

(vi) Boro supply and aus supply.-In relation to any year, these terms mean the Yield 
of the boro and aus crops grown and harvested during the year. 

(vii) Externalsupply.-By this is meant the excess of imports over exports. When ex• 
ports exceed imports, " external supply " is negative. 
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(viii) Current supply.-In relation to a year, this means the sum. of aman, ooro, (lusr· 
and external supplies (that is t;o say, production plus imports minus exports).· 

( ix) Total supply means the sum. of the carry-over and the current supply (tha~; 1s ~;o say, 
the carry-over plus the aman, boro and aus supplies, plus imports, minus exports). 

(x) Requirements means the quantities estimated as required for seed and . for consum.pti!Jn. 
The estimates are ·made on the basis of prevailing average rates-variations due to abnormal 
conditions being disregarded. 

(xi) Consumption.-This is primarily meant to signify human consumption. 
[Note.-Wastage and the use of rice for purposes other than seed and human consumption. 

are not separately allowed for, nor is allowance made for consumption of cereals other than rice •. 
The two factors are deemed to offset one another in the province as a whole.] 

(xii) Surplus or Deficit.-The difference between aman, boro and. aus, and external 
supplies on the one hand, and requirements on th~ other, is a' surplus' when the supply exceeds 
requirements, and a ' deficit ' when the supply falls short of requirements. 

(xiii) Supply in terms of weekly requirements.-This means- the number of weeks during 
which any given supply (whether carry-over, aman, boro, aus, external, current, or total) may b~ 
expected to be consumed, at the prevailing rate of consumption and after deducting seed require
ments. 

(xiv) Shortage of 8upply and absolute dejiciency.-A distinction is drawn in this note 
between" shortage ofsupply "and" absolute deficiency", The latter exists when total supply 
falls short of the requirements of the year and is an advanced stage of ' shortage '. Supply· 
is taken to be short when it is so relatively to the average supply of a period assumed to be the 
standard for purposes of comparison. In this note, the supply during 1943 is compared with the
average of the immediately preceding 5 years as the standard; and the latter, in its turn, is com•· 
pared with the average of 10 years-preceding 1938. 

SECTION A__:REVIEW OF INFORMATION AVAILABLE 

3. PoPULATION.-According to the census, the population of Bengal was 60·31 millions in. 
1941. The rate of increase at ten-yearly intervals had been 2· 8% from 1911 to 1921, 7•3% from. 
1921 to 1931, and 20· 3% from 1931 to 1941. It has been suggested that these figures do no~ 
reflect the real rate of increase, but an ov~t-statement of actual numbers in the 1941 eensus or an 
understatement in the 1931 census or both. This may be true, but there are no reliable data t() 
indicate the degree of error, if any, involved. There is, therefore, an element of uncertainty 
about the actual population in any particular year which must necessarily affect all estimate&· 
of the aggregate consumption of rice in the province as a whole. 

4. RATES OF CONSUMPTION OF CEREALS-(i) Standards (per· adult and per capita).-Th&' 
standard advised by the G,overnment of India for purposes of rationing, and generally followed 
throughout India, is one pound a day per adult. The standard adopted in the rationing of Cal
cutta is 4 seers per week per adult, equivalent to 19 ounces per day. These standards are not
based on ascertained actual consumptMn. It is generally assumed that the consumption of 10()-
persons of all ages is equivalent to that of 80 adults. On this basis, the standard rates of per 
capita consumption are 80% of those of adult consU)nption. 

(ii) Actual off-take of Greater Calcutta unde~ Rationing.-The average weekly off-take, on th&· 
basis of 22 weeks' actuals, was 5,529 tons of rice and 3,562 tons 1>f whe.at and· wheat-products.
or_ 9!091 tons in all. The number of registered ration card holders in Greater Calcutta was 4: 1()· 
mtllions. Of these 3· 36 millions are adults 0·68 million are children entitled to a half rat10n,. 
and the rest are infants not entitled to any' cereal ra.tion ; in oth!Jr worqs, the total in terms of" 
adults is 3· 70 millions. If these figures represent the actual population, then the actual 
average off-take would b~ as follows :-

Average off-take 

Per adult 
Per capita 

ln seers per 
week 
2•68 

2'41 

In ounces P""" 
day 

13 
11 

But the number of registered ration cards cannot safely be assumed to be equivalent _to th&· 
number of the total population, for the former include " dead cards " which, though regtstered
!'re not used. The proportion of" dead cards " among those registered with Government store~P 
1s 16 per cent and it is believed that the proportion is smaller among carda registered elsew~ere,.. 
Hence the actual average off-take is somewhere between the figures given above· and those gtveo.. 
below which are obtained by multiplying the figures by 100/84. 

At·erage off-take In aeers per In ounces per 
week · day 

Per adult • 3·20 ~5 

Per capita • .. 2·87 L4 
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_(iii) Estimates furnished by Profu801'. Mahalanobi8, HMWrary Secretary, Indian Statistical 
.Instttut6, Oalcutta.-Professor Mahalanob1s has analysed the results of five different surveys 
-conducted at different times between 1936 and 1942. Some of these were made at the instance 
.o~ the Bengal Government and others were undertaken by the Indian Statistical Institute or the 
V18Wal;>harati Institute of Rural Reconstruction. The following estimates, relating to the con
.sumption of cereals, are based on his report. :-

Per capita consumption of all cereals In seers per In ounces per 
week day 

Gen?ral average rate for Bengal 3•58 17 

SectionAl average rates-
(a) Rural population 3·65 17 
(b) Calcutta middle classes 2•79 13 
(c) Mofussil Urban middle classes 2•75 13 
(d) Industrial working classes 3·47 16 
(e) Families whose monthly expenditure is 

Rs. 10 or less • . • 2·95 14 

_[Note.-The number of families whose monthly expenditure was Rs. 10 or less was 3 212 as 
:aga~_st a total of 15,409 families in the sample ; and the number of persons inciuded i~ such 
fanuhes wae II, 788,, as against a total of 81,554 in the sample.] 

(iv) Other estimates.-Many other estimates have been made in the past which need not be 
'l"eferred to here. These were reviewed by the Foodgrains Procurement Committee, appointed 
ob;r the Bengal Government during 1944. Thia Committee drew attention to the wide 
oo?ivergence ~etween the estimates, and concluded that the general average rate of consumption 
m the provmce as a whole was probably higher than 4 seers per week per adult. If this view is 
.accepted, the per capita rateis not less than 3· 20 seers per week or 15 ounces per day . 

. (v) Oonclusions.-(a) General average.-The available data do not fermit of conclusions 
~emg drawn with certainty. It ia probable that the true average rate is somewhere bet
tWeen the following limits :~ 

Per capita consumption 

Lower liinit 

Upper limit 

In seers per 
week 

3·2 

3•6 

In ouncu per 
day 

15 

17 

(b) Sectiorwl average~~.-The rate of consumption of cereals is higher in the villages than in 
!the towns and cities and higher for the working classes than the middle classes. 

(vi) Under-nourishment.-A low rate of cereal consumption does not necessarily mean under 
-nourishment. The figures supplied by Professor Ma.halanobia show that the relatively lower 
rates of cereal consumption of the urban middle classes are associated with relatively higher 
'l"ates of consumption of protective and supplementary foods. But the figures for" families whose 
monthly expenditure is Rs. 10 or less" indicate a cereal consumption rate of 14 ounces per day 
'With a very low rate of consumption of other foods. Thia class, which accounts for one-seventh 
.()f the total number, is probably under-nourished even in normal times. It is probable that the 
,actual proportion of the population which is under-nourished in normal times is larger than one
-seventh, but precise information on this point is not available. 

5. DIRECT ESl'IMATES 011' ANNUAL CONSUM:PTION.-If, as mentioned already, the probable 
·rate of consumption per head per week is anything between 3 • 2 seers and 3 · 6 seers, the probable 
.annual consumption of a population of one miUion during one year might be anything between 
153,000 tons and 172,000 tons. As the population of Bengal during 1941 was (according to the 
census) 60 • 3 millions, the probable annual consumption of the province may have been anything 
between 9·2 million tons and 10·4 million tons during 1941. The elements of uncertainty 
.inherent in any estimate of total consumption of the province during any particular year in
.clude the'following :-

(a) There is a range of error of over one million tons, arising out of the uncertainty about the 
11overage rate of consumption. 

(b) The population of Bengal during 1941 may have been le~ .than the census figure of 60· 3 
millions. If the true figure was smaller by as much as, say, 3 millions, the figure of consump· 
·tion would have to be reduced by nearly half a million tons. 

(c) An estimate of consumption for an; earlier or later year depends on~ allowance being 
made for the increase of population·. This might, in view of the doubts mentioned already, be 
.anything between O· 7 per cent per annum and 2 per cent ·per annum. 
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(d) For the following reasons it cannot be assumed that an average rate of consumption per 
head remains constant over a series of years : 

( i) The proportion of the population which is under-nourished in normal times may be il'l· 
creasing. There is, however, no means of determining the effect of such a change on total' 
consumption. 

(ii) The poorer classes in rural area.s, whose standard of consumption is normally tow.
probably reduce their consumption in lean years and increase it in years of good harvest. 
Likewise the urban poor increase their consumption in periods when the prevailing · level oi 
wages and employment rises more rapidly than the price of cereals, and decrease it when the
opposite occurs. It is, however, not possible to. make any satisfactory allowance for such· 
variations, because neither the numbers of the classes whose consumption may vary for these· 
reasons, nor the range of the variation, is known. 

It may thus be concluded that the information available is such that any estimate of the
annual consumption of the province based on population statistics and an assumed average rate
of individual consumption is likely to err by as much as 2 million tons-or about 25 ner cent of 
the estimate. So wide a margin of error blocks this meth~d of approach. 

6. BASIS OJ' INDIRECT ESTIMATES OJ' CONSUMPTION.-The annual consumption of the pro
vince may be estimated indirectly, without making any assliz):lptions about the rates of indivi· 
dual consumption. Thus, if information is available as regards (i) the stock in hand iii Bengal at 
the beginning of the year (ii) the stock added to it in the course of the year as a result of' 
production and the balance of imports and exports, and finally, (iii) the stock carried forward air 
the end of the year, then (i)+(ii)-(iii) represents consumption arid seed. Estimates of con. 
sumption have been made on this basis. Attention must, however, be drawn to the following-· 
difficulties :-

(i) Information is available about production, imports, exports and seed requirements~ 
These are, however, subject to errors which in Bengal and other permanently settled areas 
·are of considerable magnitude. 

(ii) There is no information available about stocks carried ovel' from year to year. An 
attempt may be made to overcome this difficulty taking a long period of years and assuming that. 
the difference between the stocks at the beginning and end of the period is negligible in comparison 
with the consumption during the period'as a whole. This is a reasonable method of procedure, 
but can give only the average annual consumption over the whole period and not the consumption 
of any particular year. In order to deduce the latter, some assumption has to be made as to 
the rate at which consumption varied from year to year during the period, and this is subject. 
to uncertainties referred to in item (d) of paragraph 5 above. 

7. STATEMENT I EXPLAINED.-(i) Production.-Information furnished by the Government
of Bengal about the estimated acreage and yield of crops during 1943, and during the 15 preced
ing years, is given in tabular form in Statement I. The figures are based on crop forecasts pre
pared over a series of years by the Director of Agriculture, Bengal. The three Tice cropw 
(aman, boro and aUB) are shown separately. The aman crop in any particular year is .the crop 
which came into 1lupply during that year, having been harvested towards the end of the precedin~ 
year. The boro and aUB crops are those which are harvested during the year against which they 
are shown. 

(ii) Imports and Rxporta.-'Particulars of imports and exports, as furnished by the Bengal 
Government,·are included in the statement. These are based on statistics compiled by th&· 
Department of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics. They relate to the financial year, execpt. 
for 1943 for which figures for tl}e calendar year are furnished (figures for earlier years have not 
been separately worked out in terms of the calendar year, since the difference involved is unlikely
to be material for purposes of this analysis) •. 

(iii) Current BUpply.-Current supply during each year is production ptw 1mports mi~ 
exports. This has been determined for each year and shown in the' statement. 

\ 
(iv) Seed requiremenea.-In the Report on the Marketing of Rice in India and Burma, it 

has been estimated that the seed requirements of 21· 27 million acres in Bengal are 376,000 tons,. 
i.e., an average of 1• 77 tons per hundred acres. On this basis, the seed requirements of the sown 
area of eaoh year hsve been worked out and shown in the Statement. 

8. STATEMENT II EXPLA.INED.-(i) Oonwmption (Average over 15 yeara).-Figures of current 
supply (less seed), as determined from Statement I, are set out in column 2 of Statement II against 
the years noted in column I. The average of the figures of cp.rrent supply during 15 years 
1928-1942) is taken, for the reasons explained in paragraph 6, to be the average annual con
sumption in this period as a whole. This amounts to 8 ·14 million tons. 

(ii) Oonwmption (year eo year).-To deduce from this figure an annual estimate of consump
tion some assumptions must be made about the variation in consumntion from year to year, 
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It is assumed thst consumption increased at the rate of 0·10 million tons each year during the 
·period.1 The results are set out in column 3 of Statement II. 

(iii) Surpluses and Dejicits.-If we compare current supply (less seed) with consumption' 
·the difference is either the surplus or the deficit according as supply exceeds or falls short of 
-the requirements.• These figures have been determined and • .set out in Statement II. 

(iv) C'ttrrent supply, surpluses, and deficits, in terms of weekly requirementJJ.-(i) '\Veekly re
quirements ' may be estimated by dividing the estimates of annual consumption by 52. The 
number of weeks during which current supply may be expected to be consumed is obtained 
first by deducting seed requirements from current supply and then dividing by the figure 
representing 'weekly requirements'. This has been worked out and shown in Statement II. 
"Similarly, surpluses and deficits are also expressed in terms of wetkly requirements.a 

9. STATEMENTS III AND IV EXPLAINED.-Statements I and II have been compiled on the basis 
of statistics of production, imports and exports, as available ; and without alteration. But it is 
known that they are subject to certain errors and omissions. It is now necessarv to consider 
the latter and make reasonable allowances for them. 

Statements III and IV are the result of a revision of Statements rand II in the light of the 
following considerations :-

(i) Estimates of acreage.-The figures of acreage under the aman, boro and aus crops of 
different years a~set out in Statement No. I are those given by the Director of Agriculture, 
Bengal. There is an important difference between the manner in which these figures are arrived 
at in Bengal (and certain other permanently settled areas) on the one hand, and the ryotwari 
areas of India, on the other. In the latter, the figures are arrived at by an enumeration of survey 
fields under crop, and the ascertainment of areas from land registers and village records. 

In Bengal, the figures are arrived at by estimating the area in a particular year as a pro
portion of an assumed norm. It has been ascertained in evidence, that these nOT'77!8 were assumed 
in the past without any reference to areas under crop as recorded in settlement reports of different 
districts in different years. A comparison of the total of areas thus recorded in settlement 
reports with the acreages furnished in crop forecasts indicates that there has been a systematic 
under-estimation of acreages over a long p€riod of years. This is also the opinion of an experienced 
administrative officer of Bengal, as well as of Professor Mahalanobis who has studied the 

lThis impuoo .. u increase of consumption at the rate of 1·34 per cent per annum in 1928, 
diminishing slowly to 1·13 per cent per annum in 1942. Whether the allowance is reasonable 
or not depends primarily on what the rate of increase of population has been. Here it has been as. 
sumed that the rate of increase is not as small as 0 · 73 per cent per annum (as a comparison of the 
census figures of 1921 and 1931 suggests) nor as high as 2·03 per cent per annum (as a com
parison of the census figures of 1931 and 1941 suggests). It is probable that the actual rate of 
increase of population has beeri more steady, approximately equivalent to the mean of these two 
figures, i.e., 1· 38 per cent per annum. If this is accepted, and given the proportion of the poorest 
classes to the total population, an increase in the assumption made in Statement II about the 
variation from year to year is not unreasonable. 

It should be immediately added that the derived figures are intended to be estimates of quan
tities required for consumption. It is possible that the actual consumption during any parti. 
cular year may be a little below or a little above requirements-this depending on conditions of 
season and prices. In years of very poor (or very good) harvests, it is not merely possible but 
probable, that actual consumption may be significantly in defect (or in excess as the case may be) 
of estimated consumption. These facts must be borne in mind, in drawing conclusions from the 
estimates of consumption, which are estiinates of the quantities likely to be consumed by the 
population as a whole, at the average rate of consumption of the different classes of the popula
·tion, in the immediately preceding years. 

sJt is probable that surpluses, worked out in this manner, may in years of very good harvests 
be larger than the actual surpluses-to the extent to which the poorer classes consume more than 
normally. It is probable also that deficits, estimated in the same way may, in years of very poor 
llarvests, be larger than the actual deficits-to the ext~mt to which the poorer classes consum'il 
less than normally. · 

•There is an advantage in expressing supply figures in terms of weekly requirements which 
may be explained as follows:-

The object of this note is to draw, from statistical data. which ~ay be subject to large erro~, 
conclusions which are as little as possible vitiated by such error. It IS a well known rule of stat IS· 

tical analysis that the error in a ratio between two terms _is very near!~ the_ difference between 
the errors in the two terms. If the errors in the terms are m the same directiOn, they tend to neu

. tralize one another ; and, if they are also neal'ly equal, the error in the ratio is very small. As 
estimates of weekly requirements are deduced from figures of current supply, the error in the 
latter is likely to be reflected by an error of the same order in the former. The errors thus tend 
t.o neutralize one another. 
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eubject. It may, therefore, be regarded as well established that there is an under-estimation. 
'The correction to be made can be deduced from the following figures :- · 

Area sown (in million acres) 

A man Bora and aus 

Standard (1938-1942) 
Total of Settlement Reports 

15·99 
19·22 

6·40 
6·32 

These figures justify the assumption that· the estimated acreages of aman crop are likely 
to be closer to the true figures, if th.ey are increasd by one-fifth. Figures, revised on this basis, 
.are set out in Statement III_annexed to this note. 

(ii) Estimates of yield.-Aftu the acreage is estimated, the yield is estimated by a process 
.involving two factors, viz. (a) the assumption of a 'normal' rate of yield per acre, and (b) 
the estimation of the actual rate of yield of the year as a proportion of the ' normal '. · 

Errors incidental to the latter are unavoidable, but will prohably not affect the compara
bility of estimates made in different years. As regards •. normal yield rate ', this is settled at 
.quinquennial intervals by means of crop-cutting experimllnts. The assumed rates are shown 
.lielow:-

1928-32 
1933-37 
1938-42 

Period Assumed • normal ' rate of yield 
in maunds per acre 

Aman Boro Aus 
13·5 15·0 12•4 
12•5 
12•4 

14•5 
13•6 

11 ~ 1 
10•9 

'The ' normal yield ' is the absolute value attached to a 12 anna crop, and has been defined 
as the yield which " in the existing circumstances might be expected to be attained in the year 
if rainfall and season were of a character. ordinary for the tract under consideration, tLat is, 

neither very favourable nor the reverse". If (as is implicit in this definition) the effect of the season 
is regarded as constant, the only factors ~ich influence the yield rate per acre are the extension 
()f cultivation to marginal lands, alteratlon in the fertility of the soil or changes in methods of 
()ultivation. • These are factors the effect of which is perceptible only over a long period. In 
Teply to an enquiry on this point, the Director of Agriculture as well as the Department of Civil 
:Supplies, Bengal, have agreed that the assumed rates of 1928-1932 were overpitched. It seems, 
-therefore, reasonable to assume that the aman yield figures of 1928-1942 ~:~hould be reduced by 
l/15th, and the aus yield figures should be reduced by 1/12th, in order to make them comparable 
-with the corresponding figures of succeeding years. 1 As regards the boro rates, the differences 
between successive years are unduly wide, though nearly equal ; but, in view of the very small 

1Jroportion whi<'h this crop bears to the total, it is not worth while disturbing the boro figures. 
Figures of yield, revised in this manner, -are exhibited in Statement m. 

(iii) lmports and Exports.-The figures of imports and exports set out in !Statement II are not 
-estimates. They are based on the actual registration of receipts and despatches made by Port 
~d Railway authorities and the statistics, compiled by the Department of Commercial 
Intelligence and Statistics, are far more accurate than estimates of yield of crops. The figures, 
however, do not include movements across the provincial frontiers by road or by country-boat. 
Such movements take place in both directions and, except for the trade with Assam and Arakan, 
probably balance one another. On the balance of recorded movements, the position during 

·each of the three quinquennial periods was as shown below:-

Period 

Average (1928-32). 
Average (1933-37). 
Average (1938-42). 

Net Imports ( +) 
Net Exports (-) 

(in thousands of tons) 
-128 

+51 
+159 

1 On this basis the rates of normal yield of the aman and aus crops are as follows :
~In maunds per acre) 

1928-32 . 
1932-37. 
1938-42 • 

aman aus 
11•4 

11'1 
10•9 

It has been suggested that the effects of the econo1nic depression on agricultural economy 
;generally may be a possible cause of diminution of the rates of normal yield. 
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The quantities are relatively small. The unrecorded movements are probably smaller
It is proposed to assume that unrecorded movements are equivalent to net imports of roughly 
50,000 tons per annum in the second quinquennium and 100,000 tons in the third quinquennium. 
This would probably suffice to remove the pOBBibility of the true extent of the dependence of" 
Bengal on external supply being under-estimated. Figures of external supply, revised on this 
basis, are exhibited' in Statement III. 

10. COMMENTS ON ORIGINAL AND REVISED FIGURES.-(i) The most important difference 
between Statements I and II based on original figures, and Statements III and IV based on 
revised figures, is the increase in the supply figures which results from increasing the aman 
acreage by one-fifth. There is evidence suggesting that the revised figures are nearer the truth. 
In paragraph 5 above, it has been pointed out that the probable limits of consumption during 
1941 were 9·2 and 10·4 million tons. This result was deduced from direct estimates of consum
ption, without reference to supply statistics. According to Statement II, the consumption 
requirements are estimated for this year as 8 •74 million tons; while, according to Statement 
IV, the estimate is 9 ·90 million tons. These estimates were arrived at without any reference
to estimates of actual consumption, but indirectly from supply statistics. The fact that the esti· 
mate arrived at in Statement IV lies between the probable limit, while the estimate arrrived 
at in Statement II is smaller than the lower limit by nearly half a million tons, suggests that the· 
revised figures are likely to be more accurate. 

(ii) Other changes, viz., reduction of yield rates in the quinquennium 1928-32 and in-
crease of net imports in the subsequent

1
decade, are quantitatively of smaller importance. 

(iii) In the course of further discussion in this not~ the figures contained in Statements ill. 
and IV will be referred to, as they are regarded as likely to be nearer the truth than the corres
ponding figures of Statements I and II. Both sets of figures are, however, available for compa-
rison, when necessary. 

SECTION B-SUPPLY IN RELATION TO REQUIREMENTS FROM 1928 TO 1937 

11. In this section it is proposed to examine the relation of supply to requirements during 
the ten years 1928 to 1937. The points to be considered are-

(i) the relative importance of the different elements in current supply during the period: 
as a whole, viz., the yields of different crops and external supply; 

(ii) the variations of supply, and surpluses and deficits in different years ; _ 
(-iii) the carry-over and total supply in years of serious shortage of current 'supply. 

In the next section, these points will be examined in relation to the period 1938 to 1942. Later,. 
figures of 1943 will be compared with those of the two previous periods. 

12. Tlie following table shows average current supply, in the ten years 1928 to 1937 :
Supply in terms nl 

(i) Aman supply 

(ii) Boro and aus supply 

(iii) External supply 

Current supply 

weekly requirmrnm 
42 
12 

5! 

The yield of the aman crop, the most important source of supply, provided on the average the food 
required by the province for 42 weeks. The boro and aus crops provided 12 weeks' food. (Of 
these two crops, the f!UB is much more important. The boro accounts for a li~tle. more th~ ~>ne 
week's food). Taking the period as a whole, the external supply was quant1tat1vely neglig1ble. 
During the first half of the decade, the province was a net exporter of less than one week's supply 
per annum ; and, towards the end, it was a net importer of less than one w?9k's s~pply per annum. 
Thus current supply, on the whole, exceeded requirements by a margm eqUivalent to nearly 
two weeks. 

13. The variations of current supply from year to year, during this ten-year period, are 
shown below :-

Year 

1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 

Current supply 
in terms of 

weekly 
requirements 

45 
57 
52 
57 
56 

Year 

1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 

1Rounded to the nearest week. 

Current suppl~ 
in terms of 

weekly 
requirements 

60 
55 
53 
44 
59 
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'Two years stand out from this table, viz., 1928 and 1936, as years of serious shortage in curre~' 
-supply. During the remaining 8 years there was no shortage of current supply, and in a nu\:nber 
-of years it wa!' ~bstantially in excess. Surpl~es exceeded deficits by a considerable margin;, 
<and, prima jacte, 1t woul4 appear tliat s\ocks earned over from year to year must have been accu• 
mulating in the province during the period. · Are these inferences consistent with experience ! 

14. There is no doubt that there was a serious shortage of current supply during 1928 and 
I 936. It is known that the yield of the aman crop harvested in the years immediately preceding 
1928 and 1936 was unusually low, and there WIU! serious distress among the poorer clMses in parts 
of the province. Relief measures were undertaken on a considerable scale during those years. 
So far, the flgures are con£rmed by known facts. But the question arises, in respect of 1936, 
why, if stocks had been accumulating as the figures suggest, considerable distress should have 
-occurred during that year 1 Two an~ers are possible: One is that the surpluses of previous' 
years were not, in fact, substantially carried C?Ver, but were eaten up because, when crops are 
good and prices low, actual consumption by the poorer classes is in excess of the ~requirements " 
indicated by the flgures. The' other possibility is that the· surpluses indicated by the figures 
were substantially carried over; that the province as a whole did possess during 1936 a carry. 
over which, together with current supply, waS more than sufficient for requirements ; that distress 
·nevertheless, occurred bE:cause large numbers a:mong the poorer classes whose income was dihli· 
nished by the failure of the crop, were too poor to buy the supplies which were physically avail· 
able. The latter is probably the correct view. It is true that the consumption of the poorer 
classes is variable. Large numbers who live on the. margin of subsistence consume more when 
they can and less when they must. But the r.a.nge of this variation should not be over-estimated, 
The following considerations suggest that increase of consumption could not.have wiped out the 
whole, or even a large part, of the surpluses of the years preceding 1936 :-

(i) The cultivators and non-cultivating landholders who have a surplus in excess of their 
.normal annual requirements are likely to consume an adequate ration" even innor\:na.J. thnes.·and 
unlikely to increase their consu_lilption in years of good supply or low prices. Though this class 
may not be larger in numbers than those who produce less than their annual requirements, it is 
likely to be in physical possession of a large proportion of the total surplus produce. This is likely 
to have been carri{d over in full,-as stocks in the hands ~ither of producers or traders. 

(ii) From 1930 onwards for a number of years, the price of rice was abnormally lo~. This 
meant that the poorer cultivators,-who could have increased their consri.mption-were obliged 
to sell a larger quantity of produce_ than-normally, in order to secure the same amount of cash for 

.paying rent, debts, and other pressing cas~ obligations. 
(iii) The period of abnormally low pri~es also coincided with a fall in the level of emplofment. 

Therefore, labaurers who could have increased their consumption in prevailing conditions .were 
probably handicapped to some extent by diminution of their earnings. 

It may, thereforE>, be concluded that during. 1936 there was a carry.over which largely ex• 
.ceeded the deflcit in current supply during the year; and that distress prevailed, not because the 
supplies required for the adequate nourishment of the poorer cliU!ses were unavailable, but because 
these classes could not afford to buy them. This is an important conclusion, in connection with 
the supply position in 1943. -

SECTION C-SUPPLY IN RELATION TO REQUIREMENTS FROM 1938 TO 1942 

14. The following table shows the average current supply in the 5 years 1938 t9 1942 :

Current supply 
in terms of 

weekly 
requirementsl 

{i) Aman supply 
(ii) Boro and aus supply 
(iii) External supply , 

Current supply 

38 
10 
1 

49 

If we comrare these figures with those in paragraph 12, it appears that, on tnQ whole, curren' 
sup.ply Waf in deficit during this period. The aman crop provided on the average a supply 
,...hJch was 4 weeks shorter than in the previous decade. The boro and aus crops provided a supply 
\Vhich was 2 weeks less. On the other hand, the province had become a net nnporter during the 
pericd, and extErnal supply account€d for rather more than one week's supply. The di.fferenoe 
bet~em the two periods can be explained as follows :--First, the rate of increase of cultivation 
'OfrJc€ was falling bE> hind the rate of increase of population, and there was thus a long-term 
tendEncy towards decreasing surpluses and increasing deficits. Secondly, this tendency wq_ 

• Rounded to the nearest week. 
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to so'me extent offset by a preponderance of goJi sea.s')n'l in thJ praviolil p3riod, and empha.. 
sized in this period by a preponderance of unfavourable seasons. This is illustrated by the
figures in the following table :-

Average (1928·1932) 
Average (1933-1937) 
Average (1938-1942) 

Total area sown 
(In millions Qf acres) 

23·71 
2i·53 
25·53 

Average rate of yield 
per acre 
(In tons) 

0·39 
0·40 
0·37 

15. The variations of current supply from year to year during this five-year period are shown 
below: 

Year 

1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 

Current supply 
interma of 

weekly 
requirements 

52 
49 
50 
39 
54 

On comparing these figures with those furnished in paragraph 13 above, 1941 stands out as a 
lean year even more clearly than 1928·and 1936 in the ten-year period previously considered. 
There was only onei year (1942) when there was a surplus and the surplus was relatively small. 
Thus it appears that stocks must have been drawn upon during this period, and particularly 
heavily during 1941. Distress occurred in rural areas during this year, and relief measures 
were undertaken on a considerable scale. 

16. The state of current supply during 1941 supports the conclusion reached in paragraph 
14 above, n4mely, that the stocks carried over from year to year must have been considerable. 
The deficit in the current supply was as much as 13 weeks. It is difficult to believe that the whole. 
or even a large part, of this deficit could have been met by restriction of consumption. Un
doubtedly, the actual consumption of large classes of the poor must have been reduced to a 
significant extent. Let us suppose that one half of the population restricted their consumption in 
varying degrees, so that one-sixth reduced its in-take of rice by half for 6 months, one-sixth for 
4 months, and the remainder for 2 months and that all this was in addition subject to such 
under-nourishment as exists in normal years. The reduction of consumption thereby effected 
would amount to only 4 weeks' supply. 

17. It is arguable that there must have been a large consumption of the new aman crop 
reaped at the end of 1941 and this helped to make the deficit good. This is, no doubt, true. 
There is evidence that in 1941 there was noticeable increase of such consumption. Here again 
we may ask how' much could this have amounted to ? The interval between the reaping of the 
aman crop and the end of the year is small, and those sections of the poorer classes who have to 
get their supply from the markets, and not directly from the fields, would still consume only earlier 
grown or imported rice. Making allowance for all these factors, it still remains probable that in 
1941, as in 1936, there was not an absolute deficiency of supply. The total supply, consisting 
of the carry-over and current supply, must have been smaller than in 1936, but not necessarily 
short of the requirements of the province as a whole. The digtress prevailing in the year 1941 
was, as in 1936, primarily due to the lack of purclfasing power in the hands of the poorer classes 
who were affected by the crop failure. 

18. An attempt can be made to discover whether there was any stock left at the end of 1941. 
as the carry-overl at the beginning of 1942, in the following manner. The carry-over at the 
beginning of 1928 ig unknown. Supposing it was entirely wiped out by the deficit of that year. 
we may consider only the surpluses and deficits of succeeding years as set out below :~ 

Year Surplus Year Deficit 

1929 • 
1931 
1932 • 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1937 • 

(Million tons) (Million tons) 
0·79 1936 • 1·50 
0•80 1939 0•51 
0·68 1940 0·34 
1·40 1941 2·43 
0•44 
0·24 
1·35 

These figures indicate the existence of nearly one million tons, as the carry-over at the beginning 
of 1942--that is, about 5 weeks' supply for that year. (This might have been rather more, if the 

1 The stock of all rice at the beginning of 1942 minw the yield of the aman crop harvested 
in 1941, see paragraph 2 (iv) above. 
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carry-over at the beginning of 1928 had been larger t~ the d~ficit during that Y~)· 
There is of course little direct evidence in support o~ this co~clllll;lon. All t~t can be &ald 
is that it is a reasonable inference drawn from the analySIS made In this no~. It .IB not rendered 
improbable merely because actual co~pt~on i8 var~able and not identical With .the assumed 
figures of ' requirements '. If consumpt10n mcreased 1:'1 good years and decreased m bad years, 
the surpluses would no doubt be smaller, but the defiCits would also be smaller. 

SECTION D-SUPPLY IN RELATION TO REQUIREMENTS IN 1943. 

J9. The following table shows the particulars of current "supply during 1943 :
Supply in terms 

of weekly 

(i) Aman supply • 
(ii) Boro and QU8 supply 

(iii) External supply • 

• • 

Current supply 

requireme~ta 
29 
13". 

l 

43 

If we compare the figures with those of the average of the.preceding 5 years (as set out in parao~-· 
graph 14 above), current supply was short by about 6 weeks. This was mainly due to the low 
yield of the aman crop reapea at the end of the previou8. yee.r which provided food sufficient 
for only 29 weeks, as compared with the average, viz. 38 weeks. There was a shortage in the 
aman supply to the extent of about 9 weeks. The boro and aus crops yielded mono, thus reducing 
the shortage of current supply. Extemalsupply was about the same during 1943 as compared 
with the average. · 

20. Thus, 1943 was a lean year, comparable with the three years 1941, 1936 and 1928 
already considered. Current supply .in these. years is compared below :-

Current supply in 
Year terms of 

weekly requirements 
1943 43 
1941 39 
1936 44 
1928 • • • • • , 45 

~ ·' . 
The Shortage of current supply was a little more serious during 1943 than in 1936 and 1928, but 
less serious than in 1941. This table brings out the need of forming someidea of the carry-over. 
If consumption is so variable that it can adjust itself to large variations .in current supply 
and variability of consumption is of much greater importance than the carry-over, it is difficult 
to understand why an unprecedented tragedy befell Ber,al during 1943, when current supply 
was larger than in 1941 by nearly 4 weeks' supply. It is clear, however, from the examination 
of the supply position in past ye~rs- · 

(i) that the total supply consisting of the carry-over, as well as current supply, hal 
generally exceeded annual requirements by a considerable margin in past years ; 

(ii) that distress occurs even when such a margin is adequate, primarily because the poorer 
classes in rural areas affected by crop failure, lack the purchasing power neceSE!ary for buying 
supplies even though they are physically available in the province ; and that this was so 
both during 1941 and 1936•. 

21. If the conclusion stated in paragraph 18 is accepted some estimate of the carry-over 
during 1943 may be reached. The carry-over at the beginning of 1942 was about 5 weeks' 
requirements. During 1942, current supply exceeded annual requirements, and there_ was a 
small surplus of between one and two weeks' requirements. This suggests that the carry-over at 
the beginning of 1943 was about 6 weeks' requirements. If this is correct. the total supply during 
1943 was probably as follows:-

(i) Carry-over • 
(ii) Current supply 

Total supply 

Supply in terms 
of weekly 

requirements 
6 

43 

49 

Thus, it is probable that total supply during 1943 was not adequate for the requirements of the 
year. In other words, there was an absolute deficiency, the probable magnitude of which W&l 
equivalent to about 3 weeks' requirements. 

1 Rounded to the nearest week. 
• It is not possible to say anything about 1928, as the supp~ position prior to that y~ar 

has not been examined. 
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22. Ii must, however, be emphasized that there is no direct information available about the 
carry-over of any year, and that the basis for asseBSID.ent of surpluses and deficits involves many 
assumptions, none of which is conclusively provable. It can, therefore, be argued that the carry
over at the beginning of 1943 was smaller or larger than bas been estimated in the previous para. 
graph. Some of the points in favour of either view are referred to below :-

(i) The conclusion that the carry-o,·er at the beginning'of 1942 was about 5 weeks' supply 
was based on the assumption that the carryJOver at the beginning of 1928 was so small that it 
was wiped out by the deficit in Hat year. It may have been larger. This is possible, but there 
is some reason to believe that it may not have been very lsrge. The aman crop of 1926 which 
came into supply during 1927, was also a poor one; and this makes it likely that the carry-over 
was not large at the beginning of 1928. 

(ii) It may be urged that there was never any large carry-over during these years, and that 
whatEver existed was completely exhausted at the end of 1941; and that since the current supply 
in 1942 was only a little more than sufficient for annual requirements, there could have been 
practically no carry-over at the beginning of 1943. The reasons for believing that there had been 
!1. substantial increase in stocks during the years of depression and a few years thereafter have 
~lready been explained. 

(iii) Lastly, mention should be made of the results of the' food drive' conducted iu June 
1943 by the Bengal Government. Ill its course a census of stocks was taken and the require
ments for the remainder of the year, as well as the anticipated yield of the aua crop were ascer
tained. The conclusion reached by the Bengal Government was that there was ~ absolute 
deficiency of 1· 06 million tons--roughly equal to 5 weeks' requirements on the basis of the 
present analysis. The results are, however, not conclusive because it was known at the time that 
stocks were uuder.estimated, on accouut of uuder-statement by the owners as well as conceal· 
ment. The Bengal Government assumed that the uuder-estimation was equivalent to one.fourth 
of the ascertained stocks. There is no way of determining whether this allowance was adequate. 
If it was not, the deficiency would have been less. The statistical results of the food drive are 
indeed of value in that they suggest that there was an absolute deficiency. The total of ascer
tained stocks at the time of the drive was 0·94 million tons. Unless, therefore, the stocks which 
were under-stated or concealed largely exceeded the ascertained stocks, it is evident there must 
have been some deficiency. On the whole, therefore, the results of the' food drive' are conaistent. 
)Vitb the conclusions a tout the supply position reached in the preceding paragraphs • 

.23. To sum up, the supply position in 1943 may be described as follows:-

'(i) Comparison u:ith ~reviotts years.-(a) There were three years, within a period of 15 pre
-ceding years, ~hen the shortage in current supply was comparable with that in 1943. 

These were 1941, f936 and 1928. Ill these years, the shortage was due to the fatlure of the 
oman crop, 'there was distress among the poorer classes in rural areas affected by the crop failure, 
and relief measures were uudertaken on a considerable scale. The current supply during 1943 
was smaller, in relation to requir£ments, than in any previous year except 1941. 

(b) The carry-over was smaller in 1943 tl·an in 1941 and much smaller than in 1936. 
(c) The tota1supply, including the carry-over, was probably smaller in 1943 than in any of the 

preceding 15 years. 
(ii) Estimated supply in relation to requirement.! of the year.-(a) The current supply during 

1943 was sufficient for the requirements of about 43 weeks. 
~b) The carry-ove~ at the beginning of the year was sufficient for the requirements of about 

6 weeks. · 
(c) The total supply during the year was sufficient for only aoout 49 weeks. It is, thereforE' 

robabte tbat there was an absolute deficiency of supply, of the order of 3 weeks' requirements. 
p ' 



8TATEMF:NT I.-UNADJUSTED OURRENT SUPPLY AND SEED REQUmEMENTS IN B~OAL. (Figures in '000) 

A man crop Boro crop A us crop External supply 
Year . Seed 

Net Current require-
Acreage Yiold Acreage Yield Acreage Yield Imports Exports imports(+) supply ments 

or 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
exports(-) 

8 9 10 11 12 

Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons 
1928 . 13,210 4,731 400 160 5,649 2,119 668 507 +161 7,171 368 

1929 . 15,357 7,405 398 162 5,031 1,589 270 520 -260 8,906 359 
i 

1930 . 14,_794 6,453 400 160 5,082 2,107 208 519 -311 8,409 384 

1931 . . 15,120 6,943 380 156 6,163 2,190 571 571 .. 9,289 386 

ll:M~ . . 15,571 7,150 394 152 5,795"• 2,209 360 599 -239 9,272 385 

'198 
I 

1933 . . 15,590 6,958 394- 5,775 2,25' 549 630 -~1 9,329 380 
I 

1934 . 15,499 6,226 399 200 5,571 1, ~! 978 614 ·+364 8,632 372 
' 

1935 . 14,760 6,222 408 209 5,851 Ill 433 333 +1?0 8,546 372 

1936 . . 14,837 5,003 404 189 5,757 1,£03 570 465 +105 7.200 392 
" ' ' 

1937 . . l5,804 7,692 432 209 15,865 1,963 244 479 -235 9,629 390 
; 

1938 . 15,923 6,873 414 198 5,727 1,403 710 677 +?3 8,507 390 

1939, . . 15,8_36 5,963 425 201 5,742 1,758 1,156 774 '+382 8,304 388 

1940 . . . . 16,096 6,504 '418 194 5,416 1,525 752 494 +2A8 8,481 387 
'i 

1941 . . . . 14,917 4,315 437 203 6,485 2,250 759 536 +223 . 6,991 422 
I 

1942 . . . 16,914 7,396 444 206 6,507 1,694 274 376 -1r2 9,194 410 

1943 . . . i6,207 5,020 480 218 6,500 2,390 275 11 +264 (a) 7,892 47? 

(a) Calend.ar year figure as per" Trade'' StstJStiCS• 
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ST.A.TEHENT II.-CON8t1KPTION, StTBPLUSES .A.ND DEFICITS IN BENGAL. 

(In millions o£ tons) 

Current. Surpla&(+) 
In tenns o£ weekly 

requirementa. 
Year supply less Consumption 01' 

seed Deficit(-) Surplus 
Current (+)or 
supply Deficit(-) 

l 2 3 4 5 6 

1928 6•80 ' 7·44 -0•64 47·5 -4•5 

1929 8•55 7·54 +1·01 59•0 +7·0 

1930 8·03 7·64 +0•39 54·6 +2•6 

1931 8:90 7·74 +1·16 59·8 +7·8 

1932 8•89 7•84 +1·05 59•0 +7·0 

1933 8•95 7•94 +1•01 58·6 +6·6 

1934 8•26 8•04 +0•22 53•4 +1·4 

1935 8·17 8•14 +0•03 52·2 +0·2 

1936 6·81 8·24 . -1·43 43·0 -9·0 

1937 9•24 8·34 +0·90 57•6 +5·6 

1938 8·12 8•44 -0•32 50·0 -2·0 

1939 7•92 8•54 -0·62 48·2 -3·8 

1940 8·09 8·64 -0·55 48·7 -3·3 

1941 6.•57 8•74 -2·17 39·0 -13·0 

1942 8·78 8·84 -0•06 51•6 -0·4 

Total 1928-42 122·08 
Average 1928-42 8·14 

1943 7•42 8·94 -1·52 43•2 -8·8 



.. ·- - .. 

Year 

1 

1928 . . 
1929 . 
1930 . . 
1931 . 
1932 . . . 
1933 . . . 
1934 . . . . 
1935 . . . . . 
1936 . . . . . 
1937 . . . . 
1938 . ~ . 
1939 . . . . 
1940 . . . . . 
1941 . . .. . . 
1942 . . . . . 

Total 1928-42 . 
Average 1928-42 . . . 
1943 . . . . . 

STATEMENT iii.-ADJUSTED <lURBENT SUPPLY AND SEED REQUiREMENTS IN ihmG"-:t. 

...... 

Aman crop Boro c_rop Au.t crop External 
supply 

Acreage Yield Acreage Yield Acreage Yield Net imports 
(+)or 

2 3 4 5 6 7 
exports(-) 

8 

Tons Tons Tons Tons 
15,852 5,299 400 160 5,649 1,943 +161 
18,429 8,293 398 162 5,031 1,457 -250 
17,752 7,228 400 160 5,082 1,932 -311 
18,144 7,776 380 156 6,163 2,008 .. 
18,686 8,008 394 152 5,795 2,024 -239 

18,708 8,350 394 198 5,775 2,254 -31 

18,598 7,471 399 200 5,571 1,842 +414 

17,712 7,466 408 209 5,851 2,015 +150 

17,804 6,004 404 189 5,757 1,903 +155 

18,964 9,231 432 209 5,865 1,963. -185 

19,107 8,247 414 198 5,727 1,403 +133 

19,003 7,155 425 201 5,742 1,758 +482 

19,315 7,805 418 194 5,416 1,525 +358 

17,900 5,178 437 203 6,485 2,250 +323 

20,297 8,876 444 206 6,507 1,694 -2 

276,271 112,387 6,147 2,797 86,416. 27,971 +1,i58 
18,418 7,492 410 186 5,761 1,865 +77 
19,449 6,024 480 . 218 6,500 2,390 +264 (a) .. 

(a) Calendar year figure as per "Trade "Statistics. 

(F'igures in 1000) 

Current Seed 
supply requirements 

9 10 

'Tons Tons 
7,563 422 
9,662 411 
9,009 437 
9,940 440 

9,945 440 

10,771 435 

9,927 425 

9,840 424 

8,251 448 

11,218 446 

9,981 446 

9,596 445 

9,882 440 

7,954 482 

10,774 467 

144,313 6,608 
9,620 441 
8,896 537 

! 
N -en 
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STATEMENT- IV.-CONSUllriPTION, SURPLUSES .AND DEFICITS IN BENG.AL. 
(!Il millions of tons) 

Current Surplus(+) 
Year supply less Consumption or 

seed Deiicit (-'-) 

1 2 3 4 

1928 7.·14. .8·34 -1·20 
1929 9·25 8·46 -0·79 
193Q 8·57 8·58 -0·01· 
1931 9·50 8·70 -0·8o 
1932 9·5() 8·82 -0·68 
1933 .. , .•.. 10·34- 8·94 -1·40 
1934 9·50 9·06 -0·44 
1935. 9·42 9·i8 -0·24 
1931! 7•80 9·30 -1·50 
1937 10·77 9·42 -1·35 
1938 9·54 9·54 
1939 9·15 9·66 -O·Sl 
1940 9 44 9·78 -Q·3~ 

1941 7·47 9·90 -2·43; 
1942 10·31 10·02 -0·29 

Total1928-42 137·70 
e\vera~e 1928-42 9·18 

'&4a 8·36 10·14 -1·78 

APPENDL'{ III 

TABLE I.-RICE SUPPLY (INDIA) DURING 10 YEARS. 

In terms of weekly 
requirements 

3urplus: 
Current (+)or 
supply Deficit(-~ 

s. & 

44.·5 -7·S. 
56·8 +4·8-
51·9' -0 l 
56·S f.4·S 
56 () +4•()o 
60·1 +8·1 
54·5 +2·5-
53•4 +1·4! 
43.· 6 -8·4 
59 4 t-7·4. 
52·0 
49•2 -2·&. 
50•1 -1-~ 

39·3 -12•'7 
&3·5J +.1·d 

42·8 -9-~ 

'In millions of" 1:ons J 
Production. 

Peri.od Production Imports (a) Exports (a} imports ( +) minw export& 
t (-)-ne~ or expor s pl!U Import~-

1 2 3 4 5 6 

5 years ending 1937-
38 (Average) 25· 84(c) 1· 96(b) 0·24(b) +1·72 27·5tl 

1938-39 23 · 96(c) 1·56 0·31 +1·25 25·21 
1939-40 25·73(c) 2·43 0·29 +2·14 27·87 
1940-41 22·19(d) 1·37 0·28 +1·09 23·28 
1941-42 25·35(d) 1·07 0·36 +0·71 26·00. 
1942-43 24. 90(d) 0·02 0·28 -0·26 24·64. 
5 years ending 1942-

43 (Avllrage) 24·42 1·29 0·30 +0·99 25·41-
10 years ending 1942-

43 (Average) 25·13 1·62 0·27 +1·35 26·48 

NoTE.-Paddy in the case of trade figures has not been converted into Rice, the proportion 
being very small. • 

(a) Trade figures taken from the Memorandum of the Food Department. Goverrunent of 
India. 

(b) Calculated on the basis of figures taken from the Report on the Marketing of Rice in India 
1\Ild Bu,rma (1941). 

(c) Taken from "Estimates of Area and Yield". 
(d) "Crop Forecast" published by th3 Department of Commercial In'elligence anC'i 

Statistics. 
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TABLE II.-WHBAT SUPPLY {INDIA) DURING 10 YEARS . 
{In mil!-ions of to!lS)· 

Net Production 
Period . Production Imports Exports bnp~rts ( +) mintU ex110rh 

or --net 
exports(-) plw lmllOrt.• 

1 2 3 4 5 

5 years ending 1937-38 
(Average) • 9·8l(a) 0·02(c) 0·22(c) -0·20 9•6] 

1938-39 9·96(a) 0•17(d) 0·36(d) -0,19 9·7~ 
1939-40 10·77(a) O·IO(d) 0·08{d) +0·02 10•79 
1940-41 10·03(b) 0·02(d) 0·14(d) -0·12 9·91 
1941-42 10•04(b) 0·02(d) 0·28(d) -0·26 9·7& 
1942-43 • 11·03(b) (Negligible) 0·03(d) -0·03 11•00. 

(d) 
5 years ending 1942-43-

(Average) 10·37 0·06 0·18 -0·12 10· 25. 
I 0 years ending 1942-43 

(Average) • 10·09 0·04 0·20 -0·16 9·91 

(a) "Estimates of Area and Yield of Principal Crops in India." . 
(b) "Crop Forecasts and Publications issued by the Department of Commercial IntelligenCe. 

and Statistics." • · 
(c) " Report on the Marketing of Wheat in India (1937)." 

"Accounts relating to Sea-borne Trade and Navigation of British India.' 
" Trade at Stations adjacent to Land Ft®tier Routes." 
" Annual statement of the Sea-borne Tiede and Navigation of Burma.~'· 

(d) ":Memon~ndum of the. Food Department, Govermnent of India," 

APPENDIX Ill 
TABLE III.-INDEX NUMBERS -OJ' AVERAGE _MONTHLY WHOLESALE PR::OEBr 

Primary Commodities Manufactured' Articles-

Wheat Cotton 
General Rice (Lyallpur & General manufac. 

(Calcutta.) Karachi) tures 

Week ending 19th August 
- 1939 • • • • 100 100 100 100 100 

1939-
SE>ptember 107·6 Ill 117 110·.4 lOS. 
December 135·9 114 156 144·5 126-

1940-
March 128·0 114 140 133·9 121 
June 112·4 121 117 120·0 liS 
September 110·3 133 133 111·6 110 
Decemboc 114·0 140 160 119·7 117 

1941-
March 111·8 139 146 127·2 127 
June 122·3 163 148 142•.9 143. 
September 138·3 169 193 166·3 190. 
December 139•5 172 212 157·8 19S 

1942-
March 139·4 159 202 162·5 193; 
June 152·3 207 214 166·5 212' 
September 160·4 218 223 179·1 282 
December . 175·6 218 232 221•5 414 

l Issued by the office of the Economic Adviser, Government of India. The bass psriod i& 
the week ending 19th August 1939. 
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APPENDIX V 

. Distribution of Suppliea in Bengal (1943). 
1. There is no accurate i.Dformation about the quantities of rice and paddy stocks held in 

Calcutta at the beginning of 1943. The Foodgrains<Jontrol Order came into force on the 15th 
December 1942. For various reaeons, it was not satisfactorily enforced. According to the 
returns received, total stocks in Calcutta at the end of January 1943 were 3·84 lakh maunda 
of rice and 0· 80 lakh maunds of paddy, or roughly 16,000 tons of rice and paddy in termrt 
of rice, a quantity which would cover the requirements of Calcutta for about three weeks. The • 
stocks held by dealers must clearly have been in excess of this. An officer of the Civil Suppliea 
Department, Bengal, pointed out that many dealers had not taken out licences by this time, 
not all licensed dealers submitted returns, and there were glaring discrepancies between the 
stocks reported under the Foodgrains Control Order and the returns secured under a separate 
Order under the Defence of India Rules at the same time. 

2. The following figures, based on Trade Statistios compiled by the Departm~t of 
Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, .throw some light on the position. 

Imports into Calcutta 
Exports out of Calcutta 
Net retention in Calcutta 

Rice and paddy (in terms of rice) 
(In Tons) 

1941 1942 
583,930 
280,343 
303,587 

271,475 . 
156,950 
114,525 

The normal annual rice consumption of the area served by the supplies received into the 
Calcutta trade blo!!k cannot be stated precisely, and the quantities arriving by country boat; 
which should also be taken into account, are unknown. The area is somewhat smaller than the 
area of Greater Calcutta at present under rationing, but it can be safely aBBumed that the 
normal annual consumption would be somewhere between 200,000 and 250,000 tons. It is, 
therefore, likely that the net retention in Calcutta during 1942 was short of annual requirements 
by several months, and that while stocks in ealcutta at the end of 1941 were 
above the normal level, they were severely depleted by the end of 1942. Stocks held 
on the first day of 1943 were probably much smaller than those held on the corresponding day of 
previous·~ears, though it is impossible to say how many weeks' stocks were actually carried in 
the aggregate by consumers, mills, and tra'tlers. 

3. Imports into Calcutta, of rice and paddy (in terms of rice), during the first quarter of 1943 
were as follows :- · 

(In Tons) 
January February March 

(i) From within Bengal by rail and river 
steamer 1 , 6,253 4,521 13,383 

(ii) From outside Bengal by rail and 
1,077 3,607 5,639 rivt'r steamer 1 • 

(iii) By sea and coast 1 259 212 

(iv) By country boat I 3,219 1,674 2,960 

Total 10,808 9,802 22,19! 

Exports out of Calcutta during the first quarter of 1943 were as follows :-
. · (In Tons) 

January February March 

(i) To Bengal districts by re.il and river 
1,040 2,334 3,154 steamer 1. 

(ii) To outside Bengal by rail and river 
243 170 1,210 steamer! • 

(iii) By sea and coast 1 2,087 81 69 

(iv) By country boat I 438 66 

Total 3,808 2,651 4,433 

Total 

24,157 

10,323 
471 

7,853 

42,804 

Total 

6,528 

1,623 

2,237 

504 

10,892 

1 Trade Statistics compiled by the Department of Commercial Intelligence and Statistios. 
•Based on figures furnished by Civil Supplies Department of the Government of Bengal. 
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4. On this basis, the net retention in Calcutta during the first three months of 1943 was aa 
follows:-

Month 

January' 
February 
March 

Total • 

Rice and paddy 
(in terms 

of 
rice) 

(In Tons) 
7,000 
7,151 

17,761 

31,912 

'Plese figures indicate the seriousness of the position in Calcutta during these months. 
5. The Bengal Government have furnished the Commission with figures showing arrivals on 

Government account into Calcutta, month by month, despatches to deficit districts, the deliveries 
made to employers' organizstions and essential services, and to the general public in Calcutta 
~hrough " Controlled Shops " and "Approved Markets ". The relevant figures for the first 
~hree months of 1943 are shown below :-

(i) Arrivals in Calcutta • • • • 
(U) Despatches out of Calcutta to the districts • • 

Rice and paddy (in terms of rice) 
· (In Tons) 

Janua.17 February 
1,200 6,361 

392 

March 
15,727 

2,074 
(Ui) Deliveries to Employers' Organizations and Essential 

Services • • • • • • • 4,445 L,12,487 
(lv) Deliveries to Controlled Shops and Approved 
· Markets. • • • • • • • 

~~---------v-----------~ 
6,988 

6. Imports into Calcutta during the second quarter of 1943 were as given below :-

(i) From within Bengal by rail 
river steamer 1 • ~ 

April 
and 

13,824 
(ii) From outside Bengal by rail 

river steamer 1 • ·• 
(iii) By sea and coast 1 

and 
11,746 

(iv) By country boat • 2,010 

Total 27,580 

Rice and paddy (in terms of rice) 
(In Tons) 

May June Total 

14,267 

II,675 

2,125 

-28,037 

13,483 

27,796 

1,014 

42,293 

41,574 

51,217 

5,149 

97,940 

Exports out of Calcutta during the same period were as given below :- · 
Rice and paddy (in terms of rice) 

(In Tons) 
April M:ay June Total 

(i) To Bengal- districts by rail and 
steamer1 . 2,042 1,415 5,343 ,800 

(ii) To outside Bengal by rail and 
steamer 1 "'79 69 128 276 

(iii) By sea and coast 1 13 4 30 47 
(iv) By country boat • 249 249 

Total 2,134 1,737 5,501 9,372 

7. The quantities of stocks which were retained in Calcutta according to the foregoing figures 
were as follows :- · 

Month 

April 
May 
June .. 

Total 

Rice and 
paddy (in 

terms 
of rice) 

(In Tons) 
25~446 
26,330 
36,792 

88,568 

The :figures retiect; the improvement in supply produced by a numbe~ of measures nam~Iy, the. 
Rescue Plan, De-control in Bengal, and the introduction of Free Trade m the Eastern Regron. 

1Trado statistics compiled by the Department of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics. 
•Based on figures furnished by Civil Supplies Department of the Government of Bengal. 
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8. The distribution of supplies passing through the hands of the Bengal Government during 

the"aooond quarter is shown below :- • 
• Rice and paddy (in terms ofrioe) 

(i) Arrivals in Ca~outta • • • 
(ii) Despatches out of Ca~cutta to the 

districts • • . • . 
(iii) Deliveries to Employers' Organiza. 

tiona and Easential Serv:oas in 
Calcutta • . • . • 

(iv) Deliveries to Controlled Shops and 

April 
17,550 

5,405 

16,361 

(In Tons) 
May June 
13,186 18,870 

7,006 3,126 

12,399 7,303 

Total 
49,606 

15,537 

Approved Markets in Ca!outta. 7,578 6,516 4,188 

36,063 

18,282 
9. Imports into Calcutta during the third quarter of 1943 are given belowl: 

(i) From within Bengal by rail and river 
steamer • • 

(ii) From outside Bengal by rail and 
river steamer 

(iii) By sea and coast 

Total 

July 

7,914 

28,933 

36,847 

Rice and paddy (in terms of rice) 

:August 
(In Tons) 

September Total 

. 8,081 6,141 22,136 

11,906 9,998 50,837 
1 3,460 3,461 

19,988 19,599- 76,434 

Exports out of Calcutta during the same period are given below l---'• 

Rice and paddy (in terms of rice). 

' 
(In Tons) 

July August September Total, 
(i) To Bengal districts by rail and river .• 6,353 2,390 steamer .. .. . _. 4,059 12,802 
(ii) To outside Bengal by rail and river 

945 1,413 steamer 57 2,415 
(iii) By sea and coast 75 101 3 179 

Total 7,373 3,904 4,119 15,396 
-----

10. The distribution of supplies passing through the hands of the Bengal Government during 
the 3rd quarter of 1943 is shown below: 

Rice and paddy (in terms of rice) 

July August 
(In Tons) 

September Total 

~i) Arrivals in Calcutta • • • 16,776 8, 789 10,742 36,307 
(ii) Despatches to the- districts from 

Calcutta • . • • • 9,690 3,713 5,753 19,156 
~iii) Deliveries to Em:r:loyers' Organiza. 

tiona and EFsential Services in 
Calcutta • • . • • 7,315 4,344 6,243 17,902 

{iv) Deliveries to Controlled Shops and 
Approved 1\!arkets in Calcutta 5,301 4,396 4,647 14,344 
11. During the last quarter of 1943, imports into Calcutta were as below.:-

Rice and paddy (in terms of rice) 

October November 
(In Tons) 

December Total 
(i) From within Bengal by rail and river 

steamer . 3,997 5,921 10,760 20,678 
(ii) From outside Bengal by rail and 

river steamer 19,854 23,955 25,169 68,978 
(iii) By sea and coast 7,760 2,6~3 7,394 17,807 

Total 31,611 32,529 43,323 107,463 

1 The figures for the 3rd and 4th quarters do not include the arrivals by country boat u 
110 reoords were maintained for two months and the areounta were small for the other months. 
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Exports out of Calcutta during the same period w~re as below :-

(i) To Bengal districts by rail and river 
steamer 

(ii) To outside Bengal by rail and river 
steamer 

(iii) By sea and coast 

Total 

Rice and paddy (in terms of rice) 
(In Tons) 

October Nove'mber December 

2,470 7,820 4,468 

14 751 96 
14 1 5 

2,498 8,572 4,,569 

Total 

14,758 

861 
20 

15,639 

12. The distribution. of supplies passing through the hands of the Bengal Gove~ent during 
this quarter is sb,l)wn below :-

( i) Arrivals in Calcutta 
(ii) DespO:tches to the districts from 

.Calcutta 
(iii) Deliveries to Employers' Organize.-

tiona and Essential Services in 
Calcutta 

Rice and paddy (in term~ of rice) 
(In Tons) 

October November· December Total 

23,662 31,016 32,639 87,317 

7,484 11,108 9,201 27,79~ 

7,421 9,639 3,104 20,164 
(iv) Deliveries to Controlled Shops and 

Approved Markets. in Calcutta • 5,922 2,462 2,484 10,868 
13. There is a difference between the figures furnished by Bengal Government for despatches 

to the districts from Calcutta and the trade statistics of exports from Calcutta to Bengal districts 
• rail and river steamer. The figures are as follows :-

1st quarter 
2nd quarter 
3rd quarter 
4th quarter 

Total 

Rice and paddy (in terms of rice) 
(In Tons) 

)espatches Exports 
lovernment (Trade 

figures) Statistics) 

2,466 6,528 
15,537 8,800 
19,156 12,802 
27,793 14,758 

64,952 42,888 

The two sets of figures are not strictly comparable chiefly because the" Despatches" include 
movements by road and country boat while the "Trade Statistics" do not. 

14. The total quantity of wheat despatched to Bengal from other provinces and from abroad 
during 1943 amounted to 373,000 tons and the total arrivals were 339,000 tons. The total amount 
received on Government account was 322,000 tons out of which 120,000 tons were despatched to 
the districts. The arrivals quarter by quarter were :-

1st quarter 
2nd quarter • 
3rd quarter 
4th quarter • 

Total • 

(In Tons) 
26,000 
38,000 
99,000 

176,000 

339,000 

The arrivals during the 1st quarter were less than half the normal off- take. Those during the 
second quarter were better but they were still much below requirements. 

15. The production and consumption of millets in Bengal are normally negligible. In view 
of the general shortage of rice and of the urgent need of BengalJor supplies, the Central Govern
ment arranged, under the Basic Plan, for the importation of millets into Bengal. Over 65,000 
tons of millets were despatched during the year, out of which about 55,000 tons arrived. The 
arrivals were heavy in Sept!lmber and October. The United Provinces despatched 43,000 tons, 
and the Punjab 13,000 tons; and the re'mainder was ,despatched by a number of States. Out 
of the arrivals, 46,000 tons were sent to the districts. 
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16. The following table shows the figures of despatches to the districts of Bengal as furnished 
by the Govemment of Bengal :-

Rice and 
(In Tons) 

paddy Wheat and 
District in terms wheat- Millets Total 

of 
rice 

products 

24-Pargana.s 8,157 5,114 6,524 19,795 
Nadia 1,367 2,080 165 3,612 
Murshidabad 679 3,348 552 4,579o 
Jessore 184 898 56 1,138 
Khulna . 2,266 7,543 3,469 13,278 
Burdwan . 3,200 10,755 1,023 14,978 
Birbhum . 1,729 1, 729o 
Bankura 4,710 4,710 
Midnapore 4,963 ll,607 3,928 20,498 
Hooghly 2,461 6,004 1,287 9,75~ 
Howrah 11,049 4,997 1,128 17,174 
Rajshahi 654 654 
Dinajpur . 631 631 
Jalpaiguri • 540 2,175 232 2,947 
Darjooling • 323 5,154 325 5,802 
Rangpur , 105 3,069 745 3,919o 
Bogra 313 ll2 421). 
Pabna 1,301 2,690 2,773 6,764 
Maida 202 20~ 
Dacca 6,727 15,019 4,831 26,577 
Myme~gh 956 .4,693 3,259 8,908 
Faridpur • 4,709 5,597 6,187 16,493 
Bakarglmj • 1,485 2,671 1,092 5,248 
Chittagong 9,814 9,469 4,083 23,360. 
Tippera . . 2,922 5,092 2,918 10,93~ 
Noakhali . 1,744 3,809. 1,201 6,754 

Total 64,952 120,023 45,890 230,865 

,AlfflEXURE I TO APPENDIX V 
EXTRACT FROlll .A. NOTE ON ".ARR.6.NGEJIIENTS J'OR RECEPTION .AND DESPATCHES Dr CALCUTTA 

PRIOR TO THE J'ORJII.A.TION OJ' THE DIRECTORATE OJ' MOVE!IIENTS IN NOVEMBER 1943" 
SUPPLIED BY THE CiviL SUPPLIES DEPARTMENT, BENGAL, 
The following problems confronted the Department :-
(i) Creation of a widespread organization covering all the points of arrivals and despatches 

and rapid transmission of information to the headquarters ; 
(ii) Creation of a superior staff at the headquarters to control these arrangements and under. 

take frequent inspection of the work of the subordinates ; 
(iii) A careful watch over the accommodation in godowns and adoption otprompt steps iD 

advance to meet any difficulty that may arise in this respect, and 
(iv) To assist the Clearing Agents in their difficulties about transport, etc., which became 

apparent very soon. 
Staff.-The Department began to look for staff at a time when other competitors, (e.g., the 

Army, the Supply Department of the Government of India, etc.), had already boon in the field 
and taken over practically all suitable personnel available for recruitment.. The DeparUn.ent 
was in dire need of staff not only for its own storage and movement organization but also for the 
Calcutta Rationing Scheme. All attempts to secure suitable men from the business houses proved 
abortive. At the beginning of September there were only one Transportation Officer and 4 
Inspectors and the first essential was to obtain a sufficient number of inspectors and sub-inspectors 
for being placed at the different receiving points as well as for supervising despatches at several 
other points. It requires time to train men fer such work but. the Deparfu:nent had no time to 
wait._ Inspectors and sub-inspectors were withdrawn from other branches and even from 
Calcutta Rationing and posted to the terminals and the docks. In this way, thlf staff was in
creased to 21 inspectors and 23 sub-inspector<3 by the end of October. In the meantime recruit
ment was proceeding under the Controller of Rationing both for his office and for the Directorate. 
H was soon found that the existing Transportation Officer was hardly able to handle problems and 
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officers superior to inspectors were necessary both for supervising the work of inspectors and for 
'taking charge of the more important reception centres, e.g., Howrah, Kantapukur and the docks 
::Mr •••••••• and a Sub-Deputy Collector from the Department were deputed to take charge of 
Kantapukur and Howrah respectively and with great difficulty one Chief Inspector (an ex-Trarut
portation Inspector of the East Indian Railway) was obtained for Howrah in the end of Septembe~ 
another for other sidings in October and a third in the beginning of November fer the docks. Th~ 
Department was still in search of a suitable Transportation Officer, when Mr •.•.•••••.•••. was 
offered by the Regional Commissioner and was appointed as Controller of Transport at the end of 
Sept~mber .••.....•. But it became apparent soon that besides planning programmes for move
ments, both ex-Calcutta and ftom outside to the province, he had no-time to supervise the d08• 
patches with the result that wagons were sometimes not utilised by the Agents. Another officer 
was therefore appointed on the 8th October to supervise storage and despatchef!' .••.. -.From the 
very beginning his e11.tire attention was absorbed u.t the docks as shipment of foreign foodgrains 
beg~ to be rushed and considerable despatches had to be _made to Chittagong at very short 
notice. On the 18th October, Mr •.•.•.•••. who had experience of transport in the trade was 
recruited as Storage and Movement Officer but at the very outset ha had to be placed under the 
Controller of Rationing for Calcutta Rationing. 

While the o~ganizat~o.n was thus b~ing improvea, i~ was soon found that the existin~ clearing 
agents were not m a positlOn to cope With the work which they were required to do.. They were 
in~~able of working under such stress and it was appare~t that considerable supervision and 
trammg were necessary before they could work at high speed. Moreover, the difficulty 
·of securing adequate road transport from the military sidings to their godowns was one of the 
principal causes of their inefficiency. This difficulty was due to diversion of lorries and bullock
'ilarts to work under military contractoN and also due to the difficulty of securing adequate 
petrol supplies. Arrangements were made to supply petrol to the agents according to their 
>l'equirements by the Department and this enabled them to secure more lorries. But this was 
-enly a partial solution of the difficulty. The most important clearing and haulage £rtns Wbre 
requested.to take up this work but they expressed their inability to undertake any liability of this 
kind under the difficult conditions prevailing in Calcutta. A number of new clearing agents were 
however, appointed on their producing evidence that they had some transport and possessed ade
-quate godown accommodation. The problem of coping with the daily arrivals still remained. 
ll'hia problem was made more difficult by the fact that the rate of arrivals was irregular and very 
'large quantities were unloaded at very short notice at one or .the other of the railway terminals. 
A further complication was caused by the arrival of a number of ships carrying foodgrairui from 
Australia and Karachi. About 13,000 tons of foodgrains aro:ived at the port in September and 
-30,000 tons in October respectively. The conditions of work in the docks were far more difficult 
-due to the following reasons :-

1. Sufficient labour was not available tor loading the agents' vehicles ; 
2. Railway wagons which were formerly available for removing consignments from the. dock 

sheds to the various points in the city were available only in small numbers ; 
3. Due to heavy arrivals of war and other materials and requirements of gate passes facilities 

for working lorries had been greatly reduced.... · 
In view of the difficult transport situation, it was decided at the end of September to acquire 

a fleet of 50 lorries to supplement the agents' transpm::t. whenever necessary. Although orders had 
been placed at the beginning of October for 50 lease-lend vehicles with specially fitted bodies, 
-only 3 vehieles were delivered on the 22nd October and 22 on the 23rd and the balance 
on the 18th November. About this time, Army transport was made available and when the 
Department vehicles were put into commission, transport difficulties were overcome and ,work 
went on smoothly. 

A further point should be stressed in this connection. Both at 3:owrah and at Kantapukur, 
a large number of consignments were being received on account of private merchants who were 
'Uilable to ·Itlake prompt clearance. Requests were received both from the E. I. R. and the Port 
Commissioners to remove the congestion caused by private merchants as otherwise the sidings 
would get choked and further ·booking of supplies would be stopped. In spite of its own troubles 
the Department had to undertake this work from time to time. These consigriments, unless they 
were removed within a week. were requisitioned and acquired by Government and removed to 
their own godowns. Some idea of the magnitude of this work may be obtained from the fact that 
during a period of about 30 days in October-November, the congestion at Kantapukur was reduc-
·ed from 133,112 bags to 16,677 bags.... . . 

In conclusion it may be stated that though the Department had to work under conditi?ns of 
exceptional difficulty it managed to keep the Railway terminals open and never had occas10n to 
alacken the rate of despatches to districts ex-Calcutta. 

ANNEXURE II TO APPENDIX V 

Storage in the Royal Botanical Gardens 
Storage in·Calcutta continued to be a serious problem even after the arrival of the Army had 

·expedited distribution to the districts. On the 1st November, the stock in hand was 50!000 tons 
end the approximate covered storage available in Calcutta was only 40,000 tons •. At this stage a 
considerable amount had to be left in transit sheds at the docks. By the beginrung of December 
etocks had increased to 82,000 tons and covered storage by requisitioning had increased to 80,000 
tons. By the end of the month, stocks stood at 159,000 tons and covered storage had risen to 
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130,000 tons. Imports were still pouring in and could not be delayed. Stoppage of imports could 
not be contemplated 88 this would have resulted in a serious shortage when Calcutta was about to 
be rationed. It was also impossible to delay unloading the ships as the port had to' be kept clear. 
In these circwnstances, a depot was started in the open 88 a temporary me88ure"in the Royal 
Botanical Gardens. Arrivals in Calcutta continued to exceed the increase in storage accommoda. 
tion till February. At the beginning of February, the stocks stored in the open rose to 87,000 
tons and then gradually diminished to 59,000 tons on 1st March 1944, to 28,000 tons on 1st April. 
to 26,000 tons on lst May, to 18,000 tons on 1st June, to 14,000 tons on 1st July and to 4,000 tona 
on lst August. In all about 120,000 tons passed through the depot. Of this total quantity 
101,500 tons were distributed to the districts and to Calcutta through the rationing organization 
and 15,000 tons of undamaged stocks were sold to the trade. Of the balance of 3,000 tons, 2,200 
tons were sold irrespective of condition and the remainder (the actual figure is 600 tons) became 
complete loss. On the lst September 1944 the amount, 3,194 tons, which remained at the 
Royal Botanical Gardens,- was removed for destruction by dumping as totally Unfit for issue, 
This figure of 3,194 tons includes the 600 tons which had become a total loss and about 2,600 
tons which had been sold to the trade but had deteriorated badly and had not been removed by 
the purchasers. 

ANNEXURE III TO APPENDIX V 

Stocks of Aus Paddy at lessore 
A number of witnesses have referred to the stocks of aw paddy at Jessore and especially to 

those stacked in the station. It has been said that although there was local need for rice 
these stocks were not released for dlstribution. It has also been urged that these stocks should 
have been sent to relieve the distress in other areas and finally it has been alleged that a large 
part of these stocks were damaged. The Bengal Government have furnished 
a l."eport on this matter. The salient facts according to that report are as follows: Under 
the aus purchasing scheme Qf 1943, 3 · 70 lakh maunds of paddy were purchased of which 
about 78,000 maundlil were purchased by the District Magistrate and the remainder by the Pur• 
chasing Agent of the Bengal GQvernment. Over two-thirds of the total amount purchased W&l 
procured in November. The District Magistrate who had authority to release stocks for local 
consumption did not find it necessary to do so except for small quantities in October and Novem. 
ber, 2,400 maunds in December 1943 and about 12,000 maunds in January and February 1944. 
An endeavour W&lil made early in December to,telease appreciable quantities of paddy through the 
trade in the Jessore district. But though the price was reduced from Rs. 7-12-0 a maund to 
Rs. 6-4-Q a maw1d towards the end of December the off-take was poor, the reason being that the 
aman crop had been reaped. By the end of the year 2 lakh maunds had been despatched ; 
part was sent to deficit districts, a small quantity to the District Magistrate, 24-Parganas, and 
the balance to Calcutta .. In March 1944 the stocks which still remained (1·50 lakh maunds) 
were sold to the Calcutta rice mills at an averagt~ price of Rs. · 7-7-0 a rne.und, 1·06lakh maunds 
were moved between the 2bt Mar ·h and 27th May 0 · 29 lakh mauLds were despatched early in 
July and at the time the report was made the balance was being moved gradually as the stocks 
were brought to rail-head. Except 7 5,000 maunds which were kept in the station yard, partly in 
the open, the entire stocks were stored in warehouses. Even the grain kept in the station yard hal 
not shown any signs of dtJterioration. Reliance has been placed upon the sale of the aua paddy 

, r.t Rs. 7. 7-0 a maund in 1\Iarch 1944, when the market price for aman paddy was Rs. 9 a maund, 
as indicatin~e that the stocks were not seriously damaged. 

APPE~DIX VI 

Extracts from Reports from Commissioners and District Officers 
I.-PRESIDENCY DIVISION 

28lh December 1942.-Hunger marches organized by communists. 
26th February 1943.-Agriculturallabourers in difficulty as agricultural wages have not risell 

proportionately with the rise in the price of foodstuffs. 
26th March 1943.-Acute distress prevails in certain areas of Kandi sub-divi!i!ion of Murshida· 

bad district and number of labourers is gradually increasing at test work9. It is necessary to 
continue test works for a long time. 

22nd April1943.-Cultivating classes in general are in acute distress in Nadia district due to 
abnormal rise in prices of foodstuffs. Paddy seed has been consumed by cultivators. They 
require loans in1mediately for purchase of seed. 

{)th May 1943.-Widespread distress in Kbushtia sub-division of Nadia district due to rise in 
prices, warranting sanction of immediate gratuitous relief. 

lOth July 1943.-In 24-Parganas conditions are appalling owing to rice and paddy bavins 
been drained away for Calcutta market. Food kitchens teing opened in Murshidabad. 

lOth August 1943.-Nadia district passing through the most acute stage of distress. 
11th September 1943.-Food kitchens extending rapidly everywhere. Cases of e'maciattOil 

numerous. 
9th October 1943.-Rice has disappeared, following the previous drop in the controlled price. 

'"illR<>A rAomnmtihilitv fnr rnnninu Annn lcit."hAn.a will be enforced. 
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11.-BURDWAN DIVISION 

12th December 1942.-0utturn of aman in Birbhum and Bankura districts 6 annas; in other 
districts also outturn is poor •. Sudden and abnormal increase in price of rice .. 

12th January 1943.-All District Magistrates have given up attempts to control prices of 
rice and paddy. Shortage of rice in villages in Howrah district. 

26th February 1943.-Rice position in Howrah grave. Midnapore apprehends acute short
age in May. Relief operations will be necessary in parts of Bankura, Hooghly and Birbhum. 

28th March 1943.-0wing to de-control of prices of paddy and rice, situation getting worse in 
Burdwan. Economic condition grave. Crime against property increasing, and paddy looting 
cases have become frequent. Hunger marches going on in some places. 

· 27th April1943.-l\o!ajor economic catastrophe apprehended after three or four weeks unless 
prices came down and sufficient supplies were ensured. Rice not available to feed test work 
labourers in Katwa and Ulubaria sub-divisions. Increase in crime. 

13th Jl{ay 1943.-Econo'mic ~conditions approaching a crisis. Rice out of reach of the 
poor. Ri~e should be imported if the people are not to starve. 

12th June 1943.---"-Economic position most serious. Bands of people moving about in 
search of rice. Labourers at test works demanding payment in rice, which is not possible in all 
cases. 

22nd July 1943.-An area of 200 square miles comprising 14 unions in Sadar, 15 in Katwa, 
and 10 in Kalna, affected by floods. Boats required for relief work. Agricultural loans required 
immediately in flood-affected areas, where aman seedlings have been destroyed. Similar reports 
from Midnapore. 

17th August 1943.-Severe·famine ~conditions likely to prevail after transplantation of aman, 
Many deaths du~ to malnutntion. Destitutes from villages flocking to towns. 

27th September 1943.-Situation in Contai and Tamluk terrible. Disposal of dead bodies in 
Contai, a problem. 

28th_ October 1943.-Rice scarce in Burdwan. Position in Hooghly and Howrah bad. So 
also in Contai and Tamluk sub-divisions. Kitchens closed occasiona.llv in Midnapore for vr<>nt. "~ 
supplies. 

lll.-RAJSBABI DIVISION 

11th December 1942.-Increase in price of rice due to speculative buying by traders. 
12th January 1943.-Prices remain high. Outturn of aman poor in Rajsha.hi and bad in 

Pabna and Maida. 
25th February 1943.-Prices of rice going up. Unauthorised exports from the division 

takin/6!2'a;;~rch 1943.-Difficult to obtain aus seeds with the lifting of control of price of rice., 
Cases of paddy looting reported from Dinajpur and Rangpur. 

2nd April1943.-Widespread distress in many areas of Bogra due to shortage of foodsupply 
and high prices. . 

6th May 1943.-Beggars and landless people are in acute distress and threatened with st-ar
vation in Pabna. district. Gratuitous relief necessary in Sadar and Serajganj-

26th July 1943.-In spite of good a us crop the price of rice is still high. 
26th September 1943.-Serious distress in Nilpha.mari. Deaths from starvation reported fro:n 

all districts except Maida. Many deaths due to taking food indiscreetly after long period d 
abstinence. 

15th October 1943.-Free kitchens opened in Pabna, Rajshahi, Dinajpur, Jalpaiguri and 
Bogra •. 

IV.-DACCA DrVISIO~ 

28th December 1942.-Price of rice has risen alarmingly. Profiteering in every article on tht ' 
increase. Black markets prevail. 

12th January 1943.-Economic condition in Sadar and Goalundo sub-di";sions of Faridpw 
daily becoming worse due to failure of paddy crop and high prices of all commodities 
Opening of test works on an extensive scale essential and six more officers needed. Distributioi 
of gratuitous relief should also be continued up to July 1943. · 

lOth February 1943.-Price of rice increasing. Difficulty experienced owing to fall of expor 
from surplus districts. People having to go without food in Bhola and Barisal towns of Ba.ksr 
ganj district. · 

24th March 1943.-Rice position very serious. Situation in Goalundo and parts of Sada 
of Faridpur district now much worse than was expected. 

25th April 1943.-Food position serious. Huge exports fro:m Bakarganj. Poorer classe 

will ~~eMay 1943.-Great distress in Bhola sub-division of Bakarganj district among landles 
labourers who can find no employment. Situation aggravated by the fact that a large numoo 
of fishermen lost their boats as a result of " denial ". Opening of test relief immediate!; 
necessary. . . 

23rd June 1943.-Situation in Faridpur has deteriorated still further. Relief operations \'ret 
for long confined to Sadar and Goalundo but the resources of most of the people in other are~J 
l:ave also been exhausted and urgent steps should be taken to alle";ate tht:~ir distress. 
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1711 July 1943.-Situation in Bhola sub-division is alarming. Town fUled with thousand 
of beggars :who are starving. There is not enough rice available •. 

18th August 1943.-0pening of gruel kitchens necessary in Tangail and Kishoreganj. 
16th September1943.-Food situation in all sub-divisions of Faridpur has further deteriorated. 

Supply of rice and paddy has become alarmingly insufficient. Free kitchens have been opened 
in large numbers to save people from starvation. Homes for destitutes and camp hospitals have 
also been opened. 

25th October 1943.-Supplies arriving but no. hope of saving those who are starving. 

V .- CHITTAGONG DIVISION 

11th December 1942.- Sudden rise in price of rice to almost double the previous price. 
10th January 1943.--Food problem very serious; Attempt to get emergency supply through 

Director of Civil Supplies failed. Position in Chittagong town extremely bad as price of rice has 
been kept below the prevailing price in mofussil. 

27th Februruy1943.-Indications of distress among local people in Chittagong district, parti• 
cularly of the fishermen class. It is irmnediately necessary to start test works. Gra~uitous relief 
will also be necessary. • 

8th March 1943,---.Situation serious in Chittagong. Rice position has not improved in 
Noakhali. Position equally bad in Tippera. 

11th April1943.-There are signs of rice crisis easing in Noakhali. Rice is being. distri" 
buted by District Magistr11-te in famine areas ofBegamganj and Senbagh at controlled rate. In 
Chittagong district no famine area. Distress ltmong fishermen prevailing in cert11in areas. 
Supplies have started to arrive. 

29th May 1943.--Many people starving in Chittagong district owing to high prices. First 
gruel kitchen started in Cbittagong. . 

28th June 1943.-Number of destitut~s in town increased. Eleven deaths in streets. 
11th July 1943.-Test and gratuitous relief necessary in Chandpur sub-division of Tippera 

district, as well as Brabamanbaria and Sadar sub-divisions. Food cen.sus has disclosed immediate 
scarcity in Sadar and prospective scarcity in Brahamanbaria. Chandpur has also suffered from 
•• Denial" policy. 

lOth A~uat 1943.-0wing to distress in . .rural areas of Chittagong.district, a large number of 
beggars wandered into the town. With the" opening of relief kitchens in villages, they :were re. 
patriated. But there is still a number who are sick and disabled. A poor house, an orphanage 
and a hospital have been opened for them, · 

9th September 1943.-Deaths still occurring in Cbittagong town. 
9th October 1943.-Control prices not working except where prices have naturally fallen. The 

middle class are in trouble. 

APPENDIX VII 

LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED BY THE COMMISSION 

NEW DELHI 

l. The Hon'ble Somerset Butler. 

2. Mr. R. H. Hutchings, C.M.G., 
C.I.E., I.C.S. 

3. 1\lr. W. H. J. Christie, O.B.E., 
I.C.S. 

4. Mr. W. H. Kirby . 

-5. Lt. Gen. J. B. Hance, C.I.E., 
O.B.E., K.H.S., I.M.S. 

-6. Lt. Col. E. Cotter, C.I.E., 
I.M.S. 

'7. Mr. D. R. Sethi, C.I.E., I.A.S. 

8. The Hon'ble Sir Md. Azizul 
Haque, C.I.E., D.Litt. 

9. Mr. D. L. Mazumdar, I.C.S. . 

10. The Hon'ble Mr. B. R. Seo, 
C.I.E., I.C.S. 

Special Officer, Department of Food, Gov· 
ernment of India. 

Secretary, Department of Food, Govern
ment o,f India. 

Deputy Secretary, Department_ of Food, 
Government of India. · 

Rationing Adviser, Department of Food, 
Government of India. 

Director General, Indian Medical Service . 

Public Health Commissioner with the Gov
ernment of India. 

Agricultural Production (and Marketing) 
Adviser to the Government of India, 
E. H. & L. Department. 

Member, Executive Council Qfthe Governor 
General (Commerce, Industries and Civil 
Supplies). 

Deputy Se~retary, Department of Labour, 
Government of India; 

Director General of Food, Department of 
Food, Government of India. 

Date 
27-7-1944 

27-7-1944 
and on 

5-12-1944 
28-7-1944 

28-7-1944 

29-7-1944 

29-7-1944 

31-7-1941 

2-8-1944 

4-8-1944 

4-8-1944 
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11. Mr. N. M. Buch, O.B.E., I.C.S. Director of Civil Supplies, Punjab • • 
12. The Hon'ble Sir J. P. Sri- Member, Executive Council of the Governor 

vastava, K.B.E. · General (Food). 

13. Mr. J.D. Tyson, C.B.E., I.C.S. 

14. Sir P. M. Kharegat, C.I:E., 
I.C.S. 

15. Brig. Mac. D. Fraser, I.M.S. • 

16. Mr. I. E. Jones, I.C.S. • • 
17. The Hon'ble Sir S. N. Roy, 

C.S.I., C.I.E., I.C.S. 
18. Sir Hugh Raper . • . 
19. The Hon'ble Dewan Bahadur 

Sir A. Ramaswami Mudaliar, 
K.C.S.I. 

20. Major General E. Wood, C.I.E., 
C.B.,M.C. 

21. Mr. 0. M. Martin, C.I.E., I.C.S. 

22. The Hon'ble Mr. Justice 
H. B. L. Braund, Bar .-at-Law. 

23. Mr. L. G. Pinnell, C.I.E., I.C.S. 

24. Mr. N. M. Ayyar, C.I.E., I.C.S. 

25. Mr. H. S. E. Stevens, C.S.I., 
C.I.E., M.C., J.P., I.C.S. 

26. Mr. A. A. Mcinnes 

27. Mr. M.A. Ispahani 

28. Major General W. C. Paton, 
M.C., M.A., Ch.B. (Edin.), 
F.R.C.S. (Edin.), K.H.P., 
I.M.S. 

29. Lt. Col. K. S. Fitch, M.R.C.S., 
F.R.C.S. (Edin.), I.M.S. 

30. Dr. B. Mukerjee, M.B., D.P.H. 
U. Major C. K. Lakshmanan, 

I.M.S. 
32. Mr. E. W. Holland, C.I.E., 

I.C.S., 
33. Mr. K. C. Basak, I.C.S .• 

34. ?.Ir. A. C. Hartley, O.B.E., 
I.C.S. 

35. Dr. J. B. Grant 

36. Major General A. V. T. Wakely, 
C.B., D.S.O., M.C. 

37. Nawab HabiBullah Bahadur of 
Dacca. 

38. Mr. M. Carbary, C.I.E., D.S.O., 
M.G., M.A., B.So., I.A.S. 

39. Mr. P. N. Banerjee, M.A., 
B.L., P.R.S., Bar.-at-Law 

40. Mr. A. K. Fazlul Huq, M.A., 
B.L. 

41. The Hon'ble Mr. H. S. Subra
wardy. 

Secretary, E. H. & L. Department, Gov
ernment of India. 

Additional Secretary, E. H. & L. Depart
ment, Government of India. 

Inspector of Medical Services, General 
Headquarters. 

Director of Food Purchase. Punjab . . 
Secretary; War Transport Department, 

Government of India. 
Member, Railway Board . . • . 
Member, Executive Council oltbe G()vernor 

General (Supply). 

CALCUTTA 

Formerly Secretary to the Governm"9nt of 
India, Department of Food. 

Commissioner, Post War Reconstruction, 
Government of Bengal. 

Formerly Regional Food Commissioner, 
Eastern Region. 

Formerly Officer on Special Duty. ~rt
ment of Civil Supplies, Bengal. 

Secretary, Department of Civil Supplies, 
Bengal. 

Food and Civil Suppli~ Commissioner, 
Bengal. 

Formerly Foodgrains Purchasing Officer, 
Bengal. 

Partner, Messrs. M. M. lspabani, Limited, 
Chief Agents for Procurement, Govern
ment of Bengal. 

Surgeon-General, Bengal (Offg. Director 
General, Indian Medical Service). 

Deputy Surgeon-General, Famine Relief, 
Bengal. 

Deputy Director of Public Health, Bengal. 
Director of Public Health, Bengal 

Secretary, Public Health and Looal Self-
Government Department, Bengal. 

Secretary, Department of Education, Co
operative Credit and Rural Indebtedness, 
Bengal. 

Controller of Rationing, Calcutta 

Director, All India Institute of Hygiene 
and Public Health, Calcutta. 

Director of Movements, Bengal 

Formerly Minister, Bengal (Food) 

Director of Agriculture, Bengal. 

Formerly MiJlister, Bengal (Revenue) 

Formerly Chief Minister, Bengal 

Minister, Bengal (Civil Supplies) 

5-8-194 .. 
• 5-8-1944 

and on 
15-2-1945 

1 7-8-1944 
I 

) 
8-8-l9U 

8-8-19H 

} 8-8-1944 

17-11-1944 

.1Z-8-19U 

12-8-194t 

14-8-1944 

15-8-1944 
and on 

4-9-1944 
16-8-194! 

16-S-1944 
and on 

17-9-1944 
17-8-1944-

17-8-1944 
and in 

New Delhi oa 
1-12-1944 
18-8-1944 

18-8-1944 

18-8-194-1 
18-8-1944 

19-S-194-1 

19-8-1944 

19-8-1944 

19-8-194-l. 

21-8-1944 

21-S-194! 

21-8-194-1 

22-8-19!4 

23-8-194-i 

23-8-19-U 
and on 

17·9·19H 



42. 1\Ir. L. Aldridge 

43. 1\Ir. K. W. P. Marar, O.B.E., 
I.C.S. 

U. Dr. N. Sanyal, M.A., Ph.D. 
(Lond.), M.L.A. 

45. Mr. A. C. Ukil 

APPENI>IX 

Formerly Procurem~nt Officer, Middle 
East. 

Secretary, Supply Department, Assam 

Chief Whip of the Congress Pa-rliamentary 1 
Party, Bengal. . 

Nutrition Expert, Congress Parliamentary 
Party, Bengal. J 

46. 1\Ir. Shamsuddin Aluned .. } 
47. 1\Ir. Syed Jalaluddin Hashemi Representatives of the Nikhil Banga- Kri. 
48. Mr. Humayun Kabir . • shak Proja Party. 
49. 1\Ir. Rajani Mukherjee . • 1 
50. Prof. Binoyendra Nath Baner· ~Representatives of the Indian Feleration 

jee. I of Vtbour, Radical Damocratio P!l.rt.y. 
51. l\Iiss Sobha l\Iazumdar . J 
52. 1\Ir. Bhowani Sen . I 

53. Mr. Somnath Lahiri 
54. Mr. Bhupesh Gupta 

. ~Representattvei! or tne tlengal uomm•ttee 
. J of the Communist Party of India. 

55. Mr. Bankim Mukherjee 
56. 1\fr. Krishna Binode Roy . 
57. Mr. B. Guha 

:}Representatives of the Bengal Provincial 
. Kisan Sabha. · 

Representative of the Bolshevik Party of 58. l\lr. Promode Sen . 
India. 

59. 1\Ir. K. N. Gutgutia 1 
60. 1\fr. C. M. Saraff . : ~Representatives of the l\Iarwari Chamber 
61. l\lr. l\1. L. Khemka .. J •of Commerce. · 
62. l\Ir. B. D. Tharad 
63. 1\Ir. J. K. l\Iitter . . 1 
64. l\lr. B. C. Ghosh . . JReprosentatives of the Bengal N!l.tional 
65. l\Ir. S. R. Biswas . • Chamber of Commerce. 
66. l\lr. D. P. Khaitan . 1 
67. 1\fr. G. L. Mehta . • }Representatives of the Indian Chamber of 
68. Mr. Ill.. L. Nopa.ny . • Commerce. 
69. Mr. Abdur Rahman Siddiqi, Rep,resentative of the Muslinf Chamber of 

1\I.L.A. Commerce. 
70. l\lr. 1\I!l.noranjan Chaudhuri }Representatives of the Berigal Provincial 
71. Prof. Haricharan Ghosh . Hindu Maha.sabha. 
72. Rai Bahadur C~ L. Roy . 1 
73. Rai Bahadur B. B. Mukherjee ~Representatives of the lndtan Association , 
74. l\Ir. J. M. Datta . . J 
75. Mr. K. C. Neogy . . 
76. Mr. P. N. Singh Roy . • 1 
77. Dr. Sa chin Sun, Ph. D. . • l Representative of the British Indian Asso-
7S. K~Jmar B. C. Sinha • . [ ciation. 
79. Kumar J. C. Sinha • . J 

81. Khun Bahadur Nurul Amin • Represe!ltatives of the Bengal District 

SO. Khan Bahadur Jasimuddin,} 
!\I. L.A. 

82, Rai Bahadur Debendra Mohan Boards Association. 
Bhattacharya. 

83. :\Tr. R E. Russell, C.S.I., Adviser to H. E. the Governor of Bihar 
C.I.E., I.C.S. 

8!. Mr. R. A. E. Williams, I.C.S. ·• 

85. Mr. J. S. Wilcock, O.B.E., , 
I.C.S. ' 

86. l\Ir. A. P. Cliff, I.A.S. 

87. Mr. C. S. Jha, I.C.S. 

88. 1\fr. H. La!, I.C.S. . • 
89. Lt. C'ol. A. N. Uhopra, M.B. 

B.S., D.T.M. (Liv.), D.P.H. 
(Eng.), !.M.S. 

90. Rai Sahib Nihar Chandra 
Chakravart.y. 

91. Mr. B. K. Guha, I.C.S •• 

Formerly Secretary to the Government 
Bihar, Revenue and Commeroe Depart· 
ment. 

Secretary, Supply and Price Control Depart· 
ment,.Bihar. · 

Director of Agriculture, Bihar. 

Secretary, D~partment of Supply and 
Transport, Provincial Controller of Supply 
and Transport and Director of Food Sup· 
plies, Orissa. 

Director, Development, Orissa. 
Director of Public Health and Inspector 

General of Prisons, Orissa. 

Additional Assistant Secretary, Depart· 
ment of Agriculture, Bengal. . 

Additional District and Sessions Judge, 
24-Parganas (Formerly Relief Co-ordi· 
nation Officer, Calcutta). 
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31·8-19-U. 

1-9·194-i 

1-9-194-i 

2-9-194! 

2-9-19!4 

2-9-19!4 

2-9-194-l 

4-9-194-i 

4-9-1944 

4-9-19-i-i 

4-9-194-l 

5-9-1944 

5-9-1944: 

5-9-19!4 

6-9-19!4 

7-9·19-'4 

7-9-1944-

8-9-1944 

8-9-19-U 

n.9.1944 
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92. The Hon'ble Mr. T. N. Mukher
jee. 

93. Mr. S. Banerjee, I.C.S.. . . 
94. RaiN. C. Sen Bahadur, O.B.E. 

95. Rai U.N. Ghosh Bahadur 

96. Mr. D. C. Dutt 

97. Mr. K.·D. Jalan • • 
98. Mr. R. N. Bhojanagarwala 
99. Prof. K. P. Chattopadhyaya 

100. Mr. Panchu Gopal Bhadury 
101. Mr. K. C. Roy Chowdhury 
102. Babu Natabar Pal 
103. Mr. S.M. Osman . 
104. Mr. M. S. Vawda • 
105. Mr. T. G. Davies . 

APPENDIX 

Minister, Bengal (Revenue) 

Secretary, Revenue Department, Bengal • 
Additional Controller. of Rationing, Cal-

cutta. • 
Special Officer, Finance Department, Ben

gal. 
Special Officer, Rent Drive, Board of 

Revenue. 
Representatives of the Marwari Relief 

Society, Bengal. 
Representatives of the People's Relief 

Committee. 
Representatives of the Bosepukur Relief 

Committee.. - · 
Representatives of the Muslim Relief Com

mittee. 
Representative of the Friends' Ambulance 

Unit. 
106. Dr. K. P. Mukherjee . • 1 Representatives ofthe Bengal Public Health 
107. Mr. P. C. Bhattacharyya • ~ Association. 
108. Mr. K. Chawdhury . • J 
109. Dr. Shyamaprasad Mookerjee Formerly Minister, Bengal (Finance) • 

111. Mr. C. K. Ghose • • • Representatives of the Bengal. Rice Mills 
112. Mr. L. N. Hazra • • • Association. 

l 
I 
J 

110. Mr. S. C. Sawoo . • • } 

113. Mr. M. K. Kirpalani, I.C.S. · Secretary, Department of Commerce, Labour 
& Industries, Bengal. 

114. Major General 
C.I.E., O.B.E. 

. D. Stuart, Headquarters, 303 L of C Area 

115. Prof. P. C. Mahalanobis, B.Sc. Hony. Secretary, Indian Statistical Insti· 
{Cal.), M.A. ~Cantab.), F.S.S. tute, Statistical Laboratory, Calcutta. 
F.N.I., O.B.E., I.E.S. 

116. Mr. M. Barman J • ·.I 
117. Dr. M. U. Ahmad • >:RepresentativesoftheCalcuttaCorporation 
118. Mr. S. Lahiri • I 
119. Mr. K. C. Ghosh • . I 
120. Mrs. Renu Chakravarty . ~Representatives of the All Bengal Mahila 
121. Mrs. Ela Reid . • . Atma Raksha Samity. 
122. Mrs. Saudamini Mehta • . . 
123. Dr. {Mrs.) Maitreyee'Bose . Representatives of the All India 'Vomen's 
124. Mrs. S. C. Roy : · • ~ Conference (Relief Committee). 
125. Mrs. Ayesha Ahmad . • J 
126. Mr. J. K. JSiswas, M.A., J.P. • Representative of the Rotary Club· • 
127. Mr. V. N. Rajan, I.C.S. Deputy Controller of Distribution, Depart-

ment of Civil Supplies, Bengal. 
128. Mr. W. A. S. Lewis, O.B.E., 

I.C.S. 

129. Mr. Hanm.uUlbux Biswanath 
130. Mr. S. K. Chatterjee, M.B.E., 

I.C.S. 

Controller of Procurement (Formerly Dy. 
Director, Department of Civil Supplies, 
Bengal). 

Shellac and Produce Merchant, Calcutta . 
Dy. Director of Civil Supplies, Region VI 

Dacca. 
131. Khan .Hahadur Maulvi Chow

dhury Afsar Ali. 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Bengal 

Rice Merchant and Agent to the Govern· 
ment of Bengal. 

132. Mr. Ashutosh Bhattacharyya 

133. 1\fr. Hamidul Haq Chowdhury Representative of the BengaJ. Provincial 
Muslim League. 

134. Mr. N. R. Sarker • Formerly Member, Executive Council of 
the Governor General. · 

135. The Hon'ble Khwaja Sir Nazim- Chief Minister, Bengal. 
uddin, K.C.I.E. 

136. Sir John Burder . 
137. Mr. F. C. Guthrie • 
138. Mr. R. H. D. Campbell • 
139. Mr. D. C. Fairbairn 
140. Mr. P. C. Chowdhury 

Mr. R. H. D. Campbell. 
141. 1\Ir. C. S. Rangaswami 
142. Mr. Jnananjan Niyogi • 

: l . 
• ~Representatives of the Bengal Chamber of 
. J Commerce. 
. 1 Representatives of Messrs. Shaw 'Vallace 

{ 

& Co., Agents for the Bengal Chamber's 
• Foodstuffs' Scheme. 
• Representatives of the Calcutta Relief 
• Committee. 

9-9-1944 

9-9-1944 

9-9-1944 

11-9-1944 

11-9-1944 

11-9-1944 

11-9-1944 

11-9-1944 

11-9-1944 

12-9-1944 

12-9-1944 

12-9-1944 

13-9-1944 

13-9-1944 

13-9-194-! 

14-9-1044 

14-9-1 

14-9-1044 
15-9-1944 

15-9-1944 

15-9-1944 
15-9-1944 

15-9-1~44 

16-9-1944 

16-9-1944 

16-9-1944 

16-9-1944 

18-9-1944 

18-9-1944 

19-9-1944 
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143. Rai Dr. S. L. Hora Baha.dur Director of Fisheries, B~>ngal 
D.Sc., F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S.B., 
F.Z.S., F.L.S., F.N.I. 

144. 1\Ir. M.A. H. lspahani . . }Representatives of the Muslim-CiuunbC'r 
145. Khan Bahadur G. A. Dassani of Commerce & Relief Committee, 
146. 1\lr. C. J. l\Iinist€r D. I. G., C. I~P-, Bengal 
147. 1\Ir. M. 1\I. Stuart, O.B,E., Co!lcctor of Chittagong . 

I.C.S. 
148. Major General F. H. Skinner, Headquarters E. C. No. 12, A. B. P. 0. 

O.B.E. 
149. 1\Ir. F. A. Karim, I.C.S. District Magistrate, Faridpur . 

150. 1\fr. A. D. Gorwalla, C.I.E., 
I.C.S., J.P. 

151. 1\Ir. D. S. Bakhle, O.B.E., 
I.C.S., J.P. 

15~. Mr. J. Booth, I.C.S. . 
153. 1\Ir. R. N. Samarth, 1\I.B.E. 
154. 1\lr. G. L. Sheth, I.C.S. 

BOMBAY. 
Supply Cmnmissioner, Government of Bom

bay. 
Director of Civil Supplies, Bombay 

Director of Civil Supplies, Districts 
Controller of RatiotJ.ing, Bombay . . 
Grains Purchasing Qfficer, Thana & Colaba 

and B.S. D. and Deputy Controller of Ra-
tioning (in addition). ' 

155. 1\Ir. Sankpal . . . Statistician . . . . . 
156. 1\Ir. 1\I. J. Desai, I.C.S., J. P. . Secretary, Revenue Department, Bombay 
157. 1\lr. W. J. Jenkins, C.I.E., I.A.S. Director of Agriculture, Bombay . . 
158. 1\Ir. A. V. Thakkar, (Vice- I Representatives of the Servants of India 

President.) ~ Society. 
159. 1\Ir. Dinkar D. Desai . . J · 
160. Sir Henry Knight, K.C.S.I., Adviser to His Excellency the Governor of 

C.S.I., C.I.E., I.C,~., J. P. Bombay. . 
161. Mr. C. N. Vakil . . {Representatives of the School of Economics 

& Sociology, University of Bombay, Bom-
162. l\Ir1 J. J. Anjaria . . bay. · 
163. 1\lr. N. N. Wadia . . . • 
164. 1\Ir. S. C. Joshi, 1\I.A., LL.B., jl\fembers of the Standing Committee of 

1\I.Litt. Food Advisory Council, Bombay. 
165. 1\Ir. l\L V. Rajah . . . 
166. Rao Bahadur J. ~ l\Iankar . Secretary, Bombay Humanianiat League. 
167. Prof. D. R. Gadgil, M.A., Director, Gokhale Institute of Politics & 

1\I.Litt. Economics, Servants of India Society 
Home, Poona. 

168. Dr. K. A. Gandhi, 1\I.B. B.S., 
D.P.H., D.T.M. & H., J.P. 

169. Dr. T. B. Patel, 1\I.ll., B.S., 
D.P.H. 

Director of Public Health, Bombay 

District Health Officer, Bijapur 

170. Sir William Stampe, C.I.E. Irrigation Adviser to the Government of 
India, E., H. & L. Department. 

171. 1\Ir. G. F. S. Collins, C.S.J.., Adviser (Revenue) to His Excellency the 
C.I.E., O.B.E., I.C.S., J.P. Governor of Bombay. 

172. Mr. Aziz Ghafoor Kazi, ~I.L.A., I 
J.P. ' ~Representatives of the Provincial Muslim 

173. 1\lr. I. I. Chun~igar (President)] League, Bombay. • 
174. 1\Ir. A. K. SJ:tmkh • , • 

175. 1\Ir. Habib Ibrahim Rahim-] 
toola, (President). 

I 76. 1\Ir. GhulamhuReain Sonawala I 
(Vice-President). ~Representatives of the Bombay Muslim 

177. 1\lr. l\I. M. Killedar (Vice- [ Chamber of Commerce,. 
President). I 

178. Mr. Sikander Khan Dehlavi 
(Secretary). J 

I 79. l\Ir. V. N. Sausman . 
180. 1\Ir. S. B. Desai, 1\I.L.A. . 
181. Diwan Bahadur Sardar Desb

mukh. 

BIJAPUR 

Land Development Officer, Bijapur 
Bijapur . . . . . . ... 
President, D1stnct Local Board, BIJapur 

31 

19-9-1941 

I9-9-1P44 

20-9-1944 
20-9-1944. 

22-9-1944 

22-9-1944 

128-9-1944 

I 
~ 29-9-1944 

29-9-1944 

30-9-1944 

30-9-1944 

2-10-1944 

2-10-1944 

2-10-1944 

}

) (~!.0~.9~~ 
Patel 
again al 
Bijapur 

on 
5-10-1944 
3-10-1944 

3-10-1944 

3-10-1944 

3-10-1944 

5-10-1944 
5-10-1944 
5-10-1944 
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182. Mr. S. T. Pa1u 
183. Mr. I. T. Almaula, B.A., LL.B • 
184. Mr. H. S. Kaujalgi, B.A., 

' LL.B. 
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Collector of Bijapur 
Joint Secretary, Famine ReliE'f CommittE'e, 

Bombay. 

MADRAS 

too. !VIr. a . .1'', W. Dixon, C.I.E., Acting Commi.,sioner of Civil Supplies, 
I.C.S. Madras. 

186. Rao Sahib l'v!. A. Kuttalalin- Deputy Commissioner of Civil Supplies 
gam Pillai. 

187. Rno Bahadur P. V. Subba Rao Deputy Cummissioner of Civil Supplies 

188. Mr. W. Scott Brown, C.S.I., CommissionE'r of Civil Supplieil (on leave) 
C.I.E., I.C.S. 

189. Sir Purushotamdas Thakurdas, 
C.I.E., M.B.E. 

190. Mr. C. E. Wood, C.I.:m., I.C.S. }Members of the Board of Revenue, Govern-
191. Mr. A. R.. C. WE~stlake, C.I.E., ment of Madras. 

I.C.S. 
192. Dr. :R.. M. Mathew, M.B.B.S., Director of Public Health, Madras 

D.P.H., D.T.l\I. & H., 1\I.R..C.P. 
193. Rao Bahadur Dr. B. Viswa- Director of Agriculture, Madras 

nath, C.I.E., D.Sc., F.I.C. 
194. Janab Abdul Hamid Khan 
195. 'Sir P. T. Rajan . . 
196. Mr. R. Suryanarayana Rao 

. }Members of the Provincial Food Council, 
. Madras. · 

Honorary Secretary, People's Food Com
mitt€'8, Madras. 

197. Sir Hugh Hood, K.C.I.E., 
C.S.I., I.C.S. 

198. Mr. H. S. Town 

199. Mr. C. Nageswara Row • 

200. Mr. A. Khaleeli, I.C.S. . 

202. Khan Bahadur Adam Hajee 
Mohamed Sait. 

First Adviser to His Excellency the Gover
nor of Madras. 

Representative of the 1\Iadros EIE'ctric 
Supply Corporation Ltd., Madras 'fram
way (1904) Ltd., 1\I/s. Binny & Co., The 
Buckingham Carnatic Co., Ltd., and the 
Bangalore Woollen Cotton & Silk l\Iills 
Ltd. 

Joint Seeretary of the Rayalaseema Famine 
Relief Fund, Bombay. 

Director of IndustriE's and Coinm.erce, 
Madras. 

201. Mr. K. Govindan . · . 'l 
203. ·Mr. Yusuff Sait . • -~Representatives of the South Indian Cham-
204. Mr. C. M. Kothari (President) ber of Commerce. 
205. Mr. P. Raghava Nair . . 
206. Mr. G. Bapiraju Chaudhury . J 
207. Sri Rao Bahadur Thyagaraja Land Lord, Tanjore 

Mudaliar, M.A. 
l!l08. Mr. L. N. Sahu • Joint Secretary, Oris..~a Relief Committee 
209. Sri B. Ramachandra Reddi, Land Lord, Nellore 

C.B.E. 
210. Rao Bahadur Govindaraja 

Ayyangar. 
Chief Engineer (Irrigation), Madras • 

OALICUT 

5-10-1944 
5-10-1944 
6-10-1944 

9-10-1944 
and 

10-10-1944 
9-10-1944 

Piadras) 
24-10-1944 

(Tanjore) & 
26-10-1£144 
(Bezwada) 
9-10-1944 

and 
10-10-1944 

9-10-1944 

9-10-1£'44 

10-10-1944 

10-10-1944 

10-10-1944 

11-10-1944 

11-10-1944 

11-10-1944 

1~-IO-Hl44 

12-W-1944 

12-10-1944 

1~-10-1944 

13-10-] 9H 

13-10-1944 
14-10-1944 

14-10-1944 

2ll. Mr. E. Kannan, 1\I.L.A. (1\Iad- Representative of the Scheduled Ca.stes 16-10-1944 
ras). 

212. 1\lr. Sankaran Nambiar . . District Agricultural Officer, Ca.licut 16-10-19H 
213. Dr. K. Viswanath, L.l\I.S., District Health Officer, Calicut 16-10-19-U 

D.T.M. 
214. Rao Bahadur K. V~ S.u:ya.- ·Public Prosecutor and Advocate, Member, 16-lll-19H 

narayana Aiyer. Provincial Food Council, Madras. 



215. Mr. P. P. Hassan Koya • 
216. Rao Sahib Dr. K. V. Nanu

kutty Nair, M.R.C.S. (Eng.), 
L.R.C.P. (Lond.). 

217. Mr. V. R. Nayanar 

218. Sir George T. Boag, C.S.I., 
C.I.E., I.C.S. 

219. Sri Rama Varma Thampuran 
220. Rao Sahib M. M. Paul 
221. Mr. V. K. R. Menon 
222. Mr. T. K. Nair 

223. Sir C. P. Rama.swami Aiyar, 
K.C.S.I., K.C.I.E., LL.D. 

224. Mr. G. ParamP>swaran Pillai 

225. Mr. K. R. ~arayanu Aiyar 

226. Dr. C. 0. Karw1akaran 

227. Mr. L. Sankaranarayana Pillai 
228. Mr. Chattanda Karayalar '1 
229. Mr. K. P. Amirthanatha ~·er. 
230. Mr. Sivathanu Pillai . . . 
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Advocate, Calicut • • • • • 16-10-1944. 
Civil Surgeon and District Medical Officer,· 16-10·1944 
Callout. 

Representative of the Servants of India 16-10·1944 
Society, Callout Branch. 

OOOHIN 

Diwa.n of Cochin . •1 
Secretary to the Government of Cochin • J 18-10-1114~ 
Director of Food Supplies, Cochin . . 
Deputy Director of Food Supplies, Cochin 

Minister for Development, Cochin State • _18-10-194-t. 

TRAVANOORE 

Dewan of Travanoore .•. 

Chief Secretary to the Government of 
Travancore. 

Director of Food Supplies and Additional 
Secretary to the Government of Travan
core. 

Superintendent, Public Health Laboratory, 
Travancore. 

State Food Purchasing Officer . 

20-10-194~ 

20-10-194(.. 
and 

21~10-19d-
20-10-1944< 

and·· 
21-10-1944. 
20-10-1944.-

21-10-1944-

231. Mr. T. Kumara Pillai . I 
232. Mr. P. S. Muhamad . . ~Members of the Sri Mulam Assembly, 
233. Mr. G. Narayana lyer . . I 'vancore. 

Tra- 21-10-l!H4. 

234. Mr. D. Krishampotti • . J 
235. Mr. V. S. Krishna Pillai . 
236. Srimathi T. Narayani Ammal 

TANJORE 

237. Mr. T. K. Sankaravadivelu Grain Purchase Officer, Tanjore 24-10-1944. 
Pillai. 

238. Rao Sahib K. P. Krishnan Collector, Ramnad District ·1 
Nair. 

239. Diwan Bahadur V. · N. Viswa- Collector, Tinnevelly District • • • 
natha Rao. · · I 

240. Khan Bahadur Md. Ismail • Collector, Tanjore District • . . ~ 24-10-194~ 
241. Mr. V. K. Krislma.swami Aiyar}Revenue Divisional Officers-in-charge· of I 

Development. ,. I 
242. Mr. Rajaratnam • • • 
243. Mr. Venkatachari . • District Agricultural Officer, Tanjore. . f 
244. Chief Rationing Officer, Tan- J 

jore. 

245. Rao Sahib Charles John 
246. Rao Sahib M. R. Bangara 
247. Mr. A. G. Barson, I.C.S. 
248. Mr. K. S. Patnaik . • 
249. Rao Sahib V. Hanumanta Rao 

Nayudu. 
250. Mr. Nara.simhachari 
251. Mr. V. Sadasiva Rao 
252. Food Inspector 

253. Sir Geoffrey Burton, K.C.I.E.,. 
I.C.S. 

BEZWADA 

Grain Purchase Officer, Bezwada 
Collector, Ma.sulipatam_ • 
Sub Collector • 
District Rationing Officer • • 
Deputy Controller of Food Rationing 

District Agricultural Officer • • • 
Rationing Officer for Bezwada Municipality 

NAGPUR 

26-10-1944: 

Adviser to His Excellency the Governor of 1 
. t 27-10-1944\ 

the Central Provinces & Berar (Food and 28-10·194~ 
Finance). 30-10-1944' 

,, and 
. 1 31-10·1114~ 
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254. Mr. P. G. Braye, C.I.E., I.C.S. Commissioner,· Berar Division • • 
255. Maharaj Nagendra Sin~~:h, Deputy Commissioner, Hoshangabad 

I.C.S. 
256. Mr. S. H. Batliwala. • • 
257. Dewan Ba.ha.dur Sitacha.ra.n 

Dube. 
2a8. Khan Bahadur M. E. R. 

Malak. 

27-10-19« 
28-10-1944 

259. Ra.o Baha.dur Dadu Dwa.raka.- Representatives of the Central Pro..,.·inces 28-10-1944 
nath Singh Seoni. Food Advisory Board. 

260. Mr. G. A. Gavai • 
261. 1\Ir. V. D. Brahma. . • 
262. Khan Sahib Haji Ibrahimbhai · 
263 •. Rao Sahib Suganchan Rathi •J 
264." Mr. S. G. Dandige . • 
265. Mr. Ramjiwan Chowdhury • 
266. Mr. S. K. Wa.nkhede • • l 

28-10-1!?44: 
_ and on 
31-10-1944: 

267.- Mr. Y. S. Athalye, B.A., LL.B. 1-
(Hony. SecrMary) I Representatives of the Central Provinces 28-10-1944 

268. Mr. R. V. Kalika.r • •. }- Malguzars Association. 
269. Mr. D. V. Deshmukh • I 
270. Mr. G. R. Joshi • . J 
271. Rao Bahadur Moharikar • } · .•.. 
272. Khan Sahib Kerawala. • • Officers of the Government of C. P. & Berar 
273. Mr. R. C. V •. P. Neronha . Deputy Director of Food Supplies, Nagpur 

28-10-194:4 
28-10-1944 
28-10-1944 

274. Mr. R. H. H1ll, I.A.S. . • Director of Agriculture, C. P. & Berar ·l 
275. Dr. R. J. Kalamkar, Ph.D. Officer. on Special Duty, Department of}- 30-10-1944 

Agriculture, C. P. & Berar. J 
276. Dr. R. L. Tuli, M.B.B.S., Director of Public Health, C. P. & Berar . 30-10-1944 

D.P.H., D.T.l\I., L.M. 
277. Mr. N. S. Krishnan • } 
278. Mr. C. K. E. Naidu . Representativee of the Controlled Shop 31-10-19!4 
279. Mr. Jiwaji Modgare • Keepers' Association, Nagpur. 
280. Mr. J. R. Dani · . • Raipur • . . . . . 
281. Seth La1ji Ghila Bhai . Representative of the Rice Mills Association 
282. Rao Bahadur Uttamrao Patil 
283. Mr. H. S. Kamath, I.C.S. 

284. Mr. R. K. Patil 
285. Mr. Kolhe • 

Secretary, Government of C. P. & 
(Food) 

:}Representatives of Shetkari Sangh 

APPENDIX VIII 

Berar 

Extracts from papers relating to cerlain financial aspects of relief. 

I 

31-10-1944 
31-10-1944 
31-10-1944 
31-10-1944 

31-10-19!4 

ExTRACT Oi" PARAGRAPH 29 Oi" 1\lE:MORANDU'H FURNISHED TO THE CO:W.USSIO~ BY THE REVE...'i"UE 
DEPARTMENT, BENGAL GOVERNMENT. 

The Revenue Department, who were spending large amounts of money on relief, soon came 
to realise that relief during this year would be too costly for the Provincial Revenues to bear. 
"They drew up a memorandum in consultation with the Civil Supplies and Finance Departm€nts 
"Which was submitted to the Government of India towards the end of May. As the prospects of 
,getting supplies were still fair and it was supposed that with a good aus harvest, it might be possi· 
ble to meet the situation with an expenditure of the order of Rs. 7 crores of which Government 
-of India were requested to bear a. substantial share. The response received was however indefi· 
•nite and not too reassuring. The department, therefore, went on sanctioning funds:asked for 
•by the Collectors for carrying on the relief on a. large scale but in the normal manner provided 
>by the Famine Manual. During the months of April, May and June the following funds were 
'sanctioned for various kinds of relief to the different districts :-

(a) Agricultural loans--about Rs. 106 lakhs. 
(b) Gratuitous relief-about Rs. 60 lakhs. _ 
(c) Test relief-about Rs. 87 lakhs. 

In the month of July agricultural operations were reported to be going on in all part::> of the 
-province on a large scale. The demand for labour had increased and this to some extent provided 
.a precarious living for a large section of the people who had already been in distress. During 
this month therefore Government had to spend only about Rs. 26 la.khs for various kinds of re • 
lief. 
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II 

LETI'ER DATED THE 3RD JANUARY 1945, FROM SECRETARY TO THE GoVERNME:Z.."T OF BENGAL, 
REVENC'E DEPARTMENT, TO CHAIRMAN, FAMINE INQUIRY COMMISSION, 

Will you kindly refer to your Demi-official No. FC (N)/31-3 of the 24th December 1944 re
garding para.gra.ph 29 of this department's memorandum on the famine of 1943 and the measures
taken in relation thereto 1 

Relief work was neither held up nor slowed down at any time because of the lal'k of funds. 
A8 I explained personally before the Commission our real difficulty was in respect of supplies oi 
foodstuff and not of money. At the same time I must admit that the absence of any assurance' 

. of substantial financial assistance from the Centre did ~nake us more cautious in our planning oi 
measures of relief than would have been the case if such an assurance had been forthcoming. 
The effect was wholly psychological. It did prevent us from launching upon more ambitious 
schemes of relief than those provided in the Famine Manual, for instance giving timely assistance
to people in distress so that they might not have had to sell their lands, houses and other assets< 
and also the provision of shelter and clothing on a much larger scale for those in need of them.· 
The actual relief given was almost wholly in the form of test works, doles in cash or kind and 
loans under the Agriculturist's Loans Act as provided in the Famine Manual, which was not' 
adequate for a widespread famine of extraordinary seveioity as that of 1943. All that we coul<l 
do was to spend money on the kinds of relief mentioned aQove but on a very extensive scale. 

\Ve meant by the statement referred to in your letter that for want of any assurance of assist· 
ance from the_Government of India we could not embark upon any abnormal measures of relief" 
or set up a proper organisation for relief on a very large scale as required by the really abnormal. 
situation in the country during that year, but no brake was actually put on at any time on ac
count of inadequacy of funds. On the contrary·you will find from paragraph 30 of our memoran
dum that there were even cases where some Collectors could not fully utilise the funds sanctioned 
for relief because of the absence of sufficient supplies. 

III 
EXTRACT FROM RELIEF COMMISSIONER'S NOTE ON RELIEF OPERATIONS IN BENGAl> FROM 27TB 

SEPTEMBER 1943 TO 29TH FEBRUARY 1944, 
" ... complained to me that relief was curtailed in his area at the most critical stage of the

operations, by order of Revenue Department ..•• 
IV 

LETTER No. 794-Misc., DATED THE 10TH JULY 1943, FROM ADDITIONAL ASSISTANT SECRET',lRY 
GOVERNMENT OF BENGAL, REVENUE DEPARTMENT, TO GOLLECTOR OF MIDNAPORE. 
Will you please refer to your Memo. No. 2712-R., dated the 8th July 1943 and the last por

tion of your Memo. No. 2674-R., dated the 5th July 1943 regarding the distribution of gratui
tous relief and maintenance loans. 

You ask for an additional allotment of Rs. 12,80,000 for distribution as gratuitous ~Her 
including Rs. 10 lakhs required for meeting the present demand of the Sub-Divisional Officer, 
Contai. It appears from your Memo. No. 2424 (3)-R., dated the 16th June 1943 that a sum or 
Rs. 10 lakhs was drawn under T. R. 27 only on 16th June 1943 for meeting the requirements or 
the Sub-Divisional Officer, Contai. It is not quite clear why the Sub-Divisional Officer came up 
with a proposal for a further allotment of Rs. 10 lakhs in the latter part of June as it is most
unlikely that the amount of Rs. 10 lakhs drawn on 16th June 1943 could have been spent on 
gratuitous relief in cash within a short period of a week or so specially in view of the fact that 
a very large number of people were being engaged in test relief work throughout the month or 
June. The position ~nay k1ndly be clarified. 

- 2. It may be observed in this connection that due to various causes distress prevails in al
most all the districts of the province and the problem of relieving the same has 88Bumed such 
proportions that it is beyond the capacity of this Government to cope with the situation without. 
the assistance from the Government of India. We, have, therefore, approached the Govern. 
ment of India for substantial assistance in money and foodgrains fot: this purpos~ and pending 
the decision of that Government it will not be possible to carry on relief measures 1n the cyclone 
affected areas of your district on the scale whic~ was contemplate_d a ~e~ months _ago. I am 
therefore to request you to see that relief is restncted to the essential miDimum until the above 
matter is settled. 

3. As regards your proposal regarding the distri~ution of ~intenance loans ~o families wh.o 
have between ll and 5 bighaa of land. Could you kindly furnish Governme?t With an appr~Xl· 
mate estimate of the number of families which will fall in this class so that 1t may be exammecl 
what is to be the likely outlay. 

v 
COPY OF LETI'ER No. 480-F. R., DATED THE 21BT MARCR 194o5, FROM OFFICIATING SECRETARY TO 

THE GOVERNMENT Ol!' BENGAL, REVENUE DEPARTMENT, TO SECRETARY, FAMINE INQUIRY 
COMMISSION, 
Please refer to your Demi-officiallette! dated t~e 24th Februacy:,l945 ~ddr~d to ..• • • • The 

Government of Bengal generally agree With the VIews expre~ m .... s Derm-offi<;Ial No. 7. 
F. R., dated the 3rd January 1945. They would, however, like to Inake the folloWing further 
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-observations on the point.s which have been raised, as it appears that some misunderstanding 
exists with regard to the statement made in paragraph 29 of this Department's Memorandum 
·submitted to the Commission .. 

While the Government of Bengal felt very uneasy at the beavy expenditure on relief meer
il\lleS and would have welcomed timely assurance of assistance from the c~ntre they tried their 
'best not to slow down relief operations for lack of funds. Throughout the province gratuitous. 
rel,ief in the form of free food was given on a scale far in excess of that contemplated in the Famine 
Manual, owing to the futility of issuing money when food was scarce and not arriving from out
ili.de sources, and also owing to the impossibility of conducting large scale test relief works in the 
mills. Moreover fresh ground was broken by establishing free kitchens, food canteens and cheap 
·grain shops, and distributing clothing •. Mr ........... '!! Demi-official letter No. 794-Misc., 
·dated the lOth July 1943, to the Collector of Midnapore was admittedly somewhat unhappily 
worded, but it should be interpreted in its historical background. After the devastating cyclone 
-of 1942, affecting large areas in Midnapore and 24-Parganas, a comprehensive plan was drawn 
.up not only for giving immediate relief to the distressed but also for restoring them to normal 
-condition within a short space of time. All these measures were called relief rueasures and no 
-distinction was made between the measures necessary for immediate relief and those aiming at 
rehabilitation. Mr .•.......•• 's Demi-official letter may be taken as reflecting some anxiety 
•On the part of Government lest Midnapore expenditure, in view of the ambitious plans previously 
drawn up, might be excessive in the altered circumstances in comparison with the needs of other 
parts of the province-but the figures do not show that it caused any slowing down of relief 
•operations proper. To demonstrate this a statement is enclosed showing the quarterly expendi
-ture incurred on relief measures in Midnapore and 24-Parganas from October 1942 to December 
'1943. Both these districts suffered severely from the cyclone of 1942 though devadtation was 
'far more widespread and intense in Midnapore than in 24-Parganas. It will be seen from the 
;figures that between October 1942 and June 1943 expenditure on Agricultural Loans and Gra
"tuitous Relief in Midnapore wa.S of the order of Rs. 1 crore and Rs. 1 crore 14 lakhs respectively ; 
the corresponding expenditure in 24-Parganas during this period was Rs. 15 lakhs and 9 lakhs 
respectively. Therefore expenditure in Midri.apore was about 9 times more on Agricultural 
!Loans and 12 times more on Gratuitous Relief. In the following six months i.e. between July 
.and December 1943, 23 lakhs were spent on Agricultural Loans in Midnapore and 1 crore 011 
•Gratuitous Relief while the figures for 24-Parganas for the corresponding period were Rs. 2 lakhs 
.and 9llakhs respectively. There was thus no noticeable decline in relief operations in Midnapore 
.as compared to 24-Pargana.s. 

VI 
A STATEMENT SHOWING THE EXFENDITUliE ON RELIEF MEASURES IN l\liDNAPORE A-._,D 24-

PARGANAS BETWEEN 0CTOBEB 1942 AND DECEMBER 1943. 

Midnapore 
(Area affected by the cy~lone-3600 Sq. miles with a population of 2· 3 millions.) 

o()cto her to December 1942 
.January to March 1943 
.April to June 1943 
.July to September 1943 
.October to December 1943 

Agricultural 
loans. 

19,00,000 
37,25,000 
44,00,000 
21,63,000 
1,50,000 

24-Parga1148. 

Gratuitous 
Relief. 

24,28,000 
19,30,000 
69,80,000 
64,15,000 
38,28,000 

Test works. 

5,05,000 
5,25,000 

62,48,91)0 

(Area. affected by the cyclone-400 Sq. miles with a population of 2 lakhs.) 

'October to December 1942 
-iranua.ry to March 1943 
April to June 1943 
July to September 1943 
()ctober to December 1943 

'GIPD--4 D of Food-24-4-45-2,000. 

4,60,000 
10,05,500 
1,05,000 
1,10,000 

82,000 
3,03,500 
5,00,000 
2,95,000 
6,60,000 

50,000 
50,000 

3,00.000 


